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Introduction 

It is with great trepidation that one begins to write a work 
such as this, involving some of the most hidden mysteries of the 
Kabbalah. Many would question the wisdom and propriety of placing 
such information in a printed book, especially in an English translation. 
But so much misinformation has already been published that it is 
virtually imperative that an authentic, authoritative account be 
published. It is for this reason, as well as other reasons which I am 
bound by an oath to conceal, that the great living masters of Kabbalah 
have voiced their approval that such a book be published. 

The science of Kabbalah is divided into three basic areas: the 
theoretical, the meditative, and the practical. 

The theoretical deals with the form of the mysteries, teaching the 
structure of the angelic domains as well as of the Sefirot, or Divine 
Emanations. With great success, it deals with problems posed by the 
many schools of philosophy, and it provides a conceptual framework 
into which all theological ideas can be fitted. More important for the 
discussion at hand, it also provides a framework through which the 
mechanism of both the meditative and practical Kabbalah can be 
understood. 

Some three thousand Kabbalah texts exist in print, and, for the 
most part, the vast majority deal with the theoretical Kabbalah. Falling 
within this category are the best known Kabbalah works, such as the 
Zohar and the Bahir, which are almost totally theoretical in their scope. 
The same is true of the writings of Rabbi Isaac Luria, the Ari, 
considered by many to have been the greatest of all Kabbalists. With 
the passage of time, this school probed deeper and deeper into the 
philosophical ramifications of the primary Kabbalistic concepts, 
producing an extremely profound, self-consistent and satisfying 
philosophical system. 
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2 I MEDITATION AND KABBALAH 

The practical Kabbalah, on the other hand, was a kind of white 
magic , dealing with the use of techniques that could evoke supernatural 
powers. It involved the use of divine names and incantations , amulets 
and talismans, as well as chiromancy, physiognomy and astrology. 
Many theoretical Kabbalists, led by the Ari , frowned on the use of such 
techniques , labeling them as dangerous and spiritually demeaning. As a 
result, only a very small number of texts have survived at all, mostly in 
manuscript form, and only a handful of the most innocuous of these 
have been published. 

It is significant to note that a number of techniques alluded to in 
these fragments also appear to have been preserved among the non
Jewish school of magic in Europe. The relationship between the 
practical Kabbalah and these magical schools would constitute an 
interesting area of study . 

The meditative Kabbalah stands between these two ex tremes . 
Some of the earliest meditative methods border on the practical 
Kabbalah, and their use is discouraged by the latter masters, es pecially 
those of the Ari 's school. Within this category are the few surviving 

texts from the Talmudic period. The same is true of the teachings of the 
Thirteenth Century master , Rabbi Abraham Abulafia, whose 
meditative works have never been printed and survive only in 
manuscript. 

Most telling is a statement at the end of Shaarey Kedushah (Gates 
of Holiness) , which is essentially a meditative manual. The most 
important and explicit part of this text is the fourth section, which 
actually provides instructions in meditation . When this book was first 
printed in 1715, the publisher omitted this last , most important section, 
with the following note : 

The printer declares that this fourth section is not to 
be copied or printed since it consists entirely of divine 
names, permutations and concealed mysteries, and it is 
not proper to bring them on the altar of the printing 
press . 

Actually, upon examining this section, we find that " divine names 
and permutations" playa relatively small role, and could easily have 
been omitted. But besides this , the section in question also presents 
explicit instructions for the various techniques of Kabbalah medi tation , 
and even this was considered too secret a doctrine to be published for 
the masses. 
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The Ari himself also made use of a system of meditation involving 
Yechudim (unifications), and this was included in the main body of his 
writings, particularly in the Shaar Ruach HaKodesh (Gate of the Holy 
Spirit). But even here, it is significant to note that, although the Ari 
lived in the Sixteenth Century, this text was not printed until 1863. For 
over three hundred years , it was available only in manuscript. 

With the spread of the Hasidic movement in the Eighteenth 
Century, a number of meditative techniques became more popular, 
especially those centered around the formal prayer service. This 
reached its zenith in the teachings of Rabbi Nachman of Breslov 
(1772-1810), who discusses meditation in considerable length. He 
developed a system that could be used by the masses, and it was 
primarily for this reason that Rabbi Nachman's teachings met with 
much harsh opposition. 

One of the problems in discussing meditation , either in Hebrew or 
in English, is the fact that there exists only a very limited vocabulary 
with which to express the various " technical" terms. For the sake of 
clarity, a number of such terms, such as " mantra " and " mandala " have 
been borrowed from the various meditative systems of the East. This is 
not meant in any way to imply that there is any connection or 
relationship between these systems and the Kabbalah . Terms such as 
these are used only because there are no Western equivalents. Since 
they are familiar to most contemporary readers, they have the 
advantage of making the text more readily understood. 

Many people express surprise that the Jewish tradition contains a 
formal meditative system, that, at least in its outward manifestations, 
does resemble some of the Eastern systems. This resemblance was first 
noted in the Zohar, which recognized the merit of the Eastern 
systems, but warned against their use. 

The fact that different systems resemble each other is only a 
reflection on the veracity of the technique, which is primarily one of 
spiritual liberation . The fact that other religions make use of it is of no 
more consequence than the fact that they also engage in prayer and 
worship. This does not make Jewish worship and prayer any less 
meaningful or unique, and the same is true of meditation . It is basically 
a technique for releasing oneself from the bonds of one's physical 
nature. Where one goes from there depends very much on the system 
used . 





CHAPTER ONE 

Meditation 





1. THE SCHOOLS 

It is universally accepted by the Kabbalists that the first ones to 
engage in these meditative methods were the patriarchs and prophets, 
who used them to attain enlightenment and prophecy. Although there 
are many allusions to this in the Bible, the scripture is virtually silent 
when it comes to providing explicit descriptions of their methods. StilL 
if one looks at the appropriate texts, one can gain considerable insight 
into the methods that were in use in the time of the prophets.l 

The earliest direct statement regarding method comes from the 
First Century, from the early Talmudic period. Here we find some of 
the greatest Talmudists engaged in the mystical arts, making use of a 
number of meditative techniques to attain spiritual elevation and 
ascend to the transcendental realm. Many of these techniques consisted 
of the repetition of divine names , as well as intense concentration on the 
transcendental spheres . What little we know of their methods is 
preserved in a few fragments , as well in a remarkable complete text, 
Hekhalot Rabatai (The Greater Chambers), of which the main parts are 
presented for the first time in translation in this book. 

I twas du ring this period that some of the main classics of Kabbalah 
were written. These include the Sefer Yetzirah (Book of Formation), the 
Bahir and the Zohar. These involved even higher levels than those 
described in the Hekhalot, and for the most part, only the barest hints 
are provided as to how these levels were reached. 

With the close of the Talmudic period, these methods became 
restricted to a few very small closed secret societies. Both the Bahir and 
the Zohar remained completely unknown outside of these societies, and 
were not revealed until the late Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries 
respectively. The publication of the Bahir in particular gave impetus to 
the st~dy of the mysteries, and a number of individuals began to openly 
teach the secret methods. 
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8 I MEDITATION AND KABBALAH 

Most remarkable among these was Rabbi Abraham Abulafia 
(1240-1295) . Having received the tradition from earlier sources, he 
was the first to actually pu t them in writing. For this , he weas 
condemned in many circles, although most Kabbalists consider his 
methods to be authentic and based on a reliable tradition . Several of his 
contemporaries, most notably, Rabbi Isaac of Acco and Rabbi Joseph 
Gikatalia, also speak of meditative methods . 

Most of their work, however, was eclipsed by the publication of 
the Zohar in the middle 1290's. This great classic gripped the 
imagination of almost all Kabbalists of the time, and the teachings of 
other schools was virtually forgotten. I t is therefore no accident that 
many books written before this were never published, and among those 
which have not been lost, a good number exist only in manuscript. 

Since the Zohar has little to say about meditative methods, many 
important Kabbalists began to ignore the subject completely. They were 
too involved in trying to unravel the mysteries of this ancient book that 
had been concealed for many centuries . There were a few exceptions, 
however, and these Kabbalists made use of the methods of Abulafia, 
Gikatalia and Isaac of Acco . For over two hundred years, however, we 
find virtually nobody exploring the Zohar itself to ascertain the 
meditative methods used by its authors . 

The main attempts in this direction occurred in the Safed SchooL 
which flourished during the Sixteenth Century. It reached its zenith in 
the teachings of Rabbi Isaac Luria (1534-1572), commonly known as 
the Ari, who showed how the various letter combinations found in the 
Zohar were actually meant to be used as meditative devices. Although 
the Ari wrote almost nothing himself, his teachings were arduously 
copied by his disciplies, and fill almost two dozen large volumes. To a 
large extent , all this was an introduction to the methodology involved in 
his system of meditation . 

Just as the Zohar had overshadowed everything when it was 
published, so did the writings of the Ari overwhelm the other schools 
three centuries later. His teachings were seen as the ultimate expression 
of the Kabbalah, and for the next two hundred years, the greatest part 
of Kabbalah literature devoted itself to their interpretation. Although 
the Ari's meditative methods were used by a few individuals, and 
possibly by one or two minor schools, for the most part the Kabbalists 
devoted themselves to theory rather than practice. 

The next great renascence came with the rise of the Hasidic 
movement, founded by Rabbi Israel, the Baal Shem Tov (1698-1760). 
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When their works are studied, it becomes obvious that the Baal Shem 
and his closest disciples were ardent students of the earlier meditative 
texts of the Kabbalah , and in the Hasidic classics, these texts are often 
paraphrased . During the second half of the Eighteenth Century , and 
perhaps the first decade or two of the Nineteenth , many people engaged 
in the classical meditative techniqu es of Kabbalah, often describing the 
high spiritual states that they attained. 

The opposition to this , especially where it involved teaching these 
methods to the masses , was very strong. An entire group, known as the 
Mitnagdim (opposers), arose to combat the Hasidim, vigorously 
denouncing their methods. As a result, the Hasidim themselves began 
to de-e mphasise their meditative prac tices, and eventually these were 
virtually fo rgotten . 





2. METHODS 

M edita tion is primarily a means of attaining spiritu al liberation . Its 
va rio us m e th ods a re des ig nated to loosen th e bo nd o ~ th e ph ys ica l, 
allowing the individu al to ascend to the transcendentaL spiritu al rea lm. 
One who accomplishes this successfully is sa id to h av e a tta ined Ruach 

HaK odes h , The " Holy Spirit ," which is the genera l H ebraic term fo r 
enlig h ten men t. 

The bes t-kno wn co ntemporary method o f medita tio n is tha t 
which involves a mantra, a wo rd o r phrase th a t is repea ted over and 
ov er for a des ig na ted period of time. One concentra tes o n th e mantra to 
the exclus io n o f all else, thus clea ring the mind of all ex tra neous 

thoughts and di vo rc ing it from the no rmal s trea m o f consc io usness. In 
this method, the mantra may be repea ted verbally, o r the repetition m ay 
be completely mental. This ty pe of medit a tion is found in the Kabbalah , 
espec iall y among the ea rlier schools . In the Hekh alo t, fo r exa mple, o ne 
beg ins hi s spiritu al ascent by repeating a number o f Divine N ames 112 

times. 
M antra medita tion is an example of s truc tured , ex ternally direc ted 

medita tion . It is ex ternally direc ted , insofar as one concentra tes on a 
wo rd or phrase, ra ther th an o n the spontaneous thoug hts to the mind . 
Since it invo lves a spec ific prac tice, r epeated fo r a fi xed le ng th o f tim e, 

it is co nsidered a s truc tured medita tio n. 

Ano ther exa mple of s tructured externally-direc ted medit a tio n is 
co ntempla tion , wh ere o ne gazes a t an objec t, plac ing a ll o f o ne's 
concentra tion o n it. In occult prac tices, the bes t-known ty pe of 
conte mplatio n in vo lves gaz in g int o a c rys ta l ba l1. 2 O th e r ty pes o f 

contempla tion invo lv e mandalas, pic tures o r le tter des ig ns, where o ne 
gazes upon them, em p tying the mind o f all o ther thoug ht. In Kabbalah 

medit a tion , the s imples t contempla tive dev ice is th e T e trag ramma to n 
itself , and thi s is discussed ev en in non-Kabbali s tic works.' M ore 

11 
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complex forms are also used , and this method seems to have reached its 
zenith under the influence of Rabbi Shalom Sharabi (1702-1777). 

Very closely related to this is the method of Yechudim 
(Unifications), which plays an important role in the system of the Ari. 

Here one does not contemplate a physical picture, but rather a mental 
image, asually consisting of various combinations of divine names . 
Since the structures and combinations of these names are 
predetermined, and do not arise spontaneously in the mind, this is 
also considered to be an externally-directed meditation. 

The second basic method o~ meditation is that which is internally
directed. This consists of meditating on thoughts, feelings or mental 

images that arise spontaneously in the mind. Usually, this is best 
accomplished by focusing on a general area, around which these 
thoughts will be evoked. Since there is no formal or predetermined 

method of evoking such thoughts, this is most commonly an 
unstructured meditation. 

Internally-directed meditation can be practiced purely in thought, 
or, as in some systems, one 's thoughts can also be verbalized. One of 
the best methods of verbalizing such thoughts while keeping them 
concentrated on a single focus is to express them as spontaneous 
prayer. It is this method that forms the basis for the meditative system 

of Rabbi Nachman of Breslov. 
The third basic type of meditation is that which is non-directed. 

Such meditation strives for a stillness of the mind and a withdrawal 
from all perception, both internal and external. It plays an important 
role in the advancd states of many other methods , but at the same time, 
it can also be used as a method in its own right. Very little is expressly 
written about this method, but it appears to playa role in the teachings 
of such Hasidic masters as Rabbi Dov Baer, the Maggid of Mezrich 
(1704-1772) and Rabbi Levi Yitzchak of Berdichov (1740-1809). 

There is evidence that this method was used , at least for the most 
advanced, in the very terminology of the Kabbalah. Indeed, in a 
number of cases , it is only when looked upon in this sense that some 
terminology is comprehensible . Thus, for example, the Kabbalists call 
the highest level of transcendence Ayin, literally " Nothingness ." 

Actually, this alludes to the ultimate level reached by non-directed 
meditation, where all perception and imagery cease to exist. 

Besides being divided into these three basic methods , meditation 
can be classified according to the means used . The three basic means are 

the in tellect, the emotions, and the body. 
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The path of the intellect is very prevalent among the theoretical 
Kabbalists, and was also used outside of the Kabbalistic schools . The 
most common method was simply to contemplate on various aspects of 
the Torah, probing the inner meaning of its commandments . It also 
included delving deeply with the intellect into the structure of the 
supernal universes, and, as it were , becoming a denizen of these worlds . 
For many, this method lead to a very high state of ecstasy, and this 
method forms the basis of the Habad system of Hasidism. 4 

Another form of intellectual meditation involves the study of 
devotional works, carefully contemplating each concept in an effort to 
attain self-improvement. I t was primarily this method that formed the 
basis of the Mussar Movement, which arose in the Nineteenth Century 
as a response to Hasidism. Such contemplation, or Hitbonenut,plays an 
especially important role in the devotional work Mesilat Yesharim 
(Path of the Just), by the great Kabbalist Rabbi Moshe Chaim luzzatto 
(1707-1747) . In this remarkable book , the author outlines all the steps 
leading up to, but not including, Ruach HaKodesh the ultimate 
enlightment . The method of attaining these desired traits is that of 
Hitbonenut-contemplation on the teachings germain to that step and 
rectifying one 's life in the light of these teachings . Incidentally, 
although it is not widely known, the ten levels discussed in this text 
clearly parallel the ten mystical Sefirot of the Kabbalists . 

The path of the emotions also plays an important role in the 
systems of the Kabbalists. One place where it is particularly important 
is in Kavanah-meditation , the system that makes use of the formal 
daily prayers as a sort of mantra, especially in the Hasidic schools. Here 
one is taught to place all of his feelings and emotions into the words of 
his worship, thus attaining a divestment of the physical (hitpashtut ha
gashmiut). This path is also found in meditations involving music, 
which played an important role in the meditations of the ancient 
prophets of the Bible. 

A path combining the intellect and emotions is the path of love, 
described in detail by the leading philosopher, Rabbi Moses 
Maimonides (1135-1204) . He writes that when a person deeply 
contemplates on God, thinking of His mighty deeds and wondrous 
creations, he becomes profoundly aware of His wisdom, and is brought 
to a passionate love for God .5 He speaks of a level of love called 
Cheshek (passion), where the emotion is so intense that every thought 
is exciusively engaged with its object. This love for God can be so 
intense that the soul can literally be drawn out of the body by it, and 
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this is what occurs when a saint dies by the "Kiss of God." This is 
considered to be one of the highest possible levels of enlightenment, 
usually attained only at very advanced age .b 

The third path is that of the body. It includes both the body 
motions and breathing exercizes that playa key role in the system of 
Rabbi Abraham Abulafia. The swaying and bowing that accompanies 
formal prayer also involves the path of the body, enhancing the 
meditative uuality of the worship. 

One of the most important techniques of body meditation involves 
dancing . This is especially true among the Hasidic schools, where even 
after other meditative methods were abandoned, dance was still used as 
a means of attaining ecstasy and enlightenment. This , however, was not 
a Hasidic innovation, since even in most ancient times dance was an 
important method for attaining enlightenment. 

The Talmud teaches that on the festival of 5uccot (Tabernacles), 
during the " Festival of Drawing," in Jerusalem, "saints and men of 
deed would dance before the assemblage, holding torches and singing 
hymns of praise." 7 This festival was a particularly propitious time for 
attaining enlightenment, as the Jerusalem Talmud states , " Why was it 
called a ' Festival of Drawing' ? Because it was a time when people drew 
in Ruach HaKodesh ." 8 50 closely was dance associated with 
enlightenment, that the Future World, which is viewed as the ultimate 
place of enlightenment, is described as "A dance conducted by the 
Blessed Holy One, where each individual points a finger at Him." 9 



3. VOCABULARY 

One reason why so little is known about the various systems of 
Kabbalah meditation is that all of this literature is in Hebrew, and it has 
never been accurately translated. Since most of these methods are no 
longer practiced, the vocabulary associated with them has also been 
forgotten . So great is this confusion that even the very Hebrew word 
for meditation is not generally known . This has even led to the use of 
the wrong term in an article on the subject in a major Judaic 
encyclopedia . Once a basic vocabulary is established, however, one can 
gain an appreciation of how often meditation is discussed in classical 
texts, particularly in the Kabbalistic classics. Io 

There is one word that is consistently used as a term for meditation 
by the commentators, philosophers and Kabbalists . The word which 
most often denotes meditation is Hitbodedut (nrr:n::lI;1::t). The verb, "to 
meditate, " is represented by the word Hitboded ("11'1::11;1;:1) . 

The word Hitboded is derived from the root Badad (TTJ) , meaning 
" to be secluded." Literally, then, Hitbodedut actually means self
isolation, and in some cases, actually refers to nothing more than 
physical seclusion and isolation. II In many other places, however, it is 
used to denote a state of consciousness involving the isolation of the 
self, that is, the isolation of he individual's most basic essence. 

Thus, when discussed in ' a Kabbalistic context, the word 
Hitbodedut means much more than mere physical isolation . It refers to 
a state of internal isolation, where the individual mentally secludes his 
essence from his thoughts. One of the greatest Kabbalists, Rabbi Chaim 
Vital (1543-1620) , often speaks of such mental seclusion, saying that 
"one must seclude himself (hitboded) in his thoughts to the ultimate 
degree. " 12 In doing this, one separates his soul from his body to such a 
degree that he no longer feels any relationship to his physical self. The 
soul is thus isolated , and as Rabbi Chaim Vital concludes, " the more 

15 
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one separates himself from the physical, the greater will be his 
enligh ten men t. " 

This state of mental seclusion is very important to the prophetic 
experience. The clearest description of this state is presented by Rabbi 
Levi ben Gershon (1288-1344), a major Jewish philosopher; often 
known as Gersonides , or simply by the acrostic , " the Ralbag. " He 
writes that the attainment of prophetic revelation " requires the 
isolation (hitbodedut) of the consciousness from the imagination, or 
both of these from the other perceptive mental faculties. " 13 

Rabbi Isaac of Acco also uses the same definition. Speaking of 
individuals seeking prophecy, he writes , " They fulfil the conditions of 
meditation (Hitbodedut) which has the effect of nullifying the senses 
and divorcing the thought porcesses of the soul from all perception, 
clothing it in the spiritual essence of the transcendental. " 14 

One of the clearest expressions of this has been developed by 
Rabbi Abraham Maimonides (1186-1237), son of the famed Moses 
Maimonides. He writes that there are two different types of self
isolation (hitbodedut), external and internal. External hitbodedut is 
nothing more than physical isolation, and this is usually desirable when 
one wishes to meditate. Internal hitbodedut, on the other hand, consists 
of isolating the soul from the perceptive faculty . When the mind is 
completely hushed in this manner, one becomes able to perceive the 
spiritual realm.I5 

The word Hitbodedut therefore primarily is used to denote the 
isolation of the soul or ego from all external and internal stimuli . Any 
method or practice that is used to accomplish this is also called 
Hitbodedut. Since these are the practices that are usually referred to as 
" meditation," this is how the word Hitbodedut should be translated. 

Another closely related term, Hitbonenut (ml~'::lJ;l0), is also often 
translated as " meditation." (Indeed , this is the term used in the above
mentioned encyclopedia article .) From context, however, we see that a 
more precise definition of Hitbonenut is " contemplation," that is, 
intense concentration on an object or image. Of course, contemplation 
is a meditative technique, but it is significant to note that the term is 
hardly ever used in the classical Kabbalah texts in describing the 
attainment of the higher states of consciousness. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Talmudic Mystics 





1. THE TALMUDISTS 

With the destruction of Solomon's Temple, the age of the prophets 
came to a close, and a dark age descended over their heirs. The Biblical 
canon was sealed, and after this, almost no important literature was 
produced until the time of he Talmud. Although there are some 
historical records of this period, the most important being found in the 
Apocrypha, virtually no mystical literature exists . 

Some of the mystical teachings of the prophets had survived, but 
they were only taught in the narrowest circles, and were most probably 
confined to small secret societies. Thus, Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai, a 
leader in the First Century, taught,"The workings of the Merkava 
should not be taught even individually, except to one who is wise, 
understanding with his own knowledge." ! These mysteries were not 
publicly taught, even within the secret societies but were given over 
individually, to one worthy disciple at a time. 

The term "Workings of the Merkava," as used in the Talmud, 
refers to the mystery of Ezekiel's vision . Although the term is not 
found in the vision itself, it does occur in the verse, "Gold for the 
pattern of the Chariot (Merkava), the Cherubs" (1 Chronicles 2:18). 
The word Merkava is used to describe the Cherubs on the Ark, but 
Ezekiel himself identifies the Cherubs as the angels seen in his 
vision.! 

The word Merkava (i11~~~) comes from the root Rakhav (:1::l,), 
meaning" to ride," and hence means a "chariot" or "riding vehicle." In 
general, the concept of riding involves travelling and leaving one's 
natural place. When the Bible says that God" rides," it means that He 
leaves His natural state where He is absolutely unknowable and 
inconceivable, and allows Himself to be visualized by the prophets. 
One who "sees" God in this manner is said to experience a Merkava 

vision .. 
The term Maaseh Merkava or "Workings of the Merkava" refers 

to the setting up of a Merkava, that is, attaining a state where a 
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Merkava vision can be attained. From the context in which this term is 
used in the Kabbalah texts , it is obvious that Maaseh Merkava refers to 
the meditative techniques involved in attaining this mystical 
experience. The Ari explicitly describes an individual involved in the 
" Workings of the Merkava" as being engaged in meditation 
(hitbodedutp The Hekhalot speaks of the individual making a 
" Chariot of Light," with which he then ascends to the supernal 
chambers.4 

These mysteries were entrusted to the religious leaders of each 
generation. Rav Zeira, a sage of the Fifth Century, thus taught, " Even a 
summary of these mysteries should be given over only to the chief 
justice of the court. " 5 The chief justices had more than mere judicial 
authority. Each major community had its own ecclesiastical court, and 
these chief justices were normatively the religious leaders of their 
communities. In order to prevent the mysteries from degenerating into 
heresy, they were safeguarded by the religious leadership, and taught 
individually only to those considered worthy. 

Among the early mystical schools, there is a group that the 
Talmud cryptically refers to as the " First Hasidim." Among the things 
that the Talmud says about them is that they were zealous in bringing 
sacrifice, and scrupulously buried refuse containing sharp objects so as 
not to cause harm to others.6 According to Rabbi Chaim Vita!, these 
First Hasidim were among the important heirs to the prophetic 
tradition. 7 

The Mishnah states that " the Firs t Hasidim would linger an hour 
and then pray. " To this , the Talmud adds that they would also wait an 
hour after their prayers , and that the prayer itself would also take an 
hour. 8 Since there were three daily prayer services, they would spend a 
total of nine hours each day involved in such devotion. 

There is no mention in the Talmud as to what these Hasidim did 
during the hours before and after prayer, but the Kabbalists explain it 
in terms of classical meditative techniques.9 In order to place oneself in 
the frame of mind necessary for successful deep meditation, one must 
sit calmly beforehand, quietly building up spiritual energy. Similarly, 
after intense meditation, one must also sit quietly , absorbing the effects 
of ths experience. This would then clearly indicate that the prayer itself 
was used as a type of meditation among these First Hasid im. 

This is actually easy to understand . In the time of Ezra, shortly 
after the close of prophecy, the Great Assembly had composed the 
Eighteen Blessings, a prayer that was to be recited three times daily. 
This was the prayer said by the First Hasidim. Recited each day, three 
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times, this prayer itself became almost like a mantra. While the words 
could be said almost automatically, the mind became totally absorbed 
by the words, inducing a very deep meditative state. The intensity of 
their concentration is evident, since the Eighteen Blessings can normally 
be recited in two or three minutes, and the First Hasidim spent an entire 
hour on them. 

Most types of Merkava meditation involved the use of Divine 
Names. As far back as the time of Hillel, a leader in the First Century 
b.c.e., we find warnings against using such Names for one's own 
purposes . Hillel thus taught, " He who makes use of the Crown will 
pass away. " 10 A very early source interprets this to refer to one who 
makes use of God 's names for his own purposes. l1 

One of the earliest names associated with the Merkava school is 
that of Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai. While he is said to have been 
completely versed in all aspects of the tradition, both mystical and 
otherwise, he was still considered among the least disciples of Hillel. 
The greatest of Hillel 's disciples, Rabbi Jonathan ben Uziel, was the 
mystic par excellence, but very little is know of his life. Rabbi 
Yochanan ben Zakkai, on the other hand, is a well-known figure in the 
Talmud, and a vast majority of its legalistic material is derived from the 
school that Rabbi Yochanan founded in Yavneh after the destruction of 
the Second Temple in the year 70. 

Rabbi Jonathan ben Uziel is mentioned only a few times in the 
Talmud, but is credited with having authored the Targum, the 
authorized Aramaic translation, to the books of the Prophets. It is in 
this context that we see that he had a direct tradition regarding the 
mystical teachings of the prophets embodied in their books, and was 
thus one of the greatest students of the esoteric tradition in his 
generation. 

Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai was the most important religious 
leader after the destruction of the Second Temple. Among his major 
disciples were the Great Rabbi Eliezer, Rabbi Joshua, and Rabbi Eleazar 
ben Arakh, who were counted as the greatest sages and religious leaders 
of their time. Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai taught them the mysteries of 
the Merkava, but did not take these teachings lightly, going to great 
lengths to teach his disciples proper respect for them. 

The Talmud tells us that the main one to whom Rabbi Yochanan 
ben Zakkai taught the mysteries was Rabbi Joshua, who in turn taught 
it to Rabbi Akiba. 12 Besides being the greatest religious leader of his 
generation, and one of its supreme logicians, Rabbi Akiba was also one 
of the leading mystics of his time. The Talmud tells how, alone of the 
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four greatest sages of his generation, he was able to penetrate the 
deepest mysteries and remain unscathed . 

There are some mystical books attributed to Rabbi Akiba and his 
school, the most prominent being Otiat deRabbi Akiba (The Letters of 
Rabbi Akiba) , which discusses the mystery of the letters ' of the 
alphabet. Some also attribute to Rabbi Akiba the present recension of 
Sefer Yetzira (The Book of Formation), one of the most important and 
mystical classics of the Kabbalah. 

As an adept in the science of meditation, we would expect to find 
Rabbi Akiba familiar with the various manifestations of the higher 
states of consciousness. An important experience in high meditative 
states is synesthesia, where sound is seen and colors are heard. On the 
verse, " And all the people saw the voices" (Exodus 20 : IS) , Rabbi Akiba 
states that they saw the sounds and heard visions, a clear example of 
synesthesia. 13 Since Rabbi Akiba was able to speak of this state, it is 
also highly probable that he experienced it . 

SOURCES 

Hillel had eighty disciples ... . The greatest was Rabbi Jonathan 
ben Uziel, while the least was Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai . 

It is said of Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai that he was not ignorant 
of anything. [He knew) Mishnah, Talmud, law, exposition, 
grammatical analysis of the Torah, analysis of the Scribes, logical 
inference, similar wordings, astronomical calculations, gematriat, 
incantations for angels, incantations for demons, incantations to palm 
trees, proverbs of washwomen, proverbs of foxes, a "Great Thing, " 
and a " Small Thing." 

A " Great Thing" is the Workings of the Merkava, while a " Small 
Thing" is the discourses of Abaya and Rava . . .. 

Since this was true of the least of them, it was certainly true of the 
greatest. It is said that when Rabbi Jonathan ben Uziel was sitting and 
studying Torah, any bird that flew by was immediately consumed. 

Talmud . 14 

The translation (Targum) on the Prophets was authored by 
Jonathan ben Uziel, based on a tradition from [the prophets,) Haggai, 
Zechariah and Malachi . 
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When he wrote it, an earthquake shook an area four hundred 
parsangs square in the Land of Israel. A heavenly voice (bat kol) 
declared, " Who is it who reveales My mysteries to man?" 

Jonathan ben Uziel stood on his feet and said, " It is revealed and 
known before You that I have not done this for my own glory, nor for 
the glory of my father 's house. I have done it for Your glory so that 
controversy not increase in Israel. " 

Talmud 15 

It happened that Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai was on a journey, 
riding on a donkey. His disciple, Rabbi Eleazar ben Arakh, who was 
driving the donkey, said, " Master , teach me a lesson in the Workings of 
the Merkava ." 

Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai said, " Did I not teach you that the 
Workings of the M erknl'n may not even be taught individually, except 
to one who is wise , understanding from his own knowledge?" 

The other replied, " Then let me repeat something that you have 
already taught me. " 

Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai immediately got down from the 
donkey, wrapped himself in his Tallit, and sat on a stone under an olive 
tree. 

The disciple asked, " Rabbi, why did you get down?" 
The master replied, " Is it then proper that you should expound on 

the Workings of the Merkava, when the Divine Presence joins us and 
angels are all around, while I am sitting on a donkey?" 

Rabbi Eleazar ben Arakh then began to expound on the Workings 
of the Merkava . Fire came down and surrounded all the trees of the 
field . ... 

When this was told to Rabbi Joshua, he was on a journey together 
with Rabbi Yosi the Priest. They decided that they too would expound 
on the workings of the Merkava [out in the fields] . Rabbi Joshua began 
the discourse. 

This was during the dry summer season , but the sky clouded over, 
and a rainbow appeared in the sky. Angels gathered to listen to them, 
like people thronging to the entertainment at a wedding. 

Rabbi Yosi the Priest later told Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai about 
this experience . He replied, " Happy are you, and happy are those who 
bore you . Happy are my eyes that have seen this. " 

Talmud 1b 
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Four entered the Orchard (PardesJ. They were Ben Azzai, Ben 
Zoma, the Other, and Rabbi Akiba. Rabbi Akiba warned them, " When 
you enter near the stones of pure marble, do not say ' water water ,' since 
it is written , ' He who speaks falsehood will not be established before 
My eyes" (Psalms 101 :7). 

Ben Azzai gazed and died. Ragarding him it is written , " Precious 
in God 's eyes is the death of His saints " (Psalms 116 :15). 

Ben Zoma gazed and was stricken . Regarding him it is written, 
" You have found honey, eat moderately lest you bloat yourself and 
vomit it" (Proverbs 25 :16). 

The Other (Elisha ben Abuya) gazed and cut his plantings (became 
a heretic) . 

Rabbi Akiba entered in peace and left in peace . . .. 
The angels also wished to cast down Rabbi Akiba but the Blessed 

Holy One said, " Leave this elder alone, for he is worthy of making use 
of My glory." 

Talmud 17 

Entered the Orchard : They ascended to heaven by means of a 
[Divine] Name. 

Pure Marble: As transparent as clear water. 
Do not say 'water water': is here and how can we procede?' 
Ben Zoma gazed : toward the Divine Presence (Shekhinah). 
And was stricken: He lost his mind. 
Precious in God's eyes is the death of His saints: This death is 

harsh in His eyes, since [Ben Azzai] died unmarried. Still, it is 
impossible that he should not have died, since it is written, " No man 
can see Me and live" (Exodus 33 :20) . 

Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki- Yarchi 
(Rashi : 1040-1105), Commentary ad loc. 

They did not physically ascend , but it appeared to them as if they 
had ascended on high. 

Tosafot (Twelfth Century), 
Commentary ad loc. 

[The Sages] use the term " Orchard" (Pardes, Paradise) to denote 
the Garden of Eden, the place set aside for the righ teous . I t is the place 
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in Aravot (the highest heaven) where the souls of the righteous are 
stored . IS 

In the Hekhalot it is explained that sages who were worthy of such 
undertakings would pray and purify themselves of all uncleanliness . 
They would fast, immerse [in the Mikvah] and purify themselves. Then 
they would make use of various Names and gaze into the Chambers 
[on highJ . There they would see how the watches of angels stand. 
They would see how one Chamber follows another, and what is in 
each Chamber. 

Rabbi Akiba warned them, " When you gaze into the profound 
depths (avanta, NO~~~) of your heart, approaching the stones of pure 
marble, do not say, ' water water .' " There is actually no water there at 
all, but only a form is seen. If one says there is water there, he is 
blaspheming. 

This is explained in Hekhalot Rabatai.19 The Watcher of the 
Chamber of the Marble Door casts forth thousands upon thousands of 
waves of water, but actually not even a single drop is there . Rabbi 
Akiba says, " It appears as if the waves are of water, but there is actually 
not even a single drop. All that one sees is the glow in the air from the 
stones of pure marble , which are included in the Chamber. Their 
radiance resembles water. But if one says, 'What is the purpose of this 
water: he is a blasphemer." 

They did not actually ascend into heaven, but gazed and saw it in 
the profound depths of the heart. They saw it like one gazing through a 
dull mirror. 20 

Ben Azzai gazed . This means that he continued uttering Divine 
Names so as to be able to see in a clear mirror, and as a result he died. 

Ben Zomah gazed and was stricken, that is , he lost his mind . 
The Other cut his plantings. Since the place is called an Orchard, 

the sages say that he " cut his plantings. " This means that he 
blasphemed. He saw [the angel] Metatron , who was given authority to 
sit for one hour to inscribe the merit of Israel. He said, " I have learned 
that it is not permitted to sit in that place on high . Perhaps there are two 
Authorities. " 

Rabbi Chananel ben Chushiel (990-1055), 

Commentary ad loc. 

The sages taught that four entered the Orchard. In the Greater and 
Lesser Hekhalot, it is explained that they engaged in certain practices, 
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uttered prayers in purity, and " made use of the Crown." 21 They were 
then able to gaze at the Chambers ... . 

This does not mean that they actually ascended on high, but that 
they gazed and saw it in the chambers of their heart, viewing it just like 
something seen clearly with the eyes . They hear, see and speak with an 
eye that views with Ruach HaKodesh . This is the explanation of Rav 
Hai Gaon. 

Rabbi Nathan ben Yechiel (1035-1106), 

Lexicographer. 22 

Many sages maintain that one who possesses all the necessary 
qualifications has methods through which he can gaze at the Merkava 
and peek into the chambers on high. One must first fast for a certain 
number of days. He then places his head between his knees, and 
whispers into the ground many songs and praises known from 
tradition. 

From his innermost being and its chambers he will then perceive 
the Seven Chambers. In his vision, it will be as if he is entering one 
chamber after another, gazing at what is in each one. 

There are two tractates in which this is taught. These are called the 
Greater Hekhalot and the Lesser Hekhalot, as is well known. 

It is with regard to such an experience that the Talmud teaches, 
" Four entered the Orchard. "The chambers are likened to an orchard 
and are given this name . The four who entered the Merkava and passed 
through the Chambers are likened to people entering an orchard . ... 

I t is taught that Ben Azzai gazed and died. This is because it was 
his time to leave the world. 

It is also taught that Ben Zoma gazed and was s tricken . This means 
that he became insane because of the confounding visions that his mind 
could not tolerate . He was like the " stricken ones ," regarding which the 
91st Psalm was written. 23 

When the Talmud states that the Other " cut his plantings, " it is 
again using the allegory of the orchard. Since one of the four did 
irreparable damage, he is likened to one who enters an orchard and cuts 
down its trees. The Other assumed that there are two Authorities, very 
much like the Magii, who believe in Ormuzd and Ahriman, as well as 
independent domains of good and evil, like light and darkness .24 This is 
the intent of the Talmud. 
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Rabbi Akiba was the most perfect of them all. He gazed properly, 
not exceeding his limi tations, and his mind was able to encompass these 
mighty confounding visions. God gave him power so that as long as he 
gazed he kept proper thoughts in his mind and maintained a proper 
mental state. 

This was known to all the early sages and none denied it . They 
maintained that God would accomplish wonders and fearsome things 
through the saints, just as He did through the prophets .. .. . They do 
not deny the Talmudical accounts of miracles, such as those involving 
Rabbi Chanina ben Dosa and the like. 25 

When Mar Rav Samuel Gaon [who headed the academy between 
730 and 748 c.e.] and others like him flourished, they began to read the 
books of the philosophers. They claimed that such visions were only 
seen by the Prophets, and that only the Prophets could invoke miracles. 
They denied all the accounts which told of miracles occurring to the 
saints. They say that this is not Law. The same is true of the account of 
Rabbi Akiba 's gazing into the Chambers, and the account of Rabbi 
Nehuniah ben Hakana and Rabbi Ishmael. Regarding all these, they say 
it is not the Law. 

But our opinion remains that God does wonders and miracles to 
His saints, and also allows them to see the Chambers. 

Hai Gaon (938-1038).26 



2. THEZOHAR 

Among the disciples of Rabbi Akiba, the most prominent mystic 
was Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, best known as the author of the Zohar. 
Although Rabbi Shimon obviously received a good part of the mystical 
tradition from Rabbi Akiba, he was not considered his prime disciple in 
this area . This honor was reserved for a colleague of Rabbi Shimonf 
Rabbi Chananya ben Chanikai .z7 

With Rabbi Shimon, however, a new school was developed . The 
account of Rabbi Shimon 's thirteen-year stay in a cave with his son, 
hiding from the Roman officials, is well known . Rabbi Shimon had 
denounced the Romans and had been sentenced to death, barely 
escaping to this cave. During his stay there, Rabbi Shimon engaged in 
esoteric meditations and prayers , until he was worthy of a mystical 
revelation of the prophet Elijah . Elijah taught him the deepest of 
mysteries, which were later to make up the main body of the Zohar. 

Rabbi Shimon left the cave around the year 138, shortly after the 
death of Hadrian, and established a new school of mysticism. This 
school continued after his death, and some seventy years later, his 
disciples wrote down his main teachings, forming the main body of the 
Zohar. These later writings were distinguished from the "first 
Mishnah, " which was written by Rabbi Shimon himself.z8 

Rabbi Shimon's school survived for many years , during which 
minor additions were made to the Zoharic literature. For over a 
thousand years, this body of literature consisted of volumes of notes, 
restricted to a very small secret society. With the final disbandment of 
this society, the manuscripts were hidden in a vault, and were not 
uncovered until the Thirteenth Century. They finally came to the 
hands of Rabbi Moshe de Leon, one of the most prominent Kabbalists 
of that time, and he finally edited and published them in the 1290'5. 

Enough was known of the Zoharic literature by the Kabbalists of that 
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generation to recognize it as being authentic, and it was accepted by 
them with virtually no controversy. 

There has always been some question as to the au thenticity of the 
Zohar, especially among secular historians and opponents of the 
Kabbalah. Some even claim that Rabbi Moshe de Leon was its actual 
author. The main basis of this allegation is an account by another 
prominent Kabbalist of the time, Rabbi Isaac of Acco. He writes that he 
went to visit Rabbi Moshe to see the original manuscripts of the Zohar, 
but by the time he arrived, he found that Rabbi Moshe had passed 
away . He was informed that the manuscripts had never existed, and 
that Rabbi Moshe himself was the actual author of the Zohar. It is upon 
this account that most of the speculation regarding medieval authorship 
of the Zohar is based. 

There are, however, strong questions regarding the veracity of the 
story told to Rabbi Isaac. I t is well known that the ignorant often 
destroyed manuscripts , or on occasion, sold them so that the parchment 
could be reused . It is quite possible that the wife did this, and then 
embarrassed at not having them, claimed that they never existed. What 
is most important, however, is the fact that Rabbi Isaac of Acco 
investigated the matter, determined to ascertain the truth . Although the 
exact results of his investigation are not known, it is obvious that he 
eventually accepted the authenticity of the Zohar. This will be 
discussed at greater length in the section on Rabbi Isaac of Acco. 

On its face, the Zohar contains virtually nothing regarding the 
methods of mystical meditation . It does contain many allusions of 
names and letter permutations , but does not provide a key as to how 
they should be used . It remained for the Ari to open the door of the 
Zohar , and demonstrate how its methods are to be used. 

Excerpts from 
THE ZOHAR 

IAfter the death of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai,] Rabbi Chiyah 
prostrated himself on the earth and kissed the ground. He cried out and 
said, " Dust, dust, how stiffnecked you are! How brazen you are! The 
most desirable things decay in you. You consume and pulverize all the 
world 's pillars of light. How dastardly you are! The holy light who 
illuminated the world, the great master who oversaw the community, in 
whose merit the world stood, is now decaying in you ." 

" 0 Rabbi Shimon, shining lamp, light of the world, you are 
decaying in the dust. But you are still alive, directing the community." 
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He was astounded for an instant. Then he said, " Dust, dust, be not 
proud! The pillars of the world will not be given over to you. For Rabbi 
Shimon is not decaying in you ." 

When Rabbi Chiyah rose, he was crying. He left, and Rabbi Yosi 
went along with him. He fasted for forty days so that he should be able 
to see Rabbi Shimon, but he was told, " You are not worthy to see him." 
He wept and then fasted for another forty days. 

He was then shown a vision. He saw Rabbi Shimon and his son 
Eliezer studying a concept that he had discussed with Rabbi Yosi. 
Many thousands were listening to his words . 

At that moment, he saw many great lofty Wings. Rabbi Shimon 
and his son Eliezer mounted them, they ascended to the Academy of the 
Heavens . While they were there, the Wings waited for them . 

He then saw [Rabbi Shimon and his son Eliezer] returning. They 
shone with a renewed glory, brighter than the sun . 

Rabbi Shimon opened and said, " Let Rabbi Chiyah enter. Let him 
see to what extent the Blessed Holy One will renew the faces of the 
righteous in the World to Come. Happy is he who comes here without 
shame. Happy is he who can stand in this world like a mighty pillar. " 

[Rabbi Chiyah then] saw [himself] enter. Rabbi Eliezer was 
standing, and all the others who were sitting there [stood up before 
Rabbi Chiyah] He was very ashamed, but he entered , going to the side 
and sitting at the feet of Rabbi Shimon. 

A Voice was heard, proclaiming, " Lower your eyes . Do not raise 
your head . Do not gaze. " He lowered his eyes, but saw a light shining at 
a great distance. 

The Voice came back as before, and said, " 0 you on high, who are 
hidden and concealed, open your eyes . 0 you who fly through all the 
worlds, gaze and see. 0 you who sleep with sealed eyes down below, 
wake up. 

" Who among you has transformed darkness into light or 
bitterness into sweetness before he came here? Who among you waited 
each day for the light that shines when the King visits the Doe? For it is 
at this time that the Glory is increased, and He is called King over all the 
kings of the world. One who does not look forward to this each day in 
the world below has no portion here. " 

At that instant, [Rabbi Chiyah] saw a number of the group 
surrounding all the standing pillars, and he saw them being elevated to 
the Heavenly Academy. Some were ascending while others were 
descending. And above them all, was the Master of Wings. 29 

He made an oath and heard from behind the barrier that each day 
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the King remembers the Doe who lies in the dust and visits her. 30 At 
that time, He kicks out at 390 firmaments, and they all are confounded 
and tremble before Him. He sheds tears because of this, and those tears, 
boiling like fire , fall into the great sea. The tears remain and endure 
there, and as a result of their power, the Master of the Sea is able to 
sanctify the Name of the Holy King. He accepts upon himself to 
swallow up all the waters of creation, and gather them into himself . 
Then, all peoples will come together to the Holy People, and the waters 
will be dried up so that they will be able to pass over on dry land. 

While this was happening, he heard a voice proclaiming, " Make 
way, make way, for the King, the Messiah, is coming to the academy of 
Rabbi Shimon. " 

(All the righteous are heads of the academies on high, and all the 
earthly academies have their counterparts there . All the fellows of each 
academy ascend from their own school to the Heavenly Academy. The 
Messiah comes into all these academies, sealing Torah from the lips of 
the sages .) 

At that moment, the Messiah came to [the academy of Rabbi 
Shimon] . He was wearing the highest crowns, given to him by the 
heads of the academies. 

All the fellows stood up and Rabbi Shimon also rose, with his light 
ascending to the heights of the Firmament. [The Messiah] said to him , 
" 0 Rabbi, happy are you. Your Torah teachings ascend with 370 

lights, and each light separates into 613 meanings. 3 ! These rise and are 
immersed in a river of pure balsamum. The Blessed Holy One seals 
Torah from your academy, as well as from the academy of Hezekiah 
king of Judah, and from the academy of Ahiyah the Shilonite.32 

" I did not come to seal Torah from your academy, but only 
because the Master of Wings came here. 1 know that he does not enter 
any academy other than yours ." 

Rabbi Shimon then told him of the oath uttered by the Master of 
Wings. The Messiah lifted his voice and trembled. The firmaments , the 
great sea, and the Leviathan all trembled, and it seemed as if the world 
would be overturned . 

At that moment [the Messiah] saw Rabbi Chiyah sitting at the feet 
of Rabbi Shimon. He said, " Who allowed a person wearing the clothing 
of the physical world to come here?" 

Rabbi Shimon replied, " He is Rabbi Chiyah, the shining light of 
the Torah. " 

[The Messiah] said, " Let him and his sons die so that they can 
enter your academy." 
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Rabbi Shimon responded, " Let him be given more time [on earth] . 
He was then given additional time. He left that place, trembling, 

with tears streaming from his eyes. Rabbi Chiyah trembled, wept and 
said, "Happy is the portion of the righteous in that world . And happy 
is the portion of the son of Yochai, who is worthy of all that. " 

Zohar 1:4a 

Rabbi Abba said : 
One day I came to a city of the people of the East, and they told me 

some wisdom that they had inherited from ancient times. They also had 
books explaining this wisdom, and they brought me one such book. 

In this book it was written that when a person meditates in this 
world , a spirit (ruach) is transmitted to him from on high . The type of 
spirit depends on the desire to which he attaches himself. If his mind 
attaches itself to something lofty and holy, then that is what he 
transmits down to himself . But if his mind attaches itself to the Other 
Side, and he meditates on this , then that will be what he transmits 
down to himself. 

They said, " It all depends on word, deed , and the individual's 
desire to attach himself. Through these , he transmits downward to 
himself that side to which he becomes attached ." 

In that book I found all the [idolatrous] rites and practices 
involved in the worship of the stars and constellations . I t included the 
things needed for such rites, as well as instructions how one must 
meditate in order to transmit their [influence] to himself. 

In the same manner , one who wishes to attach himself on high 
through Ruach HaKodesh must do so with deed, word, and desire of 
the heart, meditating in that area. This is what it depends on when on 
wishes to bind himself to something and transmit its influence to 
himself .... 

I said to them, " My children, the things in that book are very close 
to the teachings of the Torah. But you must keep yourselves from these 
books in order that your hearts not be drawn to their [idolatrous] 
practices and all the [other] facets mentioned there, and lest you be 
drawn away from serving the Blessed Holy One. " 

All these books can confuse a person . This is because the people of 
the East were great sages, who inherited this wisdom from Abraham. 
He had given it to the sons of his concubines, as it is written , " To the 
sons of the concubines that Abraham had taken, Abraham gave gifts" 
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(Genesis 25 :6) .33 [This was originally true wisdom] but later it was 
drawn into many [idolatrous] sides . 

Zohar 1: 99b. 

Happy is he who elevates his faith in God, taking te Divine 
Presence, which consists of Ten Sayings, and placing it in a single 
thought, a single desire, without any admixture whatsoever. Each and 
every Sefirah (Divine Emanation) is planted in it, and it is the Garden in 
which all the Sefirot are one . ... 34 

When a person wishes to unify the Blessed Holy One and His 
Divine Presence (the male and female aspects of the Divine), he must 
banish all other thoughts . [Such thoughts] are the Klipot (n1g'7j?, 
Husks) , regarding which it is written, "There are many thoughts in the 
heart of man " (Proverbs 19 :21). One must then bring the Divine 
Presence into his mind, as the verse continues, " But the counsel of God 
will abide. " 

When a man comes together with his wife, he must remove all 
clothing, to be together with her as one, as it is written, " They shall be 
one flesh" (Genesis 2 :21) . In a similar manner, one must remove all 
other [thoughts, which serve as the soul 's] garments, when he makes 
the Unification twice each day, declaring, " Hear 0 Israel, God is our 
Lord, God is One" (Deuteronomy 6:4).35 

Tikuney Zohar 66 (98a). 

This is the mystery of Unification (Yichud, 1m?). The individual 
who is worthy of the World to Come must unify the name of the 
Blessed Holy One. He must unify the upper and lower levels and 
limbs, uniting them all and bringing them all to the necessary place, 
where the knot can be bound .36 

This is the mystery of, "Hear 0 Israel, God is our Lord, God is 
One." 

The mystery of "Hear" (Sh'ma, YQ1!1) is the Name (Shem, C11!) 
which becomes seventy (Eyin, Y) names . 

This is the unifying category, Israel. It is called the Elder Israel 
(Yisrael Sabba), since there is also a lesser [Israel]. Regarding [the latter] 
it is written, " Israel is a child and I will love him" (Hosea 11 :1). Bu t [the 
one alluded to in " Hear 0 Israel] is the Elder Israel. 

[This Elder Israel is] a single mystery and a single unifying 
category. "Hear 0 Israel" thus includes the [supernal archetype] 
Female and her Husband. 
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After the two are included in each other, in a single unifying 
category [which is the Elder Israel] one must unify their limbs. One 
must combine the two Tabernacles, making them into one in every 
limb. 

This unification is accomplished when one meditates and ascends, 
attaching himself to the Infinite Being (Ain Sof, '1'0 l'~) . It is here that 
all things, both on high and below, are bound together in a single desire. 

This is the mystery of " Will Be" (YiHYeH, ;'1~i;1?) , in the verse " God 
will be (Yihyeh) One" (Zechariah 14:9) . It means that [He " will be 
One" ] in the mystery of YiHYeH. 

The Yod (,) must be attached to the Heh (;'1) to make YH (;'1,) . This 
is the Inner Chamber [since these are the first two letters of the 
Tetragrammaton, YHVH (;'1';'1')]. This is the place that conceals the 
highest point, which is the Yod (,). 

This is the mystery of "God is our Lord ." The two Divine Names 
represent the letters Yod (,) and Heh (;'1) . 

One must then include all limbs in the place from which they 
emanate, this being the Inner Chamber. One brings them back to their 
place in their essence, foundation and root, elevating them to the place 
that is the Root of the Covenant. 

Then one must concentrate on the second pair of letters [in 
YiHYeH (;'1~i;1?)]. He must bind [the second] Yod (,) to [the second] Heh 
(;'1) . 

Yod is the mystery of the Holy Covenant. Heh is the Chamber, the 
place in which the Holy Covenant, which is the Yod, is concealed. And 
even though we have stated [elsewhere] that this is the Vav (,) [in the 
Tetragrammaton, YHVH, (;'1w),] here it is a Yod . The mystery is that 
the two are united as one. 

"[God is] One." This indicates that one must take everything from 
there and above and unify them as one. 

One must elevate the mind so as to bind them all in one knot, and 
then, one must elevate the mind with awe and love until it reaches the 
Infinite Being (Ain So/). At the same time, however , one must not allow 
the mind to leave all the other levels and limbs. But the mind should 
ascend with all of them, binding them so that all of them are a single 
knot in the Infinite Being (Ain Sof). 

This is the Unification (Yichud) of the Elder Rav Hamnuna. He 
learned it from his father, and his father learned it from his master , who 
had a tradition from the lips of the Prophet Elijah. 

Zohar 2 :216a. 



3. THE HEKHALOT SCHOOL 

Another important mystical school was headed by Rabbi 
Nehuniah ben Hakaneh, a mysterious personality about whose life 
virtually nothing is known. A contemporary of Rabbi Yochanan ben 
Zakkai, he flourished in the First Century, living to extreme old age. In 
one Talmudical account, we find him in the presence of Rabbi 
Yochanan ben Zakkai when the latter was asking his disciples to 
interpret a certain Biblical passage. When Rabbi Nehunia gave his 
opinion, Rabbi Yochanan declared that it was better than his own.37 

The true stature of Rabbi Nehuniah becomes evident in the Hekhalot, 
where we find the greatest sages of that generation sitting at his feet as 
disciples. It is quite evident that he was the greatest esoteric master of 
his time. 

It is from Rabbi Nehuniah that we have the Bahir, one of the oldest 
of all Kabbalistic texts. It is in this book that we find the earliest 
discussion of the Sefirot, as well as the doctrine of reincarnation. 
Although no details are given as to how they are to be used, a number 
of esoteric Names are discussed, as well as the general concept of 
"descending to the Merkava." 

The Bahir states that it is impossible to become involved in the 
Merkava without falling into error, but that one should pursue it 
nonetheless, since it leads to the "way of life." 38 The reason why the 
mystics call it "descending to the Merkava" is because one's vantage 
point is the highest level of thought, from which one must actually 
descend to visualize the mysteries of the Merkava. 39 

The most important disciple of Rabbi Nehuniah was Rabbi 
Ishmael ben Elisha, who served as High Priest in the last days of the 
Second Temple. The Talmud relates how Rabbi Ishmael learned from 
Rabbi Nehuniah how to derive lessons from every word in the Torah, 
no matter how insignificant.40 But most important, Rabbi Ishmael was 
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the prime disciple in areas of mystical meditation, and it is from him 
that most sources have survived. 

In one place, the Talmud provides us with an example of Rabbi 
Ishmael 's mystical experience, where he sees "Akhteriel Yah the Lord 
of Hosts sitting on a high and exalted throne. " The association of an 
angel, Akhteriel ('~')N~), with God 's name is somewhat difficult to 
understand. This is a very important point, however, since similar 
expressions occur many times in the early mystical writings, 
particulary in the Hekhalol . 

In the commentaries, there appears to be some confusion as to 
whether Akhteriel is the name of an angeL or an appelation of the 
Glory itself. This can be understood, however, in terms of the 
teaching that prophecy and vision must always come through an 
Ispllklarill (N~~1zi?~tj)I:t) which is translated to mean a mirror or a lens . 
Although the initiate actually perceives God's Glory, it is not seen 
directly, but must be reflected through the Ispaklllrill . The Ispaklllrill can 
be an angel or some other transcendental being, and in this case, it 
was the angel Akhteriel. 41 

The same is true whenever an angel 's name precedes that of God in 
mystical literature. This merely means that the angel is serving as the 
lens or mirror for the vision, or as God 's spokesman. In many places in 
the Bible we find that an angel speaks in God 's name, and this is the 
inner meaning of what God said regarding an angel, "My Name is in 
him" (Exodus 23:11).42 This angel is usually identified as Metatron 
(T"9~1?), and regarding this angel, the Talmud says, " his name is like 
that of his Master. " 43 

Elsewhere, the Talmud relates that Rabbi Ishmael said, " Suriel, 
Prince of the Face, spoke to me. " 44 The name of the angel Suriel or 
Suriah occurs many times in the Hekhalot, and this angel is seen to be a 
spokesman for the " Face. " From all these sources, it is obvious that 
Rabbi Ishmael was ilccustomed to such visions. 

From these earlier generations, the esoteric tradition was given 
over to Rabbi Judah the Prince (120-189), who is best known as the 
redactor of the Mishnah, the earliest part of the Talmud.45 From him it 
was given over to Rabbi Yochanan, redactor of the Jerusalem Talmud, 
and then to his disciple, Rabbi Assi. The tradition finally reached Rav 
Joseph and Rav Zeira, both of whom were versed in the mysteries of the 
Merkava. The mysteries were therefore in the hand of the Talmudic 
sages, and were in use until the middle of the Fifth Century.46 

Rabbi Chaim Vital points out that many practices involving the 
use of Divine Names cannot be successful unless the initiate has been 
purified with the ashes of the Red Heifer. This is an important teaching 
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of the Ari, mentioned a number of times in his writings. The Red Heifer 
was a special sacrifice, discussed in detail in Numbers 19, and it is the 
only means through which defilement resulting from contact with a 
dead body can be removed. 

The main need for the Red Heifer arose because one was not 
permitted to enter the Temple grounds while in a defiled state. If a 
person had ever come in contact with the dead, he would have to be 
purified with the ashes of the Red Heifer before he could enter the 
sanctuary . Similarly, those engaged in the esoteric practices could not 
recite the Divine Names unless they were first purified in this manner. 

The Red Heifer was a type of sacrifice, however, and sacrifice 
could only be offered when the Temple stood. When the Temple was 
destroyed in the year 70, only a small quantity of the ashes remained, 
and as long as these were still available , such purification was possible. 
The last of these ashes were used up in the Fifth Century, and after 
that, the method of Divine Names outlined in the Hekhalot could no 
longer be used . 

This is verified by an account in the Hekhalot itself, where Rabbi 
Ishmael and Rabbi Akiba wished to bring Rabbi Nehuniah out of his 
mystical state. They did so by touching him with a cloth that had come 
in contact with a menstruous woman, and immediately upon touching 
this cloth, he was dismissed from before the Throne of Glory. Similarly, 
an individual who has not cleansed himself of all spiritual and ritual 
defilement, including the purification of the Red Heifer, cannot enter 
into these mysteries. The Hekhalot clearly spells out the dangers 
waiting for those who are not properly prepared and attempt to enter 
the Merkava. 

SOURCES 

Rabbi Ishmael said: I once entered the innermost chamber [of the 
Holy of Holies] to burn incense [on Yom Kippur] I saw Akhteriel Yah 
the Lord of Hosts (mI(1~ ;";" i'I~ 7~'''N~) sitting on a high and exalted 
throne. He said to me, " IshmaeL My son, bless Me." 

I replied, " May it be Your will that You withhold Your anger, and 
let Your mercy be revealed over Your attributes. May You deal with 
Your children with the attribute of Mercy, and enter with them beyond 
the call of the Law. " 

He then nodded His head. 

TalmudY 
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Rabbi Ishmael said : I was thirteen years old when I went to study 
with Rabbi Nehuniah ben Hakanah. I asked him, " Who is the Prince of 
the Torah, " and he replied, " His name is Yofiel (?!p!;li')." 

I was already fasting, but I decided to increase my mortification. I 
separated myself from all enjoyment for an additional forty days, 
beyond my previous fasts . At the end of the forty days, I pronounced 
the Great Name and brought down [the angel Yofiel]. He descended in 
a flaming fire, and his face was like a flash of lightning. When I saw 
him, I trembled and was confounded. My limbs seemed to dismember 
themselves, and I fell over backward. 

He said to me, " Son of man, how dare you agitate the great 
Assembly on high?" 

I fortified myself and replied, " It is known and revealed before the 
One who spoke and brought the world into being that I did not bring 
you down to earth for my own honor, but only to do the will of your 
Master. " 

He immediately said to me, " Son of man, you putrid drop, you 
worm, you maggot! Even if your soul has begun [to purify itself], you 
are still attached to a defiled body. If you wish that I reveal myself to 
you , fast for forty days , and immerse yourself twenty-four times each 
day. Do not taste anything that causes an odor, nor eat any kind of 
beans or vegetables. Sit in a dark room and do not look at any woman. 

After I had done this , he taught me a Divine Name, with which I 
would ascend and descend. 

Midrash. 48 

Rabbi Akiba related that he asked Rabbi Eliezer the Great, " How 
does one bind the Angel of the Face (Sar HaPanim) by an oath so that 
he should come down to earth and reveal the mysteries of things above 
and below?" 

He replied to me, "My son, I once brought him down, and he 
wanted to destroy the world. He is a mighty prince, greater than any in 
the Family on high. He constantly stands and serves the King of the 
universe in cleanliness, abstinence and purity, in terror and fear for the 
glory of his Master, since the Divine Presence is with him in every 
place. " 

I said to him, " I will oblige him with an oath. Through the 
knowledge that he will reveal to me, I will oblige him and learn from 
him." 
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He replied, " If one wishes to oblige himself, he should sit fasting 
for the entire day when he brings him down. Before that day, he should 
purify himself for seven days [with the ashes of the Red Heifer]. He 
should immerse himself in a stream of water, and not speak any idle 
words. 

" At the end of these days of fasting and purification, he should sit 
in water up to his neck . Before binding [the angel] with an oath, he 
should say, ' I bind you by an oath, princes of pride and terror, who are 
appointed to strike down one who is not pure and clean and who dares 
to reach out to make use of the servants on high. I do this through the 
glorious and fearsome Name ... .' " 

Razo Shel Sandelfon .49 

[There are four universes, Atzilut (Nearness), the universe of the 
Sefirot, Beriyah (Creation), the universe of the Throne, Yetzirah 
(Formation), the universe of angels, and Asiyah (Making), the universe 
of forms .] 

The prophets were able to see into Atzilut, although it was 
completely clothed in the lights of Beriyah when they saw it. Ezekiel 
lived after the destruction [of Solomon's Temple], and he therefore only 
received prophecy from Atzilut after it was clothed in Beriyah, with 
Beriyah itself clothed entirely in Yetzirah . 

After this, the lights of Atzilut and Beriyah were no longer 
revealed at all. This is the meaning of the teaching that after Hagai, 
Zechariah and Malachi, prophecy ended completely, and only Ruach 
HaKodesh (Holy Spirit) remained. so 

[This Ruach HaKodesh] consists of a transmission of the lights of 
Yetzirah itself, as well as lower levels . Attaining this level is called 
" Ascending to the Orchard (Pardes) ." 51 This refers to Yetzirah, which 
is called " the Universe of [the angel] Metatron. " 

There are give,n techniques through which one can open the gates 
of the physical world so as to enter Asiyah and Yetzirah. These consist 
of Unifications (Yechudim) and prayers pertaining to the Universe of 
Yetzirah and its Ten Sefirot. It is these techniques that are taught in the 
Chapters of Hekhalot, and these practices were used by Rabbi 
Nehuniah , Rabbi Akiba, Rabbi Ishmael, and the members of the Great 
Assembly . 

These techniques were then forgotten . Besides this, the ashes of 
the Red Heifer were lost in the period of the later Talmudic sages 
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(Amaraim), during the generation of Abaya and Rava [who lived in the 
Fifth Century], as mentioned in the Talmud. 52 After this, they no 
longer made use of these techniques to ascend to the Orchard. 

From then on, people only made use of techniques involving the 
universe of Asiyah. Since this is the lowest of the universes, its angels 
have only a little good, and are mostly evil. Besides this, this is a level 
where good and evil are closely intertwined [and it is very difficult to 
separate them]. This does not bring any enlightenment, since it is 
impossible to perceive good alone, and one's perception is therefore a 
combination of good and evil, truth and falsehood. 

This is the significance of the Practical Kabbalah . I t is forbidden to 
make use of it, since evil necessarily attaches itself to the good. One 
may actually intend to cleanse his soul, but as a res ult of the evil, he 
actually defiles it. 

Even if one does gain some perception, it is truth intermingled 
with falsehood . This is especially true today, since the ashes of the Red 
Heifer no longer exist. [Since one cannot purify himself,] the 
uncleanliness of the Husks (Klipot) attaches itself to the individual who 
attempts to gain enlightenment through the Practical Kabbalah. 

Therefore, "he who watches his soul should keep far from 
them." 53 For besides polluting his soul, he will also be punished in 
purgatory (Gehinom). We also have a tradition that such an individual 
will be punished in this world . Either he or his children will become 
sick, will be impoverished, or will become apostates. Learn a lesson 
from Joseph Della Reina and Rabbi Shlomo Molcho, who made use of 
the Practical Kabbalah and were destroyed from the world . 

All this is because of the above-mentioned reason . This involves a 
realm where there is no good devoid of evil. Besides this, it involves 
coercing angels with oaths against their will. These angels retaliate by 
enticing this individuaL drawing him into evil ways until his soul is 
destroyed. 

Beyond this , the methods involving these oaths were concealed by 
earlier generations, and we are not well-versed in the proper techniques. 
One must therefore keep himself far from these things . 

Rabbi Chaim Vital (1543-1620}.54 



4. THE HEKHALOT TEXT 

The Greater Hekhalot is one of the most ancient of all mystical 
texts, dating back to the First Century. It is also one of the few ancient 
tracts that explicitly describe the methods through which one enters the 
mystical state. The key appears to be a type of mantra meditation where 
a series of Divine Names is repeated 112 times. Through the repetition 
of this formula, one enters the threshold of the mystical Chambers, and 
one must then proceed from one Chamber to the next. 

The ascent through the Chambers seems to be a sort of spiritual 
projection. One creates for himself a spiritual "body," and with the 
hands of this "body," he holds the Seals that must be shown to the 
angels guarding each gate in order to gain admittance. Since the initiate 
is ascending mentally rather than physically, these Seals must also be 
mental images of the Names in question. 

The most probable meaning is that one must concentrate on these 
names, and possibly depict them in his mind. If this is the case, then 
this method would be very closely related to the method of Unifications 
(Yichudim) taught by the Ari. In the selection just quoted, Rabbi Chaim 
Vital states that the initiate would make use of Unifications in his 
ascent. 

When one reaches the step before the seventh and final chamber, 
he is placed in a chariot (Karon, li'il) . It should be recalled that the 
general word for this type of mystical experience is Merkava, which 
also means a chariot. The Merkava is a spiritual vehicle that one creates 
for himself, with which he ascends into the mystical state. 

Also of great interest is the interpretation given to the Nogah (i'1~l, 

glow) and Chashmal (,~1VO) seen in Ezekiel's vision. These are 
mentioned in the verse, " I saw, and behold a stormy wind coming from 
the north, a great cloud and flashing fire, a Glow (nogah) round about, 
and from its midst, a vision of the Speaking Silence (Chashmal), in the 
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midst of the fire" (Ezekiel 1 :4) . These two concepts are important 
elements in the ascent into the transcendental realm. 

In the Hekhalot, we find that the person descending into the 
Merkava is the first carried away by a stormy wind (sa'arah, i1~~tjl). This 
is the same stormy wind that lifted up Elijah , described in the verse, 
" There appeared a chariot of fire, and horses of fire, which separated 
the two, and Elijah went into heaven in a stormy wind (sa'arah)" (2 

Kings 2: 11). This is also obviously the "stormy wind" described by 
Ezekiel at the beginning of his vision. He is then brought upward in a 
chariot of Nogah, This being the glow seen by Ezekiel. The Nogah that 
Ezekiel saw was therefore the vehicle that brings the initiate into the 
heavenly realm. 

Finally, when he is about to enter the highest levels of the 
Merkava the initiate is tested by the Chashmal to see if he is worthy . 
This fits very well into the Kabbalistic teaching that the Chashmal is 
the spiritual element that forms a barrier between good and evil, 
preventing evil from treading on the domain of the Holy .55 In the 
Hekhalot it is also the final barrier , excluding all who have not purified 
themselves sufficiently. 

Crucial to the entire process is a precise knowledge of the names 
of the angels, as well as the various formulas and seals needed to 
ascend from one chamber to the next . Here, unfortunately, we are 
faced with a serious difficulty, since these exhibit considerable 
variation in different manuscripts and printed texts of the Hekhlllol, 
and it is impossible to determine which versions are correct. The only 
way to do this would be through a logical derivation of these 
formulas, and this is presently beyond our means. What is presented 
here is a synthesis of the best readings found in the various editions. 56 

THE GREATER HEKHALOT 

Chapter 1 

Rabbi Ishmael said : What is the meaning of the hymns that one 
must chant when he desires to gaze into a vision of the M erkava, to 
descend in peace and to ascend in peace? 

When one is on a higher level, he can enter, and is brought in and 
led to the heavenly Chambers, where he is allowed to stand before the 
Throne of Glory. He then knows what will happen in the future , who 
will be raised and who will be lowered, who will be made strong and 
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who will be cut off, who will be made poor and who will be made rich , 
who will die and who will live, who will have his inheritance taken from 
him, and who will have it given to him, who will be invested with the 
Torah, and who will be given wisdom. 

When one is on a [still] higher level , he can see all the secret deeds 
of man. He knows and recognizes the adulterer , the murderer, and the 
one who is only suspected of these things. All this he knows and 
recognizes . 

When one is on a [still] higher level , he knows all kinds of sorcery. 
When one is on a [still] higher level, whoever raises his hand to 

strike him is clothed in leprosy .... 
When one is on a [still] higher level , whoever speaks against him 

maliciously is taken and cast down. He is dealt severe blows , and 
suffers from infected wounds . 

When one is on a [still] higher leveL he is separated from all men, 
and distinguished from all humanity by his traits . He is honored by 
those on earth and by those on high. Whoever sins against him, sins 
greatly, and evil falls upon him from heaven. Whoever casts a hand 
against him, suffers retribution by the hand of the heavenly tribunal. 

Chapter 2 

When one is on a [still] higher level , all humanity stands before 
him like silver before a refiner who can distinguish when silver is pure 
and which is adulterated. Similarly, this individual can look at a family 
and see how many converts it contains, how many with mutilated 
genitalia and how many conceived from a menstruous woman, how 
many slaves, and how many uncircumcised. 

When one is on a [still] higher leveL whoever is disrespectful in his 
presence has his eyesigh t diminished. 

When one is on a [still] higher level, whoever insults him is torn 
out, root and branch, and is not left with any heir. 

When one is on a [still] higher leveL whoever speaks badly of him 
is beset with destruction and bewilderment, and none have mercy. 

When one is on a [still] higher level , when he gives permission, 
they sound the Shofar and excommunicate [whoever he wills]. Three 
times a day do they pronounce the ban of excommunication. 

Permission was granted to the proper, the meek, the humble, the 
wise, the upright, the pious, the chosen, the ascetics (perushim), the 
righteous, and the perfected ones to descend and ascend in the 
Merkava . They say, " [The wrongdoer] shall be excommunicated to 
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T ATzSh (1V::l~~), The Lord, God of Israel-to Him, to His Throne, to the 
Crown of His head, to the Tribunal on high, to the tribunal below, to all 
the host on high, to all His [angelic] servants who stand before Him, 
and to those who engage in the Merkava ." They all abandon him. 

Rabbi Ishmael said : This has been taught about gazing in the 
Merkava. A person so engaged may not stand, except in three cases: 
before a king, before the High Priest, and before the Great Tribunal 
(Sanhedrin), when the President is with them. But if the President is not 
among them, he may not stand, even before the Great Tribunal. If he 
stands , his blood is on his head, since he diminishes his days, and 
reduces his years . 

Rabbi Ishmael said : What is the meaning of the songs that a 
person sings in order to descend into the Merkava? He s tarts with 
praise and begins with song. 

Chapter 16 

Rabbi Ishmael said : I stood up and gathered the entire Great 
Tribunal (Sanhedrin) and the Lesser TribunaL bringing them to the 
great third hall of the House of God . I sat on a couch of pure marble , 
given to me by my father Elisha .... 

Those who came included Rabban Shimon ben GamalieL Rabbi 
Eliezer the Great, Rabbi Eleazar ben Dama, Rabbi Eliezer ben Shamua, 
Rabbi Yochanan ben Dahavai, Rabbi Chananya ben Chanikai , Rabbi 
Jonathan ben Uziel, Rabbi Akiba, and Rabbi Yehuda ben Bava. We all 
came and sat before [Rabbi Nehunia ben Hakana] . The throngs of our 
companions stood on their feet , for they saw rivers of fire and brilliant 
flames separating them from us. 

Rabbi Nehunia ben Hakana sat and explained everything 
involving the Merkava . He described its descent and ascent ; how one 
who descends must descend, and how one who ascends mus t ascend : 

When a person wishes to descend to the Merkava, he must call 
upon Surayah , the Prince of the Face. He must then bind him by an 
oath 112 times , in the name of TUTRUSY A Y ('N'C"~'~) , the Lord, who 
is called: 

TUTRSY A Y TzURTK TUTRBY AL 

TOFGR ASHRUYL YAY ZVUDIAL 

and ZHRRY AL TNDAl SHUKD 

YO ZYA DH YVURYN <lnd ADIRYR O N 

the Lord , God of Israel. 

7N'J'~'~ i'~"::l 'N'C'~'~ 
7N'''JT 'N'7"'1VN 'l!l'~ 

'i"1V 7N'l~ 7N',,;,n 

l"""N, l"'J';', N'n' 
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One should not add to these 112 times , nor should he subtract 
from them . For if one adds or subtracts, his blood is on his head . But his 
mouth should utter the names , and with his fingers , he should count up 
to 112. He then immediately descends and has authority over the 
Merkava.57 

Chapter 17 

Rabbi Ishmael sa id , this is the teaching of Rabbi Nehunia ben 
HaKana: 

TUTRSY A Y ('N'C'~'~), the Lord , God of Israel sits in seven 
chambers, one within the other. At the door of each chamber are eight 
gatekeepers, four to the right of the linte\, and four to the left. 

These are the names of the watchers at the door of the First 
Chamber: Dahaviel , Kashriel, Gahurie\, Buthie\, Tofhie\' Daharie\, 
Mathkie\, and Shaviel (and some substitute Shiviel). 

These are the names of the watchers at the door of the Second 
Chamber : Tagriel , Mathpie\, Sarchie\, Arpiel, Shaharariel , Satrie\' 
Ragaie\, and Sahiviel. 

These are the names of the watchers at the door of the Third 
Chamber: Shaburie\, Ratzu tzie\, Shalmie\, Sablie\, Zachzachie\, 
Hadarie\, and Bazriel. 

These are the names of the watchers at the door of the Fourth 
Chamber: Pachadie\, Geburathiel, Cazvie\, Shekhinyae\, Shathakie\, 
Aravie\, Capie\, and Anpiel. 

These are the names of the watchers at the door of the Fifth 
Chamber: Techie\, Uziel, Gatie\, Gatchie\, Saafrie\' Garfie\' Garie\, 
Dariel , and Paltriel. 

These are the names of the watchers at the door of the Sixth 
Chamber: Dumie\, KatzpieL GahgahieL ArsbarsabieL AgromieL 
PartzieL M achakiel, and Tofriel. 

And at the door of the Seventh Chamber erectly stand all the 
mighty ones, terrifying, powerfu\' fearsome .. ... Sharp swords are in 
their hands , flashing lightning shoots from their eyes, streams of fire 
come from their nostril s, and burning coals from their mouths. They 
are garbed with helmet and armor, with spears and lances hanging at 
their sides . 

Chapter 18 

Their horses are horses of darkness, horses of deathly shadow, 
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horses of gloom, horses of fire, horses of blood, horses of hail, horses of 
iron, horses of cloud ... . 

This is a description of the guardians at the door of the Seventh 
Chamber, and the horses at the door of each chamber. 

All the masters who would descend into the Merkava would also 
ascend again and not be harmed, even though they saw everything in 
this Chamber. They would descend in peace and return , and would 
stand and bear witness to the fearsome, confounding visions of things 
not found in the palace of any mortal king . Then they would bless, 
praise, sing out ... and give glory to TUTROSY A y , the Lord , God of 
Israel, who rejoices in those who descend to the Merkava. 

Chapter 19 

Rabbi Ishmael said : When you come and stand at the door of the 
First Chamber, take two seals in your hand, one of TUTROSY A Y, the 
Lord, and one of Surayah, Prince of the Face.58 That of TUTROSY A Y 
show to those standing to the right, and that of Surayah, show to those 
standing to the left. 

Dehaviel , the angel who is the chief guardian of the door of the 
First Chamber, and overseer of the First Chamber, who stands at the 
right of the lintel, and Tofhiel, the angel who stands at the left of the 
lintel with him, will immediately grasp you . They will give you over to 
Tagriel , the angel who is chief guardian of the door of the Second 
Chamber, who stands to the right of the lintel , and to Mathpiel, the 
angel who stands with him to the left of the lintel. 

Show them two seals, one of ADRYHRON (l"i1"'K), the Lord , 
and one of Ohazyya, the Prince of the Face. That of ADRYHRON 
show to those who stand at the right, and of Ohazyya, Prince of the 
Face, show to those who stand at the left . 

Immediately they will grasp you , one to the right and one to the 
left. Perfecting and illuminating you, they will bring you and give you 
over to Shaburiel, the angel who is the chief guardian of the Third 
Chamber, who stands to the right of the lintel, and to Ratzutziel , the 
angel who stands with him to the left. 

Show them two seals, one of TzURTK (pm':l)the Lord, and one of 
Dahavyoron, the Prince of the Face. That of TzURTK, the Lord, show 
to those who stand to the right , and that of Dahavyoron , Prince of the 
Face, show to those who stand to the left. 

Immediately they will grasp you, one to your right , and one to 
your left, and two angels will precede you and two will follow you . 
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Perfecting and illuminating you, they will bring you to Pachdiel, the 
chief guardian of the door of the Fourth Chamber, standing at the right 
of the lintel, and to Geburathiel, the angel who stands to the left of the 
lintel with him. 

Show them two seals, one of ZVUDIEL (?N'''JT), the Lord, and one 
of Margiviel, Prince of the Face. That of ZVUDIEL, show to those who 
stand to the right, and that of Margiviel, Prince of the Face, show to 
those who stand to the left. 

Immediately, they will grasp you , one to the right and one to the 
left. Perfecting and illuminating you, they will bring you and give you 
over to Techiel, the angel who is head of the Fifth Chamber, who stands 
to the right of the lintel, and to Uziel, the angel who stands to the left of 
the lintel with him. 

Show them two seals, one of TUTRBYAL (?N'J'~'~), the Lord, and 
one of Zachapniryai, Prince of the Face. That of TUTRBY AL show to 
those standing at the right, and that of Zachapniryai, Prince of the Face, 
show to those standing to the left. Immediately [six] angels will grasp 
you, three from in front, and three from behind . 

The guardians of the Sixth Chamber will attack those who descend 
into the Merkava but do not descend into the Merkava, [attempting 
this] without authority. They throng around such individuals, striking 
at them and burning them, and then they send others in their place who 
do the same. They have no compunction, nor do they ever stop to think 
and ask, "Why are we burning them? What enjoyment do we have 
when we attack those individuals who descend to the Merkava but do 
not descend, without authority?" This is still the trait of the guardians 
at the door of the Sixth Chamber. 

Chapter 20 

Rabbi Ishmael said: The entire company said to me, " Son of the 
haughty, you rule with the light of the Torah, just like Rabbi Nehunia 
ben Hakana. See if you can bring him back from his gazing perception. 
Let him sit with us and tell us the meaning of those who ' descend to the 
Merkava but do not descend.' Why are they attacked by the guardians 
of the Sixth Chamber? Why do they not touch those who [actually] 
descend into the Merkava at all? What is the difference between the 
two?" 

Rabbi Ishmael said: I immediately took a cloth of feathery down 
and gave it to Rabbi Akiba. Rabbi Akiba gave it to our servant, telling 
him to take this cloth and touch it to a woman who had immersed in the 
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Mikvah, but had not done so correctly. This was to be a case that if 
brought to the sages, one would say that she was forbidden, but the 
majority would say that she was permitted. [The servant was instructed 
to] tell the woman, " Touch this cloth with the tip of your middle finger. 
Do not press on it, but touch it lightly, as if you were removing a cinder 
from your eye, where you barely brush it. " 

They did this , and placed the cloth before Rabbi Ishmael. He 
caught it up on a perfumed twig of myrtle , which had been soaked in 
pure balsamum. He then placed it on the knees of Rabbi Nehunia ben 
Hakana, and the latter was immediately dismissed from before the 
Throne of Glory ... . 

We then asked him, " Who are the ones who descend into the 
Merkava, but do not descend into the Merkava?" 

He replied to us : These are the individuals taken along by those 
who descend into the MerkilVil . [Their guides] stand them above their 
heads, and sit them in front of them, and say to them, " Gaze, look and 
listen, and write all that I say, and all that we hear from before the 
Throne of Glory." These people are not worthy of this , and are 
therefore attacked by the guardians of the Sixth Chamber. You should 
therefore be careful that you choose for yourselves proper individuals , 
and they should be members of the society who have been screened. 

When you come and stand before the door of the Sixth Chamber, 
show three seals to the guardians of the door. 

Show two seals to Katzpiel, the angel whose sword is unsheathed 
in his hand. Lightning flashes from him, exploding and blinding all 
who are not worthy of gazing at the King and the Throne. Nothing can 
hold him back. His outstretched sword screams out, " Destruction and 
Annihilation! " He stands at the right of the lintel. 

Then show one to Dumiel. 
Is Dumiel then his name? Is his name not the mighty Gahidriham? 
Rabbi Ishmael said: This is what Rabbi Nehunia ben HaKana 

taught. Each day a heavenly voice (Bat Kol, 'ip n~) emanates from 
Aravot (the Seventh Heaven), and proclaims in the name of the 
Supernal Tribunal, " TEUM (e'!.'13) and BaR MNTzH ZPUCY GShSh 
GEShTh (nwY) 111111) ':mn mm:J ,J), the Lord, God of Israel, calls him 
Dumiel by name. What I see I silence (dum, en) . The same is true 
of Dumiel ('~7;n'). " 

His authority is over the right lintel, and it is the same as the angel 
Kaptziel. But there is no enmity, hatred, jealousy, or competition 
between them, since both of them serve only for His Glory. 
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Chapter 21 

The two seals of ZHRRY AL (7N"'i1T) and those who do His works, 
show to Kaptziel. The [seal of] Broniah show to the angel Dumiel, an 
upright and humble angel. 

Kaptziel immediately then draws his bow and fires it. This brings a 
stormy wind (Sa'arah), and places you in a chariot of Brightness 
(Nogah). They trumpet before you with eighty million horns, thirty 
million shofars , and forty million bugles. The angel Dumiel then grasps 
a prize and goes before you. 

And what is this prize? 
Rabbi Ishmael said : This is what Rabbi Nehunia ben Hakana my 

master taught . The prize that the angel Dumiel holds before the chariot 
of the individual who is worthy of descending to the Merkava is not 
one of silver or gold . But the prize is that this individual is left alone. He 
is not interrogated, not in the First Chamber, not in the Second 
Chamber, not in the Third Chamber, not in the Fourth Chamber, not in 
the Fifth Chamber, and not in the Sixth Chamber. He can show them all 
the seal [of Dumiel], and they allow him to enter. 

At the right of the door of the Sixth Chamber is the angel Dumiel, 
keeper of the gate, to the right of the door. He sits on a couch of pure 
platinum,59 glowing like the radiance of the heavens, like the covenant 

of the universe. ARST AN (TN~C'N), MYRA ARST AN (TN~C'N N"7J), 
and CNPYNN TzMNSh ERNH. (i1J,lI IDJ7JlC P'!)J:l) the Lord, God of 
israel,60 and the angel Dumiel receive this individual with a pleasant 
countenance, sitting him on a couch of pure platinum . They then sit 
by him to his right. 

He used to say : i bear witness regarding two things and warn you . 
One dare not descend to the Merkava unless he has two qualifications. 
First, he must have read and reviewed the Torah, Prophets and 
Writings (that is, the entire Bible), and have mastered the Mishnah, the 
Law, the Agadah, as well as the deeper meaning of Law regarding what 
is permitted and what is forbidden . Secondly, he must be an individual 
who keeps the entire Torah, and heeds all of its prohibitions, decrees , 
judgments and laws, taught to Moses on Sinai. 

Chapter 22 

If . the individual has these two qualifications, then the angel 
Dumiel entrusts him to Gabriel the scribe. He writes a note with red ink 
and hangs it on the chariot (karon) of that individual. The note 
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describes the individual's Torah scholarship and his deeds, and states 
that he wishes to come before the Throne of Glory. 

When the guardians of the door of the Seventh Chamber see 
Dumiel, Gabriel and Kaptziel coming before the chariot of the 
individual worthy of descending to the Merkava, they cover their faces, 
and since they were previously standing, they sit down. They also 
unloosen their drawn bows and return their swords to their sheaths. 
Even so one must still show them the great Seal and fearsome crown of 
AER SOBR MTzUGYYH (iI"l,;:ll) ,::l'0 '!3K) and BEShPTSh (W!lW!3::l),61 

the Lord, God of Israel. 
They then bring him before the Throne of Glory. They take out all 

kinds of musical instruments and play before him until they elevate 
him and sit him next to the Cherubim, next to the Ophanim, and 
[finally], next to the Holy Chayot. He then sees wonders and power, 
majesty and greatness, holiness, purity, terror, humility, and 
uprightness . 

Rabbi Ishmael said: All the fellows likened this to a person who 
has a ladder in his house. He goes up and down on it and no one can 
prevent him. Blessed are You, 0 Lord, Wise of Mysteries and Master of 
Secrets. Amen Amen. 

Rabbi Ishmael said: Rabban Shimon ben Gamaliel was enraged at 
me. He said to me, "In an instant we all could have been struck down 
by PTRY A Y ('K"~!l), the Lord, God of Israel. Why? Because we have 
been guilty of error. Do you then think that Jonathan ben Uziel is a 
minor figure in Israel [that he sat at the feet of Rabbi Nehuniah ben 
Hakana]? What would have happened if we would have approached 
the door of the seventh chamber?" 

Rabbi Ishmael said: I immediately went to Rabbi Nehuniah ben 
Hakana and angrily said, "The President [of the Great Tribunal, Rabbi 
Shimon ben Gamaliel,) is angry with me. What pleasure have I in life?" 

He replied, "Son of the haughty, if this is so, what honor have I 
from you? I have placed in your mouths the Torah, the Prophets, the 
Writings, Mishnah, Midrash, Laws, Agadah, and the legal decisions 
regarding what is permitted and what is forbidden . If not for the 
mysteries of the Torah that I have concealed from you, would you ever 
come and show yourself before me? I know why you have come. It is 
only to [learn) about the guardians of the Seventh Chamber. 

"Go tell the Presiden t: You have au thori ty to utter the names of all 
the guardians at the doors of the Chambers and to influence them. But 
the sound of the names of the guardians at the door of the Seventh 
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Chamber dumbfounds a person. How can one influence them, since 
each one of them are named after the King of the Universe. These I 
have not revealed. 

" Now that you wish me to reveal them, let all of you come and 
stand on your feet. When the names leave my mouth, prostrate 
yourselves and fall on your faces. " 

Immediately, all the [spiritual] giants of the society, together with 
the aristocrats of the Academy, came, and they stood on their feet 
before Rabbi Nehuniah ben Hakana. The scribes wrote, and they fell on 
their faces . 

Chapter 23 

When one is ascending, these are the names of the guardians of the 
Seventh Chamber [that he encounters: 62 

Zehpanuryay YVy, an honored and beloved angel. 
Abirzehyay YVY, an honored, beloved and fearsome angel. 
Atarigiash YVY, an honored, beloved, fearsome and astounding 

angel. 
Nagarniel YVY , an honored, beloved, fearsome, astounding and 

precious angel. 
Anpiel YVY, an honored, beloved, fearsome, astounding, precious 

and exulted angel. 
Naazuriel YVY, an honored, beloved, fearsome , astounding, 

precious, exulted and mighty angel. 
Sastiel YVY, an honored, beloved, fearsome, astounding, precious, 

exulted, mighty and majestic angel. 
Anpiel YVY, an angel whose name is uttered before the Throne of 

Glory three times each day. 

[The name of Anpiel has been] praised [in this manner] from the 
day that the world was created until now. And why? Because the Ring 
containing the seal of heaven and earth is given over into his hand . 

When all [the host] on high see h im, they bow, fall ~n their faces , 
and prostrate themselves before him. This is not true, however, of those 
on the highest level. 

You may wonder if these are the same ones who bow down before 
the Prince of the Face. But those who stand before the Throne of Glory 
do not bow down to the Prince of the Face, but they do bow down 
before the angel Anpiel. This is with the authority and permission of 
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ANTOROS (o",tmt), the Great Master, and Y APYMYL ShNTh 
MRTzE (17l,/J nlll) ,'/J'!l/t'),63 the Lord, God of Israel. 

These are the names of the guardians of the Seventh Chamber 
[that one encounters] when one descends . These are not the same ones 
[encountered] when one ascends: 64 

Nurpiel YVY, an honored, beloved , fearsome angel, who is called 
Abirhyay YVY. 

Dalukiel YVY, an honored, beloved , fearsome angel, who is ca lled 
Levkapiel YVY. 

Yak riel YVY, an honored , beloved and fearsome angel, who is 
called Atrigiel YVY. 

Yasisiel YVY, an honored, beloved and fearsome angel, who is 
called Banaaniel YVY. 

Nurpiniel YVY, an honored, beloved and fearsome angel, who is 
called Shakadyahiel YVY. 

Naaruriel YVY, an honored, beloved and fea rsome angel, who is 
called Zuhaliel YVY. 

Anpiel YVY, an honored, beloved, fearsome, astounding, 
precious, exalted, mighty, majestic, powerful, upright, and stupen
dous angel, who is called Tufriei YVY. 

Why is he called Anpiel (,~,~~~)? It is because of the foliage 
(Anaph, .,~~) of crowns upon crowns that is on his head . These cover 
and surround all the rooms in the Chamber in the [highest] heaven, 
[which is called] Aravot. In this respect, he is like the One who formed 
all creation. 

Regarding the One who formed creation, it is written, "The 
heavens cover His glory" (Habakkuk 3 :3). This is also true of the angel 
Anpiei, a servant who is called by his Master's name.65 

And why is he beloved more than all the guardians of the six doors 
of the Chambers? This is because he opens the door of the Seventh 
Chamber. 

Chapter 24 

Each of the holy Chayot that stand opposite the door of the 
Seventh Chamber has 256 faces . These great [angels] therefore each 
have 512 eyes.66 

There are four Chayot opposite the door of the Seventh Chamber. 
Each of these [four] Chayot has the face of a man, [the face of a lion, the 
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face of an ox, and the face of an eagle]. Each [of these four] faces in turn 
has sixteen faces. 

When an individual wishes to descend to the Merkava the angel 
Anpiel opens the door of the Chamber. The individual then stands on 
the threshold of the door of the Seventh Chamber. The holy Chayot 
then lift up their 512 eyes to gaze at him, and each eye of the Chayot is 
like a huge bushel.67 The gaze of their eyes is like a lightening flash . All 
this is besides the eyes of the mighty Cherubs and the Ophanim of the 
Divine Presence, which are like scintillating flames and the fire of 
glowing coals. 

The individual then trembles , shakes and shudders, is stricken and 
faint, and he falls backwards . He is then supported by the angel Anpiel 
and the 63 other guardians of the seven doors of the Chambers. All of 
them support him and say, "Fear not, 0 son of the beloved seed. Enter 
and see the King in His glory . You will not be destroyed. You will not 
be burned. 

[He must then chant a praise to the Mighty King.]68 
They strengthen this individual. Then, immediately, a horn is 

sounded above him, from the firmament that ·is over their head .69 The 
holy Chayot cover their faces, and the Cherubim and Ophanim turn 
their faces around. The individual then stands alone before the Throne 
of God 's Glory. 

Chapter 25 

When the individual stands before the Throne of His Glory, it 
begins to sing . For each day the Throne of Glory sings ... to 
HHRRY AL (,'It"';';') the Lord, God of Israel, the exalted King, crowned 
with a tapestry of song . . .. 

Chapter 26 

" I saw the likeness of the Speaking Silence (Chashma/)" (Ezekiel 
1 :27). This tests the individual and determines whether or not he is 
worthy of descending to the Merkava. 

If the individual is worthy to descend to the Merkava, they bid 
him to enter. If he does not enter, they again bid him to enter. He then 
enters immediately. They then praise him and say , " He is among those 
who have descended to the Merkava ." 
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But if the individual is not worthy to descend to the Merkava, they 
warn him not to enter. If he still enters, they immediately cast 
thousands of steel axes at him. 

The guardians at the door of the Sixth Chamber act as if they are 
casting millions of waves of water at this individual. Actually, however, 
there is not even a single drop. If the individual says, " What is the 
purpose of this water ," they pursue him and say, " You miserable 
creature! You are probably a descendent of those who kissed the 
Golden Calf! You are not worthy of seeing the King and His Throne. " 
He does not have a chance to move before they cast millions of steel 
axes at him. 

[But if one enters successfully, he must sing praise.Fa 



CHAPTER THREE 

Rabbi Abraham Abulafia 





1. THE MAN 

One of the most important early figures in Kabbalah meditation is 
Rabbi Abraham Abulafia . Not only was he party to many important 
traditions, but he also wrote voluminously regarding them. Indeed, 
very little would be known about many of these traditions if not for his 
writings. 

Unfortunately, however, very few of his writings have ever been 
published. Most exist only in manuscript form, either in major libraries 
or in the hands of Kabbalists who refuse to publicize the fact. Finding 
and correctly identifying Abulafia 's manuscripts has been a difficult 
task , since many of these were catalogued incorrectly or not catalogued 
at all. In a number of cases, important manuscripts were tracked down 
by word of mouth and discovered in the libraries of individuals who 
had no idea as to their content. Although much important work has 
been done by library scientists, manuscriptologists and other 
scholars, the study of Abulafia's writings requires much basic 
research into the largely unexplored world of ancient manuscripts. 

An important problem in working with manuscripts is the fact 
that many were written in ancient scripts that are almost illegible to the 
modern reader. Others were privately made, written hurriedly by 
individuals with poor handwriting. When added to the fact that their 
basic script may now be obsolete, the reading of these manuscripts 
becomes next to impossible. Much study has to be done to decipher the 
alphabets of many manuscripts , and in some cases, relevant portions 
had to be transcribed letter by letter before they could be read. 

One reason why Abulafia 's works were not published was 
undoubtedly related to the general retincence surrounding the 
publication of materials dealing with meditation and the mystical arts. 
But another reason was the controversy that surrounded Abulafia as a 
person . in many places in his writings , Abulafia indicates that he is a 
prophet, and in others, he hints that he has a special mission. There are 

57 
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also many veiled allusions that could be interpreted to reflect messianic 
delusions on his part. For the most part, however, these are ambiguous , 
and it is probable that when he speaks of himself as the " anointed one, " 
he means that he is enlightened, and not that he is the promised 
messiah. In a number of places, he speaks of the prophet experience as 
one resembling being anointed with oiL I In no place did Abulafia ever 
attempt to actually implement a messianic role for himself, so this 
interpretation appears highly probable. 

All of his alleged claims, however, did not escape the notice of the 
religious leaders of his generation. His strongest opposition came from 
the Rashba (Rabbi Shlomo ben Adret, 1235-1310). Five years older 
than AbulaHa, the Rashba had been appointed rabbi in Barcelona in 
1280, and he enjoyed a reputation as the leading sage of his time. Even 
today, his Talmudic commentaries are counted among the most 
important, and his responsa are considered basic to Jewish Law. 

It is evident that while Abulafia was in Sicily, the Rashba mounted 
a scathing attack against him. This involved his own letters as well as 
messages that he influenced the leaders of other congregations to send 
to Sicily, denouncing Abulafia. In the early 1290's, the Rashba wrote a 
responsum to the community of Saragosta, Abulafia 's birthplace, 
regarding a self-proclaimed prophet in A vila, possibly a disciple of 
AbulaHa . In it, he alludes to his earlier attacks on Abulafia , denouncing 
him in no uncertain terms . 

This attack by the leading figure of the generation was enough to 
virtually guarantee that the religious establishment would shun and 
ignore Abulafia 's works. In some ways, however , the intensity of the 
attack is understandable, considering the status of the Kabbalah at the 
time. The Zohar had not yet been published , and although the Bahir 
had been published in 1175, it was far from being universally accepted. 
A very strong school opposed the Kabbalah , denouncing its teachings 
as approaching heresy. This is best exemplified by a statement by the 
Rashbash (Rabbi Shlomo ben Shimon Duran, 1400-1467), a century 
later, who wrote, " The Christians believe in the Three, while the 
Kabbalists believe in the Ten." Z 

As a strong defender of the Kabbalah , the Rashba might have seen 
Abulafia 's statements as being very dangerous to its healthy growth. 
Abulafia was very much hurt by the Rashba 's attacks, and it was as a 
reply to them that he wrote his famous epistle, VeZot LiYehudah (And 
This is to Judah) . 

The Rashba 's responsum was taken up by another major 
Kabbalist, Rabbi Judah Chayit, who lived around the time of the 
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Spanish Inquisition . The entire attack against Abulafia was then 
expanded upon by the Yashar of Candia (Rabbi Yoseph Shlomo 
Delmedigo, 1591-1655), one of the most important defenders of the 
Kabbalah. 3 

In view of all this, one would expect that Abulafia and his writings 
would be relegated to the dustbin of history , and not have any influence 
whatsoever on the Kabbalah tradition. This , however, turns out to be 
far from true, and his works are quoted, albeit guardedly, by many of 
the most important Kabbalists . Thus , the Ramak (Rabbi Moshe 
Cordevero, 1522-1570), dean of the Safed school , considers Abulafia 
to be an authority on the pronunciation of Divine Names, and quotes a 
lengthy section from his Or HaSekhe/ (Light of the Intellect) .4 In the 
unpublished fourth section of his Shaarey Kedushah (Gates of 
Holiness), Rabbi Chaim Vital cites Abulafia 's methods as being 
techniques for meditation. He speaks of his Chayay a/am HaBah (Life 
of the Future World) as if it were a well-known book in Kabbalistic 
circles, and quotes at length from his Sefer HaCheshek (Book of 
Passion). Another major figure, the Radbaz (Rabbi David abu Zimra, 
1470-1572), mentions Abulafia 's works in a positive context. S 

The final word regarding the acceptability of any Hebraic text is 
usually given to the Chida (Rabbi Chaim Yosef David Azulai, 
1724-1806). Quoting a number of attacks against Abulafia , the Chida 
then cites the fact that his works have been accepted by the greatest 
Kabbalists, and have been found to be beneficial. 

In view of this opinion, the general trend among knowledgeable 
Kabbalists has been to accept the teachings of Abulafia, even though 
his methods are considered to be very advanced and dangerous . His 
manuscripts have been copied and circulated among many Kabbalists, 
and they form an important part of the curriculum in some secret 
schools. While the personality of Abulafia may be questioned, it is 
generally recognized that he was in possession of authentic traditions, 
and that he recorded them faithfully and accurately. 

SOURCES 

There are many frauds whom I have heard and seen. One is the 
disgusting creature, "may the name of the wicked rot," whose name is 
Abraham [Abulafia]. He proclaimed himself as a prophet and messiah 
in Sicily, and enticed many people with his lies. Through the mercy of 
God, I was able to slam the door in his face . both with my own letters 
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and with those of many congregations. If not for this , he would have 
actually been able to begin. 

He invented many false ideas, totally foolishness which resembles 
high wisdom, and with this , he could have done much damage. Making 
use of a certain consistence, he places his mind on an idea for many 
days , and comes up with elaborate numerical exercizes (gematriot) 
involving both scripture and the words of our sages. 

The Rashba.6 

I have also seen books written by a scholar by the name of Rabbi 
Abraham Abulafia . In his foolishness and pride ... he calls himself a 
prophet. But it is taught that since the Temple has been destroyed, 
"prophecy has been given over to the insane." 7 ... His books are filled 
with his own inventions, imaginations and falsehood . 

He may have written Or HIl5ekhei (Light o f the Inte llect) but he 
actually walks in darkness. He wrote the Moreh HaMoreh (Guide to the 
Guide) as a Kabbalistic commentary on [Maimonides '] Guide to the 
Perplexed. How idiotic it is to invent a Kabbalistic commentary to the 
Guide! Maimonides would never even dream of such an interpretation! 

He also wrote a Book of the Name (this is Chayay O/am HaBah : 
" Life of the Future World" ) as a commentary on the Name of Seventy
Two. He writes the entire book as a series of circles so as to confuse 
those who look at it. S As if this would make up for its lack of true 
content! He filled this book with word manipulations, made up by his 
own deficient mind. 

Rabbi Judah Chayit.9 

Chayah O/am HaBah (Life of the Future World) is a book written 
by Rabbi Abraham Abulafia, in circles, concerning the Name of 
Seventy-Two. I have seen a manuscript of it, written on parchment. 

The Rashba, in Chapter 544 [of his responsa] and Rabbi Yashar 
[of Candia] in his Metzaref LeChokhmah (Purifier of Wisdom), 
denounce him like one of worthless and worse. 

Still, I must tell the truth, I saw a great rabbi, one of the major 
masters of the mysteries, of great reputation . According to his words, 
there is no question that he made use of this book and benefited greatly 
from it. 

The Chidah .10 



2. GROWTH OF A PROPHET 

Abulafia included considerable autobiographical material in his 
writings , and much is therefore known about his life, even though there 
are some important blank spots . From all this materia\, we obtain a 
picture of a sincere, inspired individual, who also possessed many 
human failings . 

He was born in the year 1240. This does not appear very 
significant until we realize that on the Hebrew calendar, which counts 
from the birth of Adam, this was the year 5000, literally the beginning 
of a new millennium. Abulafia was very much aware of this distinction, 
and in a number of places, cites it as proof that he was destined for a 
special mission. 

In his autobiography, Abulafia speaks about many of his disciples . 
The most important of these was Rabbi Joseph Gikatalia, who later was 
to become one of the greatest Kabbalists of that period. Eight years 
younger than Abulafia, it can be ascertained that he came under the 
influence of Abulafia in the year 1273, when he was twenty-five years 
old .ll Gikatalia 's Shaarey Orah (Gates of Light) became one of the most 
important Kabbalistic classics, and in many places, it reflects the 
teachings of Abulafia. 

Another disciple mentioned in the autobiography is a certain Shem 
Tov of Burgos. We shall meet him again as one of the possible authors 
of Shaarey Tzedek (Gates of Righteousness) , an important exposition 
of Abulafia' s techniques . 

It has often been stated that Abulafia was opposed to the Talmud 
and deficient in its knowledge, but this is an inaccurate conclusion. As a 
teenager , Abulafia learned Scripture, Mishnah and Talmud from his 
father, attaining what was then considered an adequate knowledge of 
these subjects . When the Rashba accused him of being an ignoramus, 
he replied that he had completed the entire Talmud, and had learned 
how to render decisions in religious law from two prominent 
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masters. He also states that he had mastered Chullin , the Talmudic 
tract that deals with the fine points of the dietary laws, and that 
which forms the core of traditional rabbinical training. 13 

In a number of places, we clearly find that Abulafia held the 
masters of Talmud in high esteem. Once, he openly states that if not 
pressed by his disciples , he would rather study the Talmud than write 
books on the mysteries.I 4 

Abulafia's earliest study consisted largely of the works of the great 
Jewish philosophers, and he writes that he originally considered 
philosophy to be the greatest of all disciplines. 14 Maimonides' famed 
Guide to the Perplexed remained one of his favorite books, and he was 
later to write three different commentaries on it. 

Abulafia mentions that he was introduced to the Guide by a 
certain Rabbi Hillel in Capua. This is most certainly Rabbi Hillel of 
Verona (1220-1295), who lived in Capua between 1260 and 1271. 

Rabbi Hillel had been a disciple of the famed Rabbi Jonah Gerondi 
(1194-1263). Rabbi Jonah had been a vehement opponent of 
Maimonides' Guide, but toward the end of his life, he made a public 
confession regretting this opposition. Rabbi Hillel followed his master, 
and also became a staunch advocate of Maimonides' teachings. When 
Shlomo Petit, a leading Kabbalist from Acco, attempted to reintroduce a 
ban against the Guide, Rabbi Hillel became one of its most important 
defenders . Besides this, Rabbi Hillel is best known for his book 
Tagmuley HaNefesh (Reward of the Soul), written in 1290 in the city 
of Forli. ls It was from Rabbi Hillel that Abulafia gained a strong 
positive impression of Maimonides' teachings, in direct opposition to 
many important Kabbalists of that period. 

Besides this, Abulafia was thoroughly familiar with the mystical 
works from the Talmudical period, such as the Bahir, which he calls the 
greatest of all Kabbalah texts.I6 In at least one place, he uses a term 
prominent in the Zohar, indicating that he might also have had some 
access to that body of literature, even though it had not yet been 
publishedP 

It is of great significance that Abulafia also refers to the Hekhalot, 
which we have discussed in the previous chapter. Although he was 
familiar with this text, in no place does he mention the actual use of its 
methods, but instead, advocates a different system entirely. This would 
appear to indicate that, like the Ari, he realized that the techniques 
described in the Hekhalot require a system of purification that was no 
longer in existence. 
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Another reason may be the fact that Abulafia considered himself a 
follower of the way of the Sefer Yetzirah (Book of Formation), a system 
that he considered unique and different than other Kabbalistic 
teachings. In one place, he discussed the Kabbalistic school utilizing the 
Ten Sefirot, and clearly states that the way of the Sefer Yetzirah is 
different and higher, involving the Twenty-Two Letters of the Hebrew 
alphabet rather than the ten numbers.I8 

There is no question that the Sefer Yetzirah played a most 
important role in Abulafia 's career. In his autobiographical sketch, he 
writes that he considered his initiation into the mysteries of the Sefer 
Yetzirah as the major turning point in his life. Elsewhere, he writes that 
he had studied the Sefer Yetzirah with twelve of its major 
commentaries, both philosophical and Kabbalistic. 19 

His master in the Sefer Yetzirah was Rabbi Baruch Torgami, who 
also apparently influenced Rabbi Isaac of Acco. Rabbi Baruch wrote a 
book Maftechot HaKabbalah (Keys of Kabbalah), a commentary on the 
Sefer Yetzirah involving numerical manipulations (gematria) in a style 
very much like that of Abulafia. 2o Besides this, it appears that Abulafia 
learned a good deal of the mystical tradition from Rabbi Baruch. The 
surname Torgami would indicate that Rabbi Baruch came from Turkey 
(Togarmah). This would imply that the mystical tradition may have 
been preserved there in an unbroken tradition . This is quite likely, since 
at the time, Turkey had a Jewish community that had flourished there 
since the time of Alexander the Great. 

There has been much confusion regarding the temptations that 
Abulafia mentions in his autobiographical sketch. A key is provided by 
his statement that " for fifteen years, the Satan was at my right hand to 
mislead me. " In a number of places, Abulafia indicates that Satan (T~W) 
has a numerical value of 359, the same as that of Zera Lavan (T~i Y'J!), 

meaning " white seed. " 21 This "white seed" clearly refers to semen, as 
Abulafia clearly states elsewhere. 22 I t would therefore appear that the 
"Satan" indicates sexual temptation, most probably involving 
masturbation. This is supported by his poem at the beginning of 
Chayay Olam Habah, where he speaks of his body" defiled with seed, " 
worthy of death , and apparently guilty of murder. 23 This is an allusion 
to Er and Onan, who died for spilling their seed in vain, and to the 
Talmudic statement that one who emits semen in vain is likened to a 
murderer. 24 

This is particularly significant, since it is well established in 
Kabbalistic teachings that masturbation is one of the worst of sins, as 
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clearly stated in the Zohar.25 The main task of the mystic is to use the 
intellect and imagination to reach the highest spiritual levels, and this 
process is totally disrupted when one uses his imagination to conjure up 
sexual fantasies while masturbating. A later mystic, Rabbi Nachman of 
Breslov (1772-1810), considered it one of his greatest 
accomplishments that he was able to discover a General Rectification 
(Tikun HaKelali) to undo the spiritual damage caused by 
masturbation.26 

Although Abulafia clearly recognized the primacy of the Hebrew 
language in his mystical system, he also recognized the value of other 
languages and cultures. In a number of places, he makes use of foreign 
terms to prove a point, and even incorporates them into his numerical 
calculations.27 Once, he makes use of the Arabic or Indian number 
system to prove a point.28 He also had discussions with Christian 
mystics, and praises them for their insight. In one place he states, 
" There is no question that there are individuals among the Christians 
who know this mystery. They discussed the mysteries with me and 
revealed that this is unquestionably their opinion, whereupon I judged 
them to be among the pious of the gentiles . One need not worry about 
the fools of any nation, since the Torah was only given to those with 
in telligence. " 29 

Abulafia 's relationship with the Christians was not confined to 
debates, nor was he particularly impressed with their theology. In a 
number of places, he speaks of such Christian ideas as the Trinity and 
Incarnation as being false. 30 But, in what is probably the most dramatic 
episode in Abulafia 's life, he went on a mission to attempt to convert 
the Pope to Judaism. 

This Pope was Nicholas III, who, according to historical records, 
died in 5aronno, Italy on August 22, 1280 (25 Elul , 5040). This was just 
a few days before Rosh HaShanllh , the Hebrew New Year. This Pope 
was best known for having established the Vatican as a permanent 
seat of the papacy, and for sending missionaries to Persia and China. 
Abulafia came to see him shortly before Rosh HaShllnah , and it was 
only the Pope's sudden death that saved him from being burned at the 
stake. 

Abulafia himself wrote an autobiographical account of this 
conversion attempt in his Sefer HaEdot (Book of Testimonies).31 In this 
account, he calls himself RazieL an anonym that he frequently used, 
this being the name of the angel who taught the mysteries to Adam. 
Raziel (~~'n) has a numerical value of 248, this being the same as that of 
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Abulafia 's first name, Abraham (c;n;II~). As Abulafia himself indicates, 
this relationship is more than a simple gematria, but it is a mishkal 
(balance), since both the numerical value and the number of letters in 
both names are equal. 32 

I t appears that Abulafia returned to Barcelona shortly after this , 
since we find him leaving there in 1281. This is particularly significant, 
since the Rashba, the main opponent of Abulafia, had assumed the post 
of Rabbi in Barcelona in 1280. It may well have been the denunciation 
on the part of the Rashba that Abulafia refers to when he states that he 
" was captured by gentiles because of denunciation on the part of the 
Jews. " 

From Barcelona, Abulafia moved his base of operations to 
Palmyra , Sicily, and here he wrote his Metzaref LaSekhel (Refinement 
of the Intellect) in 1282. It was also here that he gained Rabbi Achitov 
the physician as a disciple . It was to this Rabbi Achitov that the Rashba 
sent a scathing denunciation of Abulafia 's methods. 33 

A short time after this, Abulafia moved to Messina, also in Sicily. 
He calls this city Mi-Sinai, meaning " from Sinai, " possibly indicating 
that it was a place of revelation . His opposition, however, grew even 
stronger, and by 1288, he had been forced to move to the tiny island of 
Camino near Malta. After this, very little is known of his personal life, 
although a few of his existant works seem to have been written during 
this period . 

An excellent autobiographical account of this last period, couched 
in apocalyptic language, is found in Abulafia 's Sefer HaOt (Book of the 
Sign). Here Abulafia uses another anonym, Zechariyahu (~i1~~~n, which 
also has the same numerical value as Abraham. 

SOURCES 

In everything that I have written until now, my main intent was to 
come to what I will now reveal. 

I, [Abraham Abulafia], the individual mentioned in the 
introduction, was born in Saragossa, in Argon, which is in the kingdom 
of Spain. Before I was weaned, while I was still an infant suckling milk 
from the breasts of my mother , I moved to [Navarra] , some sixteen 
parsangs from the city where I was born, together with my brothers and 
sisters. I thus grew up on the Ebro River, which passes through both of 
these ci ties . 
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I began to read the Scriptures with their commentaries, and also 
learned Hebrew grammar, completing all twenty-four books [of the 
Bible] under the tutelage of my father, of blessed memory. It was from 
him that I also learned the Mishnah and Talmud, and most of my 
learning was under this instruction . 

I was eighteen years old when he died. 
I remained in the land of my birth for two years after my father 

passed away. At the age of twenty, God 's spirit moved me, and I left, 
heading straight for the Land of Israel by sea and by land . My intent 
was the rearh the land of the Sambation,34 but I did not get further than 
Acco. Because of the conflict between Ishmael (the Arabs) and Esau 
(the Christians), I was forced to flee. I left [the Holy Land] and returned 
[to Europe] by way of Greece. 

It was while passing through [Greece] that I got married. God then 
aroused me, and, taking along my wife, I set out for the " waters of 
desire" where I could study the Torah . This I found in Capua, a 
journey of five days from Rome. 

I t was here that I found a distinguished sage, philosopher, and 
master physician by the name of Rabbi Hillel. We became friends , and 
it was from him that I learned philosophy, which I found very pleasant. 
Exploring this discipline with all my might, I kept at it day and night. I 
was not satisfied until I had gone through the entire Guide to the 
Perplexed many times. 

In Capua I also had four disciples whom I taught occasionally. 
They were senseless young men, however, and when they went out to 
evil ways , I abandoned them. There were also another ten disciples, but 
these too did not benefit, and they lost both ways , the first and the 
second. 

In Agropoli there were four disciples. But these also did not benefit 
from my teachings. They had very strange ideas, especially concerning 
the depths of wisdom and mysteries of the Torah . I did not find any 
who were worthy that I should even give them the barest hints of the 
Truth. 

In Rome, there were two old men, Rabbi Tzadakia and Rabbi 
Yeshiah who entered into my covenant. With these I had some success, 
but they were very old and they died. 

In Barcelona I had two disciples . One, by the name of Rabbi 
Kalonymos, of blessed memory, an older man who was quite 
distinguished. The other was a brilliant unmarried man, a distinguished 
sage, and one of the leaders of the community, by the name of Rabbi 
Yauda, also called Solomon.35 
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In Burgos, I taught two men, a master and his disciple. The name 
of the master is Rabbi Moshe Sifno .36 The disciple is Rabbi Shem Tov , 
a pleasant young man, but his youth prevented him from mastering the 
subject. Both he and his master only learned a few external points of the 
Kabbalah from me. 

In Medina Celi there were two disciples. One was Samuel the 
Prophet, to whom I taught some Kabbalah . The other was Rabbi Joseph 
Gikatalia, may God continue to guide him. He had great intelligence, 
and will undoubtedly have great success if God is with him. 

I am now in Messina, which is " from Sinai" (Mi-Sinai). Here I 
found six men, and I also brought a seventh along with me. These 
learned from me for a very short time, each one taking what he could, 
some much and some little . They all eventually left me, except for one. 
He was their leader, and he brought all the others to learn from me. 

The name of this disciple is Rabbi Saadia ben Yitzchak Sanalmapi 
of blessed memory. He was followed by Rabbi Abraham ben Shalom, 
and then by the latter 's son, Yaakov, and then by his friend Yitzchak . 
These were followed by other acquaintances, until I had three disciples 
on one level, and four on a lower level. 37 The seventh disciple was 
Natronai the Frenchman, of blessed memory, but for various reasons, 
he immediately left us . He was the one who prevented the others from 
attaining what they could . It was here that some desired things 
occurred, and there were some normal events, some accidents, and some 
things that had to take place. 

When I was thirty-one years old, in Barcelona, God awakened me 
from my sleep, and I learned the Sefer Yetzirah with its commentaries. 
God 's hand was upon me, and I wrote books of wisdom and also some 
wondrous prophetic books. My soul awakened within me, and a spirit 
of God touched my mouth. A spirit of holiness fluttered through me, 
and I saw many fearsome sights and wonders, through signs and 
miracles. 

But at the same time, spirits of jealousy gathered around me, and I 
was confronted with fantasy and error. My mind was totally confused, 
since I could not find anyone else like me, who would teach me the 
correct path . I was therefore like a blind man, groping around at noon. 
For fifteen years , the Satan was at my right hand to mislead me. 

All this time, I was driven mad from what my eyes saw.38 But I was 
able to keep the Torah, and seal in the second curse for fifteen years , 
until God granted me wisdom and counsel. God was thus with me from 
the year One (5001 = 1241) until the year 45 (5045 = 1285), protecting 
me from all misfortune. 
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At the beginning of the year " Elijah" (Elyah, il:?~ = 46; that is, 
5046, or the end of 1285 c.e.) God had mercy on me and brought me to 
the Holy Palace. It is at this time that I completed this book (Otzar Eden 
HaGanuz), which was written here in Messina . It was written for . .. 
the above-mentioned Saadia, the first of the seven mentioned earlier. 
Seeing the affection with which he attached himself to me, [I wrote this 
for him] so that he should remember what he learned from me, since 
forgetfulness is rampant. When he has it, 1 know that it will also help 
his above-mentioned companions, since it is most probable that they 
will also learn from it. 

I realize that if not for various " accidents" 39 and fantasies, they 
would have never left me. The fantasies that caused them to leave me 
and keep away from me are precisely the ones that I myself once had. 
God helped me to stand my ground, and withstanding the test 
enlightened my heart, since because of them I guarded my mouth and 
tongue. 1 kept my lips from speaking and my heart from thinking, and I 
returned to the proper place. 

I continued to keep the covenant recognizing and perceiving what 
was hidden from me at the time. And I praise the name of the Lord, my 
God and God of my fathers, who did not withdraw His love and truth 
during all these times ... . 

Otzar Eden HaGanuz .40 

Conversion of the Pope 

This is the Book of Testimonies (Sefer HeEdot), the fourth 
commentary written by Raziel (an anonym of Abulafia), the third book 
of the volume. The first was the Book of the Upright (Sefer HaYashar), 
written in the city of Mount Patrai in Greece in the year 5039 (1279) . 

The author was then 39 years old, and this was the ninth year of his 
prophecy. Until that year he did not write any prophetic books, even 
though he wrote many other books of wisdom, some dealing with the 
deepest mysteries of the Kabbalah. 

In that ninth year, God aroused him to go to Rome, as He 
commanded him in Barcelona in those years .4 1 On the way, he passed 
through Tarni, where he was imprisoned by the gentiles because he had 
been denounced by the Jews. A miracle occurred and he escaped. 

He then settled in Capua for a short time. In the tenth year, after 
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he had left Barcelona, he wrote a scond book. which is called the Book 
of Life (Sefer HaChaim) . 

In the fifth month after Nissan, the eleventh month after Tishrei, 
that is, the month of Ab (July), in the tenth year , he came to Rome. He 
had planned to appear before the Pope on the day before the [Hebrew] 
New Year. The Pope was then in Saronno, a day's journey from Rome, 
and he instructed the gatekeepers that if Raziel should come to speak to 
him in the name of Judaism, he should be detained, and should not be 
granted an audience. They were given instructions to take him out of 
the city and burn him at the stake. The wood was already prepared near 
the inner gate of the city. 

Raziel was informed of this, but he paid no heed to those who told 
him. He meditated (hitboded) and saw wonders, and at that time he 
wrote them down in his Book of Testimonies . It would be a testimony 
between him and God that He had saved him from his enemies . 

On the day that he was to see the Pope, he was given two mouths. 
When he entered the outer gate of the city , a messenger greeted him and 
informed him that on the previous night, the one who had sought to kill 
him had suddenly died, as if from a plague. One was killed that night, 
and [the other] was saved. 

In Rome he was then imprisoned by the " Little Brothers" 
(Franciscans) and he remained in their academy for twenty-eight days 
. .. He finally went free on the first of Cheshvan (October 18, 1240). I 
write this to tell the praise of God, and His miracles and wonders with 
Raziel and His true servants . 

Metzaref LaSekhel. 42 

Zecharyahu 

And God said to Zecharyahu (an anonym for Abulafia) the 
proclaimer, raise your voice, your tongue, with a pen, and with three 
fingers , write the words of this book. And God was with him to help 
him, and Zecharyahu wrote all that God commanded him. 

He went quickly , declaring and announcing the living words of 
God to the Jews, circumcised in flesh, but uncircumcised in heart. But 
the poor to whom he was sent, and for whom he was revealed, did not 
pay attention to his coming. They began to speak about him and his 
God, saying things that should not be spoken. 
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And God commanded him to speak in His name to the gentiles , 
uncircumcised in heart and uncircumcised in flesh . He did this, and 
they believed in the announcement from God . But they did not return 
to God, for they believed in their sword and bow, and God had 
hardened their unclean uncircumcised hearts . God 's anger was then 
kindled against them, and He had mercy on His people Israel. 

And He then chose a time and season for the day of the 
proclamation .... 

And it was on that day, God went with joy and gladness , with 
seven lamps and five bright lights, seeking on all the tops of the 
mountains. Between the lions and bears , He found a lost sheep, without 
shepherd, but no lion had torn it, and no bear had eaten it. 

And God found the top of a high mountain, and its name is Mount 
Naples. The shepherd of is sheep sat on it for twenty years, until the 
passing of the time of anger and the instant of rage, during which the 
shepherd slept. At that time, the God of Israel will awaken the heart of 
the shepherd, and he will be aroused from his sleep, and he will awaken 
the hearts that sleep in the dust. The dead will then come to life, and the 
sheep will come home, never again to be scattered . ... 

In the year 5045 (1285), in the third lunar month , that is the month 
of Kislev, this being the ninth solar month (September), in the tenth 
cycle, in the fifth year of the cycle, on the first of the month, on the 
sixth day (Friday) . . . God awakened the spirit of Zecharyahu to review 
and double his prophetic books and to complete half of this book . On 
that day Zecharyahu the shepherd began to write wonders .. .. 

And God sent a physician to his people to heal the pain of their 
wound by teaching their sages His Name. And the sages of wisdom 
were sick and wounded, with " every sickness and wound that is not 
wri tten in this book of the Torah" 43 

And God said to Zecharyahu the healthy one, " Go, and I will send 
you to the people who are stricken in heart , to heal their sickness . Take 
with you the remedy of 'My ~ame ' and 'My Remembrance '." 44 

And God gave a gift of grace and a portion of love in the hands of 
Zecharyahu, and he went about in the lands of the nations where Israel 
is scattered . He began to speak, and as he spoke, he ended . For he called 
out in the name of the Lord, the everlasting God, from the beginning to 
the end, walking a straight line, not straying to the right or to the left. 

But only a few of the sages of Israel wished to hear the wisdom of 
God and the excellence of His ways from his mouth. God appeared to 
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the healthy among them, and asked them to heal the sick in spirit by the 
word of Zecharyahu . 

And those who would deny the highest wisdom stood up, sick and 
stricken with deadly wounds . They spoke high words against God and 
His anointed, and against all the healthy ones who had gone along with 
them, who recognized the depth of their sickness and pursued a cure. 
The hearts of those who followed melted, and their spirit became weak, 
and they stopped following those who knew the Name and are counted 
with it. 

Because of such things, God became angry at those who provoked 
Him and denied His Name. He sent one to rebuke them, and his words 
were a shame and an insult to their name. So they chased him from city 
to city, from place to place, until he came to the land of Mastina 
(Malta) , to the island of Comino. There he sat for many days against his 
will. 

And it was in those days that God said to Zecharyahu, "Write for 
you this book, which will go against the sages of Israel in this 
generation , who boas t about that which I do not desire . They say , why 
should we consider God 's Name, how will it help us when we utter it, 
and how will it benefit us if we calculate it?" 

Sefer H1101.45 



3. WRITINGS 

It is not because of his personal life that Abulafia is so fascinating, 
but because of the remarkable treasure of mystical lore that he has 
included in his writings. While this tradition was known to other 
masters of that period, none wrote down more than the barest hints 
regarding the explicit practices of the Kabbalah . Abulafia himself 
writes, " no other Kabbalist before me wrote explicit books on this 
subject." 46 Elsewhere he states that the earlier authors who did write 
about this subject made a point of concealing its practices. They did not 
make it obvious that this was the main point of their books, but only 
mentioned it in passing. " But I have made it the main point and root of 
all that I have ever written." 47 

It apparently was not pride that led Abulafia to do this, but rather, 
a feeling of divine calling. In one place he states that he was 
commanded by Elijah and Enoch in a vision to reveal these secrets.48 

According to his calculations, prophecy was destined to return around 
the year 1285, and his books were intended to teach the methods of 
attaining this level for those who were worthy of it. 49 He writes that he 
was not motivated by ulterior motives, because he considered himself 
greater than the earlier Kabbalists, or because he felt that no one else 
would ever reveal it if not for him. Instead, he wrotes, he did so for two 
reasons, one theological and one human . The theological reason is 
related to the final redemption, for which these mysteries are necessary, 
while the human reason is due to the lack of Kabbalah masters in his 
generation. 50 

Abulafia was very much aware that criticism would be directed at 
him because of his revelations. He had already been persecuted by the 
Rashba , and was shunned by other Kabbalists for revealing their 
mysteries . He writes that the mysteries involving the letters were 
revealed to the prophets, and they, in turn, revealed them to all Israel. 

72 
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Since it was almost forgotten, it is important to write it down. He 
concludes, " Even though I know that people will denounce both me 
and my books, I will not desist from writing. " 51 

All this was not mere words. In a letter to Abraham Comti of 
Messina, Abulafia indicates that he had already written 26 books on the 
mysteries , and 22 prophetic books. 52 Even these numbers are 
significant, since 26 is the numerical value of the Tetragrammaton 
(YHVH, i1,i1'), while 22 is the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet. 

Abulafia 's "prophetic" books were those written while he was in a 
quasi-prophetic meditative state. In at least one place, he clearly states 
that such a book was written after he had meditated 53 The only 
surviving example of these prophetic books is his Book of the Sign 
(Sefer HaOt), which is also one of the very few of his books that was 
ever published. It is written in a style that attempts to mimic that of the 
Biblical prophets, and tells about his mystical experiences. Most of his 
other books are guides to meditation or expositions of the Kabbalah , 
often involving long strings of numerically related words or phrases . 

With a few very minor exceptions, none of Abulafia 's works were 
ever printed . Even those that were, were not published until relatively 
recently, and then by secular scholars or historians. Still, his writings 
did enjoy a fair degree of circulation in the mystical community, and a 
considerable number of manuscripts survive, both in libraries and in 
private collections. 

The following is a list of Abulafia ' s known works : 

1. Key to the Bind (Mafteach HaRayon) . Vatican, M291. 
2. Divorce of Names (Get HaShemot), where the author divorces himself 

from the use of all of God 's names other than the Tetragrammaton. 
Oxford , Ms. 1658. 

3 . Life of the Soul (Chayay Nefesh), the first of his three commentaries of 
Maimonides' Guide to the Perplexed. Written in 1279. Munich, Ms. 408 , 
Jewish Theological Seminary, Ms. 96. 

4 . Mysteries of the Torah (Sithrey Torah) , the second commentary on the 
Guide. Written in 1280. Munich, Ms. 32 . 

5. Book of Redemption (Sefer HaGeulah), a third commentary on the Guide. 
Leipzig, Ms 39. Existent in Latin translation by Flavius Mitradates. 

6 . Life of the Future World (Chayay Olam HaBah). Abulafia 's most 
important book teaching meditation as a means of attaining enlightenment. 
Written 1280. In many manuscripts , notably , Jewish Theological 
Seminary, Mss. 2158, 2165 , 8126; Jerusalem, Ms. 8° 540. 
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7. Book of the Upright (Sefer HaYashar). Written in Urbino in 1279. No copy 

available. See #15. 
8. The Book of Life (Sefer HaChaim). Written in Capua in 1280. No copy 

available. 
9 . The Book of Testimonies (Sefer HaEdot). Written in Rome in 12in . No 

copy ava ilable. 
10. The Book of the Covenant (Sefer HaBrit). No copy available. 
11. The Book of the Interpreter (Sefer HaMelitz). No copy available. 
12. The Book of Human Man (Sefer Ish Adam). No copy avai lable. 
13 . The Book of the Haftarah (Sefer Haftarah). Written in Capua in 1280. No 

copy available. 
14 . Seal of the Haftarah (Chotem Haftarah). No copy available. 
15. Refinement of the Intellect (Matzaref LaSekhel), a "commentary" on 

books #7-14, all of which appear to be " prophetic" books written between 
1279 and 1282. Written in Sicily in 1282. Munich , Ms. 285. 

16. Treasury of the Hidden Eden (Otzar Eden HaGanuz), a commentary on the 
Sefer Yetzirah containing important autobiographical material. Written in 
Sicily in 1285. Oxford, Ms. 606. 

17. Light of the Intellect (Or HaSekhel), an important exposition of Abulafia 's 
system and meditative techniques. Written in Sicily in 1285 for his two 
disciples in Messina , Abraham Comti and Nathan Charar. Vatican, Ms. 
233, Munich, Ms. 92, Jerusalem, Ms. 8 0 3009. 

18. Keeper of a Commandment (Shomer Mitzvah), a commentary on the 
Priestly Blessing. Written in 1287 for a disc iple from the Holy Land who 
had come to Sicily. Paris , Ms. 853 . 

19. Sealed Garden (Gan Naul), commentary on Sefer Yetzirah . Written in 
Sicily in 1289. Munich, Ms. 58 . Printed in part as a section in Sefer 
HaPeliyah (Koretz, 1784), pp . 50c-56c. 

20. Book of the Sign (Sefer HaOt), a prophetic work. Written in 1288, after 
Abulafia had fled to Comino near Malta. Published by Jellinek, Leipzig, 
1853. 

21. Key of Wisdoms (Mafteach HaChokhmot), commentary on Genesis. 
Written in 1289. Jewish Theological Seminary, Mss . 1897 , 1686. 

22 . Key of Names (Mafteach HaShemot), commentary on Exodus . Jewish 
Theological Seminary, Ms. 1897. 

23 . Key of Offerings (Mafteach HaKorban ot), commentary on Leviticus. 
Mentioned in introduction of Mafteach HaChokhmot, p. 90b. No known 
manuscript. 

24. Key of Sefirot (Mafteach HaSefirot), commentary on Numbers. Milan 
(Ambriosana), Ms. 53 . 

25. Key of Admonishment (Mafteach HaTokhachah) , commentary on 
Deuteronomy. Oxford , Ms. 
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26. Words of Beauty (lmrey Shefer), an introduction to Abulafia 's system. 
Written 129l. Munich , Ms. 285 . 

27. The Lamp of God (Ner Elohim). Munich , Ms. 10. 

28. A"d This is!o Judllh (VeZo! LiYehudllh). a reply to the Rashba's accusations. 
Written in Sicily as a letter to Judah of Barcelona, known as Solomon. 
Published by Jellinek in Philosophie und KniJbllinh, Leipzig, 1854. 

29 . Seven Paths of the Torah (Sheva Netivot HaTorah), regarding the methods 
of Torah study. Published by Jellinek in Philosophie und Kabbalah, 
Leipzig, 1854. 

30. A Refinery for Silver and a Furnace for Gold (M etzaref LaKesef VeKur 
LaZahav), discussion of the Name of 42 letters. Sasoon, Ms. 56. 

3l. The Book of Passion (Sefer HaCheshek), an important work on Abulafia 's 
meditative system, paralleling Chayay Olam HaBah . Jewish Theological 
Seminary, Ms. 180l. 

32. The Book of Blendings (Sefer HaTzeruf). An important work regarding the 

manipulation of letters and words. Attribution to Abulafia not definite. 
Jewish Theological Seminary, Ms. 1887, Paris , Ms. 774. 

Besides these, a number of other books are known, either in small 
fragments , or in unnamed manuscripts . Others are thought to have 
been written by Abulafia, but identification is not positive. 



4. TEACHINGS 

In the litera ture, there is considerable discussion regarding the 
term Kabbalah(~?~i2). Most authorities state that it comes from the root 
Kabal ('7:Jp) , meaning " to receive." Abulafia takes this a s tep further, 
maintaining that a mystic is called a Kabbalist because he has received 
(Kibei, ':;Jj?) the tradition from either the prophets or those who received 
fom them.54 Like most other Kabbalists , he saw his tradition as being 
that of the prophets, and assumed that his methods were the same as 
those that the prophets used to attain their high mystical experience. 

The use of Divine Names plays a very important role in Abulafia's 
system.This is one tradition that he clearly saw as being derived from 
the patriarchs and prophets . Thus, when the Torah s tates that 
Abraham "called in the Name of God " (Genesis 12:8), most 
commentaries interpre t this to mean that he prayed, or that he 
proclaimed God 's greatness. Together with a number of other 
Kabbalists, however, Abulafia takes this literally, s tating that Abraham 
actually pronounced God 's Name, and through this practice was able to 
attain the highest mystical levels .55 

The Sefer Yetzirah, which is attributed to Abraham, seems to 
support this interpretation . It states :56 

When Abraham gazed, he looked, saw, probed, and understood. 
He graved (( hnknk l, hewed ((/wIWl' l and combined (lznrn!l. He wa s 
successful and the Master of all , blessed be He, revealed himself 
to him . 

The three key words here are graved (chakak, ppn), hewed 
(chatzav, :J~n), and combined (tzaraf, '1,~) . According to a number of 
Kabbalists , these processes involve the manipulation of letters, and it is 
from this that Abulafia derived his main system. Over a hundred years 
before Abulafia, a major commentator, Rabbi Yehudah ben Barzilai of 

76 
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Barcelona, had explained that the word " graved" (chakak) denotes 
writing. He also stated that " hewed" (chatzav) denoted the formation 
of the letters , while " combined" (tzaraf) indicated that Abraham 
permuted them.57 

In one of his books, Abulafia virtually paraphrases this 
interpretation , and it was apparently well known among the Kabbalists . 
Thus, the method used by Abraham, as outlined in the Sefer Y etzirah, 
was primarily one of writing and permuting the letters of the alphabet . 
This activity served as a meditative method, through which he reached 
high prophetic states. This is also the core of Abulafia 's system. He 
calls it the " Kabbalah of letters ," distinguishing it from the " Kabbalah 
of Sefirot." 58 

Another important Talmudic teaching, often quoted by Abulafia , 
is the statement that " Betzalel knew how to permute (tzaraf) the letters 
with which the heaven and earth were created ." 59 Betzalel was the one 
who was given the task of erecting the Tabernacle in the desert after the 
Exodus . Through this mystical ability to manipulate the letters of 
creation, he was able to build it in such a manner that it would act as a 
channel for the spiritual energies of creation. 

Very closely related to this is the fact that all of creation took place 
by means of sayings. At each stage in the creation of the universe, the 
Bible introduces the account by stating, " And God said ." Creation 
therefore took place through words. These words, however , consisted 
of letters , and therefore the letters of the Hebrew alphabet are the most 
basic building blocks of creation.60 Therefore, if an individual knows 
how to correctly manipulate the letters of the alphabet, he is able to 
make use of the same spiritual forces that originally brought the 
universe into being. 

Abulafia finds a hint for this in the verse, " God 's way is perfect 
(tamim) , God's word is permuted (tzerufah)" (Psalms 18:31).61 

Although the word tzerufah (;,~~,~) in this verse is usually interpreted 
to mean " refined" or " purified, " Abulafia used it in the sense of the 
Sefer Yetzirah, where means " blended" or "permu ted. " This is also 
indicated by the word tamim (c'/;)~), which indicates a spiritual 
experience and a state of enlightenment.62 Elsewhere, Abulafia states 
that the permutation of the letters itself serves as a test and a " refining" 
for the initiate. Through the manner in which an individual permutes 
the letters, one can know the nature of his innermost self.63 

Here we see an entirely new method of meditation. Instead of 
chanting a word over and over, as in mantra meditation, one writes a 
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word, permuting and cycling the letters in every possible manner. As 
the initiate progresses to higher and higher states, he no longer needs to 
actually write the letters, but can permute them verbally or mentally. 
All this is an initiation to the higher levels, which actually involve the 
Divine Names. 64 An entire handbook dealing with the various methods 
of manipulating letters in this manner is attributed to Abulafia, and 
similar books were written by other members of his school.65 

A similar word with two meanings is rakhav (::I::>,), which means 
"to ride," but also has a connotation of "grafting" and" attaching." 
This is especially significant since rakhav is the root of the word 
Merkava (;,~#,~), which denotes the highest mystical experiences. As 
Abulafia points out, this also has the connotation of grafting and 
combining, and therefore, the " Mystery of the Merkava " involved the 
combination of letters, words and Divine Names. 

Abulafia thus discusses the phrase, "One who looks at the gazing 
(tzefiyat) of the Merkava." 66 He states that the meaning of this was 
known to the sages by a tradition from the prophets, and consisted of 
" grafting (harkava, ;'~#';liJ) of one letter to another, one word to another , 
one Divine Name to another. " 

Each such Merkava-combination combines the power of the 
Divine Names, the Sefirot, and the letters . When these influence an 
individual, they direct him in forming every possible permutation . 
Because their essence is sealed in these permu tations, every key of 
wisdom is given over to the individual who " gazes, sees, and 
understands. " 

When an individual looks into these permutations in a proper 
manner, he can see all of creation. He is like a person looking into a 
glass mirror, who sees both his own face, and the faces of all who pass 
by .67 Abulafia writes that, "when the power of the influx begins to 
manifest and reveal itself to the one gazing into the ' mirror: the letters 
and Sefirot begin to appear before him, like lightning flashes. This is 
like the vision of the Chayot, regarding which it is written, 'The Chayot 
ran and returned, like a vision of lightning' (Ezekiel 1: 14). " 68 

This is also the meaning of what the Sefer Yetzirah says, "Ten 
Sefirot of Nothingness, their vision (tzafiyah, ;'~'!;l¥) is like a flash of 
lightning." 69 The word "vision" (tzafiyah) here, is a term that has a 
special connotation of prophecy and the mystical vision. 

Although Abulafia considered the "Method of Sefirot" to be 
different than the "Method of Letters" that he taught, he does 
occasionally speak in guarded tones about ascending through the 
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"ladder of the Sefirot. " 70 Still, he was very careful not to stress this 
method. He realized that if one meditated on the Sefirot, it would be 
very easy to see them as independent entities, thus introducing an 
element of plurality into the absolute unity of the Godly realm. 71 This, 
in turn , can lead to the actual worship of the Sefirot, and according to at 
least one Kabbalistic source, this was the first step that eventually led to 
pagan polytheism.72 

Another type of meditation that Abulafia hints at is 
contemplation. He particularly speaks about this with respect to the 
blue thread in the Tzitzit, the ritual tassel worn on the Prayer Shawl 
(Tallit). Speaking of the Tzitzit, the Torah says, "You shall gaze at it, 
and remember all of God 's commandments" (Numbers 15:39). The 
Talmud expounds on this, saying, "the blue thread resembles the sea, 
the sea resembles the firmament , and the firmament resembles the 
Throne of Glory. " 73 What the Talmud is actually doing is alluding to 
the fact that this thread is to be used as an object of meditative 
contemplation, outlining the steps of spiritual ascent. 

This thread was colored with a blue dye taken from the chi/azon, a 
mollusc related to the murex. Abulafia notes that the word chi/azon 
(l1T?I:1) has the same letters as /a-chazon (T'TQ'2), meaning, " for a 
vision. " 74 Through this dye, one could attain a vision approaching that 
of prophecy. 

Still, Abulafia 's main method involved the permutation of letters, 
and, on a higher level, pronouncing the letters of the Divine Names . 
Such pronunciation was to be accompanied by specific head motions, 
as well as particular breathing exercises. 

The true mystical experience is beyond description, and cannot be 
explained to one who has not experienced it himself. Just as a person 
who has been blind from birth cannot comprehend the concept of color, 
so one who has been spiritually blind cannot grasp the brilliant 
spectrum of the spiritual world. Abulafia thus writes, " One who 
reaches the highest level cannot reveal it to anyone. All he can do is give 
over the keys, so that the enlightened individual can open the gates 
which are sealed to exclude the unworthy." 75 

Both the opportunities and dangers facing one who enters the 
mysteries are graphically described by Abulafia . He writes that divine 
wisdom has both a right side and a left side. This mystery is the highest 
level, since it teaches the individual how to attain true enlightenment. 
But still, even if one makes use of all the necessary techniques, he 
cannot attain the higher levels unless he is properly prepared for this. 
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Abulafia writes that, " many great men and sages have stumbled and 
fell, were trapped and snared, because they exceeded the bounds of 
their knowledge. " 76 

Abulafia then continues, speaking of the highest level, which is 
the Crown. The word for Crown is Keter (1N), and Abulafia notes that 
when these letters reversed, they spell karet (nJ~), which means " cu t 
off. " 77 Thus, when an individual attempts to reach the highest level of 
the Crown, if he is not worthy, he can end up being " cut off" 
spiritually . Abulafia therefore warns in the strongest terms that one 
who attempts to enter these mysteries must be adequately prepared, 
and that one not enter unless he is thoroughly familiar with all the 
necessary introductions. 

An especially strong warning is given against spiritual 
dilettantism. If a person enters the mysteries as a whim , without 
preparation, he can be destroyed, both spiritually and psychologically. 
In pronouncing this warning, Abulafia writes to the uninitiated, " You 
mind will be confused, your thoughts confounded , and you will not 
find any way to escape the reveries of your mind . The power of your 
imagination will overwhelm you , making you imagine many utterly 
useless fantiasies. Your imaginative faculty will grow stronger, 
weakening your intellect, until your reveries cast you into a great sea . 
You will not have the wisdom ever to escape from it, and will therefore 
drown. " 78 He warns that before one attempts to attain the " small still 
voice, " he must first grasp the mysteries of the Kabbalah with his 
in tellect. 

The ultimate mysteries are alluded to by the Garden of Eden. 79 The 
Torah relates that after Adam sinned and was expelled, this garden was 
protected by " the flame of a rotating sword" (Genesis 3:24). Abulafia 
explains that the manner in which this sword rotates depends on the 
readiness of the individual attempting to enter. If he is worthy , it 
becomes the mirror through which he perceives, while if he is not 
worthy, he is burned ou t and " cu t off" by the fire of this sword. The 
one who oversees the sword , preventing the unworthy from entering is 
the angel Metatron. The turning sword itself is the cycle of the 
intellect. 80 

Abulafia writes that the letters, used by the initiate, are engraved 
on the cycle of the intellect, and it is through this cycle that one 
perceives the transcendental. The source of his vision is the Holy 
Palace, which is the precise center of that cycle.81 

The sphere of the intellect has the power to travel through the 
spiritual realm, which is the realm of Pure Intellect. As one begins to 
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enter this realm, he can climb the revolving sphere of the intellect as if it 
were a ladder. When he actually ascends , his though t processes are 
turned over and his entire perception is altered, so that he retains 
nothing of his normal mental state. 

Entering such a state of consciousness can be extremely 
dangerous. Abulafia writes that, "one must completely alter his nature 
and personality, transporting himself from a state of feeling to one of 
intellect, from the path of the imagination to one of burning fire. 
Otherwise, he will ultimately find his visions altered, his thought 
processes demolished , and his reveries confounded . The sphere is what 
refines and tests, and regarding it the Scripture states, ' A refinery 
(metzaref, ~J~~) is for silver, a furnace is for gold, but God tries the 
heart ' (Proverbs 17 :3). " 82 

Abulafia goes on to state that " God gave us the Torah, teaching us 
the way of permu tations, and the steps of the ladder involving the 
mystery of letters . Without such information, it is impossible to reach 
the level of knowing God. " He explains that the higher one ascends, the 
more barriers must be sundered.83 Speaking at length of these barriers, 
he discusses the Biblical passages which appear to indicate that God is 
hidden by gloom and cloud. Since God is infinite, it is impossible for 
anything to encompass Him , bu t this " gloom and cloud" is actually in 
the human intellect , which cannot actually perceive God M 

While one must break through the barriers, one must also be 
careful not to enter too close. One who goes beyond the proper 
boundary can be swallowed up by the light and die of rapture , very 
much like Ben Azzai . According to Abulafia and other Kabbalists, this 
was the dea th known as the " kiss of God ," which, according to the 
Talmud was reserved for the greatest saints.85 One method of avoiding 
this is to bind one 's own soul with an oath that it not leave the body.86 
But even more important , one must constantly avert his gaze, going 
" back and forth. " This is the meaning of what the Sefer Yetzirah 
teaches :87 

T en Sefirot of Nothingness: Close your mouth that it not speak of 

them, and your heart that it not think. And if your heart runs, 

re turn to its place , It is thus written , " The Chayot ran and 

returned" (Ezekiel 1 :14). Regarding this , a covenant has been 

made. 

Abulafia maintained that when an individual is on the highest 
meditative levels, he can actually alter the laws of nature through sheer 
spiritual force.B8 Still, he was generally very much opposed to using 
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these powers for such a purpose, seeing their main goal as being 
spiritual enlightenment, and not mere magic tricks. In a number of 
places he graphically describes the magical techniques of the practical 
Kabbalah, denouncing them in no uncertain terms.59 

The best time for the deepest levels of meditation is in old age, 
when the intellect is well developed and the pull of the body is weak . 
Although young people may try to enter the mysteries , Abulafia taught 
that they will not reach the higher levels until they are advanced in 
age.90 This reflects the Talmudic teaching that such mysteries should 
not be taught to an individual unless he is " halfway through his 
years. " 91 

Highly controversial was Abulafia 's claim to have attained true 
prophecy, even though he did not live in the Holy Land . According to 
the Midrash, prophecy can only be attained in the Holy Land, and not 
anyplace else, except under sharply restricted conditions.92 Abulafia 
refused to accept this literally, and said that the Holy Land discussed in 
this teaching referred to a specific spiritual level. If an individual 
reached this level, he could attain prophecy, no matter what his 
geographical location. 93 



5. THE HIDDEN EDEN 

Many types of meditation involve the repetition or chanting of 
certain words and phrases. In Abulafia's system, however, writing also 
plays a very important role. Rather than recite various letter 
combinations, the initiate was to write them down . An especially 
effective technique was to take a word and permute its letters in every 
possible way . From this, the initiate would procede to manipulate the 
word in o ther ways, making use of various ciphers and numerical 
values of the letters. 

This is alluded to in the Sefer Yetzirah, which speaks of the 
number of ways in which various words can be permuted . Thus, a word 
containing three letters has six permutations, one containing four has 
24, one containing five has 120, and a word with six letters has 720 

permutations.94 There is a special technique, known as cycling (galgal, 
'lin) through which one permutes the letters of a word in a prescribed 
manner.95 Writing in this manner is a type of meditation, where one 
makes use of both the path of the body and that of the intellect . 

Another important reason for the effectiveness of this method is 
the fac t that the let ters are the very essence of creation, and therefore, 
when one writes and permutes them, he can channel these forces into 
his spiritual being. Abulafia notes that d'yo ("';1), the Hebrew word for 
ink , has the same letters as Yod (11'), the initial letter (,) of the 
Tetragrammaton (YHVH, ;";"), and the substance of the spiritual 
realm. 96 The ink with which one writes is therefore the substance of his 
spiritual experience, from which all else follows . 

Abulafia wrote much about the permutation and combination of 
letters, devoting his entire Sefer HaTzeruf (Book of Blendings) to the 
subject. There, however, he writes very little regarding the actual 
method in which one makes use of such permutations. There is, 
however, one place where Abulafia goes into this at length, and this is 
in his Otzar Eden HaGanuz (Treasury of the Hidden Eden) .97 

83 
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An Excerpt From 
Otzar Eden HaGanuz 

I have explained what you need to do this , and you lack nothing. 
Take the pen, parchment and ink, and write the letters, permuting them 
in such a manner as to denote good . "Depart from evil, do good, seek 
peace and pursue it. " (Psalms 34:15}98 

These things cannot be know unless one knows the Name . . . It is 
written, "Every word of God is permuted (/zeruf), He is a shield to those 
who take refuge in Him" (Proverbs 30:5) . . . This teaches that true 
knowledge depends on God 's sayings, which must be permuted, and 
tested through such permutation. It is the permutation of letters that 
tests these things, as it is written, "A permuter (metzaref) for silver, a 
furnace for gold, but God tests the heart" (Proverbs 17:3}.99 

The way of Permutations (Tzeruf, "1~'~) is the closest way to truly 
know God, more so than any other way. The individual who wishes to 
enter the Way of permutations should immediately test and permute 
(purify) his heart with the great fire, which is the fire of darkness. 1oo 

If one has the power to endure the way of rebuke with great 
passion, and if his mind can control its fantasies, then he can ride [his 
mind] like a horse . He can control it as he desires , spurring it on to go 
forward, or reigning it to stop where he pleases. At all times, his 
imagination remains subject to his will, not straying from its authority, 
even by a hairbreadth. 

A person with this power is truly a mighty warrior ... He is like 
Uriel, who constantly gazes at the Light of God , delighting in God 's 
mysteries .. .. 

Now I will tell you the mystery of the true discipline, through 
which you can alter the laws of nature . .. . This is the path along which 
you must travel to attain the mystery of true discipline: 

Take in your hand a scribe 's pen . Write speedily, letting your 
tongue utter the words with a pleasant melody, very slowly. 
Understand the words that leave your lips. The words can consist of 
anything that you desire, in any language that you desire, for you must 
return all languages to their original substance. I have alluded to this 
elsewhere, ... but this is its correct place .. .. 

You already know that Isaiah said, "Declare the letters backward, 
and then we will know that you are gods, that you can do good and evil, 
and we will meditate (;'~"Il1~, from sha'ah, ;'YIV) and see together" (Isaiah 
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41 :23). He also said [in God's name]. "Ask Me of letters, and command 
Me over My sons and the work of My hands " (Isaiah 45:11). Again, he 
said [in God 's name]. " Tell them of the letters that will come" (Isaiah 
44 :7).101 These three verses are trusted witnesses to the power of the 
letters . 

Take the pen in your hand, like a spear in the hand of a warrior. 
When you think of something, uttering it in your heart with specific 
letters, also express it with your mouth . listen carefully, and "watch 
what emanates from your lips " (Deuteronomy 23:24). Let your ears 
hear what your lips speak, and with your heart, understand the 
meaning of all these expressions . 

Write each expression down immediately . Manipulate the letters, 
and seek out other words having the same numerical value, even if they 
do not follow my path . And know that this will be your key to open the 
fifty gates of wisdom ... . 

You must be alone when you do this. Meditate (hitboded ) in a 
state of rapture so as to receive the divine influx, which will bring your 
mind from potential to action. 

Permute the letters , back and forth , and in this manner, you will 
reach the first level. As a result of the activity and your concentration 
on the letters, your mind will become bound to them. The hairs on your 
head will stand on end and tremble. 

Your life blood is in your heart, and regarding this it is written, 
" the blood is the soul" (Deuteronomy 12 :23) . It is likewise written, 
" the blood in the soul will atone" (Leviticus 17:11). This blood within 
you will begin to vibrate because of the living permutations that loosen 
it. Your entire body will then begin to tremble, and all your limbs will 
be seized with shuddering. You will experience the terror of God, and 
will be enveloped with fear of Him. 

You will then feel as if an additional spirit is within you, arousing 
you and strengthening you, passing through your entire body and 
giving you pleasure. It will seem as you have been annointed with 
perfumed oil. from head to foot .102 

You will rejoice and have great pleasure. You will experience 
ecstasy and trembling - ecstasy for the soul. and trembling for the 
body. This is like a rider who races a horse, the rider rejoices and is 
ecstatic, while the horse trembles under him. 

There will be no question that, through this wondrous method, 
you will have reached one of the Fifty Gates of Understanding. lo3 This 
is the lowest gate. But once you have entered this gate, you are 
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protected from the gatekeeper whose name is AZ {11$} . Regarding this 
gatekeeper it is written, "[God acquired me {Wisdom} at the beginning 
of His way,] the first of His works from AZ" {Proverbs 8:22}.104 This is 
the mystery of "the beginning of His way. " 

The Divine Presence will then rest on you, and the Fifty Gates of 
Understanding will be opened in your heart. From then on, you will 
realize Who is with you, Who is over your head , and Who is in your 
heart . You will then recognize the true way . 

Treasury of the Hidden Eden. 



6. LIGHT OF THE INTELLECT 

Once one has mastered the technique of letter permutation, the 
next step in Abulafia's system involves the pronunciation of the 
various names of God. The simplest of these involves the four letters of 
the Tetragrammaton, YHVH (;"1';"1'). These letters are combined with the 
letter Alef (K). together with the five primary vowels . 

This method is presented in detail in Abulafia 's Or HaShekhal 
(Light of the Intellect). and it is one of the very few cases where his 
meditative techniques have found their way into a standard published 
Kabbalah classic. This entire selection is presented by the Ramak 
(Rabbi Moshe Cordevero, 1522-1570)' in his Pardes Rimonim 
(Orchard of Pomegranates), one of the most important of all Kabbalah 
classics. lo5 

In this selection, however, the Ramak does not attribute this 
method to Abulafia, but rather to an obscure Sefer HaNikud (Book of 
Dots) . While there are a number of books with this name, none of them 
are known to speak of this method. Several of these books have been 
lost and are only known because they are mentioned in other texts, the 
most important being attributed to Rabbi Aaron of Baghdad, a 
Kabbalist of the Ninth Century .I06 It is entirely possible that both 
Abulafia and the Ramak are actually quoting from a much older text 
known as Sefer HaNikud, and this is supported by the manner in 
which it appears in Abulafia 's manuscripts. It is equally possible , 
however , that only this small portion was copied, and that it was 
generally called Sefer HaNikud. In any case, it is well established that 
the Ramak was familiar with Abulafia ' system. I07 

Techniques very similar to those presen ted here are also discussed 
by other Kabbalists, even by opponents of Abulafia, such as Rabbi 
Judah Chayit. lo8 It is also most interesting to note that a very similar 
method is prescribed for the creation of a Golem.109 
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Briefly, the system of Or HaSekhel involves the combination of 
the four letters of God 's name, Yod (,) Heh (;1) Yav (,) Heh (il) , with the 
letter Alef (N), and then cycling it through the fiv e basic vowels. These 
vowels are: 

Cholam ( . ), having the sound of o. 
Kametz (J, having the sound of a. 
Tzere (J, having the sound of e. 
Chirek (.), having the sound of i. 
Shurek (~), having the sound of u. 

Together with each pronunciation, one must move his head in a 
motion resembling the actual form of each vowel. At the same time, one 
must breath in a specific manner, with a certain number of breaths 
permitted between letters, and more between lines . 

.An Excerpl From 
The Light of the Intellect 

It is known that the [consonant] letters do not have any sound by 
themselves. God therefore gave the mouth the power to express the 
letters, pronouncing them as they are found in a book. For this purpose, 
he provided vowel points for the letters, indicating the sound with 
which they must be expressed when they are translated from a book to 
the mouth . These vowels are what allow the letters to be sounded, and 
they can also be written as letters in a book. 

The vibrations of these sounds must also be associated with space. 
No vibration can occur except in a definite time and place. 

The elements of space are the dimensions and distances . The 
elements of time are the cycles, through which it is measured . This 
includes such divisions as years, months and days . 

One must therefore know how to draw out the sound of each letter 
as it is related to these dimensions. 

This is the mystery of how to pronounce the Glorious Name: 
Make yourself right. Meditate (hitboded ) in a special place, where 

your voice cannot be heard by others . Cleanse your heart and soul of all 
other thoughts in the world. Imagine that at this time, you soul is 
separating itself from your body, and that you are leaving the physical 
world behind, so that you enter the Future World, which is the source 
of all life distributed to the living. 
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[The Future World] is the intellect, which is the source of all 
Wisdom, Understanding and Knowledge, emanating from the King of 
Kings, the Blessed Holy One. All creatures fea r Him with a great awe. 
This is the fear of one who ac tu ally perceives, and it is double the fear 
of one who merely has ex perienced love or awe. 

Your mind must then come to join His Mind , which gives you the 
power to think . Your mind mus t divest itself of all other thoughts other 
than His Thought . This becomes like a partner, joining you to Him 
through His glorious, awesome Name. 

You must therefore know precisely how to pronounce the Name. 
Its form [is given in the tables]. 

This is the technique. When you begin to pronounce the Alef (I() 
with any vowel, it is expressing the mystery of Unity (Yichud) . You 
must therefore draw it out in one breath and no more. Do not interrupt 
this breath in any manner whatsoever until you have completed the 
pronunciation of the Alef. 

Draw out this breath as long as you extend a single breath . At the 
same time, chant the AIeL or whatever other letter you are 
pronouncing, while depicting the form of the vowel point. 

The first vowel is the Cholem (0, .), above the letter. 
When you begin to pronounce it, direct your face toward the east, 

not looking up or down. You should be sitting, wearing clean, pure 
white robes over all your clothing, or else, wearing your prayer shawl 
(Tal/it) over your head and crowned with your Tefillin. You must face 
the east, since it is from that direction that light emanates to the world. 

With each of the twenty-five letter pairs, you must move your 
head properly. 

When you pronounce the Cholem (0), begin facing directly east. 
Purify your thoughts , and as you exhale, raise your head, little by little, 
until when you finish , your head is facing upward. After you finish, 
prostrate yourself on the ground. 

Do not interrupt between the breath associated with the Alef and 
the breath associated with the other letter in the pair. You may, 
however, take a single breath, and it may be long or short. 

Between each pair of letters, you may take two breaths without 
making a sound, but not more than two. If you wish to take less than 
two breaths, you may do so. 

After you finish each row, you may take five breaths, but no more. 
If you Wish to take less, you may do so. 
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Pronunciation with the Yod (,) 

AoYo AoYa AoYe AoYi AoYu 

AaYo AaYa AaYe AaYi AaYu 

AeYo AeYa AeYe AeYi AeYu 

AiYo AiYa AiYe AiYi AiYu 

AuYo AuHa AuYe AuYi AuYu 

YoAo YoAa YoAe YoAi YoAu 
YaAo YaAa YaAe YaAi YaAu 

YeAo YeA a YeAe YeAi YeAu 

YiAo YiAa YiAe YiAi YiAu 

YuAo YuAa YuAe YuAi YuAu 

Pronunciation with the Heh (il) 

AoHo AoHa AoHe AoHi AoHu 

AaHo AaHa AaHe AaHi AaHu 

AeHo AeHa AeHe AeHi AeHu 

AiHo AiHa AiHe AiHi AiHu 

AuHo AuHa AuHe AuHi AuHu 

HoAo HoAa HoAe HoAi HoAu 
HaAo HaAa HaAe HaAi HaAu 

HeAo HeAa HeAe HeAi HeAu 

HiAo HiAa HiAe HiAi HiAu 

HuAo HuAa HuAe HuAi HuAu 

ilN ". 

~;, 

!'til 
'" T 

~iJ 

~iJ 
!'til ...... 

~~ ~Z$ 
~~ . ~~ 

~~ 

'!'t ..... 

If you change anything or make any mistake in the order in any 
row, go back to the beginning of the row. Continue until you 
pronounce it correctly. 

Just like you face upward when pronouncing the Cho/em, face 
downward when you pronounce the Chirek (i, .). In this manner, you 
draw down the supernal power and bind it to yourself. 

When you pronounce the Shurek (u , ". or ~), do not move your 
head upward or downward . Instead, move it straight forward (neither 
lowering or raising it). 

When you pronounce the Tzere (i, ..), move your head from left to 

right. 
When you pronounce the Kametz (a, J, move it from right to left. 
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Pronunciation with the Yav (,) 

AoVo AoVa AoVe AoVi AoVu 

AaVo AaVa AaVe AaVi AaVu 

AeVo AeVa AeVe AeVi AeVu 
AiVo AiVa AiVe AiVi AiVu 

AuVo AuVa AuVe AuVi AuVu 

VoAo VoAa VoAe VoAi VoAu 

VaAo VaAa VaAe VaAi VaAu 

VeAo VeAa VeAe VeAi VeAu 

ViAo ViAa ViAe ViAi ViAu 

VuAo VuAa VuAe VuAi VuAu 

Pronunciation with the Final Heh (:1) 

AoHo AoHa AoHe AoHi AoHu 
AaHo AaHa AaHe AaHi AaHu 

AeHo AeHa AeHe AeHi AeHu 
AiHo AiHa AiHe AiHi AiHu 

AuHo AuHa AuHe AuHi AuHu 

HoAo HoAa HoAe HoAi HoAu 

HaAo HaAa HaAe HaAi HaAu 

HeAo HeAa HeAe HeA i HeA u 

HiAo HiAa HiAe HiAi HiAu 
HuAo HuAa HuAe HuAi HuAu 

In any case, if you see any image before you, prostrate yourself 
before it immediately.I1° 

If you hear a voice, loud or soft, and wish to understand what it is 
saying, immediately respond and say, " Speak my Lord, for Your 
servant is listening" (1 Samuel 3 :9). Do not speak at all, but incline 
your ear to hear what is being said to you . 

If you feel great terror and cannot bear it, prostrate yourself 
immediately, even in the middle of pronouncing a letter. 

If you do not see or hear anything, do not use this technique again 
all that week. 

It is good to pronounce this once each week, in a form that" runs 
and returns." For regarding this, a covenant has been made.11l 
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What can I add? What I have written is clear, and if you are wise, 
you will understand the entire technique. 

If you feel that your mind is unstable, that your knowledge of 
Kabbalah is insufficient, or that your thoughts are bound to the vanities 
of the time, do not dare to pronounce the Name, lest you siri all the 
more. 

Between the tablet of the Yod and that of the Heh, you can take 
twenty-five breaths, but not more. But you must not make any 
interruption at this time, not with speech and not with thought. 

The same is true between the Heh and the Yav, and between the 
Yav and the final Heh. But if you wish to take less than twenty-five 
breaths, you may do 50. 

Light of the Intellect .l12 



7. LIFE OF THE FUTURE WORLD 

Of all Abulafia 's books, the one that explains his methods most 
completely is his Chayay Olam HaBah (Life of the Future World) . This 
was well known to the Kabbalists , and in the unpublished fourth 
section of his Shaarey Kedushah (Gates of Holiness), Rabbi Chaim 
Vital speaks of it as being the most important guide for attaining 
meditative enlightenment. To this day , Chayay Olam HaBah is known 
to Kabbalists, and it exists in many manuscripts, both in libraries and in 
private collections . While its methods are considered to be very highly 
advanced , there are still some closed Kabbalistic circles that actually 
make use of them. 

The main method discussed in Chayay Olam HaBah is very similar 
to that found in Or HaSekhel, also involving the same head motions as 
well as controlled breathing. Instead of making use of the 
Tetragrammaton, however, this book utilizes the Name of 5eventy
Two Combinations. 

This Name was known from most ancient times, and is discussed 
in both the Bahir and the Zohar, but significantly, not in the 
Hekhalot.1l3 By the Eleventh Century, it had been popularized in 
Rashi's commentaries, and is also mentioned in a late Midrash.1l4 But 
while the Name itself was known earlier, the actual methods of its use 
had never been written down until Abulafia did so. 

The Name of Seventy-Two is derived from three very interesting 
verses (Exodus 14:19- 21), reproduced on the following page. 
Counting the letters of these three verses, one immediately discovers 
that each one contains exactly seventy-two letters. These verses then 
form the basis for the seventy-two triplets in the Name. 

The process of constructing the Name is outlined in the Bahir, 
and is very straightforward. One takes the letters of the first verse in 
direct order, those of the second in reverse order, and those of the 
third verse in direct order. 
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Thus, one begins with the first letter of the first verse, which is a 
Vav (,) . Then one takes the last letter of the middle verse, which is a 
Heh (i1), and finally, the first letter of the third verse, which is a Vav 
(i1). Combining these, one obtains the first triplet, VHV (,i1,). 

In order to construct the second triplet, one procedes in a similar 
manner. One takes the second letter, Yod ('), of the first verse, the 

Derivation of the Name of Seventy-Two 

The Three Verses: Exodus 14:19-21 

"OY YO" Ci1',nKO 1;" ;K'1ZI' i1JnO 'l!l; 1;i1i1 C'i1;Ki1 1K;0 YO" 

:Ci1',nKO 'OY', Ci1'l!lO pYi1 

And the angel of God, who went before the camp of Israel, 
moved, and went behind them, and the pillar of cloud moved from 
before them and went behind them. 

nK 'K" 1ILmi1' pYi1 'i1', ;K'1ZI' i1lno 1':n C',:lO i1JnO 1':J K:J" 

:i1;';i1 ;:l i1T ;K i1T :J,i' K;' i1;';i1 

And it came between the camp of Egypt and the camp of 
Israel, and cloud and darkness were there, yet it gave light in the 
night, and one did not come near the other all that night. 

i1;';i1 ;:l i1TY c"p m':J C'i1 nK i1,i1' 1;'" C'i1 ;Y ,,, nK i11Z10 ~" 

:C'Oi1 'YP:J', i1:J,n; C'i1 nK C1ZI" 

And Moses stretched out his hand over the sea, and God 
caused the sea to go back with a strong east windall the night , and it 
made the sea into dry land , and the waters were parted. 

THE NAME OF SEVENTY-TWO 

ni1:l i1:lK i1;; 1ZIi10 C;Y ~'O ,;, ,i1, 

Cpi1 ',i1 i1:J0 ;T' Yi1i1 'K; ';K 'Ti1 

'i1n i1;0 ", 1;l ;i1!l ,,; ';:l 'K; 

'1ZI' :J:l; C'K ", i1K1ZI n,' KKi1 i1nl 

T" Yi1, OYi1 'lK 'lO P':l ni1; ,n' 

i1'0 ;1ZIY "Y ;KO i1;' ;" :l'0 i1i1i1 

"!l i1:J0 n'l Kll COY 1ZIni1 'l' ,i1, 

'no 'lY i1i1' :JO, ,:l0 n1i1 ;" COl 

C'O "";' C:J' i1K' ':In Y'K pm :JO, 
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second letter from the end of the middle verse, Lamed ('), and the 
second letter of the last verse, Yod (,). This results in the second 
triplet, YL Y (,.,,). One then continues in this manner until all 
seventy-two triples are completed. 

This, however, only provides the consonants of the Name. The 
vowels used when pronouncing the Name are the "natura l vowels" 
associated with each consonant. IIS 

Abulafia explains that the "natural vowel" is the first vowel 
found in the letter's own name. Thus, for example, the first vowel in 
the name of the letter Bet (:J, written out as n';1!) is "e," and therefore, 
"e or the Ture U is the natural vowels of the Bet. Similarly, the first 
vowel in Gimel (l, written out as .,~~) is "i," and hence "i," or Chirek (.j, 
is the natural vowel for Gimel. The same is true of all the other letters . 

The Natural Vowels Numerical Value 

Alef N a Kametz 1 
Bet :J e Tzere 2 

Gimel l Chirek 3 
Dalet , a Kametz 4 

Heh i1 e Ture 5 
Yav a Kametz 6 
Zayin a Kametz 7 
Chet n e Ture 8 

Tet ~ e Ture 9 

Yod 0 Cholem 10 
Kaf ::l a Kametz 20 

Lamed , a Kametz 30 

Mem ~ e Ture 40 

Nun u Shurek 50 
Samekh C a Kametz 60 

Ayin y a Kametz 70 

Peh !j e Ture 80 
Tzadi "l a Kametz 90 

Kof P 0 Cholem 100 

Resh , e Ture 200 

Shin IV Chirek 300 
Tav n a Kametz 400 
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In general, Chayay O/am HaBah is a book that speaks most 
elequently for itself. The selection cited here should provide an 
adequate overview of the use of the Name of Seventy-Two. 

Arl Excerpt From 
Life of the Future World 

"Prepare to meet your God, 0 Israel. " 11 6 Prepare yourself, unify 
your heart, and purify your body . Choose a special place for yourself, 
where your voice will not be heard by anyone else. Meditate (hilboded) 
alone, with no one else present. Sit in one place in a room or attic. Do 
not reveal your secret to anyone . 

If you engaged in this by day, do so in a darkened room . It is best, 
however, that you do it at night . 

At this time, when you prepare yourself to speak to your Creator 
and you desire to witness His might, be careful to cleanse your 
though ts of all worldly folly. 

Wrap yourself in your Tallit . If the time is proper, also place your 
Tefillin on your head and arm. This will increase your awe and 
trembling before the Divine Presence which will visit you at this time. 

Wear clean clothing. If possible, all your clothing should be white. 
This is of great help for one's concentration on fear and love [of God]. 

If it is at night, light many candles, so that your eyes are well 
illuminated. 

Then take in your hand a tablet and some ink . These will serve as 
your witnesses that you are coming to serve God with joy and good 
heart. 

Then begin to permute a number of letters. You may use only a 
few, or you may used many. Transpose and permute them quickly, 
until your heart is warmed as a result of these permutations, their 
motions, and what is derived from these permutations. 

As a result of these permutations, your heart will become 
extremely warm. From the permutations, you will gain new 
knowledge that you never learned from human traditions nor derived 
from intellectual analysis. When you experience this, you are 
prepared to receive the influx (s hefa , YtlW) · 

The influx will then come, bestowed to you . It will arouse in you 
many words, one after the other. 

Then prepare your inner thoughts to depict God and His highest 
angels. Depict them in your heart as if they were human beings, 
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sitting or standing around you . You are in their midst, like a 
messenger whom the King and His servants wish to send on a 
mission. You are ready to hear the words of the message, whether it is 
from the King or from one of His servants, from His mouth, or from 
the mouth of anyone of them. 

After you have depicted all this, prepare your mind and heart so 
that your thoughts should understand the many things that come to 
you through the letters that your heart imagines . Understand each 
concept and its reasons, both as a whole and in its parts . Ponder them, 
like a person who has a parable or example revealed in a dream, or like 
one who delves into a very deep concept in a book of wisdom. 

Take each concept that you hear, and interpret it with the best 
and closest interpretation that you can. Judge yourself according to 
what you understand from it. And what you are told can also relate to 
others. 

All this will take place after you have cast the tablet from your 
hand and the pen from between your fingers, or after they have fallen 
of their own accord because of your many thoughts. 

The divine influx will begin to prevail in you, and will weaken 
your external and internal organs. Your entire body will begin to 
tremble, until you think that you are about to die. This is because your 
soul is separating itself from your body as a result of the great joy that 
you experience when you perceive and recognize these things. 

In your mind, you will then choose death rather than life. For 
death only involves the body, and as a result, the soul lives forever 
when it is resurrected. 

You then know that you have reached a level where you are 
receiving the divine influx. 

At that time, you may wish to honor the glorious Name and serve 
Him with the life of your body and soul. Conceal your face, and be 
afraid to gaze upon God. "Do not come closer. Remove your shoes 
from your feet, for the place upon which you stand is holy ground" 
(Exodus 3:5). 

Instead, involve yourself with your body once again. ·Stand up, eat 
something, drink something, smell a pleasant fragrance, and let your 
spirit once again return to its sheath. Let your heart rejoice with its 
portion, and know that God loves you . He teaches you for your benefit, 
He teaches man knowledge.1l7 

After you have done this successfully many times, you will 
become an expert in "choosing life. " When you are strong and stable, 
you can make use of another, higher method . 
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When attempting this method, prepare yourself in the manner 
discussed earlier. Clear your mind completely. 

Then, with complete concentration and with a proper, pleasant, 
sweet melody, pronounce the Name [of Seventy-Two). 

Using the natural vowels of each letter, [begin by pronouncing 
these six triplets): 

VaHeVa YoLaYo SaYoTe 
EaLaMe MeHeShi LaLaHe 

~;Q 'i' F!l 
iJi? WiJr.? r.??~ 

These six triplets of the Holy Name pronounce with eighteen 
breaths. 

If the divine influx does not force you to stop, continue 
pronouncing the Name in this manner until you reach the triplet MVM 
(c,~), [the last of the seventy-two) . 

We have a tradition that the divine influx will come to a perfected 
individual after he completes [the number of letters in) the first verse, 
that is, after he pronounces twenty-four triplets. 

This is alluded to in the word " my Beloved" - Dodi (,,,, = 24). It 
is thus written, " The sound of my Beloved (D odi) knocking" (Song of 
Songs 5 :2). 

You may then see the image of a child (Naar, 'YJ = 320) or that of a 
Sheik (11V = 320) . In Arabic, the word " Sheik" means an " elder. " You 
see the image of an old man (Zaken, TPT), since the numerical value of 
Naar is the same as "Elder and Elder"(Zaken VeZaken, Tpn TPT = 320) . 

The mystical name of the one who appears to you is Metatron, 
whose name is also Naar.11 8 

His name is also Enoch (Chanokh, 1,m). This is alluded to in the 
verse, " Train (Chanokh) a child (Naar) in his way, and when he is old 
(Zaken), he will not depart from it" (Proverbs 22 :6). 

Combine " raise" (Chanokh, 1un = 84) and " his way" (Darko, ,::l" 
= 230), and you will discovery his mystery.119 

Thus, "our way is his strength" (Dark-enu Koch-o, m::l U::l" = 

314). Likewise, "our strength is his way " (Koch-enu Dark-o, ,m::l ,::l" = 
314). [The numerical value of Metatron (p'lJtm) is 315 .] 

When you see him, strengthen your heart and understand his 
ways . " Take heed of him and hearken to his voice - do not rebel 
against him, for he will not forgive your sin - for My Name is in him" 
(Exodus 23:21).120 

Behold God 's Name, Shaddai ("1V = 314) . This is Metatron. 121 He 
is the " Prince of Names" (Sar HaShemot, m~1V;"I '1V), who speaks with 
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the " authority of the Name" (Reshut HaShem, ow;, n1W,). [Both 
expressions con tain the same letters.] 

These twenty-four triplets contain seventy-two letters. 
Therefore, when he speaks, respond and say, " Speak my Lord, for 

Your servant (Audekha) is listening" (1 Samuel 3:9) .122 [Both of these 
numbers are alluded to in the word Audekha (1i :JY), which can be 
broken into] Au (:JY = 72) and dekha (1i = 24). 

The angel who teaches you the mystery of God (YHYH, ;'1;") and 
His Name is Gabriel. He speaks ou t of the first verse (pasuk) of the 
Holy Name that is pronounced by your mouth, and he provides you 
with a vision (mareh) of prophecy . This is the mystery of the verse, "{ 
make Myself known to him in a vision (mareh), { speak to him in a 
dream (chalom)" (Numbers 12:6). 

A vision (Mareh, ;'1('0 = 246) is the mystery of the verse (Pasuk, 
P1C!:) = 246). This is Gabriel ('~I(":Jl = 246) . 

A dream (Chalom, C1'n = 84) is the mystery of " my Witness" (Ed
iy, 'iY = 84). This is Enoch (Chanoch, 11m = 84). 

" And now, also, my Witness (Ed-iy) is in heaven, and He who 
testifies for me is on high " (Job 16 :19), that this Kabbalah tradition is 
true. 

If, heaven forbid, you do not receive anything when you 
pronounce the first verse , start again and begin the second verse. 

Pronounce [the second set of triplets]: 

NuThaHe HeAaAa YoReTha 
ShiAaHe ReYoYo AaYaMe 

OJ' I$l$iJ iJO~ 

I,;lll$ ;';J iJl$~ 

Concentrate as much as you can. As you pronounce each letter, 
exhale while you sound ou t the accompanying vowel together with its 
proper motion . 

There are only five vowels , and their order is a a e i u (~ ~ ~ 1$ it). 
The exhalation for all of them is the same . ... 

The Name contains 21 different letters. [These are all the letters of 
the Hebrew alphabet, except for the Gimel (l), which is lacking.] 

The letters having the first vowel [Cholem (0)] are Yod (;) and Kof 
(p). 

The letters containing the second vowel [Kametz (a)J are Alef (1$), 

Dalet (7), Yav 0), Zayin (!), Kaf (~), Lamed (i)' Samekh (t?), Ayin (¥), 
Tzadi (¥), and Tav (0). They are ten in all. 

The letters containing the third vowel [Tzere (e)] are Bet (;;), Heh 
(iJ), Chet (I)), Tet (~), Mem (7;?), Peh (~), and Resh (J) . There are seven in 
all. 
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The letter containing the fourth, special vowel [Chirek (i)] is Shin 
(w). This is the only such letter [in the Name]. 

There is one other letter that has the vowel [Shurek (u)] to itself, 
and this is the Nun (~). 

There is also another letter, Gimel (~), that shares the vowel 
[Chirek (i)] with the Shin. But although it is found in the alphabet and 
in books, it does not exist in the Name, because of a reason already 
discussed elsewhere.123 

As you begin to pronounce each letter, begin to move your heart 
and your head. Since your heart is internal, move it mentally. But your 
head is external, and therefore, you must move it physically. 

Move your head following the actual form of the vowel point 
associated with the letter that you are pronouncing. 

This is the form of the head motions: 
The vowel point written above the letter is called Chalem (a, N) . 

This is the only vowel point above the letter, since all the others are 
wri tten benea th the letter. 

When you pronounce [the Chalem] together with the letters Yod 
(,) or Kof (p), begin facing directly straight ahead. Do not incline your 
head to the right or left, upward or downward. Keep your head straight 
and even, like the balance of a scale, just as it would be if you were 
speaking face to face to a person of the same height as yourself. 

Then, as you draw out the sound of the letter while you pronounce 
it, begin to move your head so as to face upward, toward the sky. Close 
your eyes, open your mouth, and let the words shine. Clear your throat 
of all phlegm, so that it should not disturb your pronunciation. As you 
exhale, continue to raise your head at the same rate , so that you 
complete the exhalation and head motion simultaneously. If you 
complete the head motion before the exhalation, do not lower your head 
until you have exhaled completely. 

Between each letter, you may rest and prepare yourself. At this 
time, you can take as many as three breaths, like those associated with 
the pronunciation . [Each triplet will therefore involve twelve breaths .] 

The mystery of these" twelve breaths" (YB Neshimat, m~'1VJ :J'" = 
818) is the "Seventy-Two Names" (EB Shemat, m~1V :J"lI = 818). 

These are bound 
Until they raise 
A change, a change in nature 

mll:J1V~ t:l:1 

1N1V' 11VN 

lI:J~:1 '1J1V '1J1V 

818 

818 

818 
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Through Names when they build "lJJ m011.'J 818 
In the calculation of attributes m,o 1'J1ImJ 818 
Which are [HH] beneath the Name. il il nnn 818 

However , the mys tery of all 
the letters n"'Nil 828 

depends on 
twenty-two breaths mO'11.'l J"J 828 

which are 
under the glory . "ilil nnn 828 

Furthermore, 
their parts are tripled lV"lV O'i',n 828 

and they parallel the 
seventy-two Sefirot m"!lC J"lI 828 

which in man are 
seventy-two thoughts . mJ11.'no J"lI 828 

But the 
twelve breaths, mO'11.'l J'" 828 

whose mystery is the 
seventy-two Names, mo11.' J"lI = 818 

are the 
seal of the Satan. 1"11.'il omn = 818 

["The Satan"(1"11.'il). plus an additional unit for the word itself, adds 
up to 365, the days of the year.] For this mystery, we must pronounce 
the twelve months. [The reason for this is that the word for " month," 
Chodesh (lV,n = 312), is equal to twelve Divine Names (il'il' = 26); 12 
X 26 = 312.] This is for the sinners in IsraeL whose bodies are judged in 
Gehinom for twelve months .124 

And two " houses" (triplets) 
contain 

twelve breaths. 

o'nJ 'l11." = 818 

mO'11.'l J'" = 818 . 

Their mystery if Vav Vav (, '), that is, six and six, 
as I alluded in the 

seventy-two names 818 

that are pronounced . 

These breaths give rise to a third triplet, and this gives a total of 
eigh teen [meaning " life" (Chai, '0 = 18 ).] 
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They will increase for you 
years of life 

which are 
eigh teen brea ths 
from the two Chayot 

in which there is 
the lifeforce of breath . 

You have 
two nostrils 

whose mystery is the heaven called 
Aravot. 

Understand this, for these are 
the nostrils of the soul 

and their mystery is 
two Cherubs 

which make 
the Divine Presence descend 

o"n nmv 824 

m7J'1ZIl n'" 824 
m'n 'l1Zl7J 824 

:17J1ZIl:1 m'n 824 

0'1'nJ 'l1Zl 678 

m:m7 678 

:17J1ZIl:1 '1'nJ 678 

0'l1Zl 0'::1'1::l 678 

:1l'::l1Zl:1 '::l'1::17J = 678 

The Divine Presence then dwells on ea rth, spea king to man, " from 
above the ark cover, from between the two Cherubs" (Exodus 25 :22). 

For the 
primeval substance 
is on the ark cover 

like the form of 
the rainbow. 

l'1ZIK1 17Jn 

n1~::l:1 ,y 

80S 
80S 

n1Zlp:1 = 80S 

The two Cherubs allude to the Divine Presence (HaShekihnah, 
:1l'::l1Zl:1 = 390). They are cause and effect, male and female (Zachar 
U'Nekevah, :1::1pJ1 1::lT = 390). They were therefore forged (miksh eh) as a 
single body with two forms .125 They look at each o ther, and the Name 
was between them. 

All of this was like a tree 
on the ark cover, n1~::l:1 ,y 80S 

and because of 
the rainbow (HaKeshet) n1Zlp:1 80S 

it had to be 
forged (Miksheh) . :1Wp7J = 445 

These are the overseers 
over the Name OW:1 ,y = 445 

which is 
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the name of the ca tegory T'~~ CUI 445 
out o f which comes 

eve ry soul. ~~UlJ 7::> 445 
And no w 

the so rce rer fJ'UI::>~~ 445 
depends o n these techniqu es, and therefo re 

every soul ~~UlJ 7::> 445 
is a w itch. ~!:l'UI::>~ 445 

The T o rah , however, says, " Do no t let a witch live" (Exodus 
22: 17). This means th at " every soul" shall no t live. Regarding the 
vengeance aga ins t the wicked , God therefore commanded , " Do not let 
'every soul ' live" (Deuterono my 20 :16).126 

However, 
the brea th ~~'UlJ~ 410 

wh ich is 
fro m the second o ne ~'JUI~~ 410 

IS a 
holy Uli'li' 410 
tabern acle pUl~ 410 

in the hear t. 
One ascends 

with the Unique N ame 'm'~ CUI:J 410 
to the sky '-"i'17 410 
to depic t with Unifica tio ns C'i'l n':J 1'17 410 
the rela tionship Uli'~~ 410 

between every th ing th at 
is d ifficult ~Uli'~ 410 
in this nKT:J 410 
science o f p ronuncia tion . ~1::>m~ T~ ~~::>n~ 410 

It alone is 
life in the N ame. CUI:J c"n 410 

I t is reme'mbered and sea led 
in the Book o f Life c"n~ 1!:lC:J 410 

to make the individu al live 
with pass io n i'Uln:J 410 
which enlightens [the soul] ~7'::>UI~~ 410 

cons tantly, when 
every thought, ~:JUln~ 7::> 410 
every soul ~~UlJ 7::> 410 

is concentra ted o n it. 
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Therefore, one who pronounces the N ame so as to always live with 
it, is serving God with love, and all the reward is his alone. In His 
wisdom, this is what God desired. 

The vowel point which is called Kametz (a, J, looks like a line with 
a dot below it. 

When you pronounce it with one of the ten associated letters, 
chant the letter, and move your head from left to right in a straight line, 
as if to trace the top of this vowel point. Then bring your head back so 
that you are facing directly forward , toward the east, s ince you are 
facing this direction when you pronounce the Name. This practice must 
be done while one faces the east, just as in the case of formal worship. 

Conclude by bowing down slightly [so as to parallel the dot 
beneath the line of the Kametz] . Complete [the exhalation and head 
movement] simultaneously, as I instructed you by the first vowel. 

The next vowel is the Tzere (e, ~), which looks like two dots next 
to each other, one to the right, and one to the left. 

As you pronounce it with one of its seven associated letters, begin 
the pronunciation and the motion simultaneously. Move your head 
'from right to left , the reverse of what you did the the Kam etz ... 

When you pronounce the Shin, you will make use of the Chirek (i , 
I:() which has the form of a single dot below the le tter. 

As you pronounce it, move your head downward, as if you were 
bowing down to God , who is standing before you , and to whom you are 
speaking. This is the precise opposite of the head motion assoc iated 
with the Cholam . 

With these four vowels, you have crowned God as King [over the 
four directions]. 

When you pronounce a Nun, also make Him King. Begin by 
looking straight ahead , stretching your neck forward as much as you 
can. Do not raise or lower your head, but keep it facing straight 
forward. 

This is the form of the Shurek. It consists of three dots, one under 
the other, like this (!:t). It can also be a single dot in the center of a Yav , 
like this (~I() . Both cases imply the same thing. 

Through these five vowels , you have crowned God as King in all 
six directions of the universe. These are up and down with 0 (N) and i 
(I:(), right and left with the a (1$) and e (~), and backward and forward 
with the u (!:t) . 

[These vowels are often written together with their associated 
letters: AoO ('N = 7), AaH (:"tl$ = 6), AeY (,~ = 11), AiY ('1:( = 11), and 
AuU (~I( = 7). They all add up to 42.] 
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All the vowels therefore point to the fact that they are " in God 's 
Hand" (BeYad YHVH, ;";" 1':l = 42). This is alluded to in the verse, 
" Let us fall in God's Hand, for His mercies are great, but let me not fall 
into the hand of man " (2 Samuel 24:14). 

Th eir mys tery is: 
God ;"7N 42 

my only One '1'n' 42 

in them C:l 42 

my hea rt ':l7 42 

will be worthy. ;':IT' 42 

And thi s mys tery is 
Enough I Enough! Enough! '1 '1 '1 = 42 

And if, heaven forbid, when you pronounce these two verses, you 
still do not rece ive th e divine influ x, speec h, or a visible vision of a man 
or some other prophetic vision , start again, and begin the third verse . 

This is its form: 

VaHeVa DaNuYo HeChe Shi 
EaM eMe NuNuAa NuYoTha 

WDil ;n lill 
~'~ I$P ~~¥ 

When you comple te the entire Name, and receive from it whatever 
God wishes to grant you , praise God and thank Him. 

If you are not successful in attaining what you have sought from 
God, you must realize th a t you must repent completely. Cry because of 
your lack of elevation , and because you pronounced the Name with 
ulterior mo tives, which is an extraordin ary sin. You have not been fit to 
receive God 's bless ing. In the Torah, God promised that He would 
bless us with His Name, as it is written, " In every place where (asher) I 
will pronounce My Name, I will come to you and will bless you" 
(Exodus 20:21). [God is saying,] " I will pronounce My Name when you 
pron o unce my Name. " 

[The word "where" (Ash er, 11VN)in this verse has the same letters 
as Rosh (1VN1), the word for " head ."] The mystery indicated here is that 
one must pronounce the Name with his head, as I have taught you. 

The pries t blesses the people with the Name, and he himself is also 
blessed . Every priest who does not bless, is himself not blessed . 

With all this, " My son, des pise not th e rebuke of God, and do not 
spurn His correction" (Proverbs 3 :11). Wait a while and then make 
another attempt to pronounce His fearsome Name, until you are 
worthy of something. 

You may also attempt to use one of the Ten Names [ of God used 
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in the Bible. God says, " I will come to you and bless you, " ] and the 
numerica l value of " I will come" (Abaa, K1:lK) is ten . 

All of this m ay also be a tes t. God may be testing you to see 
whether you will deny Him or will still have faith. 50 be careful and 
guard your soul , les t you see an y iniquity or unfairness in God .. .. " If 
it is empty, it is from yo u ." 127 

This completes th e entire Kabba lah tradition regarding the 

pro nunciatio n of the Name. If you acc us to m yo urse lf to do it , you will 
be successful and will a ttain enligh ten men t. 

Li fe of the Future War/d. 12s 



8. GA TES OF RIGHTEOUSNESS 

Although Abulafia presents an excellent overview of his methods, 
he does not fit them together into a single system, nor does he discuss 
the form of his experiences in any detail. This is left to an anonymous 
disciple , author of Shaarey Tzion (Gates of Righteousness), a book that 
was most probably written in the year 1295 in Hebron.129 A clue to the 
identity of the author is provided in another manuscript, which 
indicates that the author 's name was Shem Tov. As mentioned earlier, 
Abulafia had a disciple by the name of Shem Tov of Borgus, and it is 
highly probable that he is the author of this book. 

There is very little question that the master mentioned in this book 
is none other than Abulafia himself. And for the most part, the material 
here appears to parallel that in other works by Abulafia .130 Most 
important, however, is an autobiographical sketch, where the author 
speaks of his experience with Abulafia, describing his initial skepticism 
and ultimate enlightenment. We will not include this here, however, 
since it has already been published elsewhere in English .131 

Numerous copies of this book were made, and it exerted an 
important influence on the later Kabbalists of the Holy Land . Almost an 
entire chapter was copied two hundred years later in the main work of 
Rabbi Judah Albotini, whom we shall discuss in the next section . 
Another important Kabbalah text, Shoshan Sodot (Rose of Mysteries), 
actually quotes it by name. 

The author speaks of three ways through which one can divest 
himself of the physical: the common way , the philosophical way, and 
the Kabbalistic way . The common way involves a method called 
"erasure" (mechikah), where one attempts to erase all images from the 
mind.132The author notes that he was aware that the Moslem Sufis also 
made use of this technique, and that one method involved the repeated 
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chanting of the name " Allah. " 133 Although the Sufis are able to attain a 
degree of ecstasy in this manner, the author writes that they cannot 
know its significance, since they are not party to the Kabbalah 
tradition. 

Discussing the philosophical way, the author speaks of a certain 
philosopher by the name of Ben Sina, who wrote many volumes while 
in a state of meditation (hitbodedut). When an idea was particularly 
difficult, he would concentrate on it and ponder it, often drinking a cup 
of strong wine , enabling him to sleep on it. 134 This is of particular 
interest, since a very similar procedure is also discussed by Rabbi Isaac 
of Acco, and this is one indication that the two shared a common 
tradition.135 

It is in discussing the way of Kabbalah that the author mentions 
his master, who is identified as Abulafia. The master spent four months 
teaching him the methods of letter permutations, telling him to erase 
everything from his mind . Finally he told him, " The goal is not to stop 
at any finite form, even though it is of the highest order. Through the 
way of Divine Names, one can reach a level where the power is not 
under his control. The more incomprehensible the Names, the greater is 
their advantage." 136 

The master then showed him books composed of utterly 
incomprehensible Names and number combinations, saying, " This is 
the Path of Names ." The author spent two months deeply meditating 
on these, and finally, one night, he awoke to see a light shining from his 
face . At first he did not believe what he was seeing, but no matter where 
he walked in the dark , this light followed him, even when he hid under 
a blanket. He was aware that this was something that could not be 
explained in any natural manner. 

Upon informing the master of this experience, the author was told 
to spend half his time permuting letters, and half making use of the 
Divine Names. One night while permuting the letters of the Name of 
Seventy-Two, he began to see the letters expanding before his eyes, 
growing until they looked like great mountains .137 His hair stood on 
end, and he began to speak automatically , saying words of wisdom. 

On a later occasion, the author made use of a technique involving 
the Tetragrammaton . At first, he felt as if he would die, but after saying 
a sincere prayer, he suddenly felt as if he were being anointed with oil 
from head to toe.13B He then felt a tremendous spiritual experience, 
which he speaks of as indescribable sweetness of rapture and ecstasy. 
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An excerpt from 
The Rose of Mysteries 139 

"The power of the prophets to liken a form to its Creator" is a very 
great mystery .... [ found an ancient teaching that explains this, and I 
will write it down here . ... These are the author's words: 

The following was told to me by the enlightened sage, Rabbi 
Nathan, of blessed memory:140 

When an individual completely enters the mystery of prophecy, he 
suddenly sees his own image standing before him. He becomes totally 
unaware of his own essence , as if it were concealed from him. Then he 
sees his own image standing before him, speaking to him and telling 
him of the future. It is regarding this mystery that our sages say, "Great 
is the power of the prophets, since they liken a form to its Crea tor. " I ~ I 

Rabbi [Abraham] ibn Ezra (1089-1164) likewise taught, " He who 
hears is a man , and he who speaks is a man. " 142 

Regarding this, another sage writes: 
Through letter combinations and meditation (hitbodedut), [ had a 

number of experiences. One involved a light, that followed me 
wherever I went, as I discussed in Shaarey Tzedek (Gates of 
Righteousness) . However , I was never worthy of attaining a level where 
I could see my own image standing in front of me. 

Still another sage wri tes: 
I am aware how insignificant I am, and I realize that I am certainly 

not a prophet or a disciple of the prophets . I have neither attained 
Ruach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit), nor have I made use of a heavenly voice 
(Bat Ko/) . Of such things, I have not been worthy, for I have not 
divested myself of my " cloak" or " washed my feet. " 143 Bu t I call 
heaven and earth as my witnesses, that this account is true . 

One day, I was sitting and writing mysteries in the manner of 
Truth. Suddenly, it was as if I had ceased to exist. I then saw my own 
image standing in front of me. As a result of this , I was forced to stop 
writin.g. 

In his commentary on the Guide to the Perplexed, Rabbi Moshe of 
Narbonne (d. 1362) writes :144 

When the sages teach that the prophets " liken a form to its 
Creator, " they mean that they liken the form which is in the prophet's 
own soul .. . to its Creator, that is, to God. It is thus written, " Over the 
form of the Throne there was a form like an image of a Man" (Ezekiel 
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1 :26} . These forms and images exist in the soul of the prophet. .. . 
This also happened to us when we were writing this book. Once, 

in the late afternoon , we were placing the vowel points on the Explicit 
Name. All at once, our eyes were confronted with visions , appearing 
like definite forms made of red fire. This occurred a number of times 
while we were writing this book. 



9. THE LADDER OF ASCENT 

The teac hings of Abulafia are known to have come to the Holy 
Land through the author of Shaarey Tz ede k, and it appears that they 
took firm root th ere. Over two hundred years later , we find one of the 

prominent sages of the Holy Land , a chief rabbi of Jerusalem , involved 
in th ese mys teries and authoring an important book o n Abulafia 's 
teachings. This is none other than Rabbi Judah Albotini (1453-1519) , 

author of Sulam HaAliyal1 (Ladder of Ascent). 

Albotini is known to Talmudic scholars as th e author of a 
supercommentary on Maimonides ' commentary on the Mishnah. This 
was published by Rabbi Shlomo Idni (1567-1626), author of another 

important commentary on th e Mishnah I45 Written in 1501 , this 
supercommentary is included in the most important edition of the 
Mishnah. Not as well-known is Albotini 's monumental commentary on 
Maimonides' code, which ex is ts o nly in manuscript I46 

Not too much is known of th e personal life of Albotini, other than 
the fac t that his father, Moshe Albotini, was a prominent scholar in 
Lisbon. It is highly probable that th e family was exiled in 1496, during 
the general ex pulsion of Jews from Portugal. This is significant, since 
Rabbi Judah Chayit, a strong opponent of Abulafia's teachings, also 
left Portugal during this same expulsion. The fact that Chayit found it 
necessary to denounce Abulafia 's writings indicates that they enjoyed a 

degree of popularity in hi s homeland. 
Albotini migrated to the Holy Land , and by 1509, we find him as a 

member of the Jerusalem academy, where he signed an ordinance 
exempting scholars from the head tax. He succeeded Rabbi Jacob of 
Triel as head of the Jerusalem Academy, making him the official head 
of all the Rabbis of Jerusalem. It would appear that Abulafia 's school of 
meditative Kabbalah was sufficiently accepted in Jerusalem at the time 
that a practitioner and teacher of these methods could be chosen as a 
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chief Rabbi . A sh o rt time la ter , we f ind ano th er teacher o f these 

m ethod s, Rabbi Joseph T zayac h , also ho lding a rabbinica l pos t in 

Jeru sa lem . 
A manu scr ipt of 5ulam HaA liyah was in th e hands o f the g rea t 

Kabbalist, Rabbi Sasoon bekho r M osh e Pres iado (d . 1903), and from 

wh a t he writes , he ac tu ally intended to p ubli sh it. 147 Altho ug h he neve r 
su cceed ed in do ing so , a number o f key ch apte rs h ave been published in 

sc ho larl y journa ls . Severa l manusc ripts of th is boo k ex is t, bo th in 

libra ri es and in pr iva te co ll ec tions. 148 

In thi s boo k, A lbo tini s pea ks abo ut th e M editati ve Ka bba li s ts 

(M eKubalim HaMitbodedim) , as if they were a well -es tablis hed g roup 

in h is time.149 S peak ing abo ut o ther books o n the subjec t o f le tter 

manipulatio n (t ze ru /) th a t had recentl y bee n written , he wa rns that 
th ey contain many erro rs. I SO H e is tho ro ug hl y famili ar with Ab u lafi a's 

sys tem , upo n ma n y of whose teachings he expa nds , presenting them in 

a clea r and we ll -o rde red manner. In two places, h e mentio ns Abulafi a 's 

Chayay O lam HaBah (Life o f th e Future Wo rld) by namel S I 

Th e fir s t few ch apters o f th e book dea l mos tly w ith wo rd and letter 

mani p ula ti o n (( zeruf), drawing heav ily o n A bula fia 's wo rks. Beca use 

thi s in vo lves the let te rs o f the Heb rew alph abe t, it is virtu all y 

imposs ible to do jus ti ce to thi s me th od in Eng li s h . The individual 

interes ted in pursuing th e subjec t furth er ca n f ind an exce llent 

s ummary in the publish ed wo rks o f the Ramak .152 
A n o th er id ea th a t A lbo tini di scu sses in de ta il is th a t o f " jumping " 

(kefitzah) and "skipping " (di lug ). A lthoug h thi s is mentioned by 

A bulafia , and the me thod was undoubtedly used by him , he does no t 
present a clea r pic ture how o ne mak es use of it. IS3 A lbo tini no t o nly 

clearl y desc ribes these techniq u es within Abulaf ia 's sys tem of Tzeruf, 
bu t h e also provides a number of examples s ho wing how they are used . 

Briefly , " sk ipp ing " con s is ts o f a so rt of fr ee assoc ia tio n , us ing any 

on e o f the s tanda rd method s o f le tter manipul a ti o n. This can cons is t o f 

s imple letter pe rmuta tion , t ~ , t' use of c iphers, o r findin g o th er words 

w ith s imila r numer ica l values (ge matria). W ord s ca n also be ex panded 

in a number of ways, th e s imples t bei ng to s pell out d iff erent le tters o f 
the wo rd . As lo ng as o n e is mak ing use of a s ing le sys tem, s uch as 

gema tria fo r exa mple, he is sa id to be " skipping. " When he goes f ro m 

o ne sys tem o f le tter manipula tio n to ano th er, then he is sa id to be 

" jumping." A ll o f thi s was seen as an impo rt ant medita tive technique 

thro ug h w hich o n e could a tt ain a high leve l o f enlightenment. ,s4 

A n importan t p re requis ite for a tta ining th e medita tive ex peri ence 

is s to ic ism (his htavu t, m'lJ'J!~ ), and thi s is di scussed a t g rea t leng th by 
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Albo tini. 155 This has been discussed by a number of la ter kabbalis ts, but 
Abulaf ia only spea ks abo ut it in pass ing, writing, " One who has 
a tta ined true pass ion (chesh ek) , is no t influenced by the bless ings or 

curses o f o thers. [t is as if they were speaking in a lang uage th a t he does 
no t unders tand ." 156 Albo tini 's teachings rega rding s to ic ism , however, 

seems to come from Rabbi Isaac o f Acco, who spea ks of this idea at 
leng th . This is of parti cul ar s ignifi cance, s ince it would indica te that 

Albo tini was a s tudent of Rabbi Isaac o f Acco as well as o f Abulafia. 
Albo tini also expa nds on Abulafi a's di scuss io n of H ewing 

(chatz ivah) and Eng raving (chakikah), mentio ned in the Sefe r Yetz irah . 
When a pe rson reaches a hig h medit a tive level, " the mind is no longe r 
concea led in th e prison of the phys ica l fac ulti es, and it emerges ... 
entering th e spiritu a l domain. " [n this do main, the individu al may see 
various vi s io ns or letter combina tions, and th e conno ta tio n o f H ewing 
is th a t he "splits" and analyzes th ese v is io ns while s till in a med ita tive 
s ta te. Eng rav ing then implies tha t he" eng raves" th ese revela tio ns in his 
soul so th a t they a re never fo rgo tten l 57 

A ltho ug h A lbo tini spea ks of a number o f s tandard medita tive 

techniques, Albo tini mainta ined tha t an y pro per teaching could se rve as 
the subjec t o f o ne's med ita tio n . He thus writes, " Those who medita te 

(hitboded ), concentra te on an idea o r on a ve ry deep lesson . They close 

thei r eyes, and v irtu all y nullify all their fa culti es in order to allow their 
hidden intellec t to emerge fro m po tent ia l to ac tio n . Th ey then absorb 
the lesson , pe rmanently eng raving it in their soul. " 158 

Th ro ugh the use o f Di vine N ames in medita tion , o ne can channel 

ex tremely powerful spiritu al fo rces. Albo tini writes th a t M oses made 
use o f thi s to sa ve Is rae l, and th a t, " with the power o f the Divine 

N ames, which he pro nounced in hi s praye rs, he w as able to turn back 
the ange r and fury ." 159 M ore rem arkable, he s ta tes tha t the T en 

M arty rs could have sa ved themselves by using these N ames, and tha t 
the sages could have even prevented the des truc tio n o f Jerusa lem a t the 

hand o f the Babylo ni ans and Romans. Bu t, see ing th a t this had been 
God 's decree, they refr a ined from do ing anything. 

The T almud speaks of three oaths tha t Is rae l made no t to 

impro perl y has ten th e co ming o f the M ess iah . This is based on the 
verse, " [ bind yo u by an oa th , 0 daughters o f Jeru sa lem, ... th a t yo u 
no t awaken , tha t you no t aro use the love, until it is des ired " (So ng of 
Songs 3 :5 ).160 There has been mu ch di scuss io n of thi s oa th , and some 

rabbis have even used it as a refutatio n o f Zionism . 
Albo tini p rovides a ve ry novel interp re ta tion o f thi s oa th , saying 

th a t the g rea t mas ters of Kabbalah meditation were bound by an oa th 
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not to use their methods to hasten the redemption . He thus writes , 
" E ven though the coming of the Messiah is a great concept, necessary 
for the rectification of all Universes, the sages and saints who knew the 
mystery of God 's name were bound by an oa th not to arouse the 
redemption until they knew that God desired that it should occur." 161 

In general, Albotini warns against pronouncing any of the Divine 
Names, even those discussed by Abulafia. Anticipating the Ari, he 
understands that , while earlier generations may have been able to 
purify themselves sufficiently so that they could ac tu ally pronounce 
the Names, later generations are no longer able to do this. But still, he 
maintains that it is not actually necessary to pronounce the Names, and 
that much can be accomplished by merely knowing them and 
pondering their significance. 

This is evidenced from the verse, " He was enraptured in Me, I will 
bring him forth, I will raise him up, beca use he knew My Name" 
(Psalms 91 :14). Albotini notes that the verse does not say, " he 
pronounces My name," but rather, it says, " he knows My name." He 
concludes , " from this we see that the main thing is the knowledge of 
the Divine Names, of their existence, essence, and mea ning ." 162 A 
similar explanation is also provided to the verse, " Before they ca ll I will 
answer them" (isaiah 65:24). " Even though o ne concentra tes o n a 
given name and only thinks about it, without 'ca lling ' and actually 
pronouncing it , he will be answered. " 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Other Early Schools 





1. THE GATE OF KAVANAH 

Although much of the early explicit material regarding Kabbalah 
meditation stems from Abulafia's writings, there were also a number of 
other schools contemporary to him. The most important was the school 
in Provence, France, which was heir to the mystical teachings of the 
Bahir, and eventually published this book in the late 1100's. 

Until the Twelfth Century, the Kabbalah had been a carefully 
concealed mystery, in the hands of a few very small and restricted secret 
societies . So hidden were these that some of the greatest rabbinical 
leaders were not even aware of their existence. The first ones to break 
this silence were the great Kabbalists of Provence. 

The earliest known members of this school were Isaac and Jacob 
Nazir, both of Lunel . The title Nazir indicated that they had separated 
themselves from all worldly activities, devoting all their time to worship 
and the study of the Torah . The community supported a number of 
such individuals , creating an atmosphere where the contemplative life 
necessary for the teaching of the Kabbalah and its methods could 
flourish . 

Another important member of this group was Rabbi David ben 
Isaac, head of the rabbinical court, whose son was the famed Raavad 
(Rabbi Abraham ben David of Posqueres, 1120-1198), renowned as 
the author of the standard gloss on Maimonides' Code. A master of the 
mystical arts , the Raavad received the tradition from his father, as well 
as from his father-in-law, the famed Rabbi Abraham ben Isaac of 
Narbonne, best known as the author of the Eshkol. In his legal 
commentaries, the Raavad actually writes that his school was subject to 
divine inspiration and the revelations of mysteries.! 

The Raavad 's son, known as Isaac the Blind , inherited leadership 
of the school from his father , and brought it to Provence. Even though 
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he was blind, he was reputed to be able to look into a person 's soul and 
see his thoughts . In his commentary on the Torah, Rabbi Bachya ben 
Asher (1276-1340) calls him the " father of Kabbalah. " 2 

Rabbi Isaac the Blind had two disciples , Rabbi Ezra and Rabbi 
Azrie\' both of Gerona. They assumed leadership of the schoo\, and 
authored a number of very interesting books on the Kabbalah . It is 
from them that the Kabbalah tradition passed to the Ramban (Rabbi 
Moshe ben Nachman, Nachmanides, 1194-1270), one of the most 
important religious scholars and leaders of that period. 

It is most probably from Rabbi Azriel of Gerona that we have one 
of the very few works describing the meditative methods used by the 
Provence school. This is the Shaar HaKavanah LeMekubalim 
HaRishonim (The Gate of Kavanah of the Early Kabbalists) . This short 
essay exists in a large number of manuscripts, and is reproduced in its 
entirety in the unpublished Fourth Section of Rabbi Chaim Vital 's 
Shaarey Kedushah .3 Here, we find a system of meditation very 
different than that of Abulafia, even though it appears that he was 
aware of it. 

This text speaks of Kavanah (ilm)in a very remarkable context. 
The word itself is very difficult to translate, having a number of 
important connotations . At various times , the word Kavanah has been 
defined as concentration, attention, devotion, and intention . It actually 
means all of these things and more, the sum being greater than its parts . 
In many places in this book, we have translated Kavanah as 
"concentration. " Here, however , it appears to have the connotation of 
actual meditation, and a similar use of the word seems to be found in 
the writings of the Ari. 

The Gate of Kavanah speaks of meditation based on light, where 
one elevates the mind from one light to a higher one. It is significant to 
note that two of these lights are called Bahir (brilliant) and Zohar, 
(radiant), alluding to the two most important Kabbalistic dassics. 4 One 
ascends until he reaches the Infinite, which is called Ain Sof (~io T'~) . 

Since one reaches this level by meditating on light, the highest level is 
often spoken of as the Infinite Light (Or Ain Sot) in Kabbalistic 
literature. There is considerable speculation as to the symbolism of light 
in the spiritual realm, but from this text, it appears to be related 
primarily to the meditative technique through which it is visualized . 

Although a number of different types of light are mentioned in 
this brief essay, they are not clearly defined . The Gate of Kavanot, 
however, appears to have been well-known to Rabbi Moshe de Leon 
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Correspondence Between the Lights and the Sefirot 

Light Sefirah 

TO"J Good Chesed Love 
Nogah Glow Gevurah Strength 
Kavod Glory Tiferet Beauty 
Bahir Brilliance Netzach Victory 
Zohar Radiance Hod Splendor 
Chaim Life Yesod Foundtion 

(See Part Four of Shaarey Kedushah, p. 19b.) 

(1238-1305), best known as the publisher of the Zohar. In his Shekel 
HaKodesh (Holy Coin), written in 1292, he clearly explains the 
meaning of these types of light. It is significant to note that although 
the Zohar speaks of different colors with regard to fire, its system 
appears quite different from that of its publisher. 5 

The Gate of Kavanah6 

When a person sets his mind on something, its essence returns to 
him. 

Therefore, if you wish to pray, or if you wish to grasp the true 
nature of an idea, do the following: 

Imagine that you yourself are light, and that all of your 
surroundings, on every side, are also light. 

In the middle of this light is a Throne of light. 
Above this Throne is a light called Nogah (Glow).7 
Facing this is [another] Throne. Above the [second Throne] is a 

light called Tov (Good).8 
You are standing between the two. 
If you wish to take revenge, turn to the Nogah. 
If you wish to seek mercy, turn to the T ov. 
The words that you speak should be directed toward [this light]. 
Now turn yourself to the right of it, and there you will find 

[another] light. This is a light that is called Bahir (Brilliant).9 
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To its left you will [also] find a light. This is a light called Zohar 
(Radiant}.lo 

Above these two, directly between them, is a light called Kavod 

(Glory). 
Around it is a light called Chaim (Life). 
Above it is the Crown. 
This is the light that crowns the desires of the mind and 

illuminates the paths of the imagination, enhancing the radiance 
(zohar) of the vision. This light has no end, and it cannot be fathomed . 
From the glory (Kavod) of its perfection comes desire, blessing, peace, 
life (chaim), and all good (tov) to those who keep the way of its 
unification. 

It is hidden from those who stray from the path of this light, and is 
transformed into its precise opposite. [It then results] in rebuke and 
punishment. 

[The true path is] straight, depending on the concentration 
(kavanah) of the individual. He must know how to concentrate on its 
truth with attachment of thought and desire, derived from its 
unfathomable power. 

According to the strength of his concentration, he will then 
transmit power through his desire, desire through his knowledge, 
imagination through his thoughts, strength through his effort, and 
fortitude through his contemplation. 

When there is no other thought or desire intermingled with [his 
concentration] it can become so strong, that it can transmit an influence 
from the Infinite (Ain Sot). 

The entire process is then consciously completed , according to the 
individual 's desire . One must know how to trim away the 
surrounding fringes, the conscious desires [which draw him away] 
from the primary goal. These all come from the individual himself, and 
he can therefore elevate himself above them through the power of his 
concentration. 

He can then probe very deeply, and break away from the crooked 
path .ll Through the power of his meditation, the individual can then 
blaze a new path . 

He elevates himself over them 12 with the power of his con
centration, which comes from the glory (kavod) of the perfection of 
the Concealed Light. [This is a light that] cannot be seen, depicted, 
measured, estimated or probed, and it has neither boundary or end. It is 
infinite in every way. 
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Zohnr 
Tov 

Bnhir 

An individual thus ascends with the power of his concentration 
from one thing to the next, until he reaches the Infinite (Ain So!) . 

He must then direct his concentration in a proper manner so as to 
perfect it, so that the Highest Will should be clothed in his will, and not 
only that his will should be clothed in the Highest Will. 

The highest influx does not descend except when the individual 
does this correctly. He must bring himself to the Highest Will in such a 
manner that the Highest Will clothes itself in the will of his desire. 

The Highest Will and the lower will are then unified. The 
individual identifies himself with his attachment to the Unity. The 
divine influx can then be transmitted in order to perfect him. 

The lower will is not perfected when the individual approaches for 
his own needs . Rather, one must approach while clothed in the will and 
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desire to reveal the identification that is hidden in the concealed 
Mystery.13 

When one approaches in this manner, the Highest Will then brings 
itself close to him. It increases his power and motivates his will until he 
can accomplish anything. This will even include things that he himself 
desires, in which the Highest Will does not have any portion. 

Regarding this it is written, "He who strives for good shall seek 
the Will" (Proverbs 11 :27). For according to the degree of one's 
attachment in the proper manner to the Highest Will, this Will clothes 
itself in him. Then, through the power of his concentration, it transmits 
to him anything that he desires. 

One is thus able to transmit the influx that crowns the Hidden 
Desires and essences, with the way of Wisdom, the spirit of 
Understanding, and the power of Knowledge.14 

The individual must be clothed in spirit (ruach) , expressing his 
concentration with words, and making a symbolic act. According to 
how he does this , the influx will be transmitted from potentia l to 
potential, from cause to cause, until the result is completed according 
to his will. 

It was in this manner that the early [saints] would linger an hour 
before praying. IS During this period, they would dispel all other 
thoughts, fixing the paths of their concentration and the power of its 
direction . 

They would then spend an hour in prayer, verbally expressing this 
concentration with words. Finally, they would spend an hour after their 
prayers, contemplating how the power of their verbally expressed 
concentration would have a visible effect . 

[The Talmud thus teaches that] "Since they were saints (Hasidim), 
their Torah learning preserved itself and their work blessed itself ." 16 

This is one of the ways of prophecy. One who accustoms himself 
to it will be worthy of attaining the prophetic levelY 

An Excerpt From the Works of 
Rabbi Moshe de Leon 

The four appearances of light are the radiant (whar) lights which 
are hidden and concealed. These come into being from the mysterious 
reality of [God's] essence, which is also hidden and concealed. 

This is like the glow (nogah) that surrounds the eye's vision in the 
concealed sphere of radiance (zohar) . It is not openly seen. 
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This sphere [ of radiance] stands between four [paths 
ofl concentration (kt11'llIInh) involving this g low (l/ogniIl. These involve 
the light that is Scintilating (Muvhak), Brilliant (Bahir), Radiant 
(Zohar), like the "radiance of the sky. " 18 

There are four type of radiance (zohar). They are Bahir light, 
Zohar light, Muvhak light, and light that receives Zohar. 

Physical light always receives from spiritual light. 
Thus, there are four different types of fire, and these are the ones 

that God showed to Moses . These are red fire, yellow fire, white fire, 
and black fire. 19 God told Moses about these four types of fire, and 
showed them to him on Mount Sinai. 

These four types of fire parallel the four luminations under 
discussion. In a mystical sense, these four lights are the four "lights of 
the hosts " [that God showed Moses].zo 

The light under discussion, however, is hidden and concealed . It 
rotates the true Zohar light when the light [seen by] the closed eye 
rotates . 

This is a hidden light that is never revealed . I t cannot be seen in 
any way, other than in a concealed manner. 

It is regarding this hidden, concealed light that [Moses] said, 
" Show me Your Glory" (Exodus 33:18) . 

This is the Light that gives rise to the four luminations under 
discussion, which are Bahir light, Zohar light, Muvhak light, and light 
that receives Zohar. These are the lights that can be seen. 

Bahir light is the Shining Glass (/spaklaria), which has the power 
to reflec t. 21 

Zohar light is a glass that absorbs light. It then cannot be 
recognized except when it is revealed near a shining light. 

Muvhak light is a Shining Glass in which the color of all lights is 
recognizable. Through its colors, all other Glasses are illuminated. 

Light that receives Zohar is a Glass that does not shine. It receives 
all the other lights like a reflector that receives the radiance (zohar) of 
the sun, and it can be recognized in it . 

The same is true of the ligh t that receives Zohar. This ligh t absorbs 
all other colors, and they are then visible inside it. When other colors 
come near it and shine into it, it absorbs them and gathers them in. The 
mark of each one is then recognizable in it. 

This light is more readily revealed, since it is not very bright. 
Zohar light, on the other hand, is so bright that the eye cannot grasp it 
in any way. It is like the light of the sun, which is so intense (zahir) that 
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the eye has no power [to see] it. Light that is less bright, however, can 
be grasped and revealed, and the eye is able [to see] it . 

Whoever looks at this color can recognize the other colors, which 
are hidden and concealed in it , and which stand over it. 

Contemplate that the other, higher colors can be recognized inside 
it. StilL they never appear to be scintillating (Muvhak) and radiant 
(Zohar). since they must be seen through visible light. 

The prophets and other enlightened individuals o nly saw through 
this [light that receives Zohar, which is the] Glass that does not shine. 22 

What they actually saw, however, was the Zohar, the Shining Glass. 
When you look into the steps, you will find that all is one. 
Gaze at a candle. You will find the black light at the bottom ,23 and 

the Bahir light at the top. But it is all one mystery and one light , and 
there is no separation whatsoever. 

The Holy Coin .24 



2. GA TES OF LIGHT 

One of the most important teachings of the Kabbalah involves the 
Ten Sefirot (Divin e Em anations ). )t is therefore surprising to find tha t 
they hardly seem to find any place in Kabbalah meditation. Although 
there are some allusions, they are usually tenuous at best. There are a 
number of hints that the great early Kabbalists meditated on the Sefirot, 
using them as a ladder to reach the highest levels , but very little is 
mentioned about the method that they used. In general the early 
literature is silent about the relationship between meditation and the 
Sefirot. 

There is , however , one important exception. This is a remarkable 
book Shaarey Orah (Gates of Light), by Rabbi Joseph Gikatalia 
(1248-1323 ). 

Considered as one of the greatest Kabbalists of all time, Gikatalia 
was born in Medina Celi in Castile. It was there that, as a young man, 
he came under the influence of Abulafia, who apparently taught him 
his entire system. Shortly after this , he wrote his first book, Ginat Egaz 
(The Nut Garden) , a title suggested by the verse, " I went down into the 
nu t garden" (Song of Songs 6: 11). Besides this, the word Ginat (nJ~) is 
an acronym of Gematria Natrikian Temurah, three important methods 
of letter manipulation used by Abulafia. It is significant to note that the 
word Ginat is used in the same manner by Rabbi Baruch Targomi, one 
of Abulafia 's teachers. 25 

Gikatalia 's most important work, however , was his Shaarey Orah, 
which has been published in over a dozen editions . This book consists 
of an exposition of the Ten Sefirot and the Ten Divine Names that are 
associated with them. Strongly influenced by the Bahir, Shaarey Orah 
can actually be considered to be a key to this ancient Kabbalah classic. 
The Ari calls Shaarey Orah the key to the mystical teachings. 
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The Sefirot and Associated Names of God 
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Binah 
Understanding 
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YHVH 
(prounouned Efohim) 
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Hod 
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Crown 
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Wisdom 
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Chesed 
Love 
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Netzach 
Victory 
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Adonoy Tzevaot 
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At first, Shaarey Orah seems to be just another book on the 
theoretical Kabbalah , without any practical application. In a number of 
places , however , the author hints at the practical applications of this 
system. At the end of the book, he explicitly states, " I have given over 
to you ten keys , and with them you can enter gates that are otherwise 
closed ." 

Upon close examination , then , the book can be taken as a guide for 
those who wish to ascend spiritually through meditation on the ladder 
of the Sefirot. Indeed, in the unpublished Fourth Part of his Shaarey 
Kedushah, Rabbi Chaim Vital presents two selections from this book in 
precisely this light. 26 Abulafia might also have been alluding to this 
method when he speaks of using the Ten Names in meditation.27 

When examined in thi s light, Shaarey Orah can be seen in its 
entirety as a guide to meditation on the Sefirot. The words and Divine 
Names associated with the Sefirot can be viewed as guides , helping one 
to meditate on particular Sefirot. They provide mental or verbal images 
upon which one can meditate, although the precise method of doing so 
is not explicitly defined . A chart of the Sefirot, as presented in Shaarey 
Orah, along with the Divine Names associated with them is provided 
here . 

It is interesting to note that this book also exerted a profound 
influence on the " Christian Kabbalists ." In 1516, forty-five years 
before the first Hebrew edition was printed, a Latin translation was 
published. This had been translated by Paul Ricci, and it came to the 
attention of the Christian mystic, Johann Reuchlin (1455-1522). 

When a group of Dominicans tried to convince Pope Leo X to confiscate 
and burn all Jewish books, Reuchlin made use of the Latin version of 
Shaarey Orah to convince the Pope of the value of Judaic teachings. As 
one of the few Kabbalistic works published in translation, Shaarey 
Orah exerted a powerful influence on many occult groups in Europe. 

There are a number of places where Shaarey Orah speaks 

specifically about meditative techniques , and these will be presented 
here . 

Excerpts FrOIll 

The Gates of light 

You have asked me, my brother, beloved of my soul, to enlighten 
you regarding the path involving God 's names so that through them 
you will gain what you wish and reach what you desire . Since I see that 
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your intent is upright and good, I will go beyond your request and 
show you where the Light can be found, explaining what God desires 
and what He does not desire . When you grasp this knowledge, then you 
will be among those close to God - "You will call, and God will 
answer" (Jeremiah 58:9) . 

The earlier sages had many Holy Names, which they had received 
as a tradition from the Prophets. These included the Name of Seventy
Two, the Name of Forty-Two, the Name of Twelve, and many other 
Holy Names . Through these names, they were able to bring about 
miracles and wonders, but they never used them for their own needs. 
Such was reserved for a time of evil decree, or to sanctify God's holy 
Name .... 

The boundary of truth and the tradition of the covenant is this . If 
one wishes to attain what he desires through the use of God 's Names, 
he must first study the Torah with all this might, so that he can grasp 
the meaning of everyone of God's Names mentioned in the Torah . 
These names are Ehyeh (i1~ry~), Yah (rl~), YHYH (i11i1'), Adonoy (,~,~), EI 
(~~), Elo'ah (rli~~), Elohim (O';:J;~), Shadai ('111/), and Tzevaot (niI9~). 
One must know and understand that each of these names is like a key 
for all of his needs, no matter what they are. 

When a person contemplates these Names, he will find that the 
entire Torah and all the commandments depend on them. If one knows 
the meaning of all these Names, he will understand the greatness of He 
who spoke and brought the universe into being. He will fear God , 
yearning and pining to bind himself to Him through his knowledge of 
these Names. He will then be close to God , and his prayers will be 
answered. 

Regarding this, it is written , " I will raise him up because he knows 
My Name" (Psalms 91:14). The verse does not say , " I will answer 
him, " but "I will raise him up. " Furthermore, it does not say, "because 
he pronounced My Name, " but " because he knows My Name." This is 
because the main thing is knowledge.28 

[When a person has such a knowledge,] then he can call and God 
will answer him. This means that when he needs something and 
concentrates on the Name associated with his need, he will be 
answered. 29 

The first Name is closest to all created things. It is through this 
Name that one enters the presence of God the King. Other than 
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through this Name, there is no other way whatsoever that one can see 
the face of the Blessed King. 

This Name is Adonoy (,~,~) . [It is the name associated with 
Malkhut-Kingship , the lowest Sefirah .] 

The Unique Name, YHVH (;";") , denotes the essence of our 
Blessed Creator, and everything depends on it. However, the first gate, 
and the opening through which one enters to reach God , is the Name 
Adonoy. 

This is the lowest level of the Divine. From the level of Adonoy 
and above, we find the mystery of Unity .... Below this is the world of 
separation .... 

The Name Adonoy is like a storehouse and a treasury. It holds all 
influx and every emanation that is transmitted through all spiritual 
channels from YHVH. 

There are three names , one above the other. Adonoy is on the 
bottom, YHVH is in the middle, and Ehyeh is on top. I t is from the 
Name Ehyeh that all kinds of sustenance emanate, coming from the 
Source, which is the Infinite (Ain Sof). It then proceeds through a series 
of steps until it reaches the blessed name, YHVH. From the Name 
YHVH all spiritual channels flow and the flux is transmitted to the 
name Adonoy. The Name Adonoy is therefore the storehouse 
containing all of the King 's devices , and it is the essence that distributes 
these to all creation. I t nourishes and sustains all things, through the 
power of YHVH that is in it. 

It is by the order [of Adonoy] that all who approach to attach 
themselves to YHVH may enter and leave. There is absolutely no way 
that one can attach himself to YHVH except through Adonoy. 

[Adonoy] is therefore the treasury of the Unique Name [YHVH] It 
is the Palace in which YHVH dwells .30 It is for this reason that 
whenever the name YHVH appears in the Torah, it is read as Adonoy. 
This is because one who seeks YHVH only finds it in the name 
Adonoy. 

There are a total of 54 ways in which the four letters of YHVH can 
be permuted. [Since each of these permutations contains four letters] all 
of them yield a total of 216 letters . These 54 names are the mystery of 
the transmission of power to all that exists, in all creation. They are like 
a soul to the 216 letters of the Name of Seventy-Two Triplets. 31 

One who attaches himself to [Adonoy] is worthy of eternal life. 
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Permutations of the Tetragrammaton 

Form Number of 
Permutations 

YHVH :11:1' 12 

YYVH m" 12 

YVVH m1' 12 

YYVV 11" 6 

YYHH ;'1;"" 6 

VVHH :1:111 _6_ 

S4 

This is alluded to in the verse, " And you, who are attached to YHYH 
your God, you are all alive today" (Deuteronomy 4 :4 ). 

Our sages question this, and ask, " Is it then possible to attach 
oneself to the Divine Presence 7" 32 Although their question is valid, 
this is only true in a homeletic sense. In a mystical sense, one can 
indeed attach himself. 

God therefore said, " You shall fear YHYH your God, Him shall 
you serve, and to Him you shall attach yourself" (Deuteronomy 10:20). 

Know and believe that there is a method involving the mystical 
purification of the limbs, through which it is possible for a human 
being to attach himself to the Divine Presence, even though it is a 
" consuming fire ." 33 Actually, it is a fire that provides delight and 
ecstasy to those who attach themselves to it with a pure soul. 

I t is therefore called the Lamp of God. It is what lights the Lamp of 
the Soul. The soul is then attached to it, and this is its desire. 34 

One who wishes to perceive Eternal Life should attach himself to 
the attribute of EI Chai (Living God) , [which is associated with the 
Sefirah of Yesod-Foundation] . 

This means that through his prayers, one should bring EI Chai into 
Adonoy. It was regarding this that King David had passion and desire 
when he said, " My soul thirsts for God, for EI Chai" (Psalms 42:3). 

When the attribute (Yesod), which is called EI Chai , is bound to 
Adonoy (Malkhut), then one can draw down all his needs . He can 
overcome his enemies, and no one can stand up to him .... 

We must bind the Sefirot together, attaching all levels through the 
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attribute of Adonoy (Malkhut-Kingship). We therefore say, "He 
chooses song of praise, King (Malkhut) , Life (Yesod) of the world." 35 

If one wishes to seek a good life, he should bind himself to the attribute 
of El Chai. 

When a person is attached to Adonoy in purity, then he is also 
attached to El Chai. It is thus written, " And you , who are attached to 
YHYH your God, you are all alive (Chai) today" (Deuteronomy 4 :4} .36 

If one wishes to attain these three things, [life, food or children], 
he cannot attain them as a matter of right in this world . They cannot be 
attained through merit , which [involves] the Tribunal on high. 

How then can he attain these things? 
One must elevate his concentration (kavanah) higher and higher. 

He must probe deeper than the Future World (Binah-Understanding), 
until he reaches the level of Keter-Crown, which is Ehyeh, which is 
[associated with] the Infinite (Ain So/). 

One thus reaches the level of the Thirteen Attributes of Mercy. 
One of these Thirteen Attributes is called Destiny (mazal, '!7~) . The 
sages therefore teach, " Life, children and food do not depend on merit, 
but on Destiny." 37 

There is one thing that you must know and understand. Even 
though we say that one who wishes to attain what he desires from God 
should concentrate on a particular Divine Name, this does not mean 
that he should concentrate on that name and go no farther. 

But the true intent is this: One must concentrate on the Name 
associated with the thing that he needs . He must then elevate his 
concentration on that Name until the top of the Ten Sefirot. He then 
reaches the Highest Source, which is called the Source of Desire. When 
one reaches the Source of Desire, then his request and the desire of his 
heart are fulfilled. 

This is the meaning of the verse, "You open Your hand (yad
ekha), and satisfy all life desire"(Psalms 145 :16}. Do not read Yadekha 
(:1~)- "Your hand" - but Yod-ekha (J'J~'}-"Your Yod." 38 This means 
that God opens the mystery of the Yod (,) in the name YHYH (;n;,') , 
which is the Source of Desire. He then fulfills the desire of all who ask. 

One who wishes to attain from God what he desires must 
contemplate the Ten Sefirot. He must transmit Will and Desire from 
the highest to lowest, until he brings it to the Final Desire, which is the 
name Adonoy. The Sefirot are then blessed through him, and he is 
blessed through the Sefirot. 
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This is the mystery of the verse , " He who blesses himself on earth 
(Malkhut), blesses himself by the God of Amen " (Isaiah 65:16) . The 
word Amen (Tr.~I$) alludes to the mystery through which blessing is 
transmitted from the names Ehyeh and YHVH to the name Adonoy. 

From this you learn that when one prays , he must concentrate in 
the manner that I have described. He mu s t unify th e Sefir o t, and 
bring them close to each other .... 

When a person prays, he must concentrate and ascend from 
Sefirah to Sefirah, from desire to desire. He must continue in this 
manner until in his heart he reaches the Source of the Highest Will , 
which is called the Infinite (Ain Sof). 

King David therefore said, " A song of steps, from the depths I call 
You 0 God (YHVH)" (Psalms 130:1) . He is saying that he is calling 
God from His depths, that is, from the highest source, which is called 
the Infinite (Ain Sof) . This is the depth which is the apex of the Yod of 
YHVH. He therefore said, " From the depths I call You YHVH." 

And how does one concentrate? 
One does so through a series of steps in an upward direction. He 

enters through the final Heh (il) of the Name [which is associated with 
Malkhut-Kingship] . He then ascends from attribute to attribute, from 
Sefirah to Sefirah, until his mind elevates itself to the apex of the Yod, 
which is Keter-Crown . This is called the Infinite (Ain Sof), and it is the 
mystery of " the depths ." [King David therefore called this] " A song of 
steps ." . . . 

These " depths " denote everything that is hidden , concealed , and 
difficult to grasp. It is therefore written, " Th at which was is far off, 
deep, deep, who can find it" (Ecclesiastes 7:24). The great mystery that 
includes all this is the verse, " Very deep are Your thoughts" (Psalms 
92 :6). You already know that the mystery of thought is the Yod of the 
Name YHVH .. . . 

Now that we have taught you this, we can return to the main idea . 
When one concentrates, he must focus all his thoughts, until with 
absolute concentration, he reaches the Source of Will. This is the apex 
of the Yod, and it is the Depth of Thought. Regarding this it is written, 
" from the depths I call You , 0 God ." 39 

The Tetragrammaton, YHVH, is tke the trunk of a tree, while the 
other divine Names are like its branches .40 
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The Name YHYH is occasionally connected to Adonoy. 
Sometimes YHYH comes first, and is followed by Adonoy. An 

example of this is the verse , " YHYH Adonoy is my strength, he makes 
my feet like hinds " (Habakkuk 3:19) . Another example is , " God is to 
us a God of deliverance, and to YHYH Adonoy are the issues of death" 
(Psalms 68:21). Still another is, " My eyes are to You, YHYH Adonoy, 
in You I have taken refuge" (Psalms 141:8). 

When the two names are pronounced together, YHYH is not read 
as Adnoy, but as Elohim. This alludes to the attribute of Binah
Understanding, which is being united with the attribute of Malkhut
Kingship, which is called Adonoy. Through Binah, it is unified with 
YHYH. 

When one pronounces YHYH Adonoy (Elohim Adonoy) in this 
order , the influx descends through all the Sefirot, from the highest to 
the lowest, until the influx of blessing and essence reaches the name 
Adonoy. When this occurs, all the world is enhanced with a perfect 
blessing. 

At other times , Adonoy is pronounced first, followed by YHYH. 
An example of this is , " Abraham said: Adonoy YHYH, what will You 
give me" (Genesis IS : 2). Another example is , " Adonoy YHYH, You 
have begun to show Your servant Your greatness" (Deuteronomy 
3 :24). Still another is , " Adonoy YHYH, destroy not Your people" 
(Deuteronomy 9:26). 

When the Name is pronounced Adonoy YHYH (Adonoy Elohim), 
it denotes the mystery of the ascent of the Sefirot and their unification 
with one another, until a person 's concentration reaches the Source of 
Will. 

This is like an individual who wishes to grasp a place in the 
supernal Light and attach himself to it. The name Adonoy (Malkhut
Kingship) yearns to elevate itself and grasp on to Binah-Understanding. 
YHYH is then vocalized as Elohim. 

When the name is written YHYH Adonoy, it denotes the mystery 
of the divine influx of Binah-Understanding, which descends through 
the channels and reaches the name Adonoy. When this happens, all the 
universe is blessed .41 

The great, glorious , fearsome name, YHYH, is a name that 
included all the other divine names that are mentioned in the Torah . 
There is no divine name that is not included in the name YHVH. 
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Realizing this, you must be aware how careful you must be when 
you pronounce this name. When you pronounce the name YHVH , you 
take on your lips all the holy names. It is then as if your mouth and 
tongue are carrying all the holy names, upon which depend the 
universe and everything in it. 

When you realize this , you will understand the mystery of the 
[Third] Commandment, " You shall not take the name of YHVH your 
God in vain " (Exodus 20 :7). For how can a lowly, insignificant creature 
take on his tongue the great name YHVH which upholds all creation, 
both on high and below. Even more so, [how can one use it for his own 
needs] , as an ax with which to cut? ... 

You must realize that when one pronounces the name YHVH, 
sounding out its letters with the motions of his tongue, he agitates all 
the universes, both on high and below. All the angels rise up and ask 
each other, "Why is the universe trembling?" And they answer, 
" Because some wicked person is pronouncing the Explicit Name, 
sounding it out with his lips . As a result of these vibrations , every name 
and appelation that depends on it, reverberate, and heaven and earth 
tremble. " 

Then they say, " And who is this wicked person who makes the 
universe tremble, pronouncing the Great Name without reason? He is 
this wicked person, who did these sins on this day, and those misdeeds 
another day." As a result, all of this individual 's sins are recalled . 

When you shake the trunk of a tree, you cause all of its branches 
and leaves to tremble. Likewise, when a person pronounces the name 
YHVH, all the host on high and below tremble, since they all depend on 
it. 

The only place where this was not true was in the Holy Temple. 
When the High Priest would pronounce this Name in the Temple, all 
the host of heaven would rejoice and would receive the divine influx . 
For in doing this, the High Priest would rectify all the supernal 
channels, and blessing would be brought to everything in the 
universe. 42 

Many saints were afraid to touch the attribute of Adonoy when it 
was alone. They would therefore transmit love and good to it from the 
highest Keter-Crown and from the other Names associated with mercy. 
King David did this, when he said, " But You Adonoy (Malkhut
Kingship) are El (Chesed-love) , full of compassion and mercy, slow to 
anger, with great love and truth. Turn to me and have mercy on me" 
(Psalms 86:15). 
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If you unders tand this , you will enter many chambers. You will 
know how the prophets and saints would direct the channels of love 
and mercy to the name Adonoy, so that they would not enter into it 
when it was dry and empty. 

It was in thi s manner that the Talmudic sages knew how to rectify 
the channels and direc t all the Names associated with mercy, until 
everyt hing would be transmitt ed into the name Adonoy. Since they 
knew how to concentrate through all the channels to the name Adonoy, 
they could do anything they wished in the world. 43 

The blessed name, YHYH, which is the mystery of the Middle 
Pillar , is ca lled A tah (Thou). This is the mystery of all of God 's banners 
and appelations. He clothes Himself in them all, and prides Himself in 
them, thi s bei ng the mystery of the word Atah. 

This mystery teaches that everything in the universe , and every 
Merkava, was created through permu tations of the letters of the 
alphabet. This is th e Kabbalah tradition found in the Sefer Yetzirah, 
which spea ks of the permutation and cycling of the letters . 

Through the permutations of the 22 alphabets , heaven and earth, 
and all their host, on high and below, were created . Know this and 
ponder it carefully .... 

Letter permutations are therefore a door to the most profound 
dep ths. Through them, he can discern the depth of Wisdom, and the 
wonder of the creation of everything that was formed , each thing 
according to its kind . He can also discern the structure of every 
Merkava, and the myst ery of every ma le and female . 

The permu ta tions and cyclings of the 22 letters are all concealed in 
the mystery of the word Atah (i1l~~). [The first two letters of this word 
are Alef (K) and Tav (n),] the first and last letters of the alphabet, and 
the beginning and end of every Merkava. 

This is the meaning of what the Sefer Yetzirah says, " Ten Sefirot 
of Nothingness, their end is embedded in their beginning, and their 
beginning in their end, like a flame bound to a coa!." 44 

All this is the mystery of the 22 letters , and the five channels of 
Binah-Understanding. Through these all forms of the Merkava are 
depicted , as well as all things , both on high and below. 

This is the mystery of the Torah . I t is written with the 22 letters , 
and consists of Five Books. [Five is the numerical value of Heh (il) , the 
last letter of Atah.] All of these toge ther , [the Alef (K) , the Tav (n), and 
the Heh (il)], spell out Atah (il~~).45 
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Contemplate on the keys that I have given you here. With them, 
you can open many gates, sealed with many locks, since everyone is not 
worthy to enter through them. 46 

The Sefirah [of Chokhmah-Wisdom] is called Somethingness in 
the Torah . The reason for this is that the first Sefirah , Keter-Crown, is 
hidden from the eyes of all. Since no one can contemplate it, it is called 
Nothingness . .. . 

If a person seeks [Keter-Crown] he will find Nothingness . No one 
can contemplate the depth of its depth and excellence. It is for this 
reason that it is not connotated by any letter in the alphabet, but only 
by the apex of the Yod. 

The beginning of thought, and the first revelation of the array, is 
the second Sefirah, which is called Chokhmah-Wisdom.47 

Gazing at the Merkava is called a descent, and the sages therefore 
speak of " descending to the Merkava. " 

One who gazes in the Merkava must first ascend to the highest 
level, which is the place of the light. It is here that he receives the influx 
of insight. Only then can he descend and look into the Merkava. 48 

The Sefirah [of Chokhmah-Wisdom] is called Fear. The reason for 
this is that when a person's thoughts reach this high and deep place, he 
has reason to fear, lest his thoughts become confounded, running and 
meditating beyond the proper measure. 

Regarding this the Sefer Yetzirah says, " Ten Sefirot of 
Nothingness , close your mouth that it not speak, and your heart that it 
not think. And if your heart runs, return to your place." One must 
return to his place, since he is entering a place of fear and terror when 
one thinks of its depth and essence . . . . 

Therefore, wherever you find the word Fear, contemplate that it is 
referring to the Sefirah [of Chokhmah-Wisdom]. It is a place of fea r, 
since it has no measure or boundary, and therefore the mind does not 
have the power to grasp it. This alluded to in the verse , " He says to 
man, behold the fear of God is Wisdom, and to depart from evil is 
Understanding" (Job 28:28). 



3. RABBI ISAAC OF ACCO 

A contemporary of both Abulafia and Gikatalia, Rabbi Isaac of 
Acco was the third great Kabbalist of that period to speak of 
meditation . Tlthough he does not provide any clear examples of his 
methodology, he does speak of many important meditative principles, 
and his writings have had an important influence on the meditative 
Kabbalists . Even more than Abulafia and Gikatalia , he was renowned 
as a master of letter permutations, and Rabbi Chaim Vital taught that 
when Rabbi Isaac of Acco would practice the art of Tzeruf, he would be 
visited by angels .49 

Rabbi Isaac (1250-1340) was born in the Holy Land, and grew up 
in Acco, which had an important Jewish community. The city had come 
under the Kabbalistic influence of the Ramban (Rabbi Moshe ben 
Nachman), who had arrived in the Holy Land in 1267. Considered one 
of the brightest students in Acco, Rabbi Isaac studied in the Academy 
of Rabbi Shlomo Petit, and there is some evidence that he also studied 
with the Ramban himself. It is interesting to note, that while Abulafia 
studied the Guide to the Perplexed under Rabbi Hillel of Verona, one of 
its staunchest defenders , Rabbi Isaac of Acco was a disciple of Rabbi 
Hillel 's major opponent in the dispute raging over Maimonides ' 
philosophical system. 

Living in Acco, Rabbi Isaac was surrounded by this controversy. 
His master, Rabbi Shlomo Petit, had seized on the fact that Maimonides 
both quoted and praised Aristotle . Since Aristotle's works are often 
diametrically opposed to the teachings of Judaism, Petit condemned 
Maimonides ' works as being heretical. He traveled to Europe, to gain 
support, seeking to place a ban on the learning or teaching of the Guide. 
Maimonides was not without his supporters, however, and the 
controversy virtually tore the community of Acco into two opposing 
factions. Ultimately, Maimonides ' supporters won out, and in the 
summer of 1289 a ban was pronounced against Petit, proscribing any 
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The Seven Mystical Seals 

o 1111 H 
further attacks on the Guide. Testimonials in favor of Maimonides ' 
classic were sent to Barcelona, most probably to the Rashba . 

The city of Acco had long been an important scene of conflict 
between the Crusaders and the Saracens. I t had finally been wrested 
from the Moslems in 1191 by King Richard the Lion Hearted, and had 
subsequently enjoyed a century of peace, during which the Jewish 
community prospered . However, on May 18, 1291 (18 Sivan, 5051), 

after a month of seige, it was retaken by the Saracen Almalek Alshraf , 
and a good portion of both the Jewish and Christian community was 
put to the sword . The remainder of the populace was imprisoned, and 
included among them was Rabbi Isaac of Acco. 

It appears that Rabbi Isaac remained in the Holy Land for a few 
years after this. From there he went to Italy, where we find him in 1305 . 

He then travelled through Toledo, and it was at this time that he met 
with Rabbi Moshe de Leon, publisher of the Zohar. 

Although Isaac of Acco does not mention Abulafia by name, he is 
highly critical of Gikatalia 's Ginat Egoz (Nut Garden), which was 
written under Abulafia 's influence. Rabbi Isaac complains of 
Gikatalia 's extensive use of Divine Names , and writes, " If I had not 
heard that he is Godfearing, I would say that when he does this , he is 
not among those who do not fear God. " 50 Later , however, when 
Gikatalia lived in Segovia, and probably after he had written Shaarey 
Orah (Gates of Light), Rabbi Isaac counts him among the greatest 
Kabbalists of his generation .51 

Since both Abulafia and Isaac of Acco were contemporaries who 
spoke of meditative techniques , it would be interesting to seek a 
connection between the two. One possiblity is that they both had the 
same teacher, Rabbi Baruch Targomi. I have a fragment where Rabbi 
Isaac of Acco discusses the Seven Mystical Seals , which he attributes to 
Nohaniel Gaon (7), and which are elsewhere attributed to the 
Ramban .52 Rabbi Isaac states that he heard an explanation as to the 
meaning of these seals from a certain Rabbi Baruch.53 In his 
commentary on the Torah, Rabbi Isaac likewise speaks of Rabbi Baruch 
in a number of places. 54 I t seems evident that this is the same Rabbi 
Baruch Targomi who was Abulafia 's teacher. 
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There are a number of places where Rabbi Isaac's teachings seem 
to parallel those of Abulafia. Both taught that prophecy can exist in any 
place, and that the Midrashic doctrine that prophecy can only be 
attained in the Holy Land, is actually speaking of a spirituallevel. 55 The 
initial letters of the Hebrew words for " Beginning, Middle, End," Rosh, 
Tokh, Sot ("lie iil'l WIC'1) , spell out the word Seter (iryi?) meaning 
"mystery," and this , too , is discussed by both in the same manner. 56 

The Name of Seventy-Two Triplets contains a total of 216 letters, 
which is the numerical value of " Fear" (Yirah, ill$,)?) and " Lion" (Aryeh, 
il;i~) . This , too, appears in the works of both Abulafia and Isaac of 
AccoY 

All of this could be coincidence, either discovered independently 
or the product of independent traditions. There is one gematria, 
however, which both of them use, and since it involves a foreign word, 
it is difficult to imagine it coming from two independent traditions . The 
Talmud states that the angel Metatron (yii\?12I?) is called Naar (i~~), 

meaning a " youth " or "child, " s ince both words have a numerical value 
of 320. Both Abulafia and Isaac of Acco point out that this is also the 
numerical value of Sheik (~W) , which in Arabic means an elder. 
Metatron the " youth," is therefore actually an elder. 58 It would be 
difficult to say that two individuals would independently arrive at the 
same gematria , and it therefore seems highly probable that Isaac of 
Acco either took it from Abulafia 's writings or that they both received 
it from the same source. 

It is very possible that Rabbi Isaac learned of Abulafia 's teachings 
from the author of Shaarey Tzedek (Gates of Righteousness), who lived 
in the Holy Land. Both were in the Holy Land at the same time, and 
there are important similarities between Shaarey Tzedek and Isaac of 
Acco 's Otzar Chaim (Treasury of Life) . Thus, for example, both books, 
speaking of man 's inability to perceive the Divine, cite the example of a 
bat, who can see in the dark, but is blinded by daylight. 59 

Another idea that is almost too similar to be coincidence involves 
the philosophers who would use wine to help them resolve difficult 
problems, as discussed in Shaarey Tzedek. 60 Rabbi Isaac almost 
paraphrases this, writing, " I heard that when one of the most spiritual 
of the philosophical sages was confronted with a difficult problem, he 
would drink a cup of strong wine, and fall asleep with his thoughts on 
that subject. While in a state of semi-sleep, full understanding would 
come to him, and then he would awaken and write it down. " 61 Since 
Otzar Chaim was written at least ten years after Shaarey Tzedek , it is 
highly probable that Isaac of Acco saw this in the earlier text. 
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One of Rabbi Isaac of Acco 's important teachings involves 
Hishtavut (m~l]~;:t), a term derived from the root 5hava (:'1111)), meaning 
" equal. " The term denotes making all things equal for oneself, and can 
be translated as equanimity, or more accurately , as stoicism. It involves 
total indifference to all outside influences good or bad. This is seen by 
Rabbi Isaac as a prerequisite for any true level of meditation, an idea 
that is mentioned by Abulafia, and discussed at length by Albotini.62 

The idea of Hishtavut is also found in earlier, non-Kabbalistic 
sources, the earliest beng Chovot HaLevavot (Duties of the Heart), by 
Rabbi Bachya ibn Pakuda (1050-1120)63 Actually , however, this 
concept is also found in the Talmud, where it is called " overcoming 
one 's [natural] tendencies. " Thus, the Talmud relates that the great 
mystic, Rabbi Nehunia ben HaKana, the central figure of the Hekhalot, 
said that this was one of the main traits responsible for his 
attainments. 64 The Talmud also teaches that the mysteries involving the 
Name of Forty-Two can only be given over to one who has attained this 
level of stoicism.65 In another place, the Talmud speaks of prayer being 
answered immediately in a mystical manner, and again states that the 
reason was because the individual leading the prayers had been able to 
" overcome his tendencies. " 66 

The Talmud clearly states that those who attain this level of 
stoicism are able to radiate spiritually. It teaches , " Regarding those who 
are insulted but do not insult, who hear themselves scorned , but do not 
respond, who serve [God] with love and rejoice in suffering, it is 
written, 'Those who love [God] shall be like the sun, when it shines 
forth with [all] its strength ' (Judges 5:31). " 67 

This teaching had a profound effect on later Kabbalists. It is 
discussed at length in 5ulam HaAliyah (Ladder of Ascent), and Isaac of 
Acco 's primary teaching regarding this is quoted in its entirety in the 
unpublished Fourth Part of Rabbi Chaim Vital 's 5haarey Kedushah. 66 

A similar idea was taught to Rabbi Joseph Caro by his angelic teacher. 
I t is significant to see that this very same idea is also found in early 

Hasidic teachings . The Baal Shem Tov, founder of the Hasidic 
movement, speaks at length regarding Hishtavut-stoicism and states 
that this is the intent of the verse usually translated as, " I have set 
(shivi-ti) God before me at all times " (Psalms 16:8). According to the 
Baal Shem, the word 5hivi-ti ('I:1'~~), instead of being translated , " I have 
set, " should be translated, " I have been stoic. " The verse then reads, " I 

have been stoic , God is before me at all times. " 
At first this interpretation may seem far-fetched to Bible scholars, 
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but actually, it makes a number of other very difficult verses much 
more understandable . Thus, instead of, " I have placed (shivi-ti) and 
have quieted my soul " (Psalms 131 :1), we can now read this verse, " I 
have become stoic and have quieted my soul. " Another verse where this 
interpretation fits well is, " I have chosen a path of faith, through Your 
judgments I have become stoic" (Psalms 119 :30) . The same is true of 
the verse in Isaiah, " I made myself stoic (shivi-ti) like a lion until 
morning" (Isaiah 38:13). In all these verses , it would be very difficult to 
translate Shivi-ti as " I have placed. " 

In a number of places, Rabbi Isaac speaks of Mitbodedim 
(c''!7i:;1l;7;)} or " meditators" as if there were regular organized groups of 
these individuals 69 The very fact that so many Kabbalistic schools 
contemporary to him speak of various meditative techniques also seems 
to support this. In a number of places, he also speaks of the science of 
letter combination (tzen-lf) citing this as an important means for 
attaining enlightenment. 7o 

Rabbi Isaac of Acco wrote a number of books, none of which were 
ever published, except for fragments in scholarly journals. His best 
known work is Meirat Eynayim (Light of the Eyes) , a commentary on 
the Torah explaining the teachings of the Ramban. Another important 
Kabbalistic work is his Otzar Chaim (Treasury of Life), which consists 
mostly of mysteries revealed to him while in a meditative stateJl He 
also wrote commentaries on Sefer Yetzirah, and Pirkey Rabbi Eliezer, 
an ancient Midrash. Parts of these have been published in journals .72 

Highly significant is his autobiographical Divrey Yamim (Chronicles) , 
which he mentions in his Otzar Chaim, but no manuscript of this 
exists. 73 Also mentioned there is another work, Chaim DeOraita (Life of 
the Torah), which is not noted by historians, but may be the mystical 
unknown book of his that is occasionally quoted by the Kabbalists.74 

TEACHINGS 

I, the insignificant Isaac, son of Solomon, of Acco, proclaim this 
both to individuals and the masses , who wish to know the mystery of 
binding one's soul on high. 

One can attach his thoughts to God, and when one does so 
consistently, there is no question that he will be worthy of the World to 
Come~ and God's Name will be with him constantly, both in this world 
and in the next. 
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The Tetragrammaton in Ashurit Script 

You should constantly keep the letters of the Unique Name in 
your mind as if they were in front of you , written in a book with Torah 
(Ashurit) script. Each letter should appear infinitely large. 

When you depict the letters of the Unique Name ('~'':'!') in this 
manner, your mind 's eye should gaze on them, and at the same time, 
your heart should be directed toward the Infinite Being (Ain Sot) . Your 
gazing and thought should be as one. 

This is the mystery of true attachment, regarding which the 
Torah says, "To Him you shall attach yourself" (Deuteronomy 10:20) . 

[If you are able to do this,] no evil will befall you , you will not be 
subject to errors caused by logic or emotion , and you will not be the 
victim of accidents. As long as you are attached to God, you are above 
all accidents, and are in control of events. 

You must respect God, and be careful not to attach your thoughts 
to Him when you are not in a clean place. Do not do so in filthy alleys, 
when your hands are not clean , or when you are in the presence of 
idols . 

I heard the following from a pious sage who had served Rabbi 
Isaac [the Blind), son of the Raavad (Rabbi Abraham ben David of 
Posqueres, 1120-1198) : 

[Rabbi Isaac] had been born blind , and had never seen with his 
physical eyes. Whenever he would go any place, he would tell his 
attendant, "When we pass by a place of idolalatry, quicken your pace 
as much as you can ." 75 

It appears to me that this was done for the glory of God . His 
thoughts were always bound to God, and because of the unclean spirit 
that dwells in the idols, he could not think such thoughts [while in 
proximity to them]. This was a place of ultimate uncleanness , while his 
thoughts were on the Root of ultimate holiness. He would therefore 
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hurry away from there, so that he could return to his normal state of 
mind. 

You may ask why one should bind his thoughts to the 
Tetragrammaton more than any other name. The reason is that this 
Name is the cause of causes and the source of all sources. Included in it 
are all things, from Keter-Crown (the highest Sefirah) to the lowliest 
gnat. Blessed be the Name of the glory of His kingdom forever and 
ever . 

I t is regarding this name that the Psalmist said, " I have placed 
YHVH before me at all times " (Psalms 16 :8 ). This alludes to what we 
have said, that his eyes and heart were always directed toward God, and 
it is as if the Name (YHVH) was written before him.76 ... 

When an individual is worthy of the mystery of Attachment 
(Deve kutl, he can also be worthy of the mystery of Stoicism 
(Hishtavut). After he is worthy of Stoicism, he can also be worthy of 
M edi tation (Hitbodedut) . And after he is worthy of Meditation , he can 
be worthy of Ruach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit, enlightenment). From 
there, he can reach the level of Prophecy, where he can actually predict 
the future . 

In explaining the mys tery of Stoicism, Rabbi Abner related the 
following account: 77 

A sage once came to one of the Meditators (Mitbodedim) and 
asked that he be accepted into their society. 

The other replied , " My son, blessed are you to God . You 
intentions are good. But tell me, have you attained stoicism or not?" 

The sage sa id, " Master , explain your words. " 
The M editator said, " If one man is praising you and another is 

insulting you, are the two equal in your eyes or not?" 
He repli ed, " No my master. I have pleasure from those who praise 

me, and pain from those who degrade me . But I do not take revenge or 
bear a grudge." 

The other said, " Go in peace my son. You have not attained 
stoicism. You have not reached a level where your soul does not feel the 
praise of one who honors you, nor the degradation of one who insults 

you . You are not prepared for your thoughts to bound on high, that 
you should come and meditate (hitboded). Go and increase the 
humbleness of your heart, and learn to treat everything equally until 
you h~ve become stoic. Only then will you be able to meditate . 

Light of the Eyes .78 
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One who is worthy to reach the level of meditation (hitbodedut) 
has peace in this life. To reach this level, one must bind himself to three 
traits, and keep himself from their opposite. He will then have peace in 
this world , and certainly in the next. 

These are the three traits : One must rejoice in his portion, he must 
love meditation, and he must flee from position and honor. This 
involves the subjugation of the heart. 79 

Rabbi Isaac of Acco writes in the name of Rabbi Moshe, a disciple 
of Rabbi Joseph Gikatalia : 

If a person 's heart impels him to rectify his traits, perfecting his 
personality and deeds, he should pursue humility to the ultimate 
degree. He should " be insulted but not insult, hear himself scorned but 
not respond." 80 The Divine Presence will then immediately rest on him 
and he will not have to learn from any mortal being , for the spirit of 
God will teach him.81 

Elsewhere, [Rabbi Isaac of Acco] writes : 
We found this in the books of the Kabbalists who were worthy of 

the way of tru th : 
One of the great rectifications for one who wishes to know God is 

that he should be among those who are " insulted but does not insult. " 
This should even be true with regard to people of whom he is not afraid 
and before whom he has no shame, such as his wife and children. Even 
if members of his household insult him, he should not answer, except to 
correct their ways . . . . But inwardly , he should feel no anger, but his 
heart should always be joyful, attached [to God] no matter what 
happens .82 

PARALLELS 

It is related that one of the Hasidim asked one of his companions, 
" Have you attained stoicism (hishtavutl?" When the other asked the 
meaning of his question, he explained, " Have you [reached a level 
where] praise and insult are equal in your eyes?" The other replied 
negatively, and he said, " If this is true, then you have not reached the 
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[necessary level]. Continue to strive in this direction, and you may be 
able to reach this level. It is the highest level of piety and its desired end. 

Rabbi Bachya ibn Pekudah (1050-1120). 83 

[My angelic master taught me this:] Do not worry about anything 
in the world , other than that which will influence your worship of God. 
With reg,l rd to ,111 wLlrldly thin gs, everything should be the same as 
its oppos it e. 

This is th e my s te ry of th e word s of th e sage, who asked an 
initia te who wi s hed to involv e him se lf in Unifications (Y iciIlldillll, 
"H,lVe yo u <l tL1in ed s toi cis m? " 

If ,1 pe rso n does not see that all good in the physical world is 
ex,lc tly th e S,lJllE' ,1S it s ev il , it is imposs ibl e for him to Unify <111 things. 

Rabbi Joseph Caro (1488-1575).84 

"I have been stoic, God is before me at all times." (Psalms 16:8). 

This denotes a level of stoicism with regard to all that befalls a person. 
Wh e th e r people in s ult him o r praise him , it should all be equal. The 
same is tru e o f eelting, wh eth er he eats sweetmeats or gall, it should all 

be equal to him . In this manner , one can dispel the Evil Urge (Yetzer 
HaRa) completely. 

Rabbi Israel Baal Shem Tov 
(1698-1760). 85 

It is told that one of the Hasidim was once asked, " What was the 
happies t occasion in your life? " He told the following story: 

I was once travelling on a ship along with merchants carrying 
costly goods. I wished to meditate (hitb oded) on my Creator, and I went 
down into the bowels of the ship, lying there in the lowest place. The 
young son of one of the merchants stood himself over me, insulting me 
and spitting in my face. He then uncovered himself and urinated on me. 
I was astounded at his brazenness. 

But as God lives, my soul was not downcast as a result of this. 

After he left, I was exceedingly happy, realizing that my soul had 
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reached a level of true humility. I realize that through this trait, one can 
" walk among the Ones who stand ." 86 This trait dominated me so much 
that I felt absolutely nothing whatsoever. 

Rabbi Eliahu di Vidas (16th Century).87 



4. PUBLICA TION OF THE ZOHAR 

In the 1270's, a number of manuscripts began to circulate among 
the Kabbalists, creating a tremendous stir. Rumors began to fly that an 
ancient text had been discovered, stemming from the famed Second 
Century mystic, Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. This remarkable 
manuscript was being published by an important Kabbalist of that 
time, Rabbi Moshe de Leon (l238-1305). By l281, a number of 
mystical texts were already quoting passages from this text, which soon 
became known as the Zohar. 88 

Even though the manuscripts included some two dozen texts, they 
were considered to be a single body of literature. Stories began to be 
told how these manuscripts had been hidden in a vault for a thousand 
years and had been dug up by an Arabian king and sent to Toledo. 89 

Others said that the Ramban (Rabbi Moshe ben Nachman, 
1194-l270) had sent them by ship to his son, but the ship had been 
diverted and they ended up in the hands of Rabbi Moshe de Leon. 
There were also some whispers that Rabbi Moshe himself had written 
these books, using mystical powers derived from the "Name of 
Writing." 

The Zohar itself provides a clue, stating that it should be revealed 
in preparation for the final redemption, twelve hundred years after the 
destruction of the second Temple.90 Since the Temple was destroyed in 
the year 69, this would mean that the Zohar was meant to be revealed in 
l269. The secret society, who were guardians of these mysteries, 
entrusted this task to Rabbi Moshe de Leon, who was possibly a 
member of this group. 

Seeing parts of the text and hearing conflicting rumors 
surrounding it, Rabbi Isaac of Acco decided to investigate the matter. 
He met with Rabbi Moshe de Leon, and the latter swore that the 
manuscript was an authentic text from Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. It is 
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difficult to imagine that a saint such as Rabbi Moshe would violate the 
Third Commandment and swear falsely regarding this, no matter what 
his motive. Excited, Rabbi Isaac asked him to see the original 
manuscript, a request to which Rabbi Moshe readily agreed . Again , it 
would hardly seem likely that one would be so ready to display a 
manuscript that did not exist, or even one that had been forged . 

Before Rabbi Isaac was able to view the manuscript, however, 
Rabbi Moshe had died . Upon inquiring as to the manuscripts, he was 
informed by David of Pancorbo that Rabbi Moshe 's widow had claimed 
that the manuscript had never existed, and that the entire text had been 
made up. Stunned, Rabbi Isaac decided to explore the matter further. 

In his search, he is informed by a prominent Kabbalist, Rabbi 
Joseph HaLevi, that he had once tested Rabbi Moshe regarding the 
Zohar. Claiming to have lost a manuscript, he had Rabbi Moshe write 
him a new one, and found to be precisely identical to the first. This was 
a clear indication that the writer had a manuscript from which he had 
made copies. Encouraged, Rabbi Isaac of Acco is determined to 
investigate until he comes to a final conclusion. 

The entire account is in Rabbi Isaac 's Oivrey HaYamim 
(Chronicles), and no manuscripts of this text have survived. The 
pertinent selection, however , was published by Rabbi Abraham Zacuto 
(1448-1515) in his Sefer HaYuchasin (Book of Geneologies) , but it 
was deleted from all editions of this book other than the first edition , 
which was published by the author in 1510 in Constantinople. 91 

Unfortunately, the published account ends abruptly, probably because 
the author did not have the succeeding pages, and therefore, we are not 
told of Rabbi Isaac of Acco 's conclusion . 

Besides this, however, a number of other points are also left 
hanging. For example, if Rabbi Moshe did indeed write a copy for 
himself, what happened to it? Why did no one recall ever having seen 
it? 

It seems obvious that none of Rabbi Moshe 's contemporaries 
considered him to have been capable of authoring the Zohar. Whoever 
claimed that he himself had written it said that he did so through the 
" Name of Writing, " which would enable a person to write in a manner 
far beyond his natural capabilities. Furthermore, anyone familiar with 
Rabbi Moshe's writings, which are extensive, immediately sees that his 
entire system is very different from that of the Zohar.92 

David of Pancorbo 's story can be explained in many ways . First of 
all, it was told third hand, from Rabbi Moshe 's wife to that of a certain 
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Joseph , then to Joseph himself, and finally to David, who in turn 
related it to Rabbi Isaac. This leaves much room for error. And how 
reliable was the widow? Parchment was quite expensive in those days , 
and as a result of her intense poverty, she might have sold the 
manuscripts as a scrap parchment, to be erased and reused , as was 
common in that period. When later asked about the manuscripts , she 
may have been ashamed to have disposed of a valuable volume in such 
a manner, and simply made up a story denying that the manuscripts 
had ever existed, a perfectly natural response. 

Another possibility is that either David or Joseph were ashamed to 
admit that they had tried to swindle these priceless documents from 
Rabbi Moshe 's widow. They might have actually obtained them, but 
would not want an outsider to know that they had done so without 
informing the widow of their true value. Under Jewish law, this would 
have been a most reprehensible act, and she could even have sued to 
recover the manuscripts . One's suspicions are further raised , since 
David speaks very unkindly of Rabbi Moshe, while among his 
contemporaries in general , he seems to have enjoyed a reputation as a 
sage and saint. 

But what was Rabbi Isaac of Acco 's own conclusion? This is the 
most important question . It is critical to any discussion of the Zohar, 
and has not been sufficiently explored . Looking at his own words, we 
find that he writes in his Otzar Chaim : " Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai 
clearly realized that the supernal spiritual Forces are very jealous of 
those who engage in the Workings of Creation, which is natural 
wisdom, and in the Workings of the Merkava, which is divine wisdom. 
Together with his son Rabbi Eliezer and the ten sages who were with 
them in the cave (!) he therefore wrote the Zohar in Aramaic rather than 
in Hebrew [since these forces do not understand Aramaic] .93 

Quoting the Zohar in another place, Rabbi Isaac likewise writes, 
" These are the words of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, and it is forbidden 
to depart from them. They are the living words of God ... sweeter than 
honey. For authority was given to him from on high, such as had never 
been given to any other sage. Compared to the other sages, he is like 
Moses compared to the other prophets. " 94 

In a number of other places, he likewise cites the Zohar as the 
work of Rabbi Shimon.95 The fact that he quotes the Zohar would in 
itself not be proof that he accepted it as an authentic ancient text . But he 
would hardly attribute it to Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai so openly if he 
did not consider it authentic. 
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A most important point is that the Otzar Chaim was written after 
Rabbi Isaac had investigated the origin of the Zohar. We recall that the 
entire account of this investigation is quoted from his Divrey 

HaYamim . This was clearly written before his Otzar Chaim, since in a 
number of places in the later book, he actually mentions his Divrey 
HaYamim.96 

We therefore come to a highly significant conclusion. The one 
person best in the position to investigate the authenticity of the Zohar, 
after a thorough investigation, openly states that it was written by 
Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. This fact has esca ped the notice of 
historians, and may be highly instrumental in dispelling their doubts as 
to the authenticity of the Zohar. 

An excerpt from 
Sefer HaYuchasin 

In the month of Adar, Rabbi Isaac writes that Acco was destroyed 
in the year 5050 (1291) , and the saints of Israel were killed in the most 
brutal manner. Rabbi Isaac survived, and by 5065 (1305) , had been in 
Navarra in the province of Asti , Italy. In the year 5065 (1305) , he came 
to Toledo. 

The following account is found in his Divrey HaYamim. He also 
wrote a Kabbalah text in the year of the Angel (HaMalach, ll$?~v = 96), 

[that is, in the year 5096 (1336)] .97 It was in his time that Acco was 
destroyed, and many were taken into capitvity, including the Ramban 's 
grandson, and the grandson of Rabbi David, son of Rabbi Abraham, 
son of Maimonides . 

He later went to Spain to investigate how the Zohar was found in 
his time. This had been written by Rabbi Shimon and his son Eliezer in 
the cave. Happy are those who are worthy of its truth , for in its light 
they see light. 98 

He vouched for its authenticity , although some similar 
manuscripts had been forged. He said that he knew from tradition that 
everything written in Aramaic was actually from Rabbi Shimon. That 
which is in Hebrew, however , was a later addition, since the original 
book was written completely in Aramaic. 99 

These are his words: 
When I saw the Zohar, I realized that its words are wondrous , 

drawn from a high place, from the Fount that gives without receiving, 
blessed be the Name of the glory of His Kingdom forever and ever. I 
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pursued it, and asked scholars who have large sections of the text about 
it. These were wondrous words, known by Kabbalah-tradition that had 
been transmitted orally, but they were never permitted to be written 
down in a book, where they are clearly available to all who can read. 

I inquired as to their source, but the answers that I received did not 
all agree. Some said one thing , but others had a completely different 
story. 

Some said that the faithful Ramban had sent it from the Holy Land 
to his son in Catalonia, but that the wind had brought the ship to the 
land of Aragonia. Others said that it had come to Alicante. Eventually, 
it came to the hands of the sage, Rabbi Moshe de Leon, who is also 
called Rabbi Moshe of Guadalhajara. 

Others claimed that Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai never actually 
wrote the book, but that Rabbi Moshe knew the Name of Writing, and 
through its power, had written these wondrous things. In order to fetch 
a high price and obtain much money for the manuscripts, he had "hung 
his words on great trees. " 100 He therefore said that he had transcribed it 
from a book written by Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, his son Rabbi 
Eliezer , and their school. 

When I came to Spain, I arrived in the city of Valladolid, where the 
king had his capitol. I t was there that I met Rabbi Moshe, and we 
became friendly and discussed [the Zohar] . He made a solomn oath and 
swore to me, " May God strike me down, and may He continue to do so 
if [the Zohar] is not an ancient book written by Rabbi Shimon bar 
Yochai . At this very moment, the manuscript is in my house, in Avila, 
were I live. Come and visit me there, and I will show it to you. " 

Soon after this, we separated, and Rabbi Moshe left for Arevalo, 
on the way home to Avila . He became sick in Arevalo, and died there. 

When I heard this news, I was deathly upset, but I decided to visit 
Avila. When I arrived there, I found an elderly sage whose name is 
Rabbi David of Pancorbo. I found grace in his eyes, and bound him by 
an oath, saying, " Resolve for me the mystery of the Zohar. Some say 
one thing and others say the opposite. Rabbi Moshe himself vowed 
[that the Zohar was authentic). but died before he could verify it to me. 
I do not know who is reliable and whose word to believe. " 

He replied , " The truth is this : I have determined without question 
that this book called the Zohar never existed, and never came to the 
hand of Rabbi Moshe. But he was a master of the Name of Writing, and 
through the power of that name, wrote everything in that book. Listen 
and I will tell you how I determined this . 
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" Rabbi Moshe was a great spendthrift, tossing away money very 
generously . Today his house could have been filled with silver and 
gold, given to him by the rich who understand the great mysteries that 
he gave them, written through the Name of Writing. But tomorrow it 
would be completely empty. 

"His wife and daughter are presently virtually naked, hungry and 
thirsty, and totally destitute . 

" When 1 heard that he had died in Arevelo, 1 went to the wealthiest 
man in the city, whose name is Joseph de Avila, and 1 said to him, 'The 
time has finally arrived when you can obtain the priceless [original] 
manuscript of the Zohar. Just listen to my advice.' 

" I advised Joseph to instruct his wife, 'Send a generous gift to 
Rabbi Moshe's widow with you maid .' She did this, and on the next 
day, he told her to go to the house of Rabbi Moshe's widow and say, ' I 
would like my son to marry your daughter. If you agree, for the rest of 
your life, you will never lack food or clothing. 1 want nothing from you 
other than the manuscript of the Zohar, from which your husband 
transcribed the copies that he distributed .' 

" [Joseph] told his wife, 'Speak to the mother and daughter 
separately and tell them this. Listen carefully to their answer, and see 
whether or not the two say the same thing .' 

" Rabbi Moshe's widow swore to Joseph 's wife, and said, 'May 
God strike me down [if 1 lie to you], but my husband never owned such 
a book. Everything that he wrote was made up, from his own mind.' 

" She related that she would often see him writing without any 
other book in front of him, and she would ask him , 'Why do you tell 
people that you are transcribing this from a book? You do not have a 
book, but are making it all up out of your head. Wouldn ' t it be better if 
you say that you are the author if this book, and that it is the product of 
your intellect? Would you not have more honor?' 

" He would answer, 'If 1 would reveal my secret, that 1 am making 
this up from my own mind, they would not pay any attention to what 1 
write . They would not give me a penny for my writings , since they 
would consider them nothing more than the product of my 
imagination. But now, when they hear that it is taken from the Zohar, 
written by Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai , with Ruach HaKodesh, and that 1 
am only transcribing it, they pay a high price for it. You can see this 
yourself.' 

"After this , Joseph's wife spoke to Rabbi Moshe's daughter, 
saying the same things that she had said to her mother. She proposed 
that the daughter marry her son, and that the mother would be 
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provided with food and clothing. She answered exactly the same as her 
mother, adding nothing and subtracting nothing. 

" Do you need any clearer evidence than this?" 
After hearing this, 1 was confused and dismayed. At the time, 1 

was certain that there had never been any original manuscript. All that 
existed was that he had composed using the Name of Writing and had 
distributed to people. 

1 then left Avila and travelled to Talavera. There 1 found an 
extraordinary sage, with a generous heart and a good eye, by the name 
of Rabbi Joseph HaLevi, son of the great Kabbalist, Rabbi Todros.IoI 1 
asked him about the Zohar. 

He replied, " You must know and believe that the manuscript of 
the Zohar which Rabbi Moses had was written by Rabbi Shimon bar 
Yochai. It was this manuscript that he transcribed, giving copies to 
those whom he deemed worthy. 1 myself tested Rabbi Moshe to see if 
he was actually copying from an ancient text, or he was merely 
inventing it through the power of the Name of Writing. 

" This was the test: He had written for me many large volumes of 
the Zohar. Many days after he had written them, 1 hid one of the folios 
and told him that 1 had lost it, pressing him to write me another copy . 
He said, ' If you show me the end of the folio before it and the beginning 
of the next folio, 1 will be able to provide you with an exact copy.' 

" I did this, and after several days, he brought me a copy of the 
missing folio . 1 compared it with the original copy, and there was 
absolutely no difference between them. Nothing had been added or left 
out, and there was no change in wording. Both wording and content 
was exactly the same, just as if it had been copied from my original. 

" Can there be a better test than this?" 
1 then left Talavera and came to Toledo, where 1 continued to 

investigate the book, inquiring among the sages and their disciples. 
There 1 also found that the subject was controversiaL where opposite 
opinions were being expressed . 

1 told them about Rabbi Joseph 's test, but they replied that it was 
by no means conclusive. It was quite possible that [Rabbi Moshe] had 
used the Name of Writing to make a copy for himself, and then 
transcribe from his own copy. He would therefore have a primary 
text, and it would be just as if he were copying it from an ancient 
manuscript. 

But then 1 discovered something new there. The disciples told me 
that they had seen an old man, whose name was Jacob, who had been a 
foremost disciple of Rabbi Moshe, and who had been loved by him like 
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a son. [I spoke to him, and] he called heaven and earth as his witnesses 
that the Zohar that Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai wrote (The text ends 
abruptly at this point). 



5. OCCUL T SCHOOLS 

The line between meditation and magic is often a tenuous one, and 
in many areas of Kabbalah the distinction is difficult to discern . How, 
for example, do we describe a process where a magical incantation is 
repeated over and over, and for all practical purposes, is used as a 
mantra? Do we ascribe the effect to the supernatural powers of the 
Name or incantation, or to the meditative state that it induces? This 
question has never been fully resolved in the Kabbalah, and hence, the 
magical and meditative schools often appear to overlap. 

The controversy regarding this type of magical Kabbalah was 
quite strong in the 1200's. Maimonides (1135-1204) was aware of 
these magical practices, and he denounces them in no uncertain terms, 
deeming them fit only for the ignorant and unlearned. 10z Abulafia 
follows this philosophical ideal, describing these cryptic rites in detail 
and denouncing their practitioners as charlatans of the lowest kind. 103 

Isaac of Acco, on the other hand, not only appears to have approved of 
such practices, but he actually seemed to have used them. 104 

This controversy seemed to have lasted well into the Sixteenth 
Century. The Ari tried to aboli sh these practices completely, and in 
general, strongly denounced the use of the Practical Kabbalah 
(Kabbalah Maasiut) , as it was called. On the other hand, his chief 
disciple, Rabbi Chaim Vital, was not only familiar with these practices, 
but also appeared to have made use of them. lOS Another important 
Kabbalist of that period, Rabbi Joseph Tzayach, describes a number of 
magical rites, but warns the reader to keep his motives absolutely pure 
when using them Io6 There is no question that these rites were widely 
known and used during that period. 

One of the foremost practitioners of the Practical Kabbalah was 
Rabbi Joseph Della Reina (1418-1472), who lived in the Holy Land. 
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Many magical formulas are preserved in his name, and it is obvious that 
he was considered to be one of the greatest masters of these occult 
arts. I07 Tradition teaches that he made use of his powers in an attempt 
to bring the final redemption, but was unsuccessful and spiritually 
injured in the process. According to some accounts, he became an 
apostate, according to others he went mad, while others say that he 
committed suicide. In many texts, his example is cited as a warning 
against practicing these methods . lOB 

Many techniques of the magical schools of Kabbalah involved 
incantations and amulets, and these were often used for trivial and even 
questionable purposes. Some are for practical things , such as protection 
while travelling, quieting a stormy sea, or aiding a woman having a 
difficult childbirth. Others are for " opening the heart" and similar 
enlightenment. We also find formulas for protection against one 's 
enemies, or even some for doing away with them. 

Some of these methods, however, were used for objectives as 
trivial as catching fish.lo9 Others were for questionable goals , such as 
for luck in gambling. llo We find formulas for love, some which even 
involve physical contact with the desired woman. lll Some practices 
include the use of " grasses, " which were possibly psychedelic drugs .1l2 
In general, it is not difficult to understand why these practices were 
widely condemned or at least discouraged by Kabbalists involved in 
serious meditation and philosophical analysis . 

Still, the traditions of the Magical or Practical Kabbalah were very 
ancient, and although often perverted, still contained methods through 
which one could attain high meditative states. Such texts as Charba 
DeMoshe (The Sword of Moses), Sefer HaCasdim (Book of the 
Chaldees), Sefer HaRazim(Book of Secre ts)' and Sefer HaMalbush 
(Book of the Garment), had been around for many centuries, possibly 
even from the Talmudic period. ll3 

There are many texts involving the Practical Kabbalah from the 
Sixteenth Century and earlier , but most of these consist of little more 
than fragments . In many cases, a " book" is nothing more than a 
number of single, unrelated, incomplete pages, bound together in a 
single volume. For the most part , our knowledge of the practical 
Kabbalah comes from these fragments . A few small booklets involving 
these methods have been published, the most notable being Toledot 
Adam (Generations of Adam) attributed to Rabbi Eliahu Baal Shem 
Tov (1537-1653) . 114 
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One of the most complete collections of such practices is found in 
a remarkable manuscr ipt , 5hoshan Yesod O/am (The Rose , Foundation 
of the Universe) , compiled around 1550 by a certain Rabbi Joseph 
Tirshom.115 This book contains over two thousand magical formulas 
from the Practical Kabbalah . From a number of remarks by the 
redactor , it appears that the text was compiled from many ancient 
manuscripts that he had in his hand .1I6 Although many of these 
practices are purely magical , many others combine elements of both 
magic and meditation, and can therefore be included in the latter 
category. 

One interesting practice frequently encountered in this genre of 
literature involves induced dreams . This is usually referred to as a 
"Dream Request" (Shllllilli Chlliom), where one poses a question and 
attempts to induce an answer to appear in a dream. The practice itself 
is very ancient, alluded to even in the Talmud, and examples are found 
from as early as the Tenth Century . ]] ? While the methods for 
inducing dreams are often purely magicaL there are some that have 
important medita tive overtones. This is particularly significant 
because of the general relationship between prophecy, enlightenment 
and dreams. 



6. MAGIC SQUARES 

One of the most mysterious Kabbalists of the Sixteenth Century 
was Rabbi Joseph Tzayach (1505-1573). who was also one of the 
leading rabbinical figures of that period . Aside from his many mystical 
works , a large body of Responsa exist from him in manuscript, and he 
is known to have corresponded with the leading religious leaders of that 
time.llB The great codist, Rabbi Joseph Caro quotes a number of his 
res pons a in his Avkat Rokhel. \19 

Rabbi Joseph Tzayach was apparently born in Jerusalem, and 
from there he was chosen to serve as rabbi in Damascus. There were 
two Jewish communities in Damascus, one being an immigrant 
community from Spain, consisting of some five hundred families, and 
the other being the native communities, known as the Mostarabians, 
who had been there from ancient times. I t was the Mostarabian 
community that chose Tzayach as its leader , but it also seems that he 
learned many ancient mysteries from them. 

Tzayach commuted frequently between Damascus and Jerusalem, 
and we find him in the Holy City on numerous occasions between 1538 

and 1555. It was in Jerusalem that he wrote his main Kabbalistic work, 
Evven HaShoham (The Onyx Stone) in 1538. A year later , he wrote a 
second book, Tzeror HaChaim (The Binding of Life). a mystical 
commentary on the Talmud. 12o His Sheirit Yosef (Remnant of Joseph) 
an expansion of Evven HaShoham , was written in 1549, also in 
Jerusalem.12l Besides these , he also mentions another book , Tzafanat 
Paneach, which is no longer extant.12Z 

At least three of his books are dedica ted to Abraham Castro, who 
apparently supported Tzayach , while he was in Jerusalem. This 
Abraham Castro was a leader of the Jewish community in Egypt, and 
was famed as a philanthropist, distributing more than three thousand 
gold florens each year. The Turkish Sultan , Selim I (1467-1520), had 
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conquered Egypt in the battle of Aleppo in 1517. Soon after this, he 
appointed Abraham Castro, a Jew of Spanish descent, as Master of the 
Mint, responsible for issuing the new Turkish coinage in Egypt. 

Besides his high government position, Castro was also an 
important leader in the Jewish community. It was he who secured the 
appointment of the Radbaz (Rabbi David abu Zimra, 1480-1574), one 
of the most prominent religious authorities of that period, as chief rabbi 
of Cairo. From his dedications , it is apparent that he was also a patron 
of Rabbi Tzayach . As we shall see, the fact that Tzayach corresponded 
with the Radbaz is also highly significant. 123 

Rabbi Joseph Tzayach apparently was influenced by Abulafia 's 
school, and many ideas that he discusses seem to be taken verbatum 
from Abulafia 's writings. Thus, for ey. ample, Abulafia warns that one 
striving for the highest level, which is I lied the Crown, or Keter (1N), 

must be careful , lest he be " cut off" (Karet, n1~). He notes that both 
words contain the same letters , and the exact same idea is also 
mentioned a number of times in Tzayach 's works.124 

Even more obvious is an interpretation of the Hebrew word for 
" letters ," which is Otiot (ni'/JiN) . The word can be divided into two, 
spelling out Tav A/ef ('N '0), "a line of AleC" and Tav Yod (', '0), "a line 
of Yod { = 10). " This is said to be indicative of a strong relationship 
between the letters of the alphabet and the ten digits, which are ten 
units . A virtually identical discussion of this is found both in Abulafia 's 
Or HaSekhel and in Tzayach 's Tzeror HaChaim .125 

One book that Tzayach mentions numerous times is the Bahir. 126 It 
also appears that he was familiar with Shoshan Yesod O/am or one of 
its precursers. In one place, he speaks of a book called Yesod O/am, 
which quotes a certain Aramas , a disciple of Chalatino the Magician. 127 

While there is apparently no reference to this magician in Shoshan 
Yesod O/am, it may be on one of the many missing pages in the 
manuscript. It is also possible that Shoshan Yesod O/am was an 
expansion or supplement of an earlier book called Yesod O/am, and this 
would help explain its name. 

Particularly noteworthy is the fact that Tzayach does not mention 
the Zohar. Indeed, in his discussions of chiromancy, he does not follow 
the Zohar 's system, but uses an alternative method, still used by 
western occultists. 128 When one takes into account that in his Sulam 
HaA/iyah, Rabbi Judah Albotini also fails to mention the Zohar, this 
becomes highly significant. The Zohar was the main text of the 
theoretical Kabbalists, but it appears that the meditative Kabbalists 
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followed a completely different tradition that did not include the Zohar. 
One reason for this may have been the fact that, at leas t outwardly, the 
Zohar makes virtually no reference to meditation . 

Tzayach 's most important work is his Evven HaShoham, literally 
" the Onyx Stone. " As he mentions in his introduction, the onyx 
paralleled the tribe of Joseph in Aaron 's breastplate, and the title 
therefore alludes to the name of the author. 129 He also notes that the 
word Shoham (o:)izt) has the same letters as HaShem (oW:)) , meaning 
"the Name," since this is the main point of the book. 

This text, as well as Sheirit Yosef, was ex plicitly written as a 
meditative text, as the author clearly states in his introduction . The 
books contain what appears to be an extremely complex meditative 
system, but the author purpo§ely conceals the key to its use . Many 
ideas mentioned in this book ·atJpear to be unique in Kabbalah, and it 
may well represent a tradition that has otherwise been lost. 130 There is 
much numerical manipulation (gematria) in the book, as well as a 
numerology that is more sophisticated than anything else that I have 
seen in any Kabbalistic text. 

Also found here is considerable insight into common human 
behavior. An interesting example is his discussion of how the five 
fingers parallel the five senses, and the manner in which the two are 
unconsciously associated. The pinky is associated with hearing, and 
one therefore cleans one's ear with the pinky. The ring finger parallels 
the sense of sight, and one often uses it to wipe the eye, while the 
middle finger is used for touch . The forefinger is related to smell, and is 
used to clean the nose. Finally, the thumb is associated with the sense of 
taste, and it is for this reason that small children often suck their 
thumbs .l31 

This would seem like nothing more than a humorous insight, but 
the author then associates these five concepts with the five divisions of 
the Hebrew alphabet mentioned in the Sefer Yetzirah.132 He then goes 
on to associate them with the five methods of manipulating letters 
through Tzeruf. He concludes by saying, " I have already discussed 
this , but it is not permissible to put in in writing." 

Even more interesting, and to my knowledge unique, is his 
association of the Ten Sefirot with the lines of the fingers , as indicated 
in the figure on the opposite page. These account for the upper nine 
Sefirot, and the triplet array parallels that of conventional Kabbalah. 
The lowest Sefirah, which is Malkhut-Kingship, is represented by what 
is called the Heart Line in conventional chiromancy, or perhaps by the 
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Girdle of Venus. Tzayach concludes, " The line on the palm that begins 
under the middle finger and extends to the pinky indicates the Coronet 
(Malkhut). This goes ' to the east of Ashur ' (Genesis 2 :14), 

encompassing the Ten Holy [Sefirot] . Surrounding them are the Ten 
Unclean Ones. All of this is alluded to in the lines of the palm, and is 
understood by those who know these mysteries." 133 

Tzayach 's System of Chiromancy 
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Tzayach is very reticent when it comes to discussing how this 
system can be used, and in his introduction openly states that he is 
obscuring such things .I34 One gets a very strong impression, however, 
that he advocates contemplating these lines in a meditative sense. One 
can gaze at his palm until these lines begin to glow, and they actually 
begin to resemble the Sefirot. The initiate sits , gazing at his own hand, 
and using the finger lines as steps, he can climb the ladder of the Sefirot 
until he reaches the highest Crown.\35 

Even more fascinating is Tzayach 's discussion of magic squares. 
These numerical arrays were well-known in ancient India and China, 
and were introduced to the western world in the early 1400's by 
Moschopulus of Constantinople. It appears that they were also known 
to the ancient Kabbalists . They are discussed in a number of places in 
Kabbalistic literature, and when engraved on metal or stone, are often 
used in amulets . Tzayach himself discusses such uses, and many 
references can be found in Shoshan Yesod Olam and in Toledot 
Adam.136 In his Sh'nei Luchot HaB'rit (Two Tablets of the Covenant) , 
Rabbi Isaiah Horowitz (1560-1630), a major figure in Kabbalah , 
discusses a magic square in relation to the mysteries of creation. J37 

The most elementary magic square is of the third order, that is, it 
contains three digits to a side. It therefore contains the first nine digits, 
and its usual form is 

294 

7 5 3 

618 

The reader will immediately notice that every line, row and diagonal has 
the same sum, namely fifteen . Furthermore, the sum of any two 
extremities in a straight line is always ten. 138 This is the simplest magic 
square, since one of the first order is a simple digit, and it is impossible 
to construct one of the second order. 

Tzayach discusses the relationship between magic squares and the 
planets, and his system is very similar to that of ancient astrology and 
alchemy.I39 This is certainly no coincidence, since both lay claim to a 
very ancient tradition. 

In Tzayach 's system, however, we do not stop with the planets, 
but continue and proceed to the Sefirot. These are represented by magic 
squares of the order ten to twenty.140 These magic squares are 
apparently used for a very special meditation, where each horizontal 
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Magic Squares 

Order Correspondence Sum of Side 
n S = (n3 + n)/2 

3 Saturn 15 
4 Jupiter 34 
5 Mars 65 
6 Sun 111 
7 Venus 175 
8 Mercury 260 
9 Moon 369 

10 Keter-Crown 505 
11 Chokhmah-Wisdom 671 
12 Binah-U nderstanding 860 
13 Chesed-Love 1105 
14 Gevurah-Strength 1379 
15 1695 
16 Tiferet-Beau ty 2056 
17 Netzach-Victory 2465 
18 Hod-Splendor 2925 
19 Yesod-Foundation 3439 
20 Malkhut-Kingship 4010 

row is a " house ," while each number in this row is a " room." Thus, in 
the magic square of the tenth order, which represents Keter-Crown, the 
first " room" of the first " house" is 1, the second room is 2, the third is 
98 , and the fourth is 97. 

In the meditative system, each number represents a " thousand 
myriad" (10,000,000) parsangs, and a " thousand myriad" colored 
lights . As one mentally travels from room to room and from house to 
house, going through the magic square of Keter-Crown, one must 
apparently attempt to depict these lights . These exercises thus allow 
one to elevate himself through the Sefirot in a very graphic manner. 

The magic square for Keter-Crown is presented in three places in 
his works.141 He warns against trying to change or improve the squares, 
as some tried to do. He writes that he " received this from my master , of 
blessed memory. One should not add to the squares that we have 
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Magic Square of Order T en 
Corresponding to Keter-C ro wn 

1 2 98 97 96 5 94 93 9 10 

90 12 13 87 86 85 84 18 19 11 

80 79 23 24 76 75 27 28 22 71 

70 69 68 34 36 35 37 33 62 61 

41 59 58 57 45 46 44 53 52 50 

51 49 48 47 55 56 54 43 42 60 

31 32 38 64 65 66 67 63 39 40 

30 29 73 74 25 26 77 78 72 21 

20 82 83 14 16 15 17 88 89 81 

91 92 3 7 6 95 4 8 99 100 

drawn, since they allude to the highest and most concealed concepts, as 
we have explained. One who attempts to improve th em, actually 
diminishes them, for he does not consider the glory of God .... Each 

house and each room has a specific function , but this I did not learn 
from my master. " 142 

In a number of places, Tzayach stops just short of ex plicitly 
explaining exactly how these squares are to be used . In one place he 
states, " If you look carefully at the order of numbers in the houses and 
rooms, you will understand a wondrous concept regarding the mystery 
of the order of Atzilut. But I do not have the authority to explain the 

mystery of these luminaries, or to write down with my pen why there 
are more in some rooms and less in others." 143 

Elsewhere, he repeats that he does not have the authority to reveal 
the reasons for the numbers associated with each room. He concludes, 
" This is among the deepest mysteries of the highest Merkava. I t cannot 
be deliniated by books or scrolls. The mysterious reason for this is that 
they are cycled by the Infinite Being (Ain 50/) , where no eye can 
penetrate. May He and His name be blessed. Bu t from what I have 
written, the intelligent will understand ." 144 
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There is considerable discussion as to whether one should meditate 
alone, or together with an instructor. The Baal Shem Tov explicitly 
taught that one should always meditate with a companion, since this 
can otherwise be very dangerous .145 Tzayach anticipates this , and 
writes , " It is necessary for the initiate's master to stand over him the 
first time, until he becomes accustomed [to enter these states. His 
master] can help bring him back to his normal state of consciousness . 
. . . [One must do this] until he is properly initiated into these new 
states [of consciousness], lest he gaze and lose his mind [like Ben 
Zoma] ". 146 

Finally, Tzayach was probably the last Kabbalist to advocate the 
use of the prophetic position, where one places his head between his 
knees. This position was used by Elijah on Mount Carmel, and 
occasionally, by the sages of the Talmud. It is also mentioned by Hai 
Gaon (939-1038), head of the Babylonian academy at Pumbedita. 147 

Some five hundred years later, Tzayach discusses the same position. 
Speaking of individuals who meditate (hitboded), he says, " They bend 
themselves like reeds, placing their heads between their knees until all 
their faculties are nullified. As a result of this lack of sensation, they see 
the Supernal light, with true vision and not with allegory." 148 

This position is also associated with meditation on the houses and 
rooms in the magic squares. He writes, " If you wish to enter into their 
mystery, concentrate on all that we have said. Contemplate (hitbonen) 
the rooms that we have discussed, together with their lights, colors, and 
letter combinations. Meditate (hitboded) on this for a while, either 
briefly or at length . Begin by placing your head between your 
knees. " 149 

He then includes a remarkable prayer that should be said while in 
the prophetic position: 

Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh, Crown me (Keter). 
Yah, grant me Wisdom (Chokhmah). 
Elohim Chaim, grant me Understanding (Binah). 
El, with the right hand of His love, make me great 

(Chesed). 
Elohim, from the Terror of His Judgment, protect me 

(Gevurah). 
YHVH, with His mercy, grant me Beauty (Tiferet). 
Adonoy Tzevaot, watch me Forever (Netzach). 
Elohim Tzevaot, grant me beatitude from His Splendor 

(Hod). 
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El Chai, make his covenant my Foundation (Yesod). 
Adonoy, open my lips and my mouth will speak of Your 

praise (Malkhut). 

The reader will immediately notice that this chant includes the 
Ten 5efirot, as well as the Divine Names associated with them. This is 
the only place where we find an actual meditative practice involving the 
prophetic position . The chant involving the 5efirot is also unique. 

The fact that Tzayach mentions such an early method strongly 
suggests that he was heir to a very ancient tradition , possibly one 
coming from Hai Gaon . Tzayach lived in Damascus, a city that had a 
continuous Jewish community dating back to Biblical times . It is very 
possible that these very ancient traditions had been preserved within 
this community. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Safed 





1. THERAMAK 

One of the greatest of all theoretical Kabbalists, and one of the 
main systematisers of its philosophy, was Rabbi Moshe Cordevero 
(1522-1570) of 5afed. So respected was he that he was the first 
Kabbalist honored by being called by his initials, and even today, 
initiates call him " the Ramak ." Until his time, only the greatest 
Talmudic masters had been given this distinction, having the word 
" the" added before their initials to indicate that they were a solid part of 
the tradition. Thus for example, Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon 
(Maimonides) became known as " the Rambam, " Rabbi Moshe ben 
Nachman (Nachmanides) became " the Ramban, " and Rabbi 5h ' lomo 
ben Adret became " the Rashba. " 

The Ramak was born in 5afed, a city that was to become famed as 
a center of the Kabbalah . At a very tender age, he gained a reputation as 
a most extraordinary genius. Besides his knowledge in Kabbalah , he 
was a Talmudic scholar and philosopher of the highest rank, and was 
widely respected in these fields . But his main interest was the 
systematisation of the Kabbalah, setting it into a philosophical 
structure, a task that had already been started by Rabbi Judah Chayit 
(1462-1529) and Rabbi Meir Gabbai (1480-1547). 

The Zohar had been accepted as the foundation of Kabbalah, but 
for the most part , its system appeared as complex and unstructured as 
that of the Bible and Talmud. It took a genius of the stature of 
Maimonides to unravel and systematise the philosophical system of the 
Bible and Talmud, clearly ou tlining the organizing principles 
underlying its structure. What the Rambam had done for the more 
conventional tradition , the Ramak was to do for the Kabbalah. 

Like Maimonides, the Ramak defended his system against its 
detractors, and in most cases his words were directed against those 
philosophers who refused to accept the authority of the Kabbalah. In 
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one place, he states that the philosophers can only surmise what exists 
in the metaphysical realm, while the Kabbalist can actually see it. l But 
besides being the pre-eminent philosoph er of the Kabbalistic world , the 
Ramak was also thoroughly familiar with its mystical elements. He was 
an expert in the various systems of meditative and practica l Kabbalah , 
and although he rarely speaks abou t these areas, there is enough in his 
writings to indica te an intimate familiarity. Thus, in one place he quote 

a long section from Abulafia's Or HIlSekhel. 2 Elsewhere, he actually 
mentions the book and its author by name, saying that this is the most 
important system involving the pronunciation of the Divine Name.} 

No mere theorist, the Ramak was also actively engaged in 
Kabbalah meditation, through a method known as Geruslr irl or 
" Divorce. " We know very little of this method , even though an entire 
booklet , called Sefer Gerushin (Book of Divorce) was written rega rding 
the insight that the Ramak gained through this method 4 Most probably 
it consisted of meditating on a given scripture, or perhaps repeating it 
over and over like a mantra until one could relate to it on a high 
meditative state. One would then gain deep insight into it , without 
having to analyze it logically. 

The word " Divorce" in this context, most probably meant divorce 
from the physical , even though it also obviously had the connotation of 
separation and seclusion from inhabited places. In this respect , it is very 
much like the word Hitbodedut, which refers to both physical and 
mental seclusion. 

The Ramak founded a Kabbalah academy in Safed, and until the 
rise of the Ari, was considered the dean of the Safed school. Among his 
disciples were many of the luminaries of Safed, including Rabbi Eliahu 
di Vidas, author of Reslril Clrokhlllllh (Beginning of Wisd om), and 
Rabbi Chaim Vita!, who later became the Ari's Boswell. It is reported 
that the prophet Elijah revealed himself to the Ramak, and when he 
died , the Ari said that he saw a pillar of fire following his bier. 

I t was largely under the leadership of the Ramak that Safed 
became the greatest center of Kabbalah that the world has ever known 
- a city whose very name is synonymous with the Kabbalah . But there 
were also other factors that contributed to this , and it seems as if all the 
forces of Providence had conspired to create this great city of saints and 
scholars. Three events in the late 1400's were to have a most important 
influence . 

The first was the discovery of printing. Guttenberg had printed his 
Bible around 1450, and by 1475 the first Hebrew book had been 
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printed. By the 1490's, over a hundred Hebrew titles had been 
published, putting the tools of scholarship into the hands of almost 
everyone. Whereas scholars had previously had to make do with a 
limited number of expensive, and often barely legible manuscripts, they 
now could make use of rapidly growing personal libraries, having all 
necessary information at their fingertips . The information explosion led 
to the need of systematisation, and it was during these generations that 
interest grew, and the need was seen to systemize the entire body of 
Jewish knowledge, including the Kabbalah. 

It was during this period that the era of Rishonim (early codifiers) 
came to a close, and that of Acharonim (later codifiers) began. While 
the Rishonim were considered to be primary sources, the Acharonim 
were merely secondary sources, who dealt mainly with clarifying and 
writing commentaries on the works of the Rishonim. While the 
Rishonim studied and published manuscripts, the Acharonim studied 
and published printed books . 

The second major event was Columbus ' discovery of the New 
World in 1492. As a result of the change in world view, much of earlier 
philosophy had to be re-examined, and the philosophical schools, 
which had opposed the Kabbalah , were significantly weakened. The 
discoveries of that time expanded man 's horizons, and people began to 
seek similar expansion of their spiritual lives. This led many to explore 
the mind-expanding systems taught by the Kabbalah. 

Most explosive, however, was the Spanish Inquisition, 
culminating with the expulsion of all Jews from Spain, also in 1492. 
Spain had been an important center of Jewish learning in general, and 
Kabbalah in particular, for many centuries, and with the expulsion, its 
leaders were forced to find a new center. We shall encounter a few 
individuals who left Spain as youths, most notably Joseph Caro, who 
was four at the time, and Jacob Berab, who was eighteen. But most 
important for the initial development of Safed were two mature 
Kabbalists, both named Joseph: Rabbi Joseph Saragossi and Rabbi 
Joseph Taitatzak. 

Until this time, Safed had been a small Jewish community, not 
exerting any known influence. In the early 1490's, its spiritllalleader, 
Rabbi Peretz Colobo, had to maintain a small grocery in order to 
support himself , the community being too small to pay him. All this , 
however , was changed with the arrival of Rabbi Joseph Saragossi. 

Born in Saragossa, Spain, the birthplace of Ablilafia, Rabbi Joseph 
fled with his correligionist in 1492. Possibly following Abulafia 's path, 
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he settled for a while in Sicily. From there, he emigrated to Beirut, and 
in 1496, described as an " absolute saint, " we find him moving to Sidon, 
where he accepted te post of chief rabbi. 5 From there, he assumed the 
role of rabbi in Safed, which he began to build up as a center for 
Kabbalah. One of his first tasks as rabbi was to start an academy, where 
both the Talmud and Kabbalah were taught. 

Saragossi was respected by Jew and Moslem alike for his 
appeasing spirit, and he was loved and revered like an angel of peace. 
The author of Sefer Cheredim, a younger contemporary, writes, 
" Joseph Saragossi, teacher of the Radbaz, always brought peace 
between man and his neighbors , and between husband and wife, even 
among the gentiles. He was worthy of seeing the prophet Elijah ." 6 

The Radbaz mentioned here was Rabbi David abu Zimra 
(1470-1572), who had also been exiled from Spain. Together with his 
father, he had settled in Safed, and he soon became an important 
disciple of Rabbi Joseph. Although the Radbaz later gained fame as one 
of the greatest authorities on Jewish Law, he also wrote numerous 
books on Kabbalah . He was aware of Abulafia 's writings, and in at least 
one place mentions his Chnyny Olnlll HnBnh. 7 

It is highly significant to note that Rabbi Judah Albotini, author of 
Sulam Aliyah (Ladder of Ascent) and one of the most important 
teachers of Abulafia 's methods, was still alive at the time. He was rabbi 
in Jerusalem, and continued to teach until 1519. It would appear highly 

\ 
probable that the Radbaz made his acquaintance, and there was 
possibly also communication between Albotini and Saragossi. Albotini 
had also lived on the Iberian Peninsula, in Portugal, and was most 
probably known to the Spanish Kabbalists . 

The Radbaz emigrated to Egypt in 1514, and three years later, 
Egypt was overrun by the Turks. Abraham Castro, who had been 
appointed master of the mint, elevated the Radbaz to the position of 
Chief Rabbi of Cairo. The two were undoubtedly very close, and the 
Radbaz taught Castro the mysteries of the Kabbalah, informing him of 
the schools in Jerusalem and Safed . Later , in 1538, we find Castro as a 
patron and disciple of Rabbi Joseph Tzayach, who had succeeded 
Albotini as the leader of the Jerusalem school of Kabbalah. It is also 
known that Tazyach and the Radbaz corresponded with each other. 

An important disciple of the Radbaz in Egypt was Rabbi Betzalel 
Ashkenazi, renowned as the author of the Shitah Mekubetzet, a most 
important Talmudic commentary. But beyond this, along with the 
Radbaz, Rabbi Betzalel was the one who introduced the Ari into the 
mysteries of the Kabbalah. 
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The second important Joseph who had been exiled fro m Spain was 
Rabbi Joseph Taitatzak (1477-1545) , who se ttled in Salonica. 
Renowned as one of the g rea tes t sages of his time, he counted among 
his disciples such luminaries as Rabbi Samuel di M odina (the 
Maharashdam), Isaac Adrabi and Joseph Caro. A younger 
contemporary , Rabbi Eliahu di Vidas, writes in hi s R es hit Chokhmah, 
" I heard that the sage, Rabbi Joseph Taitatza k , of blessed memo ry , did 
not sleep in a bed for fo rty years , except on the Sabbath. It is told that 
he used to sleep on a box, with his feet hanging down , and that he 
would ge t up at midnight. N o one knew about thi s, and it was only 
revealed by his wife after he died ." 8 

One of Taitatzak 's mos t impo rtant disciples in Kabbalah was 
Rabbi Shlomo AIKabatz (1505-158 4), a native of Solinica, bes t known 
as the author of the Friday night hymn , Lecha Dodi. It was he who was 
destined to initiate the Ramak into the mysteries of the Kabbalah . 

In 1522, the year o f the Ramak 's birth, another event took place 
that had a profound effect o n the Jewish community. This was the 
pilgrimage of David Reuveni , a cryptical mess ianic figure from 
Kheybar on the Arabian peninsula , who was able to s tand up before 
popes and kings . Travelling through Egypt in 1523 , Reuveni reports 
seeking an audience with Abraham Castro, and it is also possible that 
he met with the Radba z .q A year later, Reuveni gained an audience 
with Pope Clement VII (1478-]534) , who was apparently very 
impressed with his visitor fro m Arabia. 

During Reuveni 's travels , he arrived in Po rtugal, where he was 
accepted in the court of King John III. I t was there that he met the 
king 's scribe, Shlomo Molcho , (1501-1532)' a Marrano who had been 
baptized under the name of Diogo Pires . Like many Marranos of that 
period, he had studied Judaism secretly, and was proficient in Bible and 
Talmud . Portugal had been the site of a great Kabbalistic schoo\, 
producing such luminaries as Rabbi Jud ah Chayit and Judah Albotini , 
and it is quite possible that Molcho had also come into contact with a 
remnant of this school that had survived the expulsion and had gone 
into hiding . Upon meeting Reuveni in 1525 , Molcho circumcised 
himself and fled to Solinica. 

What happened next is somewhat vague. In Salonica , Molcho was 
drawn into the circle of Rabbi Joseph Taitatzak, and apparently learned 
much Kabbalah from him. On the other hand, Molcho seemed much 
more adept in the meditative Kabbalah than Taitatzak , poss ibly on the 
basis of mysteries he had learned while still in Portugal. By means of 
meditative devices that we shall discuss, Molcho was able to 
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communicate with a Maggid, a kind of angelic spokesman. Apprised of 
these methods , Taitatzak also made use of them, and before long he was 
also in communication with a Maggid . 

There are reports that Molcho also travelled to the Holy Land, 
possibly communicating with the Kabbalists of Jerusalem and Safed. 
He met with Pope Clement VII in 1530, and, hav ing gained respect in 
the Vatican, was adored by the Jews of Rome. A dangerous trap in 
meditation is that it often makes one feel that he has superhuman 
powers when these powers are actually nonexisten t, and it appears that 
Molcho fell into this trap. 

In 1532, Molcho sought an aud ience with Charles V (1500-1558), 

King of Spain and Holy Roman Emperor. As a leader who had engaged 
in many religious battles , Charles was unimpressed with this upstart, 
and had him handed over to the Inquisition . Since Molcho had been 
baptized as a Catholic in Portugal , he was tried as a renegade, and 
burned at the stake for heresy . Years later , Molcho's example was taken 
as a warning for those who would venture too far into the mysteries of 
the meditative Kabbalah. 1o 

Autograph of Rabbi Shlomo Molcho 
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A few years later, in the mid 1530 's, three individuals came to 
Safed, and these were to make the city a center of scholarship and 
mysticism. The first was the thirty-year-old Shlomo AIKabatz of 
Solinica , a disciple of Rabbi Joseph Taitatzak, who had already earned a 
reputation as a brilliant Kabbalist. The young Moshe Cordevero, who 
had recently celebrated his Bar Mitzvah, looked upon him with awe, 
never realizing that he would some day become his most famous 

disciple. 
The second individual was Rabbi Jacob Berab (1474-1546), a 

native of Castile, who had been expelled from Spain as a teenager. After 
spending a number of years in Portugal, Morocco and Algiers, he 
settled in Egypt in 1523, where he came under the influence of the 
Radbaz. It is also possible that he had met David Reuveni , who had 
passed through Egypt around that time. Already renowned as an 
important sage, Berab was almost fifty when he settled in Safed in 
1535. A year later, upon the death of Rabbi Joseph Saragossi, he was 
appointed chief rabbi of the community. 

The third new arrival was Rabbi Joseph Caro (1488-1575), 
author of the Sulchan Arukh (Set Table), the recognized Code of 
Jewish Law. Born in Toledo, he was only four years old when his family 
was expelled from Spain and emigrated to Portugal. Recognized as a 
prodigy even at this tender age, he studied together with Rabbi Jacob 
Berab, who was fourteen years his senior, while they both were in 
Lisbon . With the expulsion of Jews from Portugal in 1498, he 
emigrated to Constantinople, and from there to Adrianople , in 
European Turkey. 

By the time he was twenty , Caro was recognized as a leading 
expert in Jewish law. In 1522, the year of the Ramak 's birth and David 
Reuveni 's emergence, he began his magnum opus, the Bet Yosef (House 
of Joseph). This book brought together, for the first time, in a single 
volume, virtually every decision that had ever been rendered in Jewish 
Law. Caro worked at this task for twenty years , and this monumental 
work later became the basis for his better known Shulchan Arukh. 

While in Adrianopolis, Caro met Shlomo Molcho and was very 
much impressed with him. The two became close, and it was from 
Molcho that the great legalist learned the meditative techniques 
involved in communicating with a Maggid. 

In 1533, a year after Molcho's execution, Caro moved to Salonica, 
where he established a major Talmudical academy . He became close 
friends with Rabbi Joseph Taitatzak, and apparently reviewed the 
techniques for summoning a Maggid with him. I t was on the festival of 
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Shavuot (Pentecost), probably in 1535, that a Maggid first revealed 
itself to Caro, and the revelations of this Maggid are recorded in a most 
interesting book Maggid Mesharim. 

At the urging of his Maggid, Caro emigrated to the Holy Land, 
settling in Safed in 1537.11 There he found a community that had 
grown to over a thousand Jewish families , and he rapidly established 
himself as a leading figure in the academy of Rabbi Jacob, his older 
tutor from Lisbon. It was not long before the two brilliant minds 
devised a scheme that, if successful, would alter the entire structure of 
Jewish life, and possibly also hasten the coming of the Messiah . 

What they had in mind was nothing less than to re-establish the 
ancient rite of ordination . This ordination had far-reaching legal 
consequences, and had been handed down from master to disciple from 
the time of Moses until the Fourth Century. Then, as a result of 
persecutions in the Holy Land, the chain had been broken . 

The great Moses Maimonides had written tha t this Semichah
ordination would have to be re-established before the coming of the 
Messiah. He also wrote that even if there was no master to confer it , it 
could be granted to any sage by the mutual consent of all the rabbis in 
the Holy Land. 12 Since the majority of such rabbis resided in Safed at 
the time, Berab and Caro felt that the other communities would go 
along once the project was initiated . In 1538, the Rabbis of Safed 
unanimously decided to confer this ordination on Rabbi Jacob Berab. 
There was one rabbi, however, who refused to accept this ordination. 
That was the Ralbach (Rabbi Levi ibn Chabib : 1480-1541), chief rabbi 
of Jerusalem, and a result of his opposition, the question of ordination 
erupted into a major controversy . 

As a result, Berab was forced to leave his post and flee to 
Damascus . Before leaving, he conferred this special Semicha-ordination 
on four of his most outstanding disciples. This Semicha was the highest 
academic honor that could be conferred on an individual, and it 
indicated that he had mastered all areas of Talmudic and legal 
scholarship. Three of the recipients were mature rabbis , who were 
already renowned as the leading luminaries of that period. These were 
Rabbi Joseph Caro, Moshe of Trani, and Joseph Sagis. The fourth was 
a sixteen-year-old youth - the Ramak. 

Rabbi Jacob Berab died in 1541 and was succeeded as rabbi of 
Safed by Rabbi Joseph Caro. A year later , Caro completed his 
monumental Bet Yosef, a work that would establish him for all times as 
a leading authority in Jewish law. 
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That same year, at the age of twenty, the Ramak heard a voice 
urging him to begin studying Kabbalah with Rabbi Shlomo AlKabatz. 
He was thus initiated into the mysteries of the Zohar, and mastered the 
text completely. This failed to satisfy him, however, since the teachings 
of the Zohar are often vague, and its system does not have a discernible 
structure . In order to clarify this in his own mind, the Ramak began 
writing two books . The first, which has only recently been published, 
was Or Yakar (The Precious Light), a huge commentary on the Zohar.I3 
It was the second book, however, that was his magnum opus. 

Known as the Pardes Rimonim (Orchard of Pomegranates), or 
simply as the Pllrdes, it was a systematization of all Kabbalistic thought 
up to that time. Especially important was the fact that the Ramak 
reconciled many early schools with the teachings of the Zohar, 
demonstrating the essential unity of Kabbalah. Using the same close 
logic that Caro had used in his legal works, the Ramak shows how the 
Kabbalistic system has a self-consistent philosophical basis. Were it 
not for the fact that philosophy and Kabbalah are usually considered 
to be antagonistic, the Pllrdes would be considered a classic of 
philosphical analysis, as well as one of Kabbalah. 

Soon after the completion of the Pllrdes in 1548, The Ramak 
began engaging in Gerushin meditation, together with other members 
of AlKabatz's group. This was also the same year in which Rabbi 
Joseph Tzayach completed his Sheirit Yosef in Jerusalem. The Ramak 
was familiar with Tzayach's methods, as well as those of Abulafia, but 
he apparently preferred a different method, known as Gerushin, which 
was apparently related to that used to evoke a Maggid . 

An Excerpl From 

Maggid Mesharim 

[The Maggid declared :] 
Whenever you are in a pure place, constantly think about Torah, 

fear [of God] and my Mishnah. Do not abandon Torah and fear, even 
for a second, even when you eat and speak. Your tongue should be the 
heaviest limb of your body, like it was for the last few days. All your 
limbs must constantly be unified toward my service, fear, and Torah . 
Recall what [the Talmud] says about Rav, that he never spoke an idle 
word, all his life. 

This is what a person must do: He must integrate all of his 
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thoughts toward the fear of God and His worship. It is thus written, 
"My son, give Me your heart, let your eyes observe My ways" 
(Proverbs 23 :26). This means that when you keep a commandment or 
study Torah, your heart should be unified to God, and you should not 
think about anything else .... 

This should certainly be true when you pray. Nullify every 
thought that enters your heart. [Banish] the Evil Urge and its host, as 
well as the forces of Samael and the Serpent, which accompany this. 
Unify your heart constantly, at all times, so that every instant you will 
think of nothing other than God, His Torah and His worship. 

This is the mystery of Unity, through which a person literally 
unifies himself with his Creator. The soul attachs itself to Him, and 
becomes becomes one with Him, so that the body literally becomes a 
dwelling place of the Divine Presence. This is what the Torah means 
when it says, "You shall fear God your Lord, and you shall serve Him 
and attach yourself to Him" (Deuteronomy 10 :20) .14 

Therefore, my son, complete a perfect Unification. If you do so, 
then "I will give you a place to walk among those [angels]who stand 
here" 15 I will make you worthy to go to the Land of Israel, and to come 
together with my beloved Shlomo [Molcho]. 

Maggid Mesharim l6 



2. COLORS 

We have already discussed the method of ascending through the 
Sefirot using the names of God , especially as elucidated in Rabbi Joseph 
Gikatalia 's Shaarey Orah (Gates of Light) . The Ramak echoes this, and 
in his Pardes states that the main reason why the Sefirot were created 
was to provide a ladder upon which one could climb to the highest 
spirituallevelsY The method taught by the Ramak and other members 
of the Safed school, aims at a greater degree of unification than that 
embraced by Gikatalia 's school. 

This system, based on the Zohar, makes use of no other name than 
the Tetragrammaton. The Sefirot are represented by ten different vowel 
points .ls One can then meditate on the Tetragrammaton with these 
different vowel points , and in this manner, bind himself to whichever 
Sefirah he desires. 

Although one can simply meditate on the Names as they would be 
written in a book, this technique is greatly enhanced when colors are 
used. When each Name is colored with a shade appropriate to that 
Sefirah, one can bind himself to that Sefirah all the more intimately. 
The system of colors is discussed at length in the works of Rabbi Joseph 
Tzayach, and the Ramak was apparently aware of these writings .19 But, 
while Tzayach makes no attempt to relate his system to that of the 
Zohar, the Ramak shows that the two are both an identical tradition . 

Excerpts From 

Pardes Rimonim 

The Ninth Gate: 
The Gate of Colors 

In many places in Kabbalistic texts and the Zohar, we find that 
various colors parallel the Sefirot. One must be very careful and not 
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imagine that this is to be taken literally. Color is something physical, 
used to describe the physical world, and [the Sefirot], which are 
spiritual should not be described with physical properties . If a person 
thinks that these are literally the colors of the Sefirot, he destroys the 
entire system, and oversteps the boundaries set by the ancients. One 
who delves into this should therefore be most careful not to assume that 
anything physical is implied. 

But actually, these colors allude to the results that are transmitted 
from the highest Roots . Thus, for example, Gevurah-Strength is 
responsible for victory in war. Since this involves bloodshed, where red 
blood is spilt, it is fitting to ascribe the color red to this Sefirah . The 
color red likewise expresses hatred, anger and rage. This is obvious. 

We therefore ascribe the color red to the place of Judgment. 
Furthermore, everything that is red is derived from the power of this 
Root. This has been discussed in detail in the "Ga te of Essence and 
Function." 20 

Likewise, the color white indicates mercy and peace. This is 
because people with white [hair] are usually merciful. Thus, for 
example, the elders and aged do not usually fight in armies. Therefore, 
if you wish to depict peace and the Sefirah of Chesed-Love, you depict 
it with the color white. 

There is no question that things that are white emanate from the 
power of this Root. This too has been explained in the above mentioned 
Gate. 

This, then, is the proper interpretation of the relationship between 
the colors and the Sefirot. The colors are used allegorically to-a llude to 
their functions and results . 

[The Sefirot] do not exist in a spatial continuum, and therefore, it 
is impossible to differentiate them except through allegory. This can 
only be done when we use colors to allegorically represent [the Sefirot. 
We can then imagine the Sefirot as] being differentiated , ascending, or 
increasing, according to the relation between one color and another. 
The dynamics of the Sefirot can therefore be alluded to completely 
through the interplay of colors. All this is to" ease the physical ear," 21 

allowing the verbal expression of these concepts. 
There is no question that the colors can thus serve as a door to the 

dynamics of the Sefirot. They are also useful in transmitting influence 
from a given Sefirah. 

Thus, if you wish to transmit the influence of mercy from the 
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Colors and the Sefirot 

Sefirah 
Keter-Crown 
Chokhmah-Wisdom 
Binah- Understanding 
Chesed-Love 
Gevurah-Strength 
Tiferet-Beau ty 
Netzach-Victory 
Hod-Splendor 
Yesod-Foundation 
Malkhut-Kingship 

Color 
blinding invisable white 
a color that includes all colors 
yellow and green 
white and silver 
red and gold 
yellow and purple 
light pink 
dark pink 
Orange 
Blue 

Sefirah of Chesed-Love, [meditate on] the color associated with this 
Sefirah. Depict the color of the attribute [that you desire] . If you wish 
pure mercy, then this color will be pure white. If your request involves 
a lesser degree of mercy, depict a softer white, like that of the "mortar 
of the Temple. " 22 We will discuss this further in the "Gate of 
Kavanah." 

Therefore, if an individual wishes to accomplish something 
through the transmission of Judgment, he should wear red vestments. 
He then meditates on the Tetragrammaton, depicting it in red [letters]. 
Similarly, in any activity where one wishes mercy, and desires to 
transmit the power of Chesed-Love, he should wear white vestments. 

This is clearly seen from the Cohen-priests. Their function was to 
transmit power from the side of Chesed-Love. They therefore wore 
white vestments , which indicate peace. On Yom Kippur (the Day of 
Atonement), the High Priest would likewise remove his golden 
vestments and wear white. The entire service that day was performed in 
white vestments, and the reason given is that "" an accuser does not 
become an advocate, " 23 [since gold denotes Judgment. The white, 
however] indicates the [mercy] that the High Priest was seeking. 

The same principle holds true for amulets . When one makes an 
amulet (kameya, ~~ii') to transmit Chesed-Love, he should draw the 
necessary Name in brilliant white [letters]. This will enhance the 
effectiveness of the Name. Likewise, when one seeks Judgment, he 
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should draw the Name associated with Judgment in red . Goat's blood is 
often used for this purpose, since both its color and source then allude 
to Judgment. 24 These things are well known and are obvious to those 
who write amulets , even though we have no portion in these practices. 

It is thus known that when Names are drawn on amulets, those 
which involve Judgment are drawn in red, those involving Love, in 
white, and those pertaining to Mercy, in green. This is all known 
through Maggidim, who taught the methods of writing amulets .25 

All this teaches that the colors can serve as a channel for the forces 
that are transmitted from on high . 

This also closely parallels the rites of some idolators. When they 
offer incense, they know how to influence the power of a particular 
sign of the Zodiac. While performing these rites , they would wear 
vestments [whose color] was associated with their actions. 

Clear evidence to this concept can be seen in the Breastplate of the 
High Priest. 26 This contained twelve precious stones, each one [being a 
different color], alluding to the transmission of power from the 
spiritual source of each of the Twelve Tribes. 

Do not reject this concept. The alchemists teach that when a 
person gazes at running water, the White Bile is aroused in him. Thus, 
when a person has insomnia and cannot s leep, they set pipes with 
running water in front of him, in order to .arouse the White Bile. This 
increases the moisture in his body, and he is able to sleep. 

The same is true in our case . When an initiate flies with his mind, 
he finds this invaluable. Colors that are visible to the eye, or which are 
depicted in the mind, can have an effect on the spiritual, even though 
the colors themselves are physical. 

The Nefesh (lower soul) can motivate the Ruach (middle spirit), 
and the Ruach in turn motivates the N es hamah (upper soul) . The 
Neshamah then ascends from one essence to the next , until it reaches its 
Source. It can then be motivated by what it imagines. 

I 

These [thoughts] are like a mirror to the [Divine] Countenance. 
Through [the thoughts transmitted to] the Source [of the Neshamah], 
the Countenance can [be made to] appear red . It then transmits [an 
influence associated with the color] red [back to this Source],27 The 
same can be true of the color white. This is explained in the "Ga te of 
Pipes," Chapter 1. All influence on the Lower Countenance is the result 
of human action, as explained in the " Gate of Essence and Function, " 
Chapter 18. 
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The Thirty-Second Gate : The Gate of Kavanah 

Chapter 1 

In the previous Gate , we have discussed how man is a " portion of 
God from on high ." If one is pure and upright in deed, and if he grasps 
the cords of love, which exist in the holy roots of his soul, he can ascend 
to every level in all the [supernal] Universes. All this has been discussed 
in the previous Gate. 

When a person is upright and righteous, he can meditate (kaven) 
with appropriate thoughts , and ascend through the levels of the 
transcendental. He must unify the levels of his sou\, joining one part to 
another, bringing the different levels of his soul to vest themselves in 
each other. I t then becomes like a single candelabrum, made of different 
parts joined together. 

The individual must then unify the Sefirot, bringing them to bind 
themselves together with a powerful knot. He and his soul then become 
a channel through which the Sefirot can exert influence. [All of them], 
from the highest to the lowest [then act in concert] through the 
powerful cord that binds them together. For when a person binds his 
soul to the [Supernal] Soul through his Mishnah ,28 it causes the Roots 
to be bound together with a strong knot. 

Chapter 2 

We must now explain the idea of meditating on the Sefirot, since 
there is some confusion in this area. 

Commenting on the verse , " [Who is a great nation that has God 
close to them,] like the Lord (YHVH) our God, whenever we call Him" 
(Deuteronomy 4:7), the Sifri states, " [We call to] Him, and not to His 
Attributes ." 29 

This is also logical. Why should we approach the King's servants 
rather than the King himself? I t is certainly fitting that we pray only to 
the Master of all Treasuries. This being true, why are all our prayers 
associated with the various Sefirot? 

The question becomes even stronger when we realize that every 
word alludes to a different Sefirah. Therefore, if one keeps his mind [on 
the inner essence of his words], it comes out that all his prayers allude 
to the Sefirot. We are left with nothing that is directed to the Source of 
Sources. 
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Besides this, how is it possible to meditate on the Sefirot. If a 
person attempts to depict any Sefirah in his mind, it is inevitable that he 
will delineate it and depict it as something physical. The mind can only 
depict physical things, so how can he imagine a purely spiritual 

concept? The mind 's eye cannot imagine spiritual entities without 
making them finite and physical. I t is therefore impossible to meditate 
on a Sefirah. 

There is also a third difficulty . When a person thinks about any 
one of the Attributes, it is inevitable that he will separate it [from the 
rest]. In his mind, he imagines a separate Attribute, distinct from all the 
others. This is certainly not proper, since they all must be unified. This 
is well known . 

We will now explain the meaning of this, and clarify all these 
concepts. 

It is necessary to realize that the Infinite Being (Ain 50/) , the 
blessed King of Kings, cannot be encompassed by any name or word y' 
It is not correct to speak of any attributes in this Essence, since it does 
not change, and cannot be described . It cannot be altered, first having 
one desire and then another, or first engaging in one activity and then 
in another. 

Therefore, when one meditates on the Infinite Being, he should not 
call It El, or Elo'ah, or Elohim, or any other name or appelation. All of 
these names only pertain to the Sefirot. 

But, as we have already said, one should not direct his intent 
toward the Sefirot, heaven forbid , since one who does so falls into a 
deep pit . It is with regard to this that the 5ifri says, " To Him, and not to 
His Attributes. " The true intent, however , is as we have explained in 
the " Gate of Essence and Vessels ." 

God is called " Mighty" through the Attribute of Gevurah
Strength. This is because it is He who gives [the Sefirah ofl Gevurah
Strength the power to act. [The same is true of " Greatness, " which is 
associated with the Sefirah of Chesed-Love.pl 

Therefore, when a person says, " The Great God " [in the Amidah], 
he should meditate on the fact that this alludes to "Greatness" [the 
Sefirah of Chesed-Love], and that the word itself is in "Greatness ." 
Still, his intent should [not be directed to the Sefirah itself, but to the 
Infinite Being, which is] the Essence that permeates "Greatness ." The 
Same is true of Gevurah-Strength and the other Sefirot. 

The words are therefore appellations [for the various Attributes] 
in the Sefirot, and they are adjectives pertaining to God. The intent, 



Sefirah 

Keter 
Chakhmah 
Binah 
Chesed 
GeVl-lrah 
Tiferet 
Netzach 
Hod 
Yesad 
Malkhut 

Apex of Yod 
Yod (,) 

Heh (iI) 
Vav (, = 6) 

Heh (iI) 
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Sefirot and the Tetragrammaton 

Vowel Tetragrammaton 

Kametz a 1$ YaHaVaHa 
Patach a 15 YaHaVaHa 
Tzere e ~ YeHeVeHe 
Segal e ~ YeHeVeHe 
Sheva ~ Y'H 'V'H' 

Cholem 0 i( YoHoVoHo 
Chirek ~ YiHiViHi 
Kibbutz u I:t YuHuVuHu 
Shurek u ~N YuHuVuHu 
No Vowel YHVH 

The Four Letters and the Sefirot 

Keter 
Chokhmah 
Binah 

OlO~ 
iJliJ~ 

;:n;:p 

V1v~ 
;;q~~ 

;';;" 

;:IFI' 

iI'\!' 
~i1,'~i1," 

iI'iI' 

The Six Sefirot: Chesed, Gevurah, Tiferet, 

Netzach, Hod, Yesod 
Malkhut 

however, is directed only toward the Infinite Being, who is clothed in 
[the SefirotJ and makes use of them. 

In the Tikuney Zohar, Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai says, "Whenever 
one pronounces a word, he must keep in mind that speech is Adonoy 
('1'~), and voice is YHVH (il1iI'). One must bring them together, 
unifying them in the Concealed Unity (Ain So/), which binds them 
together and makes them as one. One's intent must be directed to this 
alone. This is not voice or speech, but thought. " 32 

It is explicitly taught that the Tetragrammaton (YHVH) is 
associated with the Sefirah of Tiferet-Beauty. Since the voice that 
emanates from [God's] "mouth" is also associated with Tiferet, it is 
related to [the TetragrammatonJ. Similarly, speech is related to the 
name Adonoy, which is associated with the Sefirah of Malkhut
Kingship. 
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Thought, however, is the Infinite Being (Ain Sof), through which 
these two Attributes are unified. 

In the entire worship service, there is no allusion to the Infinite 
Being (Ain So/), other than the thought that the worshipper directs 
toward It. This, however, is everything. It unifies all the Attributes and 
Influences. This is the mystery of the Basic Essence that infuses all the 
Sefirot, through which the Sefirot have power to function. Due to this, 
the action itself is also ascribed to [this Essence]. This is explained in 
detail in the " Gate of Essence and Vessels. " 

This does not mean that one should meditate on the Sefirot or try 
to imagine them, since this is impossible, as we have already explained. 
Rather, it means that the Sefirot are associated with ten names, [spelled 
with the four letters] of the Tetragrammaton. Th ese names are only 
differentiated by their vowels , as explained in the " Gate of the 
Tetragrammaton. " 33 .. . (The Names are given in the Table). 

One who meditates should concentrate on these Names. He should 
keep in mind that nothing can allude to the Attribute that he seeks 
other than the Tetragrammaton that is depicted in his mind. These 
consist of the Four Letters, vocalized in the appropriate manner. If he 
does this, he can procede without fear. 

One should also keep in mind that these Four Letters themselves 
allude to the Ten Sefirot. This denotes the fact th a t all Ten Sefirot agree 
to the action desired of any single Sefirah. 

It is best if one can depict each Tetragrammaton in the color 
[associated with the particulr Sefirah]. His prayer will then help all the 
more. The only condition is that he should keep in mind that nothing in 
this world can depict the action of that Attribute, other than the color 
associa ted wi th it. 



3. RABBI CHAIM VITAL 

It would appear appropriate to place the chapter dealing with 
Rabbi Chaim Vital after that dealing with the Ari, since he was a 
disciple of the latter. But Chaim Vital was more closely associated with 
the older schools of Kabbalah , while the Ari used the Zohar to blaze a 
completely new trail. The disciple will therefore be discussed first. 

The output of Chaim Vital was prodigious. If not for him, very 
little if any of the Ari 's teachings would even be known. But even 
though Rabbi Chaim was strongly influenced by the Ari, he was only a 
disciple for less than two years. Within a decade after his master's 
death, he was showing increased signs of independence, and began 
delving into the teaching of the older schools once again. At one point, 
the Ari came to him in a dream and asked, " Why have you forgotten 
me?"34 

One of the most remarkable books about the meditative Kabbalah, 
and one of the very few ever printed, was Chaim Vital's Shaarey 
Kedushah (Gates of Holiness) . Although the author states that he 
learned these methods from the Ari , nuch of the material comes from 
older sources. Indeed, the unpublished Fourth Section of this book 
consists almost entirely of quotations from older texts. 

Rabbi Chaim Vital was a most unusual individual. Possessing an 
extremely brilliant mind, he was acknowledged as an expert in 
Kabbalah even before he met the Ari. At the time of this first meeting, 
he was engaged in writing a commentary on the Zohar. 35 Although only 
twenty-seven at the time, he was already an outstanding expert in 
alchemy, astronomy, astrology, Kabbalistic magic, and all the occult 
arts . When Chaim Vital first heard of the Ari, he hesitated to visit him, 
considering himself a far superior Kabbalist. 

It did not take long before Rabbi Chaim became aware of the Ads 
superior vision and insight , but the Ari also saw his main disciple in 
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this lofty soul. On one occasion, he tells Chaim Vital that he had come 
to Safed especially to teach him, and at another time, he told his disciple 
that he had been born into this world only to teach him.36 The disciple 
himself was an expert in all Kabbalistic meditations, and was aware of 
all schools . In many ways, his Shaarey Kedushah , especially the Fourth 
Part, is an anthology of these teachings . 

Rabbi Chaim was born in 1543 in Safed to Rabbi Joseph Vital, 
who was also known as Calabrese, since his family originated in 
Calabria, the toe of Italy 's boot. Rabbi Joseph was a scribe who 
specialized in making Tefillin, and the Tefillin capsules that he made 
were famed as the finest available J7 Chaim 's childhood in Safed must 
have been fascinating, since this city had become one of the most 
important hubs of Jewish thought, both Kabbalistic and otherwise. He 
was a child of five when the Ramak completed his great Pardes 
Rimanim, and at the age of seven, he saw the first printed copies of 
Rabbi Joseph Caro 's monumental legal work, the Bet Yasef. As a ten 
year old lad, he witnessed the return to Safed of the great Radbaz, who 
had served as chief Rabbi of Cairo for over forty years . 

Safed was a city steeped in Kabbalah, not only in its theoretical 
and philosophical forms, but also in its most occult aspects. The city 
abounded with chi romancers, oil drop readers and fortune tellers , and 
Rabbi Chaim even associated with Arab mystics who were involved in 
crystal gazing and geomancy.38 Although the Ari disapproved of these 
practices, soon after his master 's death, Chaim Vital renewed his 
interest in them. 

Shortly after his Bar Mitzvah, Chaim became a student of Rabbi 
Moshe AIShech (1508-1600). " The AIShech, " as he is usually called, 
is best known as the author of Tarat Mashe, which is considered to be 
the most important homiletic commentaries ever written on the Bible. A 
native of Adrianople, he studied there under Rabbi Joseph Caro, and 
later in Salonica, under Joseph Taitatzak. In Safed, Caro was told by his 
Maggid to speak to AIShech, and instruct him to pay attention to the 
young Chaim Vital, since he was an extraordinary soul and would 
someday be an important leader. 

In 1558, when Vital was fifteen years old, an event took place that 
would permanently change the entire status of the Kabbalah. This was 
the first printing of the Zohar in Mantua, Italy. There had been 
considerable dispute regarding the propriety of openly publishing a 
text that dealt with the highest mysteries, but a leading authority, Rabbi 
Isaac de Lattes (1502-1571), rendered a decision permitting it. The 
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lohar would now not just be the province of those well enough 
connected to procure a manuscript copy, but would be available for all 
who wished to purchase it. 

Rabbi Chaim was married at the age of twenty-two, but for some 
reason, could not consummate the marriage for nine months, during 
which time he was led into very serious temptations 3 9 It was around 
thi s time that he also became a disciple of the Ramak in Kabbalah , and 
his brilliant mind mastered the complex system with relative ease. 
Before long he had begun his own commentary on the lohar, following 
the Ramak 's principles. Still, he was hounded by temptations, and for 
some two years, abandoned his studies almost completely. 

Seeking advice from the ancient Radbaz, Vital was informed of the 
Kabbalistic school in Damascus, possibly that of Rabbi Joseph 
Tzayach , who was sti ll teaching there at the time. Rabbi Chaim went to 
damascus in 1569, continuing his work on the lohar commentary. He 
was soon to be brought back to Sa fed by an event that would make the 
city a citadel of Kabbalah: the arrival of the Ari. 

The relationship between the Ari and Chaim Vital is most 
significant, and will be discussed at length in the next chapter . In all, 
Vital was the Ari 's disciple for only twenty-two months , but during this 
time, he was able to absorb a prodigious amount. He became the leading 
expounder of the Ari 's system, writing over a dozen large volumes on 
the subject. 

After the death of the Ari in 1572, Chaim Vital frequently saw him 
in dreams, but as the years passed, these nocturnal visits became 
increas ingly infrequent. Rabbi Chaim soon began giving his own 
lectures in Kabbalah , and in 1576 went to Egypt, possibly to link up 
with the Kabbalistic school founded by Abraham Castro, which used 
Tzayach 's methods. From there, he returned to Jerusalem, where in 
1590, he received th e SCl1Ii(/znh-ordination from Rabbi Moshe AlShech, 
who had in turn received it from Joseph Caro .40 Rabbi Chaim Vital 
se ttled in Damascus in 1594, and with the exception of occasional visits 
to Safed, remained there until his death in 1620. 



4. GA TES OF HOLINESS 

Rabbi Chaim Vital's Shaarey Kedushah (Gates of Holiness) stands 
alone as being the only textbook of Kabbalistic meditation ever printed. 
Indeed, the Fourth Section, which deals with the specific methods, was 
never published. The printer of the first edition, which came out in 
1738, states that it is for this reason that this section must remain 
unpublished, as we have discussed in the introduction. Although this 
remarkable book has gone into over thirty editions, the Fourth Section 
has never been published. 

It is not known precisely when this book was written, but it was 
obviously written a number of years after the Ari 's death, when his 
influence no longer overwhelmed Chaim VitaJ.41 Missing from this 
book is the kaleidoscopic style that distinguishes Vital 's earlier 
writings, where he is basically expounding the teachings of the Ari . 
Furthermore, very little is mentioned of the method of Yichudim 
(Unifications), which, as we shall see in the next chapter, was the main 
meditative technique advocated by the Ari . 

StilL even though he is clearly his own man in this book, the 
author does not forget his indebtedness to his master. He writes, "In 
[this book] I will explain mysteries that were not grasped by earlier 
generations. These I received from the lips of the holy man, the angel of 
the Lord of Hosts, the Godly Rabbi Isaac Luria , of blessed memory. " 42 

Although this would seem to indicate that the methods discussed 
in Shaarey Kedushah were taught by the Ari , there is considerable 
evidence to the contrary. In all the voluminous literature that is 
attributed to the Ari, we find no evidence of these methods, especially 
those discussed in the Fourth Section . 

Rabbi Chaim, however, leaves very little doubt that he himself 
made use of these methods. He writes, " In the Fourth Section, [I will 
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speak] of the methods themselves, through which one attains Ruach 
HaKodesh. I myself have tried and tested them, and found them to be 
au then tic. " 43 

Although the Fourth Section was never published, it exists in a 
number of manuscripts, some in private hands, and a few in library 
collections.44 One of the greatest surprises in this unpublished section is 
the fact that it begins by advocating the methods of Rabbi Abraham 
Abulafia, as taught in his Chayay O/am HaBah (Life of the Future 
World). After a discussion of this method, Vital goes on to quote a long 
portion from the Abulafia 's Sefer HaCheshek (Book of Passion), 
without actually quoting it by name.45 

This advocacy of Abulafia's methods may have been one of the 
underlying reasons why this Fourth Section was never printed. Such 
highly respected authorities as the Rashba, Rabbi Judah Chayit, and 
Yashar of Candia had denounced Abulafia's works in no uncertain 
terms . If it had become publicly known that Rabbi Chaim Vital had 
advocated these methods, the entire status of his teachings may have 
been undermined. 

A good deal of the material in this Fourth Section has been 
published elsewhere, and this includes quotations from the works of 
the Ramban, Rabbi Menachem Recanti (1223-1290), and Rabbi Judah 
Chayit. 46 Of particular interest is the context in which he quotes the 
Ramban 's 19geret HaMussar (Epistle of Admonishment), which the 
latter had sent to his son in Barcelona.47 Although this is usually cited 
merely as an inspirational text, here it is quoted as an important method 
for attaining enlightenment. 

Here can also be found a number of quotations from the works of 
Rabbi Isaac of Acco. The most important of these is his discussion of 
stoicism, taken from his Meirat Eynayim, which we have already 
quoted . Also to be found here are a number of other quotations from 
Rabbi Isaac of Acco which are also included in Rabbi Eliahu di Vidas ' 
Reshit Chokhmah (Beginning of Wisdom).48 Rabbi Chaim Vital also 
provides the complete text of the " Gate of Kavanah, " which we have 
also discussed earlier, as well as a similar text that appears to advocate a 
very similar method. 49 

One of the most significant things that we find in this Fourth 
Section is some insight into Rabbi Joseph Caro 's Maggid, the angelic 
" spokesman" who came to him and taught him. It is well-established 
that this Maggid was closely associated with Caro 's intense study of the 
Mishnah (the earliest codification of the Oral Torah).50 
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In this context, it is important to say something about the nature of 
the Mishnah . The original Jewish tradition consisted of two parts , often 
referred to as two Torahs. The first was the " Written Torah, " which 
consisted of the well-known scroll. The second, however, was called the 
" Oral Torah," and it consisted of the unwritten tradition ' given to 
Moses on Sinai. This Oral Tradition was handed down by word of 
mouth until the harsh Roman persecutions threatened to extinguish it 
completely . Finally, around the year 205, Rabbi Judah the Prince 
compiled it into a written code. It is significant to note that while not 
included in the Mishnah, the main body of the Kabbalah was also part 
of this same Oral Tradition. 

Here, in the Fourth Part of Shaarey Kedushah, the author also 
speaks about a type of Hitbodedut meditation where one meditates on a 
passage from the Mishnah, often simply called " a Mishnah. " The 
initiate is instructed to seclude himself in a room, wrap himself in his 
Prayer Shawl, and sit with his eyes closed. He is then to depict himself 
leaving behind his body and ascending to heaven. 

When the initiate reaches this state, he is to take a passage from the 
Mishnah, and repeat it over and over like a mantra. This produces a 
very high meditative state, where one can ac tually clothe himself in the 
soul of the Sage of the Mishnah . If one does this correctly, that Sage 
will actually speak through the initiates mouth. Alternatively, he may 
visualize a mystical message.5 1 

Although it is not definite that this was the method used by Caro, 
it is certainly very closely related . In one place, Caro mentions that he 
communicated with his Maggid after reading several chapters from the 
Mishnah. 52 Even if he did not repeat the same tex t over and over, he 
was so familiar with the Mishnah that reciting any part could be used as 
a technique for clearing his mind . 

It is also significant to note that Rabbi Chaim Vital also made use 
of this method . In his diary, he speaks of inducing a state of 
Hitbodedut-meditation by repeating a Mishnah three times. 53 

Although this took place shortly after he came under the influence of 
the Ari, from the context, it is evident that he was aware of this method 
even earlier. There is a distinct possibility that he may have learned it 
from Rabbi Joseph Caro. It is also important to note the apparent 
similarity between this method and that of Gerushin used by the 
Ramak. 

Also very significant in this Fourth Section is the discussion of 
how to do meditation involving Yichudim (Unifications). Although this 
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The Hebrew Alphabet in Ashurit Script 

A ccording to Rabbi Joseph Caro: 

Variations according to the Ari: 

is discussed at length in the teachings of the Ari , as we shall see in the 
next chapter, there is no mention there of the precise techniques. Here 
in Shaarey Kedushah, however , a very similar method is discussed, and 
the technique is spelled out in detail. 54 

The initiate is to spend the entire day in preparation, immersed in 
Torah study, not speaking any unnecessary words, and concluding 
with actual immersion in the Mikvah. He is then to seclude himself , 
wear white garments , and divest himself of all physical sensation. 
Mentally, he then ascends from one firmament to the next, until he 
reaches the highest one, which is called Aravot .55 

When one reaches this level , he is to depict the firmament as a 
tremendous white curtain. Upon this curtain is the Name or letter 
combination upon which he is meditating. The letters are written in 
Ashurit, the script to write a Torah . Each letter appears brilliantly 
white, but at the same time, it is shaded with the color appropriate to 
the particular Sefirah with which it is associated. 

After depicting the letters in this manner, one must expand them, 
until they fill the entire mind. Each letter should apper as a dazzling 
white mountain, filling the entire field of vision. One can then combine 
the letters or Names, or, alternatively, permute the letters through the 
methods of tzeruf. 
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This method provides important insight into the method of 
Yichudim, as well as techniques involving meditation on Divine 
Names, as taught by Rabbi Joseph Gikatalia and the Ramak. But what 
is also highly significant is the close parallels to these methods found in 
other systems of Kabbalah meditation . Thus, in his Chayay O/am 
Habah, Abulafia speaks of a very similar technique. He says, "The 
letters are without question the root of all wisdom and knowledge, and 
they themselves are the substance of prophecy. In a prophetic vision, 
they appear as if they were solid bodies, actually speaking to the 
individual. They appear like pure living angels ... and sometimes the 
individual sees them as mountains." 56 

A very similar idea is also found in the teachings of Rabbi Isaac of 
Acco . In his Otzar Chaim, he speaks of the proper methods of 
meditating on Names and prayers. He writes , " One must imagine that 
before his eyes is a book made entirely of white fire. The letters, words, 
and combinations that he is reading are written in this book with letters 
of black fire . As he reads , his physical eyes should be on the words , 
while his mind 's eye should be on the . . . Infinite Being (Ain Sof) ." 57 

This is very reminiscent of the Talmudic teaching that the original 
Torah was written with " Black fire on white fire." 58 

The earlier sections of Shaarey Kedushah deal at length with the 
preparation that one must undergo before involving oneself in the 
higher forms of meditation. Thetext also speaks about trhe prophetic 
state at length, as well as that of the Hekhalot, and we have presented 
most of this material elsewhere. 59 

Excerpts From 
Shaarey Kedushah 

Th e Sev enth Gate: 

Ruach HaKodesh in our Times 

In the previous gate, we have warned the initiate regarding the 
pitfalls that lie in the road leading to enlightenment. Still , he should not 
give up. Commenting on the verse, " Deborah was a prophetess" 
(Judges 4 :4), the prophet Elijah taught his disciples, " I call heaven and 
earth to witness, that any individual , man or woman, Jew or gentile, 
freeman or slave, can have Ruach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit) come upon 
him. It all depends on his deeds ." 60 
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Our own eyes have seen, and our own ears have heard 
distinguished individuals who have attained the level of Ruach 
HaKodesh, even in our times. Some of these individuals can predict the 
future. Others have mastered wisdom that had never been revealed to 
previous generations. 

In order that those who wish to enter the Sanctuary not be 
discouraged, I will explain a few concepts, opening the door like the eye 
of a needle. " For God will not withhold good from those who walk 
uprightly. " 61 First, I will explain a few general principles involving 
enlightenment. Then, in the Eighth Gate, I will discuss a number of 
specific practices . 

The best way of all is that taught by Elijah . This was the way of 
the early saints fHnsidim Rishollim), also known as the Pharisees.o2 The 
technique is as follows : 

One must first repent every sin he has ever done , rectifying all the 
spiritual damage he has caused. He must then perfect his soul through 
keeping the positive Commandments, as well as through complete 
concentration in prayer and diligent Torah study without ulterior 
motive. He must continue like an ox under its yoke, until the physical 
becomes weak. This should also include such disciplines as minimizing 
the amount of food one eats, waking up at midnight, shunning all 
unworthy traits, separating oneself from other people, and not 
speaking unnecessary words. One must also constantly purify his body 
through immersion in the Mikvah. 

After this, one should meditate (hitboded) occasionally on the fear 
of God . He should mentally depict the letters of the Tetragrammaton. 
At this time, he should be careful to keep his thoughts away from all 
worldly vanities, binding himself to the love of God with great passion. 

Through this, one can be worthy of Ruach HaKodesh in one of the 
following aspects: 

The first aspect consists of a transmission to the individual's soul 
of the Highest Light, from the Root of the highest levels of his soul. 
Such a revelation is Ruach HaKodesh in its purest form. 

The second aspect comes about through the study of Torah or 
observance of some commandment. Our sages taught, "When a person 
keeps a commandment, he earns an Advocate [Angel]. " 6 3 This actually 
means that an angel is created through one's actions. If this individual 
does this consistently according to the law, with great Kavanah, then 
this angel will reveal itself to him. This is the meaning of those angels 
called Maggidim which are mentioned in various writings. But if the 
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commandment is not kept according to the Law (hll/Ilkhllh), then this 

angel will be made up of good and evil, combining truth and falsehood. 
The third aspect is that as a result of one 's piety, Elijah will reveal 

himself to him . The greater one 's piety, the greater will be his 
enligh ten men t. . 

The fourth aspect is greater than [the previous two]. This involves 
the revelation of the soul of a Tzadik (saint), who has already passed 
away. This Tzadik may share the same root with the individual 's soul, 
or may come from other roots. This aspect can come abou t through the 
proper observance of a commandment, just like the previous aspects. 
People who are worthy of this attain a level where they gain knowledge 
of high wisdom and the hidden mysteries of the Torah . This , too, 
depends on one 's deeds. 

The fifth aspect is the lowest of them all. This involves dreams 
where the future and other knowledge is revealed to the individual. 
This is also close to Ruach HaKodesh. 

The method discussed earlier brings one on a straight path. The 
individual does not use mystical oaths to bind the Supernal Beings, but 
only resorts to the power of his good deeds and sanctification of the 
self . He can then be assured that the Ruach HaKodesh that he attains 
will be pure, without any admixture of evil whatsoever. 

This, however, is not true when a person attempts to coerce [the 
Supernal Beings. It is true that one may have success] through methods 
involving mystical oaths, specific actions, prayers and Yichudim. But if 
one makes the slightest error, it is possible that his revelation will be 
inermingled with Outside Forces. 

There are also other methods involving specific techniques , which 
will be discussed in the Fourth Section. These can bring the above
mentioned aspects to a person, even when they do not come 
automatically Those methods, however , require great holiness and 
purity, since otherwise they will give rise to a mix ed revelation, as 

mentioned above. 
The first way that we have discussed, however, is the path taken 

by the earlier generations. I t is the path referred to by the Ramban in his 
commentary on the Torah .64 This is also the significance of Ben Azzai 's 
experience, when he would [simply] study, and would be surrounded 
by burning flames, as the Ramban explains in his 19geret HaKodesh 
(Holy Epistle) .65 
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The Eighth Gate: 
Methods of Sanctifying Oneself 

One must purify himself in four ways: 
First , one must repent all of his sins, wether they involve violating 

the Torah 's prohibitions, neglecting its positive commandments or even 
transgressing rabbinical laws or adhering to unworthy traits . Such 
repentance must include a resolve never to repeat the sin or return to 
the bad trait. Such repentance is especially important for sins for which 
the Torah prescribes a penalty of being [ spiritually] " cu t off, " or those 
which involve a desecration of Cod 's Name.66 This includes violation of 
the Sabbath, the menstrual rules, sexual pollution, oaths - even if they 
involve the truth - gazing at forbidden members of the opposite sex, 
malicious gossip , talebearing, mockery and idle chatter. One must also 
keep himself from pride, anger, oversensitivity, and depression , 
behaving with modesty and humility and rejoicing in his portion. 

The second purification involves the meticulous observance of all 
248 commandments of the Torah [which parallel the 248 parts of the 
human body], as well as the legislated commandments. Particularly, it 
involves keeping set times for Torah study, praying with Kavanah 
reciting all blessings and grace after meals with Kavanah, loving one's 
fellow man, and honoring the Sabbath in every detail. One should also 
wake up each night at midnight to study Torah and mourn for 
Jerusalem. Whatever one does should be with love, for the sake of 
heaven. 

The third and fourth purifications involve specific preparations 
through which one sanctifies himself for Ruach HaKodesh. 

The first of these involves purification of the body, through 
immersion in the Mikvah and clean clothing. 

The second should be done when one actually prepares to receive 

Ruach HaKodesh, after the other good traits have become part of his 
nature .67 

You should be in a room by yourself , after immersion and 
sanctification. It should be a place where you will not be distracted by 
the sound of human voices or the chirping of birds . The best time to do 
this is shortly after midnight. 

Close your eyes and divest your thoughts of all worldly things. It 
should be as if your soul had left your body, and you should be as 
devoid of sensation as a corpse. Then strengthen yourself with a 

powerful yearning, meditating on the supernal universe. There you 
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should attach yourself to the Root of your soul and to the Supernal 
Lights. 

I t should seem as if your soul had left your body and had ascended 
on high . Imagine yourself standing in the supernal universes. 

If you make use of a Yichud (Unification) , have in mind that 
through it you are transmitting Light and Sustenance to all universes. 
Keep in mind that you, too, will receive your portion in the end . 

Meditate (hitboded) in thought for a short time, and attempt to 
sense if Spirit had rested on you. 

If you do not feel anything, it can be assumed that your are not fit 
and ready for it. You should therefore strengthen yourself all the more 
with worship and holiness . After a few days, you should meditate again 
in this manner, until you are worthy that the Spirit should rest upon 
you . 

When the spirit rests on you , you must still discern if it is pure and 
clean, or from the Other Side, a mixture of good and evil. Keep in mind 
what happened to Ben Zoma and Ben Azzai when they ascended to the 
Orchard. 68 You can discern this through what is revealed. It can consist 
completely of truth, or it can be truth mixed with falsehood. 
Occasionally, the revelation will consist of idle concepts , dealing with 
worldly vanities, or ideas that do not conform to the teachings of the 
Torah. When this occurs , you must repel yourself from it. You must 
then continue to fortify yourself with worship, until the revelation is 
faithful, based on the fear of heaven. 

At first, the spirit [of Ruach HaKodesh] will rest on you 
occasionally, at distant intervals . The revelation will only involve 
simple concepts, and not deep ideas. Very little will be revealed, but as 
you progress, your power will likewise increase. 



CHAPTER SIX 

The Ari 





1. A HUMAN ANGEL 

There are a select number of individuals who live on a plane so 
high above the rest of humanity that it seems as if they are a completely 
different, higher species of being. They teach , but we grasp but little, 
and from the few crumbs that we glean, we can build mountains. Such 
a person was Rabbi Isaac Luria (1534-1572), renowned as the greatest 
Kabbalist of modern times. 

Rabbi Isaac Luria is commonly known as the Ari (,,,)~), an 

acronym standing for Elohi Rabbi Isaac (POl' ~l';;'J ';:J'~) - the Godly 
Rabbi Isaac. No other master or sage ever had this extra letter, stand
ing for - Elohi - Godly - prefaced to his name. This was a sign of 
what his contemporaries thought of him . Later generations, fear
some that this appelation might be misunderstood, said that this Alef 
stood for Ashkellllz.i, indicating that his family had originated in 
Germany, as indeed it had. But the original meaning is the correct 
one, and to this day among Kabbalists, Rabbi Isaac Luria is only 
referred to as the "Holy Ari." 

It is relatively easy for a great leader to become a legendary figure 
centuries after his death. There are even cases where people become 
legends in their time, especially to the masses who never get too close to 
them. But usually, the closer one gets to the legend, the more it wanes, 
until those closest to him see the legendary character as little more than 
a gifted human being, if that. In the case of the Ari, the exact opposite is 
true. His closest disciple, Rabbi Chaim Vital, who spent days and nights 
with him, saw him as nothing less than a human angel. 

In one place there is a responsum that Rabbi Joseph Caro sent to 
the the Ari .' The Ari is inquiring about an involved legal problem 
involving a quasi-partnership where one partner dies and the 
merchandise is lost. The great Joseph Caro answers like a student 
before his master, hanging on to every word of the Ari 's question. One 
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must remember that at this time, Caro's momumental code, the Bet 
Yosef, had already been printed, and he was considered one of the 
foremost leaders of that period. Characteristically, he writes with the 
greatest of authority, even to the foremost luminaries of that 
generation . Yet before the Ari, he is totally subjected, both spiritually 
and intellectually. There are also legends that Caro wished to enroll as a 
disciple of the Ari in Kabbalah, but was discouraged. The Ari said that 
Caro was meant to be an authority in Law, and not in mysticism. 2 

The teachings of the Ari were afforded status as a primary 
authority, on the same level as the Zohar itself. Every custom of the Ari 
was scru tinized, and many were accepted, even against previous 
practice. The great Polish codifier, Rabbi Abraham Combiner 
(1635-1683), author of the Magen Avraham (Shield of Abraham), 
takes the Ari 's personal customs as legally binding precedents. In 
deciding disputes that had remained unresolved for centures, he often 
cites the Ari 's custom as the final authority. The fact that the Ari had 
acted in a certain manner was enough to convince this tough-minded 
legalist that this was the correct opinion. 

The Ari was born in Jerusalem in 1534, and it is said that Elijah 
himself attended his circumcision ceremony. By the time he was eight, 
he was recognized as a wonder child, a prodigy who already ou tshone 
the greatest minds of Jerusalem. At this tender age, when most children 
are just beginning to read, he had already mastered the intricasies of the 
Talmud, and had committed dozens of volumes to memory. Had he 
remained nothing more than a Talmudic scholar, he would have joined 
the ranks of the greatest of all times. 

The Ari 's father died while he was still a young child, and since she 
was unable to support the family , his mother went to Egypt, where they 
lived with her brother , Mordecai Frances, a wealthy tax agent. The 
young prodigy was placed under the tu telage of Rabbi Betzalel 
Ashkenazi (1520-1592), best known for his important Talmudic 
commentary, the Shitta Mekubetzet (Embracing System). There is also 
evidence that the young lad also studied under the great Radbaz, who 
was then the chief rabbi of Cairo.3 According to a reliable account, the 
Ari himself also wrote a large Talmudic commentary around this time. 4 

Having thoroughly mastered the maze of Talmudic thought, the 
Ari discovered the Zohar when he was seventeen, obtaining his own 
manuscript copy. But even more important were the fifteen years that 
he spent in meditation, first with Rabbi Betzalel and then by himself. It 
is not certain what methods he used, but it is known that both the 
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Radbaz and Rabbi Chaim Vital were aware of Abulafia 's works and 

spea k highly of th em . 
Another interes ting link that needs exploration involves Rabbi 

Joseph T zayac h , who m we have already discussed at length. It is 
known that at leas t two of T zayach 's major works were dedicated to 

Abraham Castro, who was mas ter of the mint in Egypt. From the 
wording o f hi s dedica ti on , it appears that bes ides being a major 

philanthropist, Castro was loo ked upon as a saint and a Kabbalist of 

major proportions. Th ere are also indica tio ns that Castro had founded a 
secre t schoo l in Egypt based o n Tzayac h 's teachings. 

When we couple thi s with the fact that it was Castro who gained 

the Radbaz's appointment as chief rabbi of Cairo, and that th e Radbaz 

co rresponded with T zayach , we see an important link. The Ari was 
associated with the Radba z 's school, and he studied with his major 

disciple, Rabbi Batza lel Ashkenazi. This school, however , seemed to 

have an intimate relationship with Joseph T zayach. 

It would ce rta inly be very s ignificant to discover a link between 

the Ari and Tzayach , but no direc t evid ence exists. While the style of 

the Ari ex hibits th e sa me de ta il ed intricacy as T zayach , the Ari ' s system 

is built entirely upo n the Zohar , while Tzayach apparently avoids the 

Zohar completely . Still, the Ari almost certainly knew of Tzayach 's 

teachings, and the connec ti on between the two should be further 
explored. 

The most impo rtant meditative practice of the Ari involved the 

Zohar itself. Rabbi Chaim Vital presents evidence that the Ari would 

spend days, and sometimes weeks, engrossed in a single passage in the 
Zohar , remaining with it until he had grasped its deepest meaning .s 

While it is entirely possible th a t this was a purely intellectual exercize, it 

is also highly poss ible that the Ari used passages of the Zohar like a 

mantra , jus t as others used passages from the Bible and Mishnah. The 

states induced by such meditation would have resulted in precisely the 

Zohar consciousness that is evident throughout the Ari 's teachings. 

The Ari spent two years meditating alone in a hut near the Nile , 
and at the end of thi s period he received a command to go to the Holy 

Land, according to legend, from the lips of Elijah the Prophe t. Without 

discounting this legend completely, we can also speculate that the 

Radbaz also exer ted some influ ence in this area. This ancient sage had 

lef t for the Holy Land in 1553 , and was already in Safed at the time. 

There is no questio n that he knew both the Ramak and Rabbi Chaim 

Vital, both of whom were among the world 's leading Kabbalists . 
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Perhaps the Radbaz realized that bring ing the Ari toge th er with these 

fo rces would have the effect o f raising th e Kabba lah to unprecedented 

heights , as indeed it did . 

In any case, the Ari arrived in Safed during th e summer of 1570 , 

and began by concealing his gifts completely . He was only th ere a sho rt 
time when the Ramak died on June 26 , 1570 (23 T il mmu z, 5330). 

According to legend , the Ramak had already d ec ided thilt th e Ari would 

succeed him as leader of the Safed sc hool, and thi s was po inted o ut by a 

pilla r of fire tha t foll owed the Ramak 's beir 

There are clear indications th a t around thi s time, Rabbi C haim 
Vital was deeply invo lved in hi s commentary on the Zohar, and was no t 

aware of the Ari at al1. 6 Rabbi Chaim might have been in Damasc us at 

the time, aware neither of the Ari 's coming no r of the Ramak 's demise. 

He writes that he did not see th e Ari until s ix month s af ter he had 

arrived in Safed, and that one reason was th a t he initi ally tho ught that 

his own knowledge of the Kabbalah was superio r to that of the A ri ? All 
that it took, however, was a single mee ting, and Rabbi Chaim was 

convinced o f the Ari 's awesome s tature. I t was no t lo ng before he 

begged to become the la tter 's di sc iple . 

According to our best es timates, the initi al mee ting be tween the 

Ari and Rabbi Chaim Vital took place in Febru ary of 1571.8 It was at 

this time that the Ari informed him that he had come from Egypt 

specifically to teach him, and tha t this was o ne of the most important 
tasks in life . From that time on , the two were inseparable. 

It is difficult to imagine the amount of information th at passed 
between the two. According to his own accounts, Rabbi Chaim was a 
disciple of the Ari for less th an eighteen mo nths, and during thi s 

period, he gained a complete mastery of the Ari 's sys tem . Th e writings 

that Chaim Vital produced in this fi eld enco mpass o ver a dozen large 

volumes , each one intricately compiled and written in an ex tremely 

terse style. It is from this that we can unders tand th e genius of these 

two individuals, as well as their high spiritual level. 
The Ari passed away on July 15 , 1572 (5 Ab, 5332), bare ly two 

years after he had arrived in Safed. 9 During hi s brief s tay there, he had 
assembled a group of approzimately a dozen disciples, with Chaim Vital 

at their head, and they continued to review his teachings. For the most 
part , it was Rabbi Chaim who put th em into writing. The main works 

are the Etz Chaim (Tree of Life) and Pri Etz Chaim (Fruit of the Tree of 

Life), as well as the Eight Gates , which deal with everything from Bible 

commentary to divine inspiration and reincarnatio n. 
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SOURCES 

[The Ari 's] father died while he was still a child. Because of 
poverty, he went to Egypt, where he lived with his wealthy uncle. His 

brilliance continued to shine in dialectic (pi/pul) and logic. 
By the time he was fifteen , his expertise in Talmud had 

overwhelmed all the sages in Egypt. At this time he married his uncle 's 
daughter. 

After he was married, he spent seven years meditating (hitboded) 
with his master, Rabbi Betzalel Ashkenazi. He then meditated alone for 

six years. 
He then added to this, meditating an reaching higher levels of 

holiness. This he did for two years straight, in a house near the Nile. 
There he would remain alone, utterly isolated" not speaking to any 

human being. 
Th only time he would return home would be on the eve of the 

Sabbath, just before dark. But even at home, he would not speak to 
anyone, even to his wife. When it was absolutely necessary for him to 
say something, he would say it in the least possible number of words, 
and then, he would speak only in the Holy Tongue (Hebrew). 

He progressed in this manner and was worthy of Ruach 
HaKodesh. At times, Elijah revealed himself and taught him the 

mysteries of the Torah. 
He was also worthy for his soul to ascend every night, and troops 

of angels would greet him to safeguard his way, bringing him to the 
heavenly academies. These angels would ask him wich academy he 
chose to visit. Sometimes it would be that of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, 
and other times he would visit the academies of Rabbi Akiba or Rabbi 

Eliezer the Great. On occasion he would also visit the academies of the 
ancient Prophets .lo 

When Rabbi Chim Vital first began to learn with the Ari, he could 
not grasp any of his teachings, and would forget everything that he 
would learn . Then one day , the two took a small boat to Tiberias. When 
they passed the pillars of an ancient synagogue, the Ari took a cup of 
water from the sea and gave it to Rabbi Chaim to drink. He said, "Now 
that you have drunk this water, you will grasp this wisdom, since the 
water is from Miriam 's well. " From then on, Rabbi Chaim was able to 
grasp the Ari's teachings.ll 
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In every generation, there were exceptional individuals who were 
worthy of Ruach HaKodesh. Elijah revealed himself to these 
individuals and taught them the mysteries of this Wisdom (Kabbalah). 
This is found many places in the books of the Kabbalists. 

In his discussion of the Priestly Blessing, [Rabbi Menachem] 
Recanti (1228-1290) writes, "Elijah had revealed himself to Rabbi 
[David], head of the Rabbinical Court, and had taught him the wisdom 
of the Kabbalah. He taught this to his son, the Raavad (Rabbi Abraham 
ben David of Posqueres: 1120-1198), and he also experienced a 
revelation of Elijah . The tradition was passed to his son, Rabbi Isaac the 
Blind, who was blind from birth, and to him Elijah also revealed 
himself. He gave the tradition to his two disciples, the first being Rabbi 
Ezra, who wrote a commentary on the Song of Songs, and the second 
was Rabbi Azriel. From them, it was given over to the Ramban ." 12 

In his commentary on Maimonides' Code, the Raavad himself 
writes, " Ruach HaKodesh has been revealed in our Academy for many 
years ... . " IJ Elsewhere he likewise writes, " This was revealed to me, as 
a mystery of God to those who fear Him. " 14 

But I must also sing praise, for in each generation God's love is 
with us .. . . In this generation too, God of the first and last did not 
withhold such a leader ... He sent us an angel . . . the great Godly 
pious Rabbi, my master and teacher , our mentor, Rabbi Isaac Luria 
Ashkenazi, of blessed memory. 

[The Ari] was overflowing with Torah. He was thoroughly expert 
in the Bible, Mishnah, Talmud, Pilpul , Midrash, Agadah, Workings of 
Creation, and Workings of the Merkava . He was expert in the 
conversation of trees, the conversation of birds, and the speech of 
angels. is He could read faces in the manner outlined in the Zohar. 16 He 
could discern all that any individual had done, and could see what they 
would do in the future. He could read people 's thoughts, often before 
the thought even entered the individual's mind . He knew future events, 
and was aware of everything happening here on earth, and what was 
decreed in heaven. 

He knew the mysteries of reincarnation, who had been born 
previously, and who was here for the first time. He could look at a 
person and tell him how he was connected to the Supernal Man, and 
how he was related to Adam. He could read wondrous thing~ in the 
ligh t of a candle or in the flame of a fire. 

With his eyes he gazed and was able to see the souls of the 
righteous, whether those who had died recently, or those who had lived 
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in ancient times. With these he studied the true mysteries. By a per
son's odor he was able to know all that he h,ld done, an ability that the 
Zohar attributes to the Holy Child . 17 

It was as if all these mysteries were lying in his bosom, ready to be 
used whenever he desired. He did not have to meditate (hitboded) to 
seek them out. 

All this we saw with our own eyes. These are not things that we 
heard from others . They were wondrous things , that had not been seen 
on earth since the time of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. 

None of this was attained through the Practical Kabbalah, 
heaven forbid. There is a strong prohibition against using these arts. 

Instead, it came automatically, as a result of his piety and 
asceticism, after many years of study in both the ancient and newer 

Kabbalistic texts. He then increased his piety, asceticism, purity and 
holiness until he reached a level where Elijah would constantly reveal 
himself to him, speaking to him " mouth to mouth, " and teaching him 
these mysteries. 

This is the same thing that had happened to the Raavad, as Recanti 
states. Even though true prophecy no longer exists, Ruach HaKodesh is 
still here, manifest through Elijah. It is as the prophet Elijah taught his 
disciples, commenting on the verse, " Deborah was a prophetess" 
(Judges 4:4): " I call heaven and earth to bear witness, that any 
individuaL man or woman , Jew or Gentile, freeman or slave, can have 
Ruach HaKodesh bestowed upon him. It all depends on his deeds. " 18 

Rabbi Chaim Vital. 19 

There was no one like [the Ari] since the days of Rabbi Shimon bar 
Yochai. Furthermore, he revealed to us that he was a reincarnation of 
Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, and that his disciples were reincarnations of 
those of Rabbi Shimon . 

It is for this reason that when he went to [Rabbi Shimon's cave in] 
Meron, he would place them in an appropriate order. He himself would 
sit in the place of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai , Rabbi Chaim Vital would 
be set in the place of Rabbi Eliezer, son of Rabbi Shimon, and Rabbi 
Benjamin Cohen, in the place of Rabbi Abba . The other seven disciples 
would be set in the places of the" seven Eyes of God," each one in his 
proper place according to his incarnation 20 

He revealed to us more than any prophet or seer. Even Ezekiel only 
revealed the mystery of the Merkava in the Universe of Beriyah. But 
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the Ari revea led the mysteries of Atzilut , even reaching to the Universes 
of th e Infinite, which are " Bonds, Dots and Stripes ." 21 " H o w great is 

tlot e good that You have hidden for those who fea r You " (Psa lms 31 :20) . 

His leve l was high above any angle o r Maggid. He knew a ll th at 

was on hig h and below, as well as what was d ecreed in the Tribunal on 

High - and he could annul these decrees. 

In many cases, he was ab le to indica te where the ea rlier Kabbalists 

had been mis take n . An exa mple of this is with rega rd to the seven 
Sabba tica l Years .22 

Even the M agg id tha t was revealed to Rabbi Joseph Caro did not 

kno w the inner mea ning o f the Zohar, and was occasionally mistaken . 

This is beca use an ange l or M agg id is on ly from the Universe of 

Yetzi rah , while the soul is from the Universe of Beriyah .... The sould 

of a T zaddik (sa int ), however, can also be fr om the Universe of Atz ilut. 

The soul of o ur M as ter (the Ari) was from a level of the Partzuf of 

Arikh Anpin [which is the leve l of Ke ter-Crown , the highes t of 

AtzilutJ. 

Rabbi Mosheh of Prague (1630-1705). 23 

Th e Superna l Universes 

Universe Inh abitants Counterpart 

Adam Kadmon (Firs t " M an " ) T etr agr amma to ns Apex o f Yod 

Atzi lut (Nearness) Sefirot, Partzufim Yod (,) 

Beriyah (C rea tio n) The Thro ne, Souls H eh (;"1) 

Yetzirah (Form<lt ion) Angels Vav (1) 

Asiyah (M aki ng) For ms H eh (:'1) 



2. THE SYSTEM 

The Ari 's Kabbalistic system covers literally thousands of pages, 
and pervades virtually every area of thought. It is utterly impossible to 
adequately summarize it , and attempts to do so are most often one
sided and unsuccessful. Still, there are a number of general principles 
that are dominant , and these are particularly important in 
understanding the Ari 's system of meditation. 

The basic elements of the Ari 's system are the T en Sefirot, the 
Four Universes, and the Five levels of the Soul. These concepts are 
discussed widely in the Zohar, and play an important role in the 
teachings of such masters as the Ramak. I t is upon these older systems 
that the Ari builds . 

Three of the most opaque books of the Zohar are the Sifra 
DeTzeniuta (Concealed Book) and the Greater and Lesser Idras. In 
these books, we find ideas that in other Zoharic literature are only 
alluded to in the vaguest terms . While other sources speak primarily 
about the Sefirot, here the discussion revolves different spiritual 
entities - the Partzufim (Archetype Personas). The Ari clarifies the 
significance of these by revealing the one-to-one relationship that exists 
between the Partzufim and the Seifirot. (See Table). 

While the simpler Kabbalah involving the Sefirot appears to speak 
of the statics of the highest Universes, the system of Partzufim involves 
their dynamic interactions. When they were first created , the Sefirot 
were simple points , which could not interact with each other. They 
could therefore not give anything to each other. All they could do was 
receive from the Infinite Being (Ain So!) , and for this reason, at this 
stage, they are called "vessels" 

In order to receive God's Light, however , a Vessel must in some 
way be connected to God. The basic difference between the spiritual 
and the physical is the fact that space does not exist in the spiritual 
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realm. Hence, there is no way in which the Sefirot can be physically 
connected to God. The only possible relationship is therefore 
resemblance. In order to receive God's Light, the Vessel must, at least to 

some degree, resemble God. 
This, however, presents a difficulty . If God is the ultimate Giver, 

then the Vessel is the ultimate receiver , and the two are then absolute 
opposites . In order for a Vessel to properly receive, it must also give. 

What is therefore needed is a " vessel" that can give as well a 
receive. The ultimate expression of such a vessel is man. If man is to 
receive God's light, he must first resemble God by being a giver. This is 
accomplished through keeping God's commandments, thus providing 
spiritual sustenance to the spiritual Universes. Before man can do this, 
however, he must also resemble God by having both free will and free 
choice. This is only possible when both good and evil exist. 

The first stage of creation is called the Universe of Chaos (Tohu). 

This is a state where the Vessels , which were the primitive Ten Sefirot, 
could rece ive God 's Light, but could neither give nor interact. Insofar as 
they did not resemble God, these Vessels were incomplete, and 
therefo re , they could not hold the Light. Since they could not fulfil their 
purpose, they were overwhelmed by the Light and "shattered." This is 
the idea of the " Breaking of Vessels. " 

The original Vessels were in what is now the Universe of Atzilut. 
When they were shattered, the broken pieces fell to a lower spiritual 
level, which became the Universe of Beriyah. It is at this level that evil 
begins to manifest , and its source is in the fragments of the Broken 
Vessels . 

The reason the Vessels were originally created without the ability 
to hold th e Btght was that Evil should come into being. This in turn 
would give man freedom of choice, which, as we have seen, was 
necessary for the rectification of the Vessels. Furthermore, since Evil 
originated in the highest original Vessels , it can be rectified and re
elevated to this level. 

This " Breaking of Vesse ls" is alluded to in the Midrash, which 
states that " God created universes and destroyed them. "24 It is also 
alluded to in the Torah, in the account of the Kings of Edom, at the end 
of Genesis 36. The death of each of these Kings is said to infer the 
shattering of a particular Vessel and its falling to a lower level, such a 
fall being referred to as " dea th ." 

After having been shattered, the Vessels were then rectified and 
rebuilt into the Partzufim. Each of these Partzufim consists of 613 
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The Partzufim 

Partzuf Sefirah 

Atika Kadisha The Holy Ancient One 
Upper Keter 

Atik Yomin 
Arikh Anpin 
Abba 
lmma 
Zer Anpin 
Nukva 

Value 

72 Ab :1l1 

63 Sag )0 

45 Mah il7J 

52 Ben p 

Universe 

Asiyah-Making 
Yetzirah-Formation 
Beriyah-Creation 
Atzilut -Nearness 

Ancient of Days 
Long Face Lower Keter 
Father Chokhmah Yod 
Mother Binah Heh 
Small Face (Male) The Next Six Vav 
Female Malkhut Heh 

The Four Tetragrammatons 

Name Level 

YOD HEH VYV HY 'il ", 'il ", Chokhmah 
YODHYVAVHY 'il , 1(' 'il ", Binah 
YODHA VAVHA I(il , 1(' I(il ", The Six 
YODHHVVHH ilil " ilil ", Malkhut 

Levels of Expression 

Express ion 

Otiot 
Tagin 
Nekudot 
Ta'amim 

Letters 
Orniments 
Vowel Po ints 
Cantellation No tes 
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parts, paralleling the 613 parts of the body , as well as the 613 

commandments of the Torah . These Partzufim were then able to 
interact with each other. More important, they then resembled both 

man and the Torah. They were therefore able to interact with man 
through th e Torah , and they therefore become givers as well as 
receivers. 

In their rec tified s tate as Partzufim, the Vessels are then adequate 
to receive God 's Light. In the Ari ' s terminology , this state is called the 

Universe of Rectification (Tikkun). He said that the other Kabbalists 
had only spoken of the Universe of Chaos, while he was the first to 

reveal the mysteries of the Partzufim, which are in the Universe of 
Rectifica tion. These Partzufim constantly interact with each other in an 
anthropormorphic manner. It is for this reason that the symbolism of 
sex, birth , and growth play such an important rol e in the Ari's system. 

The ea rli er Kabbalists spoke of four Universes, Atzilut , Beriyah, 
Yetzirah, and Asiyah, paralleling the four letters of the 
Tetragrammato n (see table). There were also hints of a universe above 

these four, corresponding to the apex of the Yod In the 
T etragrammaton . The Ramak speaks of this fifth universe and calls it 
the Universe of Tzach tzachim (Splendors), but is hard-pressed to find 

any reference to it in the Zohar. 25 

The Ari, however , identified this fifth Universe as the realm of 
another myster ious Partzuf mentioned in the Zohar - Adam Kadmon 
(First Man) - the primary Partzuf. Within this fifth Universe there are 

another four leve ls , again paralleling the four letters of the 
Tetragrammaton. These are the four expansions of the 
Tetragrammaton, usually referred to by their numerical value : Ab (:JY = 

72), Sag (lO = 63), Mah (;"11;1 = 45), and Ben (p = 52). (See Table). 

It is th ese four levels that ultimately manifest themselves in the 
four letters of the T etragrammaton, the four lower Partzufim of 

Atzilut, and ultimately, in the Four Universes themselves. In written 

language, we again find these four levels, this time represented by the 
accent marks, the vo wel points , the letter decorations (tagin ), and by 

the letters themselves. 



3. KAVANOT 

Although the bulk of the Lurianic WrItings deal with the 
theoretical Kabbalah , his teachings were by no means confined to 
theory. An important meditative aspect of the Ari 's system involved 
Kavanot, which are specific meditations related to particular practices. 
These can involve dressing, putting on th e Tallit or Tefillin , or the 
various holiday practices, such as eating Matzah on the Passover , or 
taking the Four Species on Succo!. Since a person was constantly 
involved in these religious observances, the Kavanot would bring him 
to a meditative state throughout his daily activities. Particularly 
important is the formal prayer service, where each word has Kabbalistic 
significance, and is the focus of an entire system of meditations. 

Many Kavanot are discussed among the older Kabbalists, and 
most of these are based on the Zohar , even though the Zoharic allusions 
are often very vague. But an important part of the Ari ' s greatness was 
his ability to extract the fullest meaning from each word in the Zohar, 
and therefore , where the Zohar only hints, the Ari is able to present a 
fully-structured meditation. For the most part, these Kavanot fit closely 
into the Ari's theoretical system. 

To a large degree, these Kavanot bring a person into the upper 
Universes , and involve combinations of Divine Names and many 
gematriot (numerology). They fill two large volumes , the Pri Etz Chaim 
(Fruit of the Tree of Life), and the 5haar HaKavanot (Gate of Kavanot), 
as well as several smaller texts . These Kavanot involve virtually every 
aspect of life, both religious and mundane. 

To take only one of thousands of examples, we shall present here 
the Ari 's system of meditations when immersing in the Mikvah (ritual 
pool) before the Sabbath. As we have seen, such immersion played an 
important role in virtually all the meditative systems, being an essential 
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Expansions of the Name Ehyeh 

The Name Ehyeh (il'ilN) is spelled Alef (N) Heh (il) Yod (,) Heh (il). 

Value Expansion Letter 

161 ALePh HeY YOO HeY 'il ", 'il ~;N Yod 
151 ALePh HeH YOO HeH ilil ", ilil ~;N Heh 
143 ALePh HeA YOO HeA Nil ", Nil ~;N Alef 

step in attaining spiritual purity . This meditation can also be compared 
with a similar one that we shall present from the Baal Shem Tov in the 
next chapter. 

Meditation for Immersion26 

This is a meditation for immersing before the Sabbath: 
After entering the lake, river or Mikvah , but before immersing, 

meditate on the word Mikvah: 

MKVH il1pI.J 

Meditate that the Mikvah is the mystery of the Name Ehyeh (il'ilN) 

expanded through the letter Heh (il): 

ALePh HeH YUD HeH ilil ", ilil ~;N 

This expansion has a numerical value of 151, and this is also the 
numerical value of the word Mikvah. (Just as water is gathered together 
in a Mikvah,] the expansions of the Name Ehyeh are gathered [into the 
above expansion]. 

Now meditate on the word Nachal (;m), meaning stream. 
This supernal Stream consists of [seven Names]. These are the 

four expansions of the Tetragrammaton, Ab, Sag, Mah, and Ben, 
together with the three expansions of Ehyeh, respectively with the Yud, 
the Heh, and the Alef. (Ehyeh is AHYH , il'ilN) . 

Bring the Mikvah into this Stream. 
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Meditate on these seven Names when they are not expanded: 

YHVH ;'1';'1' 

YHVH ;'1';'1' 

YHVH ;'I';" 

YHVH :1,;''' 

AHYH ;'1';'11( 

AHYH ;'1';'11( 

AHYH ;'1';'11( 

Each of these contains a single Yod. Therefore, in the Seven 

Names, there are a total of seven Yod 's. 
These Seven Names are the mystery of the Seven Names of the 

Sabbath. 
This is the mystery of the seven letters AHYH YHV (';'1' ;'I';'II(), 

mentioned in the Zohar. 27 

You must meditate on the simple spelling of the Seven Names, 
which contain seven simple Yod 's. At the same time, you must also 
meditate on the expanded forms . 
[To the Seven Names,] ,now add the name YaH (;,~) . This Name is the 
mystery of the Sabbath itself . You have a total of eight Yod 's. 

These eight Yod 's [each having a numerical value of ten] add up to 
80. This is the numerical value of the letters Nun and Lamed (;3) from 
the word Nachal (;m) , the Stream. Then include [the letter Chet (n), 
which represents] the eight Yod 's themselves. You now have Nachal 

(?m), the Stream. 
Now meditate on the Yod 's in groups. There are two such groups, 

[those of YHVH, and those of AHYH] . You must therefore meditate on 
the number two. 

[The word Nachal (;m) has a numerical value of 88 .] Add this to 
the two and you have [90. This is the numerical value of] Mayim (c~Q), 

meaning Water. 
In this manner, you have brought Water into the Mikvah . 
Now meditate that all of this should be " in honor of the Sabbath" 

(LiKevod Shabbat, n1~ ,i::lf 7). [Meditate on these two words.] 
We have used eight Names. These are the four Tetragrammatons, 

the three expansions of Ehyeh, and Yah . [The original Seven Names, 
each having four letters, contain a total of 28 letters . Add this to the two 
letters of YaH, and] you have a total of 30 letters . [This is the numerical 
value of the letter Lamed.] This is the Lamed (;) of the word LiKevod 

("::l~;), meaning " in honor of." 
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Sum of the Eight Names 

Expansions of the Tetgragrammaton : Ab 72 

Sag 63 
Mah 45 
Ben 52 

Expansions of Ehyeh: 161 
151 
143 

Yah (;"1') 15 

702 

Now divide the eight into two groups, the original Seven Names 
and the added name, YaH. [This yields the number two. Add this to the 
number 30 above, and you have 32.] This is the numerical value Kavod 
(11::1::1). meaning " honor. " 

[Now take the expansions of the Seven Names, together with 
YaH.] The sum of all eight Names is [702, which is the numerical value 
of the word] Shabbat (n~~). the Sabbath . 

[Now immerse.] When you emerge from the water, say the verse, 
" If you rest your foot for the Sabbath" (isaiah 58 :13).26 

1m Tashiv MiShabbat Raglecha 



4. YICHUDIM 

The essence of the Ari ' s meditative system consists of Yichudim 
(Unifications) , where one manipulates the letters of various names of 
God . The word itself indicates a unification , and in general, these 
meditations consist of unifying two or more names. Sometimes the 
names are intertwined and various vowel points are added . Since the 
various divine Names reflect spiritual forces, and these forces have 
their counterparts in different parts of the human mind, these 
Yichudim can have powerful effects in integrating the psyche. At 
times , this can also be extremely traumatic. 

As in the case of the Kavanot , many of these Yichudim are alluded 
to in the Zoharic literature, but little or no indication is provided that 
these manipulations are actually meditative techniques . It took the 
genius and inspiration of the Ari to reveal explicitly how they should be 
used. 

The idea of unifying God 's Name is a most ancient one. The 
5h'ma, the declaration of faith , " Hear 0 Israel, the Lord is our God, the 
Lord is One" (Deuteronomy 6:4), is often spoken of as the " Unification 
of the Name." 29 As we have seen, the Zohar provides a spec ific Yichud 
associated with this verse. 30 On the verse, " [You shall] attach yourself 
to [God)" (Deuteronomy 30:20) an ancient Midrash states that this is a 
" Unification of the Name," indicating that it is through such 
unification that one binds himself to the Divine. 31 Among the earlier 
Kabbalists , there are specific references to Yichudim involving 
combinations of Divine Names, a clear example being in the writings of 
Rabbi Isaac of Acco. 32 

We have also seen how the Ramak advocates meditating on the 
various names of God, especially on the Tetragrammaton with different 
vowel points paralleling the Ten Sefirot. In the Ari's system, the Sefirot 
are no longer seen as independent entities, but as complex interacting 
Partzufim. His system of meditation therefore involves manipulating 
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these names in a manner corresponding to these interactions on high. 
The exact method of depicting these Names is not discussed, but 

we have spoken of this in the previous chapter. The mind is completely 
emptied, and the letters are then seen as huge solid bodies, completely 
filling the mind. Gematriot involving the numerical value of letters also 
plays an important role. 

The Ari saw the method of Yichudim meditations as being most 
important to attain true enlightenment. Although other methods exist, 
the only one specified, if only by allusion, in the Zohar was that of 
Yichudim, and it was therefore the purest and most effective of them 
all. While other meditative systems involved the pronunciation of 
Divine Names, the system of Yichudim was completely mental, and 
therefore did not involve the dangers inherent in actually pronouncing 
names. 

Still, Yichudim can produce very high meditative states and 
channel powerful currents of spiritual energy. If improperly used, they 
can produce effects that are both traumatic and dangerous. Even 
someone as spiritually advanced as Rabbi Chaim Vital was often 
overwhelmed by these experiences. 

SOURCES 

This happened in Tammuz, 5331 (August, 1571). I had asked my 
master (the Ari) to teach me a Yichud so that I should gain 
enlightenment. He replied that I was not ready. I continued to press him 
until he gave me a short Yichud, and I got up at midnight to make use 
of it. 

I was immediately filled with emotion, and my entire body 
trembled. My head became heavy, my mind began to swim, and my 
mouth became crooked on one side. I immediately stopped meditating 
on that Yichud. 

In the morning, my master saw me, and he said, " Did I not warn 
you? If not for the fact that you are a reincarnation of Rabbi Akiba, you 
would have [become insane] like Ben Zoma. There would have been no 
way to help you. " 

He then touched my lips, making use of a Kavanah that he knew. 
He did this each morning for three days, and I was healed. 

On the day before the New Moon in Elul (September), he said to 
me, "Now you are ready." He then [gave me a Yichud and] sent me to 
the cave of Abbaye [(278-338), an important sage of the Talmud).33 
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On the day before the New Moon in Elul , 5331 (September, 1571), 

my master sent me to the cave of Abbaye and Rava . I fell on the grave 
of Abbaye, and meditated with the Yichud involving the mouth and 
nose of Atika Kadisha (The Holy Ancient One).34 

I fell asleep, and when I woke up, I could see nothing. I then fell on 
Abbaye 's grave once again, and made use of another Yichud that I 
found in a manuscript actually written by my master. 35 This Yichud 
involved intertwining the letters YHYH (i1,i1') and Adonoy ('J'K), as is 
well known. When I did this, my thoughts became so confused that I 
could not integrate them . I immediately s topped meditating on this 
coupling . 

It then appeared as if a voice in my mind was saying to me, 
" Return in you! Return in you! " over and over, many times. I thought 
to myself, " These are the words that Akavya ben Mehalelel said to his 
son." 36 Then I once again began meditating on this juxtaposition of 
letters, and I was able to complete the Yichud. 

It then appeared in my mind as if a voice was quoting to me the 
verse, "God will provide Himself a sheep for the burnt offering my 
son " (Genesis 22:8). It seemed as if this voice was explaining the 
meaning of that verse . I had been worried that th e first Yichud that I 
had used had not accomplished anything, and this voice was telling me 
that I had completed it successfully, and had benefitted from it. This 
was the significance of the verse, " God will provide Himself a sheep. " 

It then appeared in my mind as if this voice was explaining that 
this verse alluded to the first Yichud that I had used. [This Yichud 
involved the names] YHYH (i1,i1') and Ehyeh (i1'i1K), and the sum of 
these two names is 47 . The initial letters of the verse, " God will provide 
Himself a sheep" (Elohim yireh 10 ha-seh, i1WiJ i, i1!:!T C';:1'~)' [i1"K] , add 
up to 46 [and adding an extra unit yields the same number 47] . 

The initial letters of, " A sheep for a burnt offering my son" (Ha
seh le-olah b'ni, '~f i1?177 i1WiJ) spell out Hevel (7~ry) a Breath. This is the 
mystery of the supernal Breath upon which I had meditated . 

It also appeared as if the initial letters of " For Himself a sheep for a 
burn offering" (Lo ha-seh le-olah, i1?177 i1WiJ i,) spelled out the name 
Hillel (,7.;:1), [the leading sage of the First Century b .c.e]. I did not 
understand the meaning of this , however. 

All this I imagined in my mind. I then began to tremble and all my 
limbs shuddered . My hands vibrated toward each otehr, and my lips 
also vibrated in an unusual manner. They trembled very strongly and 
rapidly. 
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I t seemed as if a voice was sitting on my tongue, between my lips. 
Very rapidly it repeated the words , " What does he say? What does he 
say?" These words were repea ted over a hundred times . I tried to force 
my lips not to vibrate , but I could not stop them . 

Then I thought to inquire about wisdom. The voice literally 
exploded in my mouth and on my tongue, and over a hundred times it 
repeated, " The Wisdom! The Wisdom' " Then it began repeating over 
and over, " Wisdom and Science! Wisdom and Science! " Then the voice 
repeated the phrase, " Wisdom and Science are given to you ," and then, 
" Wisdom and Science are given to you from Heaven, like the 
knowledge of Rabbi Akiba. " Then it said, " And more than Rabbi 
Akiba!" Then it said, " Like Rabbi Yebi the Elderl " Finally the voice 
said, " Peace to you, " and then, " From heaven they wish you peace." 

All of his happened very quickly while I was wide awake. It was a 
wondrous phenomenon . I then fell on my face, prostrate on the vault 
of Abbaye. 

When I related this to my master, he told me that I had benefitted 
greatly because I had meditated on these two Yichudim in succession, 
since this was the proper procedure. The reason that I had not been 
answered after the first Yichud was that they had waited until I had 
finished them both. 

My master later told me that as I walked home that day, he had 
seen the soul of Benaiah ben Yehoiada accompanying me. He 
explained that he did not share the same soul-root with me, but that 
he reveals himself to everyone who completes a lofty Yichud . This 
was what he did while he was alive, as we have discussed elsewhereY 

Rabbi Chaim Villll.38 



5. GA TE OF THE HOL Y SPIRIT 

The greatest portion of the Ari's teachings are included in a set of 
eight volumes called the "Eight Gates." These were written down by 
Rabbi Chaim Vital and redacted by his son, Samuel Vital. 

Of these "Gates," the seventh is the one that explains the Ari's 
system of Yichudim. This is the Shllllr RUlich HIlKodesh (The Gate of the 
Holy Spirit). As discussed earlier, the term RUlich HIlKodesh (Holy 
Spirit) is a general term for enlightenment and inspiration. It is this 
volume that describes the Yichudim taught by the Ari through which 
RUlich HaKodesh could be attained. 

For the most part, the Yechudim presented in this book were not 
taught in general terms, but were given to specific individuals. These 
were usually the Ari's disciples, most often Rabbi Chaim Vital 
himself. Besides the Yechudim themselves, a general system of 
disciplines is presented and these must be fulfilled before one can 
successfully use the Yechudim. 

Many of the Yichudim in this book are for specific purposes, such 
as the rectification of sins, or for such esoteric rites as exorcism. In 
general their purpose was to channel spiritual power toward specific 
ends. This is also true when one seeks enlightenment, since one is 
then channeling spiritual energy into oneself. The other uses of 
Yichudim will not be presented here, since they are outside the scope 
of this book . Here, we will deal specifically with Yichudim designated 
specifically for enlightenment. 

A very interesting concept discussed here at length is that of the 
Maggid, the angelic spokesman that we have discussed previously . 
Here, we not only find a description of a Maggid, but also an 
explanation of the general framework in which it functions . 

Equally important is the idea of binding oneself to saints who 
lived in ancient times. It is for this reason that many Yichudim are 
best accomplished near the graves of such saints, as in the example 
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cited in the previous section . The theory behind this is discussed at 
considerable length . 

Excerpts From 

The Gate of the Holy Spirit 

We will begin by explaining the concept of Prophecy and RUllch 
HIlKodesh and their various levels. 39 

When a person is righteous and pious, studying Torah and 
praying with Kavanah, this must certainly produce something 
substantial. As the Zohar states, even the sound of one banging a stick 
is not without effect. 40 One's good practices are certainly not without 
effect, but result in the creation of angels nd holy spirits . These 
survive and endure, as mentioned in the Zohar. 41 The Talmud 
likewise teaches, "Whoever does a good deed earns an Advocate."42 

Both good and evil angels are created from a person's speech, 
depending on his words, as mentioned in the Tikkuney Zohllr. When a 
person studies Torah, the words and breath that emanate from his 
mouth become a vehicle for the souls of the early saints . These can 
descend and teach that person mysteries, as discussed in the Zohar. 43 

All of this, however, depends on one's intent. If a person studies 
Torah without ulterior motive, then the angel created as a result of 
such study will be very holy and elevated, and can be trusted to speak 
the absolute truth. If one reads without error, the angel will also be 
without error and absolutely reliable. 

The same is true of the observance of a commandment. If it is 
done correctly, a very holy angel is created .. . Whatever is lacking in 
one's observance, however, will also be lacking in that angel. 

It is certain that the power of an angel created from the study of 
Torah is much greater than that created through an observance. But 
one should not discuss these details at length. 

These angels are the Maggidim mentioned in a number of books . 
They reveal themselves to individuals, teaching them mysteries and 
informing them of future events. These are angels created from the 
individual's own observance and study of Torah. 

These angels are the Maggidim mentioned in a number of books. 
Most of the time, these Maggidim do not reveal themselves to the 

individual, but sometimes they do. This depends on the nature of the 
person's soul, as well as his deeds. There is no need todwell upon this 
at length. 
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Some Maggidim are absolutely true, these being created from 
torah and observances done with perfection. Other Maggidim 
occasionally speak falsely, mixing truth and falsehood. The reason for 
this is that when there is some falseness or ulterior motive in an 
observance, the angel created from it consists of both good and evil. 
The good aspect of such an angel speaks the truth, while the evil in it 
speaks falsehood. 

Some Maggidim are created from the Universe of Asiyah alone. 
These are created through deeds involving ac tion, done without 
Kavanah . Others are from the Universe of Yetzirah, created from the 
study of Torah. There are also Maggidim from the Universe of 
Beriyah, and these are created from a person's meditations and 
thoughts, when he is involved in studying the Torah and observing 
the Commandments. In every Universe there are many different 
details, but there is no need to discuss this at length. 

My master (the Ari) gave a sign [through which one can 
recognize a proper Maggidl . It must constantly speak the truth, 
motivate one to do good deeds, and not err in a single prediction. If it 
can explain the secrets and mysteries of the Torah, it is certainly 
reliable. From its words, one can recognize its level. 

The mystery of Ruach HaKodesh is this: It is a voice sent from on 
high to speak to a prophet or to one worthy of Ruach HaK odesh. But 
such a voice is purely spiritual, and such a voice cannot enter the 
prophet 's ear until it clothes itself in a physical voice. 

The physical voice in which it clothes itself is the voice of the 
prophet himself, when he is involved in prayer or Torah study. This 
voice clothes itself in his voice and is attached to it. It then enters the 
prophet's ear so that he can hear it. Without the physical voice of the 
individual himself, this could not possibly take place. 

The explanation is as follows : First there is an earlier voice, from 
which the angel or holy spirit was created. This itself is the voice of 
prophecy . When this voice then comes to reveal the prophecy, it must 
clothe itself in that individual's present physical voice. This must be a 
voice expressed by the individual at the very moment that he is 
experiencing the prophecy. 

This is the mystery of the verse, "The spirit of God speaks in me, 
and His word is on my tongue" (2 Samuel 23:2) . The "spirit" and 
"word" are the original voice, created through his deeds . This is now 
resting on his tongue. It is literally emanating from his mouth, 
expressed in his speech, and therefore, it literally speaks with his 
mouth. 44 It is only then that he can hear i't. This involves many 
details. 
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This can also occur in another manner. This supernal voice can 
clothe itself in the voices of other saints, from earlier generations. 
The two voices then come together and speak to the individual ... 

It is impossible for the voice of such a saint to speak to the 
individual unless the two share the same soul root. Sometimes, 
however, it can also occur when the individual has done some deed 
that is associated with that saint in particular .... 

When the voice is clothed in the individual's own speech, this is 
certainly a much higher level than when it is clothed in the speech of 
another saint. When one needs another saint, this is an indication 
that his own speech does not have the power to induce prophecy. 

This explains the difference between Prophecy and Runch 
HnKodesh. Prophecy is from the Male aspect, while Runch HnKodesh is 
from the Female . 

The lower soul {Il eleshi is from the Universe of Asiyah, which is 
associated with the name Adonoy. One should therefore meditate on 
the name Adonoy (')1K ) binding it to the name YHYH (;'1;" ) in the 
Universe of Asiyah . He should then bind this to the name Ehyeh 
(;";'KH-Q the Universe of Asiyah.4 5 

He should then meditate on this, elevating the name Ehyeh of 
Asiyah, and binding it to Adonoy of Yetzirah. Adonoy of Yetzirah 
should then be bound to YHYH of Yetzirah . 

[One proceeds in this manner through the Universes of 
Yetzirah, Beriyah and Atzilut], step by step, until he reaches Ehyeh of 
Atzilut. He should then bind Ehyeh of Atzilut to the very highest 
level, which is the Infinite Being (Ain Sol}. 4 0 

There is another Yichud that you must constantly keep before 
your eyes . Medit clt e 011 th e Il ,lme Elohim (0';'7K), with the letters spell
ed out, [and the Heh spelled] with a Yod (,) , ';' : 

ALePH LaMeD HeY YOD MeM 

This has a numerical value of 300. This is the same as the 
numerical value of MTzPTz (y!:llO), which is YHYH (;'1;") trans
formed by the Atabash (1Zl":ll'1K) cipher. 

n ~ , ~ X ~ Y 0 l ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 n T , o~ ,~ N 

'-

N __ ~_l._' __ O_' __ T_n_O __ "_~_~ __ ~_l_O __ Y_~_X_~ , 'lJ n The Atbash Cipher 
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Meditate that Malkhut-Kingship is called Elohim and includes 
thirteen attribu tes. These parallel the thirteen letters in the expansion of 
Elohim. 

The Thirteen Attributes are introduced with the Tetragrammaton 
(YHVH), as they are spelled out, " YHVH, YHVH , a merciful and 
loving God ... " (Exodus 34:6}.47 The letters YHVH are then 
transformed into MTzPTz (r~:l7J}48 

(These are the qualities that a person must cultivate in order to attain 
enligh tenmen t. }49 

When a person prays , studies Torah , or observes a 
Commandment, he must be happy and joyful. He must have more 
pleasure than if he had reaped a great profit or had found a thousand 
gold coins. The Talmud thus teaches that the sage, Abbaye was 
standing before Rava and was very joyous because he had just put on 
Tefillin .50 

The Torah states [that the people were punished], " Because you 
did not serve the Lord your God with joy and gladness of heart, because 
of the abundance of all things " (Deuteronomy 28 :47}.51 You must 
rejoice in serving God more than when you profit with " the abundance 
of all" the money in the world . 

The trait of sadness is a very bad quality, especially for one who 
wishes to attain wisdom and Ruach HaKodesh. There is nothing that 
can prevent enlightenment more than depression, even for those who 
are worthy. We find evidence for this from the verse, " And now bring a 
minstrel, and when the minstrel played, the hand of God came upon 
him" (2 Kings 3 :15}.IThe music was needed to dispe l his sadnessl .52 

The same is true of anger, which can prevent enlightenment 
completely . .. The sages thus teach, " If a person becomes angry, if he 
is a prophet, his prophecy is taken away." 53 

Very important is the study of Torah . My master, of blessed 
memory, told me that one 's main intent when studying Torah should be 
to bring enlightenment and the highest holiness to himself. Depend on 
this . 

One must therefore concentrate on binding his soul to its highest 
root through the Torah and attaching it there. His intent should be that 
through this, the rectification of the Supernal Man should be 
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completed . This was God 's ultimate intent when He created man and 
commanded him to study the Torah. 

There are other qualities that one must cultivate . These include 
humbleness , humility and the fear of sin . These three traits should be 
cultivated to the ultimate degree. 

There are also traits that should be avoided to the ultimate degree. 
These include pride, anger, temper, frivolity , and malicious gossip. 
Even if one has good reason to display his temper, he should avoid it. 

One should also avoid idle chatter, although it is not as serious as 
the five things mentioned above. One should not display temper, even 
to members of his family . 

Keep the Sabbath in action and speech , with all its particulars . 
This is very helpful for enlightenment. 

Sit in the synagogue with awe and trembling. The special 
meditation for this is of great help in attaining Ruach HaKodesh. 54 

My master also taught that prime path of Ruach HaKodesh is 
through care and Kavanah is the blessing over food . In this manner , 
one dispels the power of the Husks (Klipot) that have a hold on food 
and attaches themselves to the person who eats it. When a person 
reci tes a bless ing over food with Kavanah, he removes these [evil 
spiritual] Husks . In this manner, an individual purifies his body, 
making it [spiritually] transparent, prepared to receive holiness . My 
master stressed this very much . 

I t is also important to wake up at midnight and recite the lllth 
Psalm. While reciting this, one should meditate on the letters 
MNTzPKh (1":llIJ) , as discussed elsewhere.55 This is very helpful for 
enligh tenmen t. . . . 

When you wear Tefillin, meditate that the four parchments of the 
head-Tefillin parallel the four letters of the Tetragrammaton ... . 

It is also important to have a set order of study each day and not 
miss it. This should include Bible, Mishnah, Talmud and the Kabbalah, 
together with the proper meditations, as discussed elsewhere.56 It is 
important to be very careful regarding this . 

My master also said that it is good for a person to live in a house 
with windows open to the heavens, so that he can always lift his eyes to 
the heavens and gaze at them. He can then meditate on the miracle of 
God 's creation, as it is written, " When I look at Your heavens , the work 
of Your fingers .. . " (Psalms 8:4) . The Zohar also says this about 
Nebuchadnezzar , who stated, " At the end of the days , I 
Nebuchadnezzar lifted my eyes to heaven, [and my understanding 
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returned to me, and I blessed the Most High] " (Daniel 4 :31) .57 It is 
therefore good for a person to constantly gaze at the heavens. This is 
something that will bring him wisdom, holiness and fear of God. 

My master also told me that the root of all when it comes to 
enlightenment, is the study of Law (Halakhah) . He gave me this reason : 

When a person delves deeply into a question of Law, he should 
meditate how the shell (Klipah) of a nut covers the kernel. The kernel is 
the concept of Holiness. The Shell consists of the questions that one has 
with regard to that question of Law. This Shell surrounds the Law and 
does not permit the person to understand it. 

When he then resolves the question, he should have in mind that 
he is breaking the power of that Shell, and removing it from the 
Holiness. The kerneL which is the Law, is then revealed . 

If a person does not study the Law, and thereby break the Shells, 
how can he come to the kernel, which consists of the Wisdom of 
Kabbalah and the secrets of the Torah? One must therefore strive very 
much, studying and meditating in the above manner. 

I also heard that my master would always interpret each Law in six 
ways. Then he would give it a seventh interpretation which would 
involve its hidden mystery. This is related to the myster of the six week 
days ahich precede the sventh, which is the Sabbath . .. . 

Rabbi Jonathan Sagis also told me in the name of my master that 
nothing is more important for a person who seeks enlightenment than 
immersion [in the Mikvah], since one must be pure at all times. 
However, I noticed that my master generally did not immerse during 
the six winter months. He had a rupture and was subject to sickness, 
and his mother did not allow him to immerse. Of this I am certain. But 
as a result of this, he did not lose any enlightenment whatsoever. .. . 

Rabbi Abraham HaLevi [Berukhim] told me that my master once 
gave him advice regarding enlightenment. He was told to avoid idle 
conversation, to rise at midnight, and to weep regarding his lack of 
knowledge. He was also instructed to go through the Zohar, hesitating 
only to understand the text, but not probing it in depth . In this manner, 
he was to cover forty or fifty pages a day, until he had gone through the 
entire Zohar many times. 

I once asked my master why he was worthy of all this wisdom. He 
replied that he had worked very hard at it. I countered, "The Ramak 
and I, Chaim, also worked very hard." He answered, " Yes, you worked 
very hard, more than anyone else in this generation, but you did not 
work as hard as me." 
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On many occasions, he would stay up all night, pondering a single 
passage in the Zohar. Sometimes he would spend an entire week 
meditating (hitboded) on a single teaching of the Zohar. At such times, 
he would virtually go without sleep completely. 

Rabbi Samuel Uceda told me that he heard my master say that if a 
person does not engage in any mundane speech whatsoever for forty 
days, he will attain wisdom and enlightenment. 

I also heard from my master the mystery of " entrusting the soul." 
This involves the ascent of the soul at night in the mystery of, " Into 
Your hand I entrust my spirit" (Psalms 31:6}.58 There is no question 
that if a person is a Tzadik (saint), and is perfect in all his deeds, then 
his soul will ascend on high each night. This stated explicitly in the 
Zohar. 59 

But even if a person is not perfect, there are some practices that 
have the specific power to elevate his soul at night. One need not do 
them all; only one done properly is sufficient. If one does this, then his 
soul will ascend on high for that night alone. The only time that this 
will fail is if he has some major [unrepented] sin, which prevents him 
from ascending. But we are only speaking about the individual who 
walks in the ways of God and does not sin purposefully. 

There are six methods, and each one is sufficient by itself if done 
properly. 

The first method is that on that particular day, the individual 
should have perfect Kavanah in his prayers . If he does this , then in the 
' Falling on the Face" in the morning prayer, he will bring about the 
supernal coupling.60 This is the mystery of the verse, " Who shall 
ascend to God 's mountain" (Psalms 24 :3). The verse is speaking of the 
person who can ascend at night to the Upper Garden of Eden, this being 
" God's Mountain." The verse itself then replies, "He of clean hands 
and pure heart, who does not lift his soul in vain. " This is speaking of 
the person who " lifts his soul" through the mystery of the Feminine 
Waters in the " Falling on the Face, " when he says [in that prayer] , " To 
You 0 God I lift my soul " (Psalms 25:1) . The individual [who does this 
with Kavanah] does not " lift his soul in vain." He is literally lifting his 
soul, and through this, bringing about the supernal coupling. 

Such an individual can certainly have his soul rise at night, 
ascending to " God 's mountain, His holy place. " This is because he had 
brought about the supernal coupling between Jacob and Leah, which 
takes place each night after midnight. Then, through the mystery of the 
Feminine Waters, his soul also ascends to this place, as we have 
explained elsewhere. 6 1 
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The second method involves giving charity properly on that day. 
This means that he should not know to whom he is giving, and the 
recipient should not know from whom he is receiving it. It is also 
necessary that such charity be given to a proper individual, one who is 
truly in need and worthy of it. 

The third method involves wearing Tefillin the entire day. One 
must not take his mind off from them during this entire period. While 
wearing them, he should meditate on the " short meditation" for 
Tefillin, which we have presented elsewhere.62 

The fourth method involves " bringing merit to the guilty. " On 
that day, one should prevent a wicked person from committing some 
sin, and bring him to repent that one sin. Alternatively, he should speak 
to that person about repenting. This will bear fruit that will be of great 
benefit. 

The fifth method involves concentrating and recalling every sin 
that one has done the entire day. This should be done when the 
individual is lying in bed. All of his sins should be before his eyes, and 
he should repent them all . After saying the bedtime Sh'ma, he should 
also confess them verbally, as explained in our writings .. . the Zohar 
speaks of individuals who use this method, calling them "masters of 
nightly reckonings ." 

It is important not to omit even a single sin or fine point that one 
transgressed on that particular day . When going to sleep, he should 
confess them all [before God] and not forget even a single one. It 
appears that I heard from my master, however, that it is not necessary 
to review all that one had done that day, since this would be an endless 
task. But one must strive to do so, setting his heart to remember all that 
he had done wrong that day . This is sufficient. 

My master also taught me a meditation that can be used with [any 
observance, such as]charity and prayer. [This involves meditating on 
the Tetragrammaton (YHYH, il'il'), and] uniting te name YH (il'), which 
is separated from YH ('il). 

Before any observance, one should say, " [I am doing this] to unite 
the Name of the Blessed Holy One (Male) and His Divine Presence 
(Female) , with reverence and love, love and reverence, in the name of all 
Israel. " 

He should then meditate that he is combining the letters YH (il'), 
which represent love and reverence, with the letters YH (i11), which 
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represent the Blessed Holy One (Zer Anpin , the Male) and His Divine 
Presence (Shekhinah, the Female). 

When a person gives charity, he takes in his hand a coin, which in 
Hebrew is a Perutah (i1tm£l) . He should meditate on this word, and 
contemplate that the letters of Perutah and PRaT VH (in ~'£l , a detail of 
VH) are the same. 

The root of all Judgments is the 288 Sparks [which fell from 
Atzilut to Beriyah when the Vessels were shattered].63 Add to this [a 
unit representing] the whole, and you have 299, [the numerical value of 
PRaT (~'£l)]. 

These Judgments themselves are in Malkhut-Kingship (the 
Female), which is the final Heh (;,) of the Tetragrammaton. When a 
person binds this Heh to the Vav (,) [which represents Zer Anpin, the 
Male], then these Judgments are ameliorated in every detail (P'rat, ~?~) . 

This is accomplished through charity. 
When a person wishes to repent, it is good to read the 20th Psalm 

and meditate on the mystical name YBK (i':l') that appears twice in this 
Psalm. The first such reference is in the initial verse, " God will answer 
you in a day of trouble" (Ya'ankha YHVH B'Yom Tzam, ci'~ ;";" ;H~~ 
;'?lL were the initial letters [are YYBTz (l:l") . These] add up to [112, 
the numerical value] of YBK (i':l') . The second such reference is more 
explicit, in the last verse of this Psalm, " [the King] will answer us in the 
day we call" (Ya 'ane'nu B'Yom Kare'nu, u~';Ii? c;'; u~~). Here the in itial 
letters themselves spell out YBK (i':l,) .64 

(Regarding the Practical Kabbalah.)65 
I onCe asked my master the reason why the Practical Kabbalah is 

forbidden in all the later Kabbalistic texts. How did Rabbi Ishmael, 
Rabbi Akiba and the other sages of the Hekhalot make use of fearsome 
Names to open their hearts 

He replied that at that time, the ashes of the [Red] Heifer were 
available, . through which they could purify themselves of all 
defilement. Now, however, we are all defiled by the dead, and we do not 
have the ashes of the [Red] Heifer, which is the only means of removing 
this defilement. It does not help when we purify ourselves from other 
defilement when that resulting from contact with the dead remains as it 
was. We are therefore no longer permitted to make use of these Holy 
Names, and one who does so can be punished very severely.66 

Rabbi Eliahu di Vidas told me that he had also asked my master 
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this question, " How did earlier generations make use of the Divine 
Names?" He replied that one my use them if he can fulfil in himself the 
verse, "Maidens (A/arnot) love you" (Song of Songs 1 :3). The Talmud 
says, do not read A/mot (maidens), but Al mot (over death), [making 
the verse read , " The one over death loves you. " ] This means that one 
must be so righteous that he is even loved by the Angel of Death .67 

If a person does not have any sin, the Accuser cannot come before 
the Blessed Holy One and say, "Behold this person is making use of 
Your Names, and on that day, he committed such a sin ." 68 [When such 
an accusation is made] that person is punished from heaven for making 
use of God's Names. But if he is totally without sin, then there is no 
way in which he can be denounced. The Angel of Death [who is 
identified with the Accuser] becomes his friend . Such a person can 
make use of Divine Names and not be punished. 

This is alluded to in the HekhaIot, which states that one should not 
enter the Orchard (Pardes) unless he has never violated any negative 
commandment of the Torah . 

We also see a case when Rabbi Nehunia ben HaKana was 
meditating (hitboded) and gazing into the Orchard (Pardes). Rabbi 
Ishmael and Rabbi Akiba touched him with the gown of a woman who 
was only questionably unclean, and he was dismissed immediately from 
before the Throne of Glory.69 

We therefore see proof to both of my master 's replies. 
On another occasion, this same [Rabbi Eliahu di Vidas] received a 

somewhat different reply from my master. He said that the names and 
amulets that are now found in various manuscripts all contain errors . 
Even names and amulets that have been tested and found effective are 
still full of errors. It is therefore forbidden to make use of them. If we 
knew the names correctly, however, then we would also be permitted to 
use them. 

[One who makes use of the Practical Kabbalah therefore blemishes 
his soul.] His penitence is to roll nine times in the snow. He must 
undress completely, and while totally nude, roll back and forth in the 
snow. This must be done nine times . [I t should be done in a totally 
secluded place.] 

This is alluded to in the verse, " When the Almighty is articulated, 
Kings are in her , [it will snow in deep shadows] " (Psalms 68 :15) . It is 
speaking of a person who articulates the Almighty 's Names, which are 
called Kings . It is for this reason that the initial letters of the words, 
" When the Almighty is articulated, Kings" (B'Paresh Shaddai 
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M'[akhim, O'~?1;1 ':!~ \vJQf) , spell out BaShem (OW~), meaning " with the 
Name." 

When a person articulates such Divine Names and pronounces 
them with his lips , then he is punished in the Genihom of Snow. It is 
known that Gehinom has two chambers, one of snow, and the other of 
fire .70 The verse therefore concludes, " It will snow in deep shadow," 
indicating that this person will be condemned to the Gehinom of Snow. 
It is for this reason that his penitence must also be through snow. 

When a person makes use of Divine Names, he causes great evil 
for himself. [Through these Names,] he binds angels by an oath, 
coerc in g them to do hi s will. These same angels then come and cause 
him to sin , destroying him completely . ISince he uses God's name 
incorrectly,] they will cause him to take God's name in vain in other 
matters , such as blessings, since one sin brings on another. 

INTRODUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF YICHUDIM 71 

First Introduction 

When a person meditates through a Yichud, souls of the righteous 
attach themselves to him, and reveal themselves. Soetimes a soul will do 
this because it comes from the same Root as the person who is 
meditating . At other times, it is because the individual does some good 
deed that pertains particularly to that saint. The saint then comes to 
him through th e mystery of Nativity (lbbur, '~::ll!) . 

One such saint who reveals himself is Benaiah ben Yehoiada.72 He 
comes particularly when one meditates with a Yichud that elevates the 
Feminine Waters, [which consists of spiritual energy that ascends from 
below] . 

This is his mystery. There are many saints who meditated with 
Yichudim during their lifetime, and they knew how to time this so that 
it would be accepted by the Supernal Will. At such times they would 
make use of Yichudim and transmit great benefit to themselves. 

Usually , when a person makes use of a Yichud, he can only do so 
through the aspect of his Soul Root. But if one uses the Yichud at an 
auspicious time, he can then bring all the Supernal Roots together , and 
this is a very great advantage. 

In general, when a saint dies , he causes all the universes to unite . 
But there are saints who knew how to use Yichudim at auspicious 
times , and they could do this even during their lifetime. What other 
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saints could accomplish only after death, they could do while they were 
still alive . 

One such saint was Benaiah ben Yehoiada. I t is for this reason that 
he was called " son of a Living Man" (2 Samuel 23 :20), even after his 
death . This indicates that even when he was alive he was able to unify 
all universes. He was therefore said to be " from Kabtziel, " [which 
means " Gathering of God. " ] This is because he gathered and united all 
universes. 

He was called Benaiahu (~il~p) because of the Yichud through 
which he meditated and elevated the Feminine Waters. His name can be 
read as Ben (p) and YHV ('il') . The letters YHV denote the Sefirah of 
Tiferet-Beauty (Zer Anpin, the Male), who gives Ruach (spir it) to the 
Feminine Waters. The Feminine Waters themselves are called Ben, 
[which is the fourth expansion of the Tetragrammaton], when they are 
in the Female [Partzuf] . I t is for this reason that he is called Benaiah _ 
Ben YHV. 

He is also called " Son of a Living Man" (Ben Ish Chai). " Ben" (p) 

denotes the Tetragrammaton expanded with Heh 's, which is called Ben 
(52). This Tetragrammaton is derived from the Sefirah of Yesod
Foundation , which is called Ish Chai (" A Living Man," or "A Man of 
Life" ). 

There were other saints who resembled him in this respect. They 
included Moses, Rabbi Hamnuna the Elder, Rabbi Yebi the Elder, and 
others like them. 

These saints were worthy of a very high level during their lifetime. 
Therefore, even after they died, whenever they see sages studying the 
Torah and meditating on higher Yichudim, they join them and reveal 
themselves. Sometimes they are there, but they remain concealed . 

Such saints can bind themselves to people even if they do not 
share the same Soul Root. The reason is that they bound together all 
universes, and therefore include them all. 

These saints reveal the mysteries of the Torah to certain 
individuals. The general concept explains how Rabbi Hamnuna the 
Elder and Benaiah ben Yehoiada revealed themselves to Rabbi Eliezer 
[son of Rabbi Shimon] and Rabbi Abba, as mentioned in the Zohar. [It 
also explains why the Elder said,] " Whenever I find sages, I follow 
them. " 73 

When the soul of a saint reveals himself to an individual who 
shares the same Soul Root, then this individual gains very great 
enlightenment. Even though they can also reveal themselves to one who 
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does not share their Soul Root, the influence is all the greater when they 
do share it, since they are then rectified through his rectification. 

If a person begins meditating with a particular Yichud and then 
stops, he can cause himself great harm. " If he abandons it for one day, 
it will abandon him for two." 74 The souls that wish to bind themselves 
to him will then abandon him and repel him. 

Do not say that the study of Torah is greater, and it is not fitting to 
neglect it [in order to meditate on YichudimJ . For the Yichudim that are 
mentioned here are more important than the study of Torah . Through 
them one can unify the Supernal Universes . This is considered to be a 
combination, including both Torah study and meditation. 

Even if souls do not reveal themselves to you, do not be concerned, 
and do not stop meditating. Your intent should not be to bring souls to 
yourself, but to rectify the Supernal Universes . 

Second Introduction 

It is very beneficial to meditate on a Yichud while lying prostrate 
on the grave of a saint. When you do so, contemplate that through your 
own position, you are causing the saint to prostrate his soul and infuse 
the bones in his grave. This causes him to come to life in a sense, since 
his bones become like a body for the soul that infuses them. This soul is 
that which remains in the grave, this being the mystery of the verse, 
" His soul mourns for him" (Job 14 :22). At this time, [as a result of your 
YichudJ, it is as if both the body and soul of the saint were alive. 

If you are not on a grave, but meditate on Yichudim at home, you 
need not have this intent. Bu t at all times , whether on a grave or at 
home, it is beneficial to contemplate that your soul and that of the saint 
are bound together, with your soul included in his, and that the two of 
them are ascending together. 

You should also meditate on the Root where your soul and that of 
the saint are bound to Adam. Contemplate on arousing that place, 
which is the limb where the saint is bound to Adam. As a result of that 
limb, you can elevate the saint 's soul through the mystery of Feminine 
Water. 

Thus, for example, imagine that the root of the saint is in the right 
arm of Adam, and that you also share this same root. After the saint 
died, he ascended from the arm to the head. Your soul, however , is still 
in the arm. 

Each and every such root is a complete Partzuf (human form). If, 
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Levels of the Soul 

Soul Level Universe Letter 

Yechidah Unique Essence Adam Kadmol1 First Man 

Chai Living Essence Atzilut N earness Yod 

Neshamah Pneuma 8eriyah Creation Heh 

Ruach Spirit Yetzirah Formation Yav 

Nefesh Soul Asiyah Making Heh 

for example, your soul is derived from the heel of that Partzuf, 
contemplate that you are elevating it from the heel to the head. Your 
soul will then bind itself to that of the saint. The two souls together are 
then motivated , and you, too , can ascend through the mystery of the 
Feminine Waters. 

If you have reached the level of Neshamah, you should motivate 
your Neshamah to ascend with that of the saint. If you have attained 
only Ruach , you should motivate only your Ruach. The same is true if 
you have only the level of Nefesh .... 

The most important thing is that you must do this with powerful 
yearning and joy. Your soul should be completely divested from the 
physical. 

YICHUDIM75 

The First Yichud 

This is a Unification of Chochmah-Wisdom and Binah-
Understanding. 

Meditate on the name YHVH (illil') in Chokhmah-Wisdom. 
Then meditate on the name Ehyeh (il'ilN) in Binah-Understanding. 
Now bind the two names together, meditating on the combination, 

which is YAHHVYHH (ilil'1ililN'). This is the Upper Union . 
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Then meditate on the Name that unites the two. This is Ab (72), 

the Tetragrammaton expanded with Yod 's : 

YOD HY VYV HY ':1 ", ':1 ", 

This expansion [has a numerical value of 72] the same as that of 
Chesed-Love ('9t;1) . This is the upper Chesed, which brings about the 
Higher Union . It is called Destiny (Mazla, I(~F;l) , and it is created 
through the Neshamah of the saint, when he ascends on high in Binah
Understanding. This involves the Feminine Waters of Binah
Understanding. It is the mystery of the statement, " Thus has it arisen in 
Thought, " 76 [since Thought is Binah-Understanding]. 

Now meditate on YHVH (:1,:1') in Tiferet-Beauty. Then meditate 
on Adonoy (')11() in Malchut-Kingship. 

Bind the two names together, and then meditate on the 
combination, which is Y AHDVNHY (':1J11:1I('). [This is the Lower 
Union.] 

Then meditate on the Name that unites the two . [This is Mah 
(45) ,] the Tetragrammaton expanded with Alef 's : 

YOD HA VAV HA 1(:1 '1(' 1(:1 ", 

This is made through the Ruach of the saint. The Nefesh of the 
saint provides the Feminine Waters [for this Union] . 

Thus, the Lower Union requires the Ruach and the Nefesh. The 
Ruach motivates the Union , while the Nefesh provides the Feminine 
Waters . 

For the Upper Union, however, all that is required is Neshamah. 
This is because Neshamah also includes the Neshamah of the 
Neshamah [which is the Chayah] . The Neshamah of the Neshamah , 
which is associated with Chokhmah-Wisdom motivates the Union . The 
Neshamah itself, which is associated with Binah-Understanding, is the 
mystery of the Feminine Waters . 

It therefore resembles the Lower Union. In the Lower Union, 
Ruach , which is associated with Tiferet-Beauty motivates the Union. 
The Nefesh, which is associated with Malkhut-Kingship then 
stimulates the Feminine Waters . 

There are four ways to expand the Tetragrammaton. 
It can be expanded with Yod 's [to form Ab, having a numerical value of 
72] like this: 

YOD HY VYV HY ':1 ", ':1 ", 
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It can be expanded [to form Sag, which has a numerical value of 
63] like this: 

YOD HY YAY HY ':1 , K' ':1 ", 

It can be expanded with Alef's [to form Mah , having a numerical 
value of 45] like this: 

YOD HA YAY HA 

And it can be expanded with Heh 's [to form Ben, having a 
numerical value of 52] like this: 

YOD HH YY HH :1:1 " :1:1 ", 

The Tetragrammaton expanded wth Yod 's, adding up to 72 (Ab), 
motivates the union of Chokhmah-Wisdom (Father) and Binah
Understanding (Mother), through the Neshamah of the Neshamah of 
the saint. It is associated with Chokhmah-Wisdom. 

The Tetragrammaton adding up to 63 (Sag) then elevates the 
Feminine Waters through the Neshamah of the saint. This is associated 
with Binah-Understanding. 

The Tetragrammaton adding up to 45 (Mah) then motivates the 
union between Tiferet-Beauty (Male) and Malkhut-Kingship (Female) 
through the Ruach of the saint. [It is associated with Tiferet-Beauty 
(Zer Anpin)]. 

The Tetragrammaton adding up to 52 (Ben) then elevates the 
Feminine Waters through the Nefesh of the saint. This is associated 
with Malkhut-Kingship (the Female Partzuf) . 

Review all of this carefully and understand it well. 
In short, place the four letters of the Tetragrammaton (:1,:1') before 

your eyes and meditate on them. Contemplate that you are uniting the 
Blessed Holy One (Male) with His Divine Presence (Female). this is the 
union of the letters Yav Heh (:1,) [of the Tetragrammaton] . This union 
takes place through Love and Reverence , which are the letters Yod Heh 
(:1' ). 

Then meditate on YHYH in Chokhmah-Wisdom, where it has the 
vowel point Patach (a , ~): 

YaHaYaHa ;:11;:1~ 

Then meditate on the name Ehyeh (:1':1K) in Binah-Understanding. 
Then bind them together: 

YAHHYYHH 
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This is done through [Ab, which is] the Tetragraomaton expanded 
with Yod 's, and is motivated by the Neshamah of the saint. This is 
associated with Chokhmah-Wisdom, which is the first letter (,) of the 
Tetragrammaton . 

Then contemplate that you are elevating the Feminine Waters 
from Binah-UnderstanJing, which is a motivation from below. 

This is done through the Tetragrammaton expanded as Sag, and it 
is motivated by the Neshaman of the saint. This is associated with 
Binah-Unders tanding, which is the second le tter (;"I) of the 
Tetragramma ton. 

Then meditate on YHVH in Tiferet-Bea uty , where it has the vowel 
point Cholam (0, .1\): 

YoHo VoHo ;,;;,; 

Then med itate on the name Adonoy ('],1\) in Malkhut-Kingship. 
Then bind them together: 

YAHDVNHY 

This is done through [Mah , which is] the Tetragrammaton 
expanded with Alef 's, and is motivated by the Ruach of the saint. This 
is associated with Tiferet-Bea uty , which is the third letter (,) of the 
Tetragrammaton . 

Then contemplate that you are eleva ting the Feminine Waters 
from Malchut-Kingship. 

This is done through [Ben , which is] the Tetragrammaton 
expanded with Heh 's, and is motivated by the Nefesh of the saint. This 
is associated with Malkhut-Kingship , which is the fourth letter (;"I) of 
the Tetragrammaton . 

When you meditate on a Yichud involving the saint's Neshamah , 
have in mind to bind your Neshamah to his . The same is true with 
regard to the Ruach and N efesh. 

If you do this , you will be completely bound to the saint, and you 
will be worthy of knowing all that you desire and rece iving answers to 
all that you ask. 

This , however , requires great concentration. You must clear your 
mind of all thought , and dives t your soul from your body. If you do not 
do this correctly, you can be guilty of death, heaven forbid. 

If you are yourself worthy of N eshamah of Neshamah as well as 
the lower levels of Neshamah , Ruach and Nefesh , then all four levels 
will be bound to those of the saint. You will then attain an extremely 
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high level of enlightenment. If you have only the lower levels of the 

souL your enlightenment will be correspondingly less. Through your 
devotion, you can increase your attachment and enlightenment. 
Through this , God will reveal to you the wonders of His Torah , and 
bring you close to Him in worship, love and reverence. 

The Zohar teaches that a saint 's Nefesh remains in the grave, his 
Ruach is in the Garden of Eden , while his Neshamah is under the 

Throne of Glory. This , however, is only speaking of a person whose 
Nefesh is from Asiyah, whose Ruach is from Yetzirah, and whose 
Neshamah is from Beriyah. 

There are saints , however, who are worthy that all three levels of 
their soul, Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah, are all from Atzilut. In such a 
case, there is no question that his Nefesh ascends to Malkhut-Kingship 
[in Atzilut], his Ruach ascends to Tiferet-Beauty, and his Neshamah 
ascends to Binah-Understanding. This is because all things return to 

their Root. 
The Nefesh that remains in the grave is therefore only th e Nefesh 

of Asiyah . 
The Tikkuney Zohar states that the Tetragrammaton expanded as 

Sag is the mystery of the Feminine Waters of Binah-Understanding. 
Through this, the Son (Zer Anpin) ascends upward to [the Partzuf of] 

Father. 77 

The souls of saints are the Feminine Waters of Malkhut-Kingship 
[the Female Partzuf] . In a similar manner, [Zer Anpin and the Female, 
which are] the Children of Binah-Understanding (Mother) , serve as Her 

Feminine Waters. 
Tiferet-Beauty (Zer Anpin) then ascends through the mystery of 

Daat-Knowledge to unite Chokhmah-Wisdom and Binah
Understanding through [Ab,] the Tetragrammaton expanded with 
Yod 's. Malkhut-Kingship then remains in the mystery of th e Feminine 

Waters of Binah-Understanding, through the Tetragrammaton 
expanded as Sag. Understand this well. 

I copied all of this from an actual manuscript written by may 
master. 78 

What follows was heard from him orally. 

The Third Yichud79 

The name Mah is the Tetragrammaton expanded with Alef 's. 
When this is "squared" it has a numerical value of 130. 
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The Square of Mah 

Mah itself, having a numerical value of 45, is: 

YOD HA YAY HA 

Its " Square" is : 

YOD 
YOD HA 

11' 

Nil 11' 

'N' Nil ", 

20 

26 

39 YOD HA YAY 
YOD HA YAY HA Nil 'N' Nil ", = 45 

130 

This is the Mouth of Atika Kadisha (The Ancient Holy One). 
[Atika Kadisha is the Partzuf that parallels the upper part of Keter
Crown, and it is the highest Partzuf in Atzilut] 

This is the mystery of the verse, " Who placed a Mouth in Man 
(Adam)" (Exodus 4:11). The name Mah has a numerical value of 45 , 

the same as that of Adam (071$), meaning " man. " 
The " square" of Mah is 130. Subtract from this 45, which is the 

numerical value of Mah itself. You then have 85 , which is the 
numerical value of Peh (il~), meaning " mouth ." Therefore, if you add 
" muth " (85) to " man " (45), you have 130. 

This is the Outer Essence [of this Mouth]. 

The Inner Essence of the Mouth, however , is the Tetragrammaton 
expanded as Sag. 

From our other teachings , you already know that there is a Union 
in the mouth itself. This involves the Throat, which gives rise to the 
letters AHChE (ynilN). and the Palate, which produces the letters 
GYKhK (i':J'l). This then produces the other three phonetic groups, 
making a total of 22 letters. 

The Inner Essence of the Nose of Atika Kadisha is the 
Tetragrammaton expanded as SAG. 

Its Outer Essence consists of the three names Ehyeh (il'ilN). These 
emanate from the three Alef's that are in the name Mah . 

The name Mah is in the mouth of Atika Kadisha, as mentioned 
above. The three Alef's are transmitted upward and become the Outer 
Essence of the Nose. 
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Gutterals 

Labials 

Palatals 

Dentals 

Sibilants 

THE PHONETIC GROUPS 
(According to Sefer Yetzirah) 

.,01::l 

P:l'l 

m'~' 
Y'lVOT 

Alef Chet Heh Eyin 

Bet Vav Mem Peh 
Gimel Yad Kaf Kaf 

Dalet Tav Lamed Nun Tav 

Zayin Samekh Shin Resh Tzadi 

We can now write the Yichud in brief. This is how you should 
meditate : 

First meditate on the name Mah, the Tetragrammaton expanded 
with Alef's : 

YOD HA YAY HA Ni1 1 N1 Ni1 ", 

This is the Mouth of Atika Kadisha . Then meditate on the three Alef's 
in this Name and draw them upward 

Now form each of these Alef's into the name Ehyeh (i1'i1N) . 

AHYH AHYH AHYH i1'i1N i1'i1N i1'i1N 
YODH Y Y H i1 1 1 i1 ", 

Draw these three names upward, and form the Outer Essence of 
the Nose of Atika Kadisha. 

Meditate on these three names Ehyeh (i1'i1N) [with the vowel point 
of Kametz (1$). Kametz corresponds to Keter-Crown, which is the paral
lel of Atika Kadisha.] 

AaHa Y aHa AaHa Y aHa AaHa Y aHa 

Contemplate that the name Ehyeh (i1'i1N) [has a numerical value of 
21] . The three names therefore have a numerical value [of 63, the same 
as that] of Chotem (cl?in), which means Nose. 

[The Kametz has the form of a Yav and a Yod . The Yav has a value 
of 6 and the Yod has a value of 10, so therefore the value of the Kametz 
is 16.] 
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,r----f] 

The Kametz as a Vav and a Yod 

Meditate on the Kametz's in the names Ehyeh (it'itK) . Since there 
are four such vowels in the name, their total numerical value is 64 . This 
is the numerical value of Chotem (cl',n), plus a unit for the word itself. 

Meditate on the vowels and contemplate that from this Nose there 
emanates great life force to the Male and Female. 

From the right nostril , there emanates spiritual essence (ruach) to 
Zer Anpin (the Male) . From the left nostril, spiritual essence emanates 
to the Female. This motivates their Union. 

This motivation of the Female, however, will only take place in the 
Messianic Age. At that time, She will be motivated by the essence from 
the Left Nostril. Now, however, She must be motivated by the souls of 
the righ teous. 

These two essences, the right and the left, are alluded to in the 
vowel points . The four vowels Kametz in each of the three names have 
a numerical value of 64. 

Meditate on this, and contemplate that it alludes to the expansion 
of the Tetragrammaton as Sag [which has a value of 63] plus an 
additional unit for the whole. This motivates spiritual essence for Zer 
Anpin (the Male) . 

Now meditate again on the four vowels Kametz, which have a 
numerical value of 64. Add to this a unit representing the whole, and 
you have 65, the numerical value of Adonoy ('11N), the name associated 
with the Female. This alludes to the fact that from these vowels a life 
spirit is transmitted to the Female of Zer Anpin.80 

Then meditate on the Inner Essence of this Nose, which is the 
name Sag 

YOD HY VAV HY 'it 'N' 'it 1" 

The first HY ('it) of this expansion is the Female of the right 
Nostril. The Heh (it) [in this pair] conceals the Yod (,) because [Heh is 
feminine and] all of this takes place in an aspect of the Feminine 
Waters. 
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THE " FACE" OF ATIKA KAOISHA 

OUTER ESSENCE 

INNER ESSENCE 

V~yZ$ 

v~vl$ 

O~OI$ 

", 
Ni1 '1' 

1 N1 Ni1 '1' 

i1 Ni1 ' 1 N1 i1 'i1 N ", 

NOSE 

MOUTH 

NOSE 

MOUTH 

The second HY ('i1) in Sag is the Female of the left Nostril. 
The YAY (1N1) is the Septum that separates these two orifices. 
All that now remains is YOO ("'). This represents the two Yod 's 

which are concealed in the two Nostrils. 
The [initial] letter Yod (,) [in YOO (",)] is the spiritual essence 

which is concealed in the Right Nostril. [I t is the Yod (,) concealed] 
inside the first HY ('i1) . From this comes the life force that motivates Zer 
Anpin (the Male) toward the Union . 

The two letters 00 (,,) in YOO (",) also have a numerical value of 
10. This is [the second Yod (,)] concealed in the Left Nostril, which is 
the final HY (i1). From this comes life force to the Female, [the Bride] of 
Zer Anpin to motivate the Union. 

Meditate in this manner so as to complete the Inner Essence and 
Outer Essence [of the Nosel 

Then meditate to bring about the Union in the Mouth of Atika 
Kadisha in this manner. 

First contemplate that the Inner Essence of the breath of this 
Mouth is the name Sag: 

YOO HY YAY HY 'i1 1 N1 'i1 '1' 

Then intertwine this with the name Ehyeh (i1'i1N) in this manner : 

YOO A HY H YAY Y HY H i1 'i1 ' 1 N1 i1 'i1 N '1' 
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Contemplate the fact that [Sag has a value of 63 and Ehyeh has a 
value of 21, making a total of 84] . This is the numerical value of [all the 
gutterals] AChHE (Y;1nI() . 

These letters are sounded with the throat, which corresponds to 
the Female. 

Then meditate on the Palatals, GYKhK (p~')). These are sounded 
with the palate, which corresponds to the Male. 

[Meditate on GYKhK (p~') ) andJ intertwine them with AChHE 
(Y;,nl(), like this: 

GAYChKhHKE 

Contemplate on the fact that [AChHE (Y;,nl() has a value of 84 and 
GYKhK (p~')) has a value of 133, making a total of 217J. Subtract a 
unit for the whole and you have 216. This [is three times 72, and it] 
gives rise to the other three phonic groups, [the dentals, the labials, 
and the sibilants]. 

The first group are [the Dentals] DTLNTh (m~~'), which are 
pronounced with the Tongue . This parallels the Union of Father 
(Chokhmah) and Mother (Binah), YHVH (;";" ) and Ehyeh (;";'I(). 

This takes place through Daat-Knowledge, which is the Tongue. 
Then take the Sibilants, ZShSRT z (l1C1VT) ,- which are produced by 

the Teeth. These parallel the union of YHVH (;";") and Elohim 
(C';,71() . IElo him has five letters, paralleling the] Five Strengths, and 
these are the five Sibilants. 

Then take the Labials, BVMPh (~o':J), which are produced with 
the lips . They represent the mystery of the Union of YHVH (;,m') and 
Adonoy (')11() . This is the external Union opposite the Mouth, 
produced by the Union of the [two] lips . 

Now meditate that each of these three categories corresponds to 
the name YHV (';") : 

DTLNTh _ YHV 
ZShSRTz _ YHV 

BVMPh _ YHV 

';" - m~~' 
';" - l1C1VT 

';" - ~O':J 

[Each of these three names YHV ( ';" ) has a numerical value of 
21. The three o f them together therefore have a numerical value of 
63] which is the numerical value of the name Sag. But as we have seen, 
this is the Inner Essence of the Mouth, and this is from where these 
sounds emanate . 

Now contemplate on each of the three names YHV (';"), and 
expand each one in the same manner that Sag is expanded: 

YOD HY VAY 
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IThis expansion has a numerical value of 48, which is / the sum of 
YHVH (;-n;"1' = 26) a nd Ehyeh ( :1':1~ = 21 ), adding a unit for the whole . 
Thus, we are constantl y uniting th e two na mes, YHVH (:11:1') a nd 
Ehyeh (:1':1~). 

INow medita te o n these three nam es: 1 

YOO HY VAV 
YOO HY VAV 
YOO HY VAV 

1~1 ':1 '1' 

1~1 ':1 ,,, 

1~1 ':1 '1' 

/Also medita te o n the gutterals AChHE (Y:1n~) and th e pala ta ls 
GYKhK (j?J')), which have a nume ri ca l va lu e of 216, as above ./ 

When these three names emanate fro m 216, th ey are draw n into 
the M ou th . They then become the Vapor (HeveL ,~::) ) that emanates 
from the mouth . 

At this point , howeve r, they ca nn o t yet e manate, but are o nly 
drawn to the m outh . 

You must therefore m edita te on each of th e three above
mentioned N a mes, YHV (1:1') expanded with Yod 's Ilike Abl. 

YOO HY VYV 1'1 ':1 11' 

Now place under each let ter, th e two vowel points, Kamet z (J 
and Shva (,l : 

Y'aU 'aO 'a H 'aY 'a V'aY 'aV 'a 

[You should have before your eyes a column of three such names. ] 
N ow meditate that the two lette rs HY VYV (1'1 ':1) in each o f 

these nam es have a numeri ca l value of 37. This is the numerica l value 
of H evel (':2:1), meaning Vapor. Thi s is becau se th ey rep rese nt the 
Vapor that emanates from th e Mouth. 

IThe Shva ( .) consists o f two do ts, and each of th ese two dots ca n 
be seen as a Yod. The Shva therefore consists of t wo Yod's. As 
mentioned earlier, the Kam a tz (J co nsi s ts of a Yod a nd a Vav.1 The 
vowel po int of each letter is a Shva and a Kam e tz, a nd thi s cons is ts of 
three Yod 's and a Vav. Thi s ha s a num er ica l value o f 36, a nd add ing a 
unit for the whole, it yields 37 . Thi s, too, is th e num e rica l value of 
Hevel (,:2:1) meanin g Vapor, for th e same reason give n a bove. 

Now medita te o n these three names: 

Y'aO 'aO 'a H 'aY'a V'aY 'aV'a 
Y'aO'aO'a H 'aY'a V'aY 'aV'a 
Y'aOa 'O 'a H 'aY'a V'aY 'aV'a 

~:~: :Zl :rJ:: 
J:Jr :Z1 :0:: 
J:Jr:Z1 :0:: 
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Bring them into the Mouth of Atika Kadisha and bind them there. 
Now meditate that the essence of this mouth, the "square" of the 
name Mah, YOD HA V A V HA (N;' 'N' N;' "'), from which Mah itself 
is subtracted 

YOD 
YODHA 

YODHA VAV 

", 
N;' ", 

'N' N;' ", 

This has a numerical value of 85, which is the same as that of Peh 
(;,~) meaning Mouth. As mentioned at the beginning of this Yichud, 
this is the Outer Essence of the Mouth. 

You should now meditate on the Inner essence of the Mouth, 
which is the Tetragrammaton expanded as Sag: 

YOD HY VAV HY ';' 'N' ';' ", 
Add this Name, which has a numerical value of 63, to the 22 

letters of the alphabet. The total will then be 85, which is the 
numerical value of Peh (;'!J) meaning Mouth. 

Now meditate to bring these three names YHV (';") from inside 
the mouth to the outside . This is the mystery of the Vapor(Heve/) that 
emanates from the Mouth . It is also an aspect of Enveloping Light(Or 
Makifl. It is well-established that all Vapor that comes from the 
Mouth is Enveloping Light. 

Do not draw it all outside, however. One name YHVH (;";") must 
remain inside the Mouth. This is made from all three names YHV (';") 
in the following manner: 

Yod (,) is taken from the first name YHV (';") . 
Heh (;,) is taken from the second name YHV (w). 
Vav Heh (;,,) is taken from the third name YHV (';"). 

[This remains inside.] The rest emanate in the mystery of Vapor 
(HevelJ. The letters that emanate are: 

HV (,;,) that remains from the first name YHV (';") . 
YV (,') that remains from the second name YHV (';") . 
Y (,) that remains from the third name YHV (w) . 

[All of these letters, HV YVY (",,;,) together have a numerical value 
of 37. This is the numerical value of Hevel (':>:m) meaning Vapor.] 

Now meditate on these letters, HV YV Y (, " ,;,). They should be 
expanded [with Yod'sJ, together with the vowel points shva (,) and 
Kametz(J : 
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H 'aY 'a V'aY 'aV'a Y'aO'aO 'a V'aY 'aV'a Y'aOa ' O 'a 

Contempl<1te that you are bringin g th ese out through th e 
my s tery of the Vapor that emdnates from th e Mouth, which is th e 
Enveloping Light. This then e ncomp.l sses th e Nose. 

Both the Inner Essence dnd Outer Essence [of th e Nose[ Me 
drdwn to this pldce, which is outside th e Mouth of Atib K.l(iish .l The 
Essence of the Nose then becomes th e Inn e r Light (Or Pl'llillli), which 
is clothed in the Ydpor from the Mouth , which is it s Enveloping Light. 

Now meditate that you are bringing about th e following three 
Unions: 

YHVH (;'1;") and Ehyeh (;";'1\). 
YHVH (;'1;") dnd Elohim(o,;,71\). 

YHVH (;'1;") and Adonoy (')11\) . 

The first Union , [YHVH (;'1;") and Ehyeh (;";'1\)] is that of Father 

and Mother. Meditate on these names in the following manner: 

Father: Y 'a H 'aV 'aH 'a WM:, 
Mother: AaHaYaHa v~vl$ 

Now meditate on the two expansions 

H 'aY 'a V'aY 'aV 'a J:J, :M 

These come from the first name YHV (1;"). M editate that you are 
bringing down these two expansions from th e Vapor of th e Mouth, 
which is the Encompassing [Light) . All letters should have th e vowel 
poin ts Kametz U and SHV A (J 

Bring down these two expansions and draw them into th e name 
YHYH (;'1;"), which represents Father, since this will motivate Him 
toward the Union. It is for this reason that when you meditate on th e 

name YHVH (WM:) representing Father, each lett er ha s the vowel 
points Kametz and Shva. These vowel points represe nt YaporlHI'I'I'/), 
as discussed earlier. 

Now meditate that you are bringing down the Inner Essence of this 
Vapor, which is the Outer Essence of the Nose. 

[As discussed earlier, the Outer Essence of the Nose consists of 
three names Ehyeh (;";'1\) with the vowel point Kametz .] M editate o n 
the first of these three names: 

AaHa YaHa v~vl$ 
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Bring this name down and draw it into the name Ehyeh (i1'i1N) 
which represents Mother, since this will motivate Her toward Union. 
When you meditate on the name Ehyeh (O~OI$) representing Mother, 
it should have the vowel point Kametz . 

Now meditate on the expansion 

H 'a y 'a V'a Y'a V'a ~:J:M 

This is derived from the first name YHV (1;1') . This is the Vapor of the 
Mouth . 

Meditate how these letters represent the Vapor (HevelJ. The 
letters themselves [HY VYV(1'1 'i1)have a numerical value of 37,] the 
same as that of Hevel(7:Ji1)meaning Vapor. The vowel points, Kametz 
and Shva also have the numerical value of HeveL as discussed earlier. 

Meditate that from these two Vapors [the Internal and the 
External], motivation is transmitted to Father and Mother, which are 
YHVH (:11:1') and Ehyeh (:1':1N) , so that they come together in Union . 

MOTIVATING THE UNION OF FATHER AND MOTHER 

The Vapor of the Mouth 
is transmitted to Father 

The Light of the 
External Essence of the Nose 

is transmitted to Mother 

J:J: :n 
mM:': 

O~OI$ 

::r~O~ 

Now contemplate that you are elevating the Neshamah of the 
saint with whom you desire to commune, through the mystery of the 
Feminine Waters. Contemplate that you are arousing the place in 
Adam's body to which this Neshamah' soul is bound. Bind your soul 
to his souL in the manner described earlier. 

Now meditate in the two names representing Father and 
Mother: 

Y'aH 'aV 'aH 'a AaHaYaHa 

Intertwine these two names in the following manner: 

Y'aAaH 'aHaV'a YaH 'aHa 
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Now you are ready to bring about the second Union . Meditate on 
the two names YHVH (;-11;"1') and Elohim (C';'?K) like this: 

Y'aH'aV'aH'a AalaHaYaMa 

Then meditate on the letters YOD VYV (", ",) from the second 
name YHV (1:1') like this: 

Y'aO'aD 'a V'aY 'aV'a 

This is the Vapor of the Mouth that is the Enveloping [light]. 
Bring this down to the name YHVH (;";") in Tiferet (Zer Anpin) . 
When you meditate on this name YHVH, its vowels should be Shva 
and Kametz: 

Y'aH 'aV 'aH 'a mM;', 

This motivates [Zer Anpin] toward the Union. 
Contemplate to draw the Inner Essence of this Vapor, which is 

the Inner Essence of the Nose . Meditate that you are bringing this 
from the Yod in the Right Nostril, mentioned above, to this name 
YHVH in Tiferet (Zer Anpin), motivating Him toward Union. 

Then meditate to bring down the Inner Essence of this Vapor 
which is the Outer Essence of the Nose. Contemplate the second of 
the three names Ehyeh (;";'K) I that comprise the Outer Essence of the 
Nose] with the vowel Kametz: 

AaHa Y aHa ;:t~;:tl$ 

Draw this down to the name Elohim (C';'?K), meditating on this 
name with the vowel Kametz: 

AalaHa YaMa r;J~;:t?1$ 

Then meditate to draw the Inner Essence of the Nose from the 
letters 00 (,,) in the left Nostril. Bring this into the name Elohim 
(C';'7K) so as to motivate the Female IPartzuf] toward Union. 

Then meditate to elevate the Ruach-spirit of the saint , along with 
your own Ruach-spirit, in the same manner mentioned above with 
respect to the Neshamah. 

Then intertwine the two names YHVH (mM;') and Elohim (r;J~;:t?I$): 

Y' aAaH ' ala V' aHaH ' a YaM a 

You are now ready to bring about the third Union . Meditate on the 
two names, YHVH (;";") and Adonoy ('l'K) like this: 

Y'aH 'aV'aH'a AaDaNaYa 
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Then meditate on the letter YOD (11') from the third name 
YHV (1:"1'), like this : 

Y' aU ' aD ' a :0:, 

This is the Vapor of the mouth that is the Enveloping [Light] . 
Bring this down to the name YHVH (:11:1') [representing Zer Anpin] as 
above. When you meditate on the name YHVH, its vowels should all 
be Kametz Shva: 

Y'aH 'aV'aH 'a roM:', 

Contemplate to draw the Inner Essence of this Vapor, which is 
the Outer Essence of the Nose. Contemplate the third of the thret 
names Ehyeh (:1':1K) [that comprise the Outer Essence of the Nose] 
with the vowel Kametz : 

AaHaYaHa O~, 

This draws it into the name Adonoy ('l1K), as mentioned, so as to 
motivate [the Female Partzuf] to Union . 

Then meditate to elevate the Nefesh-soul of the saint, along with 
your own Nefesh, in the manner discussed earlier with regard to the 
Neshamah . 

Then intertwine the two names YHVH ( roM:', ) and Adonoy (ZrJ') 
like this: 

Y'aAaH 'sDaV'aNaH 'a Ya 

Finally meditate on the two letters 00 (11) which have been 
drawn down to the Female from the Left Nostril. [Take the Vav (1) 

and form it into the left leg of the Heh. Then draw it under the Dalet 
(1)] so as to form a Heh (:1) . This indicates that the [Female Partzuf] 
has become pregnant from this Union. 

THE PREGNANCY 

." --
Dalet Vav Heh 
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The Fifth Yichud 

The purpose of this Yichud is to repel and banish the Outside 
Forces. You may meditate on it after another Yichud. 

Meditate on the two names Elohim Elohim like this: 

ALHYM ALHYM 

Then intertwine the two names with the following vowels: 

AeAe LeLe HeHe YeYe MaMa 

Contemplate [that each name Elohim (C'il?K) has a numerical value 
of 86, and therefore the two names have a value of 172]. Add to this an 
additional 10 for the ten letters in both names, and you have 182, which 

is the numerical value of Jacob (JP~~). 
Also contemplate that the vowel points have the same numerical 

value as Jacob. The first eight letters all have the vowel point T zere (J, 

except for the second Lamed, (?), which has a Segol (J. [The T zere 
consists of two dots or Yod 's , and thus has a numerical value of 20 . The 
Segol consists of three dots or Yud 's and has a value of 30. The seven 
Tzeres therefore have a total value of 140, and together with the 30 of 

the Segol] this yields 170. This is the value of AC (p:w) of Jacob. 
The two letters Mem (IJ) have the vowel Patach (J. [This has the 

form of a (headless) Yav ('L and therefore has a numerical value of 6 . 

The two therefore have] a numerical value of 12. This is the value of JB 

(J') of Jacob. 
Combining AC (p:w) and JB (J') then yields Jacob (JP:W') . 

The Sixth Yichud 

This Yichud is designated for a person who has meditated and has 
been worthy of experiencing his soul speaking to him. If he cannot 
actually express this communication with his lips , he should meditate 
with this Yichud before any other Yichud that he uses. This will allow 
him to bring his enlightenment from potential to action . 

Begin by meditating on the three expansions of the name Ehyeh 
(il'ilK). 

ALF HY YOD HY 
ALF HA YOD HA 
ALF HH YUD HH 

'il ", 'il r'J?K 

Kil ", Kil r'J?K 

ilil ", ilil r'J?K 

Yod 161 

Alef 143 

Heh 151 
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The first of these is expa nded with Yod 's [and has a numerical 

value of 161] . The second is ex panded with Alef's [and has a numerical 
vdlu e of ]431 . Th e third is expa nd ed with Heh 's land has a num erica l 
v,1lu e of 1511 

Then m edit a te on th e triangulati o n o f Ehyeh (i1':1I(): 

AHYH :1':11( = 21 

AHY ':11( 16 

AH :11( 6 

A I( 1 

44 

Contemplate that this has a numer ical value of 44. Add this to the 455 

obtained earlier from the ex pansions , and you have a total of 499 . 

Now med itate on the name Tzevaot (nil(t~) , [meaning " Hosts ," as 
in " the Lord of Hosts. " ] This name is in Yesod-Foundation, in its aspect 
as the " Covenant of the Tongue." 8 1 

Contemplate that the numerical value of the name Tzevaot (mI(J:O) 

is also 499. 

After you complete this, you can make use of any Yichud that you 
des ire. 

The Seventh Yichud 

This is very similar to the previous one. If you begin to perceive 
something with your mouth through a Yichud, but can only move your 
lips without ex press ing sounds, make use of this Yichud . First meditate 
with this , and then make use of any other Yichud that you desire. 

First meditate on the names Ehyeh (:1':11(), YHVH (:1,:1') , and 
Adonoy ('l11() . Intertwine them in direc t order like this: 

AYADHHNVYYHH 

Then meditate on the same three names combined in reverse order: 

AYAHHDYVNHHY 

Contemplate this well , and then you can make use of any other 
Yichud th a t you may des ire. 
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The Tenth Yichud 

Begin by closing your eyes and holding them tightly shut. 
Meditate (hitboded) in this manner for one hour. Then make use of the 
following Yichud. 

Meditate on the name [of the angel] Metatron (1i'!?t)/t) . Divide the 
name into three parts like this : 

MT TR ON 

Contemplate that the numerical olue of the first pair of letters, 
MT (1m) is 49 . These are the Forty-Nine Gates of Understanding 
(Binah). This is the total essence of Metatron. 

Meditate that this relates to the combination of the two names, 
YHVH (in;") and Ehyeh (;";'1() , intertwined like this : 

YAHHVYHH ;';"';';'1(' 

[The name YHVH (;";") has a value of 26 , while Ehyeh (;";'1() has a 
value of 21] making a total of 47 . Adding two for the two names 
themselves then yields 49, the numerical value of MT (~1J). 

Then meditate on the second pair, TR ('~) . 

This is associated with the two combinations, one of YHVH (;";") 
and Elohim (0';'71() , and the other of YHVH (;,10') and Adonoy (')'K). 

These must be intertwined in the following manner 

YAHHVHHYM 
YAHDVNHY 

O';';";';'K' 

');"';'K' 

All of these names have a numerical value of 203. This is the numerical 
value of Be' er ('~f)' meaning " a well. " 

[The numerical value of TR (,~) is 209,] so an additional six are 
required. These six are the first six letters , Y AHHVY (";';'K') , of the 
above-mentioned combination of YHVH (;";") and Ehyeh (;";'K) . 

Two letters HH (;,;,) are then left over from the original eight of 
that combination. Contemplate on these together with the final two 
letters [of MetatronJ, ON (1'). 

Elsewhere, we have discussed how the letters ON (1') are related to 
the mystery of Judgment.82 [There are five letters that change their 
form at the end of a word:] MNTzPKh (l'lYTo). Taken together, these 
five letters have a numerical value of 280. This is five times 56 , where 
56 is the numerical value of ON (1') . These are the Five Strengths [of 
Judgment]. 
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This is the significance of the two letters HH (ilil) . The numerical 
value of Heh (il) is five , denoting the Five Strengths of Judgment. [The 
first Heh (il) denotes the Five Strengths represented in MNTzPKh 
(l"lfTO), while the second Heh (il) represents those of the five 
combinations ON (1') .] 

The Twenty-First Yichud 

This includes three beneficial Yichudim, along with six good 
meditations . 

(The scribe writes : These are the Yichudim upon which a person 
should constantly meditate.) 

I t is very good for a person to depict the letters of the name YHVH 
(il'il') before the eyes of his mind . This brings a person 's heart to fear 
his Creator, and also purifies the soul. This is the significance of the 
verse, " I have placed YHVH (il1i1') before me at all times" (Psalms 
16:8 ).83 

Always meditate how you were created in the " Form of God. " 
This is its significance . 

In the physical man, there is Inner Essence and Outer Essence. 
This also has a counterpart in the Supernal Man (Zer Anpin) . The 
Inner Essence consists of the Mentalities (Machin), while the Outer 
Essence is the flesh . 

The Mentalities permeate the entire body. This relates to the 
" Form (tzelem) of YHVH. " 

The two letters YH (il') parallel the two Mentalities in man 's head . 
The letter V (,) is man 's body, which is pervaded by the Mentalities. 
The final H (il) is the " Coronet of the Foundation, " which is man 's 
mate. 

The Outer Essence alludes to the " Form (tzelem) of Elohim 
(O'il"II) ." ([Chaim Vital writes :] I forgot the precise concept, but this is 
my best recollection .) 

The Alef (II) [of Elohim (O'il"II)] represents [the counterpart of the 
Sefirah of] Keter-Crown in man. This is his Skull. 

The Skull contains two cavities, in which the Mentalities (brains) 
rest . This is the Alef , which is Keter-Crown . 

The Lamed (") [in Elohim (O'il"lI) has a numerical value of thirty . 
Since we assign a value of ten to each Mentality,] this represents the 
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three Mentalities, Chokhmah-Wisdom, Binah-Understanding, and 
Daat-Knowledge. 

The Heh (;,) [in Elohim (O';"N) has a numerical value of five.] This 
represents the five " corners " in man, from Chesed to Hod . [Chesed is 
the right arm, Gevurah is the left , Tiferet is the Body , while Netzach 
and Hod are the two legs .] 

The Yod (,) [in Elohim (O';"l'N)] represents Yesod-Follnd(ltion. 
The final Mem (0) [in Elohim (O';"l'N)] is Malkhllt -Kingship. It is 

the Coronet of Foundation, the Female, who is the man 's mate. 
This is the mystery of the verse, "God (Elohim) created man in His 

form, in the form of God (Elohim), He created him " (Genesis 1 :27). 

[The word " form " occurs twice in this verse, ] alluding to the two 
Forms. The first is the " Form of YHYH, " which is alluded to in the 
word Tzalmo (i7J7¥), translated as " His form. " This can also be read as 
Tzelem 0 (, 07.1f), that is , the Form of Yav. The letter Yav (, )[has a 
numerical value of six, representing the Six Sefirot that form] th e 
Partzuf of Zer Anpin. This is YHYH, and hence " His Form" is the 
" form of YHYH. " The second form , is mentioned ex plicitly , and this is 
the " form of Elohim." 

THE SEFIROT AND MAN 

Keter-Crown 

Chokhmah-Wisdom 

Binah-U nderstanding 

(Daat-Knowledge) 

Chesed-Love 

Gevurah-Strength 

Tiferet-Beau ty 

Netzach- Victory 

Hod-Splendor 

Yesod-Foundation 

Malkhut-Kingship 

Mentaliti es 

Skull 

Right Brain 

Left Brain 

Middle Brain 

Body 

Right Arm 

Left Arm 

Torso 

Right Leg 

Left Leg 

Sexual Organ 

Mate 

YaHaVaHa 

YaHaVaHa 

YeHeVeHe 

YeHeVeHe 

y 'H'V'H ' 

YoHoVoH o 

YiHiViHi 

YuHuVuHu 

YuHuVuHu 

YHVH 

::JVP 

~1~' 
hih; 
;:J1;"l~ 

::J~(1' 

1:11'1:11' 
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You must constantly meditate, making yourself into a vehicle for 
the Holy Atzilut. It is thus written, " In the form of God He made 
[man] " (Genesis 5:1), and " In the form of God He made man" (Genesis 
9:6) . 

It is especially fitting and necessary that you meditate in this 
manner when you pray. Through this , your prayers will be accepted 
and you will be answered . Through such meditations, you bind all the 
Universes together, and the Highest Holiness then rests on you and 
pertains to you. 

This is how you should meditate .84 

Prepare your head so that it should be a Throne for the Name 
YHYH with the Yowel Kametz OlO~ 

The mentality of Chokhmah-Wisdom in it should be 
YHYH: iJ1;::t~ 

The mentality of Binah-Understanding should be 
YHYH: m;:p 

The right hand should be with a Segol: ;::niJ~ 

The left hand should be with a Shva: i!1i!7 
The torso should be with a Cholem: 
The right leg should be with a Chirek: 
The left leg should be with a Kibbutz: 
The Yesod-Foundation should be with a Shurek: 
I ts Coronet does not have any vowel at all: 

;';;" 

DID? 

m1:1·~ 
~;,m;,~' 

;";" 

Then contemplate that your ear is the Tetragrammaton expanded 
as Sag, with the final Heh left out, like this: 

YOD HY YAY Y , '1(' ';' ", 
The reason for this is that the final Heh descends to the Nose. The 
expansion Sag [has a numerical value of 63, but removing the Heh 
takes away five , leaving 58.] This is the numerical value of Ozen (nie), 

meaning Ear. Through this meditation, you may be worthy that your 
ear should hear some lofty holiness when you pray. 

Then meditate on your nose , contemplating that it is the expansion 
of Sag: 

YOD HY YAY HY ';' '1(' ';' ", 
This has a numerical value of 63, the same as that of Chotem (c~;n), 
meaning Nose, as discussed elsewhere in detai\.8s Through this, you 
may be worthy of sensing the fragrance of Holiness. 
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Then meditate on your mouth, contemplating that it is the 
expansion of Sag, together with the 22 letters that are expressed by the 
mouth. [Sag has a value of 63, and together with 22,] the sum yields 85, 

the numerical value of Peh (;,~), meaning Mouth. In one 's prayers, one 
may then be worthy of the level mentioned by King David , · when he 
said, "The ruach-spirit of YHVH speaks in my mouth , and His word is 
on my tongue" (2 Samuel 23:2). 

This is the meditation for the eyes : 
If one is in the Universe of Asiyah . .. he should meditate on five 

simple Tetragrammatons: 

YHVH 
YHVH YHVH YHVH 

YHVH 

;";" 

;";" ;";" ;"1';"1' 

;";" 

[Each Tetragrammaton has a value of 26, so the five of them have a 
value of 130] the same as that of £yin (r~), meaning Eye. 

If you are in the Universe of Yetzirah .. . meditate on these same 
five simple Tetragrammatons. Then expand them with Alef's to form 
the expansion of Mah. 

If you are in the Universe of Beriyah, expand them as Sag. If you 
are in Atzilut, expand them with Yud 's as Ab.8 6 

When you walk in the street, meditate that your two feet are the 
Sefirot Netzach and Hod . When you look at something with your eyes, 
meditate that your eyes are Chokhmah and Binah . Meditate in this 
manner with regard to every part of your body. Also contemplate that 
you are a vehicle for the Highest Holiness. This is the meaning of the 
verse, " In all your ways know Him" (Proverbs 3:6). 

There is no question that if you constantly make use of these 
meditations, you will become like an angel of heaven. You will gain an 
enlightenment so that you will be able to know all that you desire . This 
is especially true if you do not interrupt this meditation, thinking of 
this constantly, and not separating your mind from it. Everything 
depends on your intensity of concentration and attachment on high . Do 
not remove this from before your eyes . 

The Fifth Kavanah 

On Monday and Thursday, you should meditate on the Universe 
of Yetzirah, making use of the name of EI Shadai (''N ,~) . 

You should also meditate on the Name of Forty-Two Letters , since 
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The N ame of Fo rty-Two l e tters 

1. ABC YThTz rn'l:nt Sunday 

2. KRE ShTN T~IV Y,p Monday 
3.NCD YKhSh 1V::l'1lJ Tuesday 

4. BTR T zThC lnl '~:I Wednesday 

5. C hKB TNE YJ~ :lpn Thursday 

6. YCl PZK pT!l 7l' Friday 
7. ShKV T zYTh n'I'plV Sabbath 

this name is in Yetzirah . This name cons is ts of seven parts. Meditate on 
these seven parts, and throug h them, you ca n elevate your Nefesh-soul 
from Asiya h to Yetzi rah . 

On M ond ay, medita te that the [second] group, KRE ShTN (T~IV 
Y'p) should dominate the o th er le tters . Through this g roup you can 
then ascend. 

On Thursday, medita te th at the [fifth] group, ChKB TNE (YJ~ 
p:ln), should dominate. 

It is th en necessa ry to bind th e group assoc ia ted with the final one, 
ShKV T zYTh (n'l ,plV). Thi s name pertains to the Sabbath , and your 
intent in med itation is to attain [a level of enlightenment which is] the 
Sabbath Increase. 

On M onday, yo u mu s t intertwine the associated name KRE ShTN 
(T~IV Y'p) with ShKV T zYTh (n'l ,plV) like this : 

KShRKEVShTzTYNTh 

On Thursday, you mus t intertwine the associated name ChKB 
TNE (YJ~ :lpn) with ShKV T zYTh (n'l 'plV) like this: 

ChShKKBVTTzNYETh 

When you do this , it will enable the name associated with that 
particular day to rece ive illumination from the name pertaining to the 
Sabbath. 

The Sixth Kavanah 

This is a meditation through which you can elevate your Nefesh
s(ml from Asiyah to the Universe of Yetzirah. 
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Contemplate on the mystery of Wings .87 Through Wings, man can 
fly and ascend on high . A bird cannot fly except with its wings . 
Paralleling the wings of a bird are the arms of man. 

There are five loves (Chasadim). These permeate the Six 

Directions of the Body [which parallel th e six Sefirot, Chesed , Cevurah , 
Tiferet, Netzach, Hod, and Yesod]. 

In the arms and the upper third of the torso, these Loves are 
concealed. In the lower part of th e body , they are revea led . 

It is for this reason that man flies with his arms, which are his 
Wings , and not with his legs o r other limbs. 

The Loves in the arms are concealed and canno t expa nd or esca pe. 
They therefore exert pressure and oscillate in their effor t to escape. This 
causes the arms to vibrate. 

The upper Root of these Loves is D aa t-Knowledge, and this is 
their source. The Loves that permea te [the body] are lights that are 
produced by [the ones in Daat-Knowledge]. 

[The Loves that pervade the body] th erefo re a ttempt to fly 
upward. Since they cannot escape, however, they elevate the man along 
with them . It is for this reason th at the Wings parall el the arms more 
than any other limbs. 

This is the Kavanah upon which you should meditate . Every 
ascent is through this Name of Fo rty-Two. 

Meditate on your right arm (Chesed). Contemplate that thi s is th e 
name ABC YThTz pm' l:lN). 

Then meditate on your left arm (Cevurah). Contemplate that this 
is the name KRE ShTN (T~1I) Y1p) . 

Finally, meditate on the upper third o f your torso, where [the 
Loves are] hidden. Contemplate that thi s is NCO YKhSh (11)::>' 1ll). 

Through these three names, the Loves r that are in the arms and 
upper torso] fly upward to their root , which is Daa t-Knowledge. When 
they ascend they also take along the man and eleva te him to the 
Universe of Yetzirah . You will then be like a bird , flying in th e air. 

If you wish to strengthen your power of light, meditate to bring 
down new Loves from the Daat-Knowledge of the Partzuf of Zer Anpin 
for the purpose of Union. Through thi s, you will add s treng th to the 
Loves . This will bring you to fly with g rea ter s treng th , and you will be 
able to ascend from Asiyah to Yetzirah. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

The Hasidim 





1. THE BAAL SHEM TOV 

Of all mystical movements , none captured the popular 
imagination as did Hasidism. At its peak , this movement literally had 
millions of followers. Although much has been written on Hasidism, its 
meditative aspects are usually ignored or missed. One reason for this is 
that this is a side that is not readily apparent unless one has explored 
the earlier methods of Kabbalah meditation . Actually , however, it was 
its meditative practices more than anything else that gave Hasidism its 
great impetus, and drew into its ranks many important Kabbalists . 

The Hasidic movement was founded in the mid 1700's by Rabbi 
Israel. known as the Baal Shem Tov (1698-1760). By the time the 
movement was fifty years old, it commanded the allegiance of a 
majority of Eastern European Jewry, and Hasidic rabbis dominated 
many important communities . Many Kabbalah texts were printed 
under the aegis of this movement, often for the first time. Important 
changes took place in community life , and entire countries changed 
their worship habits so as to conform to the Kabbalistic norm. Where 
Kabbalah had previously been the province of only the greatest 
scholars , it had now become part of the popular folklore, and even the 
simplest individuals had become familiar with its terminology. 

This was a period when the theoretical Kabbalah had been on the 
ascendancy. The Ramak and others of his school had earlier succeeded 
in expressing the Kabbalah as a tightly reasoned philosophy, and the 
Ari expanded this system, greatly enriching it. In Europe, such giants as 
Rabbi Joseph Ergas (1685-1730) and Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luzzatto 
(1707-1747) had lifted the Kabbalah to a level where it could compete 
with rival philosophical systems on their own logical ground. But with 
the great concentration on the theoretical and philosophical aspects of 
the Kabbalah, its mystical and meditative aspects had virtually been 
forgotten . It was this gap that Haidism had come to rectify, and it did so 
with remarkable success . 

263 
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Even during the time of the Ramak and the Ari, the Kabbalah had 

already gained considerable popularity in Europe. Besides sending a 

significant number of great thinkers to the Holy Land, the expulsion 

from Spain had also greatly enriched Jewish life in Eastern Europe, 

particularly in Poland and Bohemia. While Rabbi Joseph Caro had 
written his Shu/chan Arukh as the authoritative code of Jewish Law, 

his European contemporaries, the Rama (Rabbi Moshe Israelish, 

1520-1572) and the Maharshal (Morenu HaRav Sh ' lomo Luria, 

1510-1573) had challenged him, and had eventually written their own 
versions of the Code. It was around this time that community life in 

Eastern Europe became strong, and such cities as Lublin, Cracow and 

Prague became important centers of intellectual activity. 

At the same time, there were also a good number of important 

Kabbalists in Eastern Europe. The Maharal of Prague (Rabbi Judah 

Liva, 1512-1609) write a number of important books, largely based on 

the Kabbalah. For the most part, however, the Maharal 's fame came 
from his creation of the legendary Golem (07.)). A Golem is a sort of 

android, formed of clay and brought to life through the mysteries of the 

Sefer Yetzirah. The making of a Golem requires the channeling of 
intense spiritual energy through powerful meditative techniques , that 

bear more than a superficial resemblance to those of R,lbbi Abraham 

Abulafia. In 1653, the Frankfort Kabbalist , Rabbi Naftali Bacharach, 

had the courage to include the formula in a printed edition of one of his 

Kabbalistic books. l 

Another important Kabbalist of that period was Rabbi Isaiah 
Horowitz (1560-1630), who is frequently also cited as an authority on 

Jewish Law. He spent ten years of his life in the Holy Land, where he 

became familiar with the teachings of the Ari and the Safed School. It is 
also possible that he was aware of the writings of Rabbi Joseph 
Tzayach. In his main work, Sh'nei Luchot HaB'rit (Two Tablets of the 

Covenant), we find an important discussion of magic squares. 2 

In 1594, Rabbi Matathias Delecreta, a native of I taly who was then 

living in Cracow, published an important commentary on Joseph 

Gikatalia 's Shaarey Orah (Gates of Light). His main disciple in 

Kabbalah was Rabbi Mordecai Jaffe (1530-1612) , best known as the 

author of the Levush ("Garment" ). This was also written as an 

alternative to Caro's Code, and , while it did not supplant the Shu/chan 
Arukh, it did become an important standard source in Jewish Law. 

Rabbi Mordecai also wrote a major commentary on Kabbalistic exegesis 
of Rabbi Menachem Recanti (1223-1290). During this period in 
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generaL many important rabbis of major communities were also well
known Kabbalists. Most, however, dealt only with theory , and not with 
practice. 

Although very little is known of the origin of the Baal Shem Tov's 
system of Hasidic meditation, there are traditions , particularly well
preserved by the Lubavitcher dynasty , that trace the history of the 
movement to this period 3 Although there has been some ques tion as to 
the authenticity of these traditions, and they have been generally 
ignored by historians, they do have enough historical consistency to 
merit serious consideration. Most important here is a tradition 
regarding the Nistarim, a secret society of Kabbalists. Even the 
existence of this society was totally unknown to outsiders until it 
finally surfaced under the leadership of the Baal Shem Tov. 

According to this tradition, the Society of Nistarim (hidden ones) 
was founded in 1621 or 1623 , shortly after the death of Rabbi Chaim 
Vital. Its founder was Rabbi Eliahu of Chelm (1537-1653), known as 
Eliahu Baal Shem. He is know historically as the great-grandfather of 
Chacham Zvi (1660-17l8), who writes that his ancestor had created a 

Golem .4 Eliahu Baal Shem was a contemporary and friend of the 
Maharal of Prague, and it is possible that the two of them together were 
involved in the building of the Golem. 

Eliahu Baal Shem was born in Cracow to Rabbi Joseph Jospa , who 
had escaped Spain during the Expulsion of 1492. At the age of seven, 
he already had a reputation as a wonder child , and he would accompany 
his father to the study hall, drinking in the words of the sages as they 
taught. Shortly after his Bar Mitzvah in 1550, his father died, and he 
left home. He was not heard from again for forty years. Suddenly, in 
1590, he emerged in Worms, where he rapidly gained a repu tation as a 
miracle worker. 

From there, Rabbi Eliahu moved to Chelm in Eastern Poland , 
where he founded a major academy. One of the most famed students 
was Rabbi Yom Tov Lipman Heller (1579-1654), best known as the 
author of the Tosefot Yom Tov, who was also a disciple of the Maharal. 
Around 1624, Rabbi Eliahu moved to Prague, where he remained until 
he died in 1653, having lived for over 116 years. 

Leadership of the Society of Nistarim was then taken over by 
Rabbi Joel of Zamoshtch, another cryptic figure of the time, whose 
biography is also known only from this tradition. His father, Rabbi 
Israel Joseph, had been a disciple of Rabbi Mordecai Jaffe, discussed 
earlier. It was in 1613, a year after Rabbi Mordecai ' s death that Rabbi 
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Joel was born. At a very young age, he was sent to study in the academy 
in Brisk, under his namesake, Rabbi Joel Sirkes (1561-1640), best 
known as the author of the Bet Chadash ("New House" ). When he was 
twenty, his father sent him to Eliahu Baal Shem's academy in Prague, 
where he became the leading disciple. When Rabbi Eliahu died in 1653, 

Rabbi Joel took over the leadership of the Society of Nistarim, and he 
remained its head for fifty years, until his own death in 1703. He made 
his seat in Zamoshtch, and is generally known as the Baal Shem of 
Zamoshtch .5 

The title Baal Shem literally means" master of the Name, " and in 
general, seems to have been used for those who knew how to make use 
of Divine Names in the practical Kabbalah .6 In later times, however, 
this title seems to have been used particularly by the leader of the 
Society of Nistarim, perhaps because they alone had the au thority to 
decide when these Names could be used . All during this period, the 
activities of this Society were kept absolu tely secret, and almost nothing 
is known of them, except for the bits and pieces that have come down 
by tradition . 

The methods of these two Baal Shems would be equally cryptic if 
not for a remarkable little book, Toledot Adam (Generations of Adam), 
which is attributed to them. Here we find all sorts of mystical remedies 
clearly influenced by the school that produced Shoshan Yesod Olam, 
discussed in Chapter Four. In Toledot Adam, use is made of magic 
squares, discussed at length by Rabbi Joseph Tzayach , and it is here 
that we find one of the few printed versions of the Seven Mystical 
Seals, discussed earlier in relations to Rabbi Isaac of Acco. 7 One gets a 
distinct impression that, while most European Kabbalists were 
concerned with the theoretical aspects of their discipline, this group 
was primarily engaged in its practical and meditative aspects. 

An important activity of the Society of Nistarim was to raise the 
status and educational level of women. During this period, most Jewish 
women were not even taught how to read . On the rare occasions that 
women came to the synagogue, the Zagaka, an older woman who knew 
the service by heart, would lead them in worship. Members of the 
Society set up the first rudimentary educational system for girls, a 
system that would eventually encompass most of Europe. The wives 
and daughters of the Nistarim were encouraged to study, and many 
became distinguished scholars and mystics in their own right. 

Under Rabbi Joel 's leadership, the Society met some of its greatest 
challenges . The first was the rise of the Cossack leader, Bogdan 
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Chmielnitsky (1593-1657), who led the infamous massacres of 1648, 

where hundreds of Jewish communities in Poland were annihilated. For 
a decade the Polish community was in complete ruins . Those who were 
not killed outright were driven from their homes, penniless . Libraries, 
accumulated over centuries, were put to the torch, and the treasures of 
the past were destroyed without mercy . At a time when spiritual life 
was disintegrating, the Society of Nistarim was very strongly involved 
in rebuilding the crushed communities of Eastern Europe. 

A second challenge threatened the very existence of the Society, 
since its enemies took every opportunity to associate it with the false 
Messiah of Izmir. As a very young man, Sabbatai Zvi (1626-1676) 

had become very deeply involved in the meditative shools of Kabbalah, 
and it is speculated that he even came in contact with some disciples of 
Elihu Baal Shem. I t is well known that one of the dangers of meditation 
without proper training and supervision is that one can get illusions of 
power. Apparently this is what happened to Sabbatai Zvi. Reaching 
very high levels, he began to speculate that he might be the promised 
Messiah, and during the Chmielnitsky massacres, he announced that he 
would be the one to redeem Israel. 

Sabbatai Zvi gave the impression of being on a very high spiritual 
level, and many people began to accept his claim. At first he hesitated, 
but finally, in 1654, he announced that he was the promised one. He 
gathered followers from all over Europe, and in hundreds of 
synagogues, prayers were introduced on his behalf. The would-be 
Messiah had set his residence in Abydos, near Constantinople, and 
Sultan Mahomet IV felt that he could be politically dangerous. In 1666, 
Sabbatai Zvi was imprisoned and given the choice of either converting 
to Islam or being put to death. Not willing to accept martyrdom, he left 
the fold of Judaism. The result was shattering to the world Jewish 
community, and Sabbatai Zvi 's name became a curse among his people. 

Still , many of Sabbatai Zvi's followers refused to believe that their 
leader had done wrong, and they continued to believe in his mission. 
Mercilessly hounded by the rabbinical leadership, these followers went 
underground, setting up a worldwide network. A number of prominent 
rabbis were discovered to be closet members of this cult. 

As a result , anything even remotely associated with Sabbatai Zvi 
became suspect. Since he was strongly involved in Kabbalah 
meditation, all those who made use of these techniques came under 
scrutiny . The Society of Nistarim were one of the main schools that 
taught these methods, and was particularly vulnerable. The Society had 
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many opponents, and they lost no time in associating the group with 
the False Messiah, claiming that he had been a disciple of Eliahu Baal 
Shem. In some cases, letters and correspondence was even forged, 
lending credence to these accusations. With many of its members under 
dire suspicion and its very foundations under attack, the Society began 
to make its work all the more secretive. 

It was during this period that leadership of the Society passed to its 
most cryptic master, Rabbi Adam Baal Shem of Ropshitz (1655-1734). 
Other than the traditions, there is absolutely no historic record of this 
individual, and his only public appearance seems to have been in Slutzk 
in 1710.8 He left absolutely no writings, and because of this lack of 
direct evidence, some historians have even doubted his existence . 

Another reason for these doubts was that of his unusual name. Up 
until that time, there are no cases where Adam was used as a Jewish 
name, and some earlier authorities had even forbidden its use .9 The 
same, however , was also true of the name Noah, and we also find no 
use of this name until the middle 1600 's. By the 1700's, Noah had 
become a fairly common name, and there is also evidence that the name 
Adam was also in use. 10 

There may well be an important reason for this . According to our 
best calculations, Adam Baal Shem was born in 1655, a year after 
Sabbatai Zvi had announced his Messiahship, but over a decade before 
he was exposed as a fraud. Even among those who rejected Sabbatai 
Zvi, this was a period of new hope, where people saw the rebuilding of 
Europe after the Chmielnitski massacres. If the Messiah had not 
arrived, he would not be far off. Anticipating a new age, people began 
to make use of such names as Adam and Noah, since both of these 
individuals saw the beginning of a new world. In the case of Noah, the 
name has remained in use until today . 

This is in no way meant to imply that Rabbi Adam himself was 
ever in any way associated with the false Messiah. Quite to the 
contrary, as a young man, he was a disciple of Rabbi Solomon Samuel 
of Polotzk, a vigorous opponent of all mysticism. He kept an open 
mind, however , and was particularly impressed by Joel Baal Shem's 
famed exorcism, which took place in Posen in 1682.11 His curiosity 
grew, and finally , in 1688, at the age of 33, Adam visited Rabbi Joel to 
see for himself . He was so impressed that he remained there in the 
academy for fifteen years, until Rabbi Joel 's death in 1703 . 

Upon the death of Joel Baal Shem, leadership of the Society passed 
on to his favorite disciple, Rabbi Adam. At that time, however, it was 
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not the only secret society in existence. An important group that had 
gone underground were the followers of Sabbatai Zvi, who by this time 
had become very influential. Although the false Messiah had become 
an apostate, they taught that his unfortunate experience was necessary 
in order to bring about the final true redemption. Although the ban of 
excommunication had been pronounced against the followers of 
Sabbatai Zvi a number of times, the underground groups were still 
highly successful in attracting recruits. The religious leaders of the time 
therefore kept a very sharp eye open for any hint of association with 
these heretic groups. 

This posed a grave danger for the Society of Nistarim. If their 
opponents could in any way associate them with the followers of the 
false Messiah, their effectiveness would be destroyed completely. The 
only way in which they could avoid this, however, was to keep the very 
existence of their Society a closely guarded secret. Thus, during his 
period of leadership, Rabbi Adam Baal Shem allowed absolutely no 
publicity whatsoever, neither with regard to himself, nor with regard to 
the Society's activities. Nothing was published in the name of Rabbi 
Adam, and his name itself was never uttered outside the company of 
the elect. 

The Society was not to publicize its existence until it came under 
the leadership of its last master, Rabbi Israel, usually referred to simply 
as The Baal Shem Tov . He had been born on August 25,1698 (18 Elul, 
5458) in Okop, a small village on the Polish-Russian border. Like many 
other small villages, it has been obliterated by time, or has had its name 
changed - in any case, historians are hard-pressed to identify its exact 
location . Israel 's parents, Eliezer and Sarah, were quite old when he was 
born, and they died while he was still a very young child. 

Adopted by the synagogue, Israel was given the education 
common to Jewish communities at the time. He had a brilliant mind as 
well as a deep spiritual nature, but at an early age, he learned to keep his 
gifts a secret. He could not hide, however, from the true mystics, and he 
was contacted by the Society of Nistarim when he was ten years old . By 
the time he was fourteen, Rabbi Adam sent his son to teach him and 
initiate him into the mysteries of the Society. When he was eighteen, 
Rabbi Israel had already assumed a leadership role in the Society, but to 
all outward appearances, he was nothing more than a simple synagogue 
caretaker. 

From Okap, Rabbi Israel moved to a town near Brody, where he 
was employed as a teacher of young children. He became acquainted 
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with Rabbi Ephraim of Brody, who, almost inadvertently , became 
aware of the young man's unique gifts. Shortly before his death, Rabbi 
Ephriam arranged the engagement of Rabbi Israel to his daughter 
Hannah. 

Rabbi Ephriam's son, Gershon of Kitov (1696-1760) was a 
leading rabbi in Poland, and was very much taken aback when Israel 
came to him, asking for his sister's hand in marriage. Taking the young 
man to be an ignorant boor, Rabbi Gershon was about to throw him 
out, when Israel produced a letter of engagement, signed by the girl's 
father. Although the famed scholar was very much against the match , 
he begrudgingly acquiesed, sending the couple away with a horse and 

wagon as a wedding present. 
Along with his bride, Rabbi Israel lived in a small mountain town 

between Kitov and Kasov in the Carpathean mountains. Supported by 
his wife , he spent his days and nights in study, worship , and 
meditation, coming home only on the Sabbath . Like the Ari, he spent 
seven years in such secluded meditation , while at the sa me time 
studying a set of mystical writings that had been entrusted to him by 
Adam Baal Shem. 

There has been considerable speculation as to the nature of these 
writings, but in part at least , it is almost certain th ey consisted of Sefer 
HaTzoref (Book of the Smith), which had been written by Rabbi 
Heschel Tzoref (1623-1700) . Although there is no mention of him in 
the Society's traditions, it appears that Rabbi Heschel had been a 
disciple of Elihau and Joel Baal Shem, and was a leading figure among 
the Nistarim . He was known as a saint, working as a silversmith by 
day, while spending his nights in worship, medita tion and Kabbalah 
study. 

Rabbi Heschel maintained that the Society should go above
ground and openly refute the accusions of its detractors. Emphasizing 
this point, in 1666, the year of Sabbatai Zvi 's apostacy, he bega n to 
publicly teach Kabbalah in Vilna. From there, he moved to Cracow, 
where his reputation as a saint grew. In the records of the burial society 
of Cracow, we find a note that states, " May God remember the soul of 
... Rabbi Joshua Heschel Tzoref, who knew how to blend (Ill/ref) the 
letters of the Torah. His soul left him with literal holiness and purity. 
He died as if by the Kiss [of God] on 27 Iyar, 5460 (May 16,1700)," His 
teachings are also quoted in Km' HnYo shnr (The Straight M eas ure), 
one of the most popular devotional texts, first published in 1705. 12 
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Along with many mystics of that time, Tzoref was accused of 

having associations with the followers of Sabbatai Zvi, and 
correspondence was even forged to prove these allega tions. Such 

witchhunts, however, were very common at the time, and everything 

dealing with the Kabbalah was suspect. There is a manuscript of 
Abulafia's Chayay O/am HaBah (Life of the Future World) that 

attributes the authorship to Sabbatai Zvi , and his name also appears in 

an important manuscript of Shoshan Yesod O/aml3 Since Rabbi 
Heschel 's Sefer HaTzoref followed the methods of tzeruf advocated by 

Abulafia , it, too, became suspect. 

This Sefer HaTzoref still exists in manuscript, in the hands of the 

Karliner Hasidim. I t is some 1400 pages long, and consists of 

revelations, like those of Rabbi Isaac of Acco , as well as considerable 
word manipulation, reminiscent of Abulafia 's methods. This 

manuscript has an interesting history . Upon the death of the Baal Shem 

Tov, it found its way into the hands of his grandson, Rabbi Aaron of 

Tutiev. A copy was made by Rabbi Isaiah Dinovitz, a disciple of the 

Mezricher Maggid , and it was eventually given over to the Karliner 

dynasty. 

After ending his period, Rabbi Is rael served for a while as teacher 

and ritual butcher in Koslowitz. In 1734 , upon the death of Rabbi 

Adam, he was chosen by the Society to be its new leader. Announcing 
to his brother-in-law, Rabbi Gershon, that the time had come for him to 

reveal himself, he settled in Talust , where his fame quickly spread . 

From there, he moved to Medzyboz, in the western Ukrain , where he 

remained until his death in 1760. 

I t was in Medzyboz that his teachings began to spread , and it was 

also here that he gained his main disciples. Attracting not only the 

common man, his disciples soon included some of the greatest minds of 

Eruope. Most important of these were Rabbi Dov Baer, the Mezricher 

Maggid (1704-1772), and Rabbi Jacob Joseph of Polonoye 

(1703-1794), the most faithful recorder of the Baal Shem Tov 's 

teachings. 

It is well established that the Baal Shem Tov was highly involved 

in meditation and spiritual ascent. One of the most remarkable 

documents regarding this is an epistle written to his brother-in-law, 

Rabbi Gershon, who was then in the Holy Land. While it does not 

describe his methods , it does provide a good idea of the type of spiritual 

levels reached by the Baal Shem T ov. 
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The Epistle l4 

On Rosh HaShanah 5507 (September 15,1746), I made an oath 
and elevated my soul in the manner known to you. I saw things that I 
had never before witnessed since the day I was born. The things that I 
learned and saw there could not be communicated , even if I would be 
able to speak to you in person. 

When I returned to the lower Garden of Eden, I saw innumerable 
souls, both living and dead , some whom I knew and others whom I did 
not. They were fleeting back and forth, going from one universe to 
another through the Column that is known to those who delve in 
mysteries . They were in a state of joy that was so great that the lips 
cannot express it, and the physical ear is too gross to hear about it. 

There were also many wicked people who were repenting, and 
their sins were forgiv en since this was a special time of grace. Even to 
my eyes it was wondrous how many were accepted as penitents, many 
of whom you know. There was great joy among them , too, and they 
also ascended in the above-mentioned manner. 

All of them beseeched and petitioned me unceasingly : " Go higher 
with the glory of your T orah. May God grant you greater 
understanding to perceive and know these things. Ascend with us, so 
that you can be our help and support. " 

Because of the great joy that I saw among them, I decided to ascend 
with them. Due to the great danger involved in ascending to the 
supernal Universes, I asked my Master to come with me. IS From the 
time that I began, I had never before ascended to such a high level. 

Step by step I ascended until I entered the chamber of the Messiah. 
There the Messiah studies Torah with all the sages and saints, as well as 
with the Seven Shepherds. 16 

I saw great joy there, but I did not know the reason for it. At first I 
though t that the reason for this joy was th at I had passed away from the 
physical world, heaven forbid . Later, they told me that I had not died, 
since they have great pleasure on high when I bring about Unifications 
through the holy Torah down below. But to this very day , I do not 
know the reason for that joy. 

I spoke to the Messiah himself and asked him , " When is your 
majesty coming?" 

He repl ied , "Th is sh<lll be yo u r s ig n . I t will be <It <l time w he n you r 
te<lchings become widespre<ld in th e world, and 'yo ur springs over
flow <lbro,ld. 'I ~ 
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" It will be when the things which I have taug ht you, and which 
yo u have yourself perceived, become kno wn , so that o thers can a lso 
bring a bout Unifications an d e leva te th e mselves like you do. All the 

Husks will then be annihilated, and it will be a time of grace and 
salvation. " 

I was very surprised , and distressed , since it would take a long time 
for this to be possible. But when I was there, I learned three specific 
remedies and three holy Names, and they are easy to learn and ex plain. 
My mind was then se t at ease, and I realized that it would be possible 
for people in my generation to reach the same level and s ta te as I did . 
They would then be able to ascend, learn and perceive, just like myself. 

All during my lifetime, I was not granted permission to reveal this. 
For your sake, I made a request that I might be allowed to teach this to 
you , but permiss ion was denied . I am still bound by this oath, but this I 

can tell you, and let God be your help : 
Let your path be toward God .I 8 

When you pray and study let [my words] not forsake yoU .I 9 

With every word and express ion that leaves your lips, have in 
mind to bring about a Unification . Every single letter contains 
universes, souls and godliness, and as they ascend, one becomes bound 
to the o ther and they become unified. The letters then become unified 
and attached to form a word . They are then actually unified with the 
Divine Essence, and in all these aspects , your soul is included with 
them. 

All universes are then unified as one, and immeasurable joy and 
delight results. Consider the joy of a bridegroom and bride in this lowly 
physica l world, and you will understand how great is this delight. 

God will ce rtainly help you. Wherever you turn you will succeed 
and prosper. " Give wisdom to the wise, and he will become still 
wiser. " 20 



2. MEDITA TION 

An important part of the Baal Shem Tov 's teachings involved 
Hitbodedut meditation. This was an integral part of his personal life as 
well, and it is reported that, as a young child, he would miss his lessons, 
going off to meditate (hitboded) in the forests .21 During his seven years 
of seclusion, he would meditate in the mountains , as well as ain a 
special cave.22 When he studied together with the son of Rabbi Adam, 
he did so in a special " Meditation Room" (Bet Hitbodedut) , and it was 
in this room that they engaged in meditation in an attempt to commune 
with the Angel of the Torah. 23 Later, when he was a famed leader, he 
would also spend much time in such a " Meditation Room." 24 

Most of the Baal Shem Tov's general teachings regarding 
meditation are found in the writings of his greatest disciple , Rabbi Dov 
Baer, the Mezricher Maggid. A few of these are also included in the Baal 
Shem's ethical will. 

SOURCES 

In our generations, we have limited intelligence and must 
strengthen our love and reverence of God. 

In your mind, you must therefore constantly meditate (hitboded) 
on the love and reverence of God . Even when you are studying, it is 
good to pause occasionally and to meditate in your mind. This is true 
even though it may take time from your sacred studies. 25 

In your mind, constantly meditate (hitboded) on the Divine 
Presence. Have no other thought in your mind other than your love, 
seeking that [the Divine Presence] should bind itself to you. Constantly 
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repeat in your mind , " When will I be worthy for the light of the Divine 
Presence to dwell with me, " 26 

You ca n li e in bed and appea r to be sleeping, but at that time, you 
ca n actually be medita ting (hitb oded) upo n God, 27 

When yo u wish to enter a [hig h] s ta te of meditation (hitbodedut) , 
you should have so meone else with you, When a person does this while 
alo ne, he ca n be in grea t d anger. Two people should therefore be 
toge th er, and o ne sho uld meditate, [mentally secluded] with his 
Creato r28 



3. A YICHUD 

Very important in the Baal Shem Tov 's meditative methods were 

the system of Yichudim as taught by the Ari . Besides these, the Baal 
Shem also had his own system of Yichudim, but very little of this has 

been preserved. In other cases, the BaalShem Tov made use of the Ari 's 

Methods, but greatly expanded upon them. 
One of the very few samples of the Baal Shem 's Yichudim that are 

known involve a meditation for the Mikvah. We have quoted the Ari 's 
Kavanah for immersion earlier, and it is instru c tive to compare it to the 
meditation of the founder of Hasidism. 

A Yichud for Immersion29 

When you enter the Mikvah meditate on th e name KNA (Klp). 

[This is the number 151, and is] the name Ehyeh (;";'1() ex panded with 
Heh 's, like this: 

ALF HH YUD HH ;,;, ", ;,;, "171( 

This has a numerical value of 151 , the same as that of Mikvah 

(;'~i?~). It is important that you contemplate that th e physical Mikvah in 

which you are immersing in itself is actually the name KNA, through 
the sequence of spiritual descent. 

Immerse once, and while you are under water , meditate on the 
name KNA. 

Now meditate on the name AGLA (1(7)1() . This is the name that is 

related to the Strengths. It emanates from [the initial letters of the 
phrase in the Amidah], " You are strong for the world 0 Lord " (Atah 

Gibor LeO/am Adonoy, '~,~ C7iY? 'i::l~ ;'QI5). 
Immerse a second time and meditate on this name. 
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Then meditate o n th e name ALD ("N) [which is the tenth triplet in 

the Name of Seventy Two. This name can be read as fled ('71(), 
mea ning " I will give birth ," indica ting that one is born anew when he 

emerges from the Mikvah .] 

Contemplate that in the name AGLA ("N). [the Alef (N) has a 

valu e of one, while th e Gimel (l) has a value of three. Added together , 

these two letters have a valu e of four , the numerical value of Dalet (,) .]. 

Th e Alef and Gimel of AGLA (N'lN) therefore combine to form the 

D ale t o f ALD ("N). 

Immerse a third time and meditate on the name [ALD ("N)] . 

Then immerse a fourth time, and while your head is under water , 

medita te on the two names, ALD ("N), and the expansion of Ehyeh 

(;'l';'lN) , intertwining the two toge th er like this: 

ALF A HH L YOD D HH 

Now meditate o n th e subject of your prayer. Contemplate that it is 

inside this name, and is being attended to as you elevate it. 

Th en immerse a fifth time, and meditate on the two names, ALD 

("N) and the simple name Ehyeh (;'l';'lN). intertwining the two like this : 

AAHLYDH 

Then meditate that you are elevating the subject of your prayer to 

the highest level of Binah-Unders tanding. Everything is then 

transformed into pure love and mercy. 



4. STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

Although the earlier meditative Kabbalists occasionally discuss 
their experiences, they provide very little theory regarding states of 
consciousness. One of the first to speak specifically of states of 
consciousness appears to be the Baal Shem T ov. 

The two states of consciousness that he discusses are Machin 
DeGadlut and Machin DeKatnut, or more commonly, simply Gadlut 
and Katnut. 

These terms are somewhat difficult to translate . The word 
Mochin literally means "brains," and in the Ari's terminology, refers to 
" mentalities. " In the context used by the Baal Shem, however, the 
term Mo(hill actually should be translated, "states of consciousness." 

Gadlut means " maturity" or "greatness, " while Katnut means 
" immaturity" or "smallness. " Actually, then , the best way to translate 
Machin DeGadlut would be " expanded consciousness, " while Machin 
DeKatnut would be " constricted consciousness. " Within the general 
theory of meditation , it is known that an important goal of this practice 
is to bring a person to a state of expanded consciousness. 

These are actually borrowed terms. When the Ari speaks of the 
Partzuf of Zer Anpin, he expands upon its development which is 
outlined in the most mysterious Zoharic texts, the Greater and Lesser 
Idras. In its development, the Partzuf of Zer Anpin goes through stages 
of birth and growth. Like a human being, this Partzuf can thus be in a 
state of immaturity , as well as one of maturity. The immature state is 
called Katnut, while that of maturity is called Gadlut. 

As the Partzuf matures, so does its mentalities. It is in this context 
that we find the terms Machin DeKatnut and Machin DeGadlut, in 
their original meaning. Machin DeKatnut denotes the immature 
mentalities of Zer Anpin, while Machin DeGadlut denotes the mature 
mentalities. 
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This anthropomorphism is to be taken symbolically rather than 
literally, and the states of immaturity and maturity do not exist in 
different time spans. Both s ta tes exist at all times , and are responsible 
for different effects in the lower world. The Ari expresses it in this 
manner :30 

The power of forgetfulness in man is a result of these 

Immature M entalities (Machin DeKatnu t). 
One must transmit M a ture Mentalities (Machin DeGadlut) 

[to Zer Anpin]. When this is accomplished through one's deeds, he 
causes [the Immatu re M entalities] to descend to [the Female 

Partzuf . The Immature M entalities which are derived from the 
name] Elohim is thu s expelled and removed com pletely from Zer 
Anpin. 

If a person ca n do this, he will then have a wondrous memory, 
and will comprehend all th e mysteries of the T orah . 

Since Zer Anpin is the " Supernal Man, " everything in this Partzuf 
also has a counterpart in man . The Baal Shem Tov therefore taught that 
these states of immaturity and maturity in Zer Anpin parallel different 
states of consciousness in the human mind .3 ! In man these are the states 
of expanded and constricted consciousness. 

When a person is in a state of expanded consciousness, he is 
enlightened in all walks of life . He has realized the vanity of the 
mundane world and the greatness of the spiritual. Everything that he 
does is with a different awareness, whether it is eating and drinking, 
worship or study. The idea is discussed often in the teachings of the 
Baal Shem Tov . 

SOURCES 

Expanded and Constricted Consciousness can be explained in the 
following manner. When a person learns something, but does not 
understand it in depth , this is a state of Constricted Consciousness, 
since his mental picture is not complete. But when he grasps something 
with enthusiasm and full understanding, then he is on the level of 
Expanded Consciousness, bound to the highest levels . 

Similarly, there are states of Expanded and Constricted 
Consciousness in prayer and all other observance. 32 
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When a person is in a state of Exanded Consciousness, he has great 
joy in the study of Torah and worship of God 33 

When a person is in a s tate of Constricted Consciousness, he 
cannot worship with reverence and love, but must force himself to do 
so, without joy. This state is the mystery of Constricted 
Consciousness .34 

When a person follows his desires and the ways of his heart, then 
he is in a state of Constricted Consciousness . This is the mystery of the 
verse. " I have made you small (constricted) among nations, you are 
very despised " (Obadiah 1 :5). 

Expanded Consciousness is when one involves himself in the great 
mysteries of the Future World and despises all worldly things35 

Even when a person falls from his level, he should try to remain 
attached to God with a small thought. For sometimes there is a level of 
Constricted Consciousness on high, even in Zer Anpin. But through 
this Constricted Consciousness, one can attain Expanded 
Consciousness. 

This is like a coal. If even a small spark remains, one can fan it into 
a .large flame. But when the spark is extinguished, fanning no longer 
helps . Similarly, if one does not remain attached [on high] at all times, 
at least with a small thought, [the fire in] his divine soul can be 
completely extinguished. 

Sometimes the holy spark of the Divine Presence in a person 's soul 
expands until it can literally place words in his mouth. He does not 
speak voluntarily, but words are automatically ex pressed from his 
mouth. This is a very high level. 

This phenomenon, however, can also come from the Other Side. 
When this occurs, the person becomes insane. 36 

Sometimes you can only worship with Constricted Consciousness. 
Then you do not enter into the supernal worlds at all. Still , you can 
realize that God is close and that " the whole earth is filled with His 
glory" (Isaiah 6:3). 
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At such a time, you are like a small child, whose intellect has just 
begun to develop. But even though you are worshipping while in a state 
of Constricted Consciousness, you can still worship with great 

ttachment. 
Even though you are in a state of Constricted Consciousness, if 

you bind yourself closely to the Divine Presence you can instantly 
transport your thoughts to a supernal universe. You are then actually in 
that supernal universe, since a person is where his thoughts are . If you 
were not in that supernal universe, then your thoughts would also not 
be there .37 

Man consists of matter and form, body and soul. 
The soul constantly has a burning desire to attach itself to God. It 

is enveloped by a physical [body] however, which acts as a barrier to 
such a ttachmen t. 

Man 's physical self desires such material things as sex and food. 
These things , however, are also required on high , in order to 
accomplish such things as the separation [and elevation] of the [holy] 
Sparks. 

There are certain times , however, when form can totally 
overwhelm matter, and attach itself to God. 

This is the mystery of, " The Living Angels (Chayot) ran and 
returned" (Ezekiel 1 :14) . 

There are two levels , Expanded Consciousness and 
Consciousness . [" Running " denotes the state of 
Consciousness, while " returning" refers to that of 
Consciousness. ] 

Constricted 
Expanded 

Constricted 

I heard from my master [the Baal Shem Tov] that this is the 
mystery of the Constriction, which was " from Him and in Him. " 38 
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5. THE WAY OF PRAYER 

One of the Baal Shem Tov 's most important accomplishments was 
to reveal a safe method of meditation , which could be used by even the 
simplest person. Earlier methods involved Divine Names and could 
release potentially dangerous spiritual forces. The Way of Prayer, as 
taught by the Baal Sh em Tov , involved nothing more than the regular 
prayer service, uttered three times daily by every Jew. 

The focal point of the prayer service is the Amidah or Shemonah 
Esreh, a collection of eighteen (or nineteen) blessings, which is repeated 
three times each day. This prayer was composed by the Great Assembly 
just before the close of the prophetic period. There is considerable 
discussion as to why a single prayer was prescribed to be repeated over 
and over each day. There is considerable evidence, however , that the 
entire Amidah was meant to be used as a meditative device, very much 
like a long mantra. 

After a person has repeated the Amidah every day for a few years, 
he knows the words so well that they become an integral part of his 
makeup. It takes no mental effort on his part to recite the words, and 
thus , it is not very different than repeating a single word or phrase over 
and over. If a person clears his mind of all other thoughts, then simply 
repeating the Amidah can produce a very high mental state. This is 
borne out in practice . The same is true of other parts of the prayer 
service that are recited daily. 

In an important teaching, the Talmud states, " One who prays 
must direct his eyes downward, and his heart on high ." 39 One of the 
important early commentaries, Rabbi Jonah Gerondi (1196-1263), 

explains that, " this means that in one's heart he should imagine that he 
is standing in heaven . He must banish from his heart all worldly 
delights and bodily enjoyments. The early sages taught that if one 
wishes to have true Kavanah, he must divest his body from his sou\." 40 
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A few decades later , this very same concept was pressed even more 
explicitly by Rabbi Jacob ben Asher (1270-1343). In his Tur, a major 
early code of Jewish Law, he writes: 

It is taught that when one prays, he must concentrate his hea rt 

.. . This means that one must concentrate fully on th e words that 

are expressed with his lips . One must have in mind that the Divine 
Presence is before him, as it is written, " I have placed God before 

me at all times " (Psalms 16:8). 

One must arouse his concentration and banish all disturbing 

thoughts , so that his thoughts and intentions in prayer should be 

pure. 

This was the practice of th e saints and men of deed. They 
would meditate (hitboded) and concentrate in their prayers until 

they reached a level where they divested th emselves from the 

physical. The transcendental spirit would be strengthened in them 

until they would reach a level close to that of prophecy 41 

It is significant to note that this passage is quoted verbatim by 
Rabbi Joseph Caro in his Shu/chan Arukh, and is also mentioned in the 
teachings of the Baal Shem Tov.42 

The idea of using the prayer service as a meditative device did not 
originate with the BaalShem. Many of the older Kabbalists speak of the 
importance of concentrating in prayer, and many devised extensive 
Kavanot associated with the various parts of th e service. This plays a 
particularly important role in the Ari 's system, and many prayer books 
incorporate the Kavanot that he devised . 

This system of Kavanot reached its zenith among the Sefardic 
Jews under the leadership of the renowned Kabbalist , Rabbi Shalom 
Sharabi (1702-1777). He devised elaborate charts, looking almost like 
mandalas for many key words in the prayer service, greatly expanding 
upon the Ari 's system. His methods are still used by members of the Bet 
El Academy in Jerusalem, who often spend as much as four hours in the 

daily morning service. 
Much simpler than this was the method of the Baal Shem Tov. It 

could be used by anyone, from the greatest Kabbalist to the simplest 
individual. Rather than concentrate on the various Kabbalistic co ncepts 
during prayer, one must use the prayer itself as a mantra, focu sing his 
entire mind on the words . While praying, one then rises mentally from 
one universe to the next , from chamber to chamber, until he reaches the 
highest level. Although this system is not presented in anyone place, it 
is discussed at length , both in his own teachings, and in those of his 
disciples . 



Universe 

Asiyah 
Yetzirah 
Beriyah 
Atzilut 
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Levels of Prayer 

Portion of the Service 

Sacrificial Readings (Korbanoth) 
Biblical Songs of Praise (Pesukey OeZimra) 
The Sh 'ma and its Blessings (Birkat Sh'ma) 
The Amidah 

When you pray, you should be totally divorced from the physical, 
not aware of your existence in the world at all. Then , when you reach 
the level where you are not cognizant whether or not you are in the 
physical world , you should certainly not have any fear of extraneous 
thoughts. When you are divested from the physical, extraneous 
thoughts cannot come to you 43 

When you want to pray, it should be with awe. This is the gate 
through which one enters before God. 

Say to yourself, " To whom do I wish to bind myself? To the One 
who created all worlds with His word, who gives them existence and 
sustains them." Think about His loftiness and greatness and you will 
then be able to enter the supernal worlds. 44 

Attachment means that when you say a word, you draw it ou t and 
do not want to let it go. Because of your attachment to each word, you 
draw it out. 

If you have extraneous thoughts when you worship, then the 
Husks are riding on your words. For thought rides upon each word. 

45 

Do not pray for your own needs, for your prayer will then not be 
accepted. But when you want to pray, do so for the heaviness of the 
Head. For whatever you lack, the Divine Presence also lacks . 

This is because man is a "portion of God from on high. " Whatever 
any part lacks also exists in the Whole, and the Whole feels the lack of 
the part. You should therefore pray for the needs of the Whole. 46 
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Place all your thoughts into the power of your words, until you see 
the light of the words . You can then see how one word shines into 
another, and how many lights are brought forth in their midst. 

This is the meaning of the verse, " Light is sown to the righteous , 
and joy to the upright in heart" (Psalms 97 :11) . 

The lights in the letters are God 's chambers , into which He 
transmits His emanations. 47 

Separate your soul from your body. Your soul can then be clothed 
in the thought that is contained in the words that you pronounce. You 
will then be able to perceive many universes on high . 

You have many powers, one required for one universe, and 
another for the next. When your soul ascends to all the worlds that you 
must elevate, it is examined in each universe to see if it is fit to go 
higher. If it is not, it is cast outside. 

When an extraneous thought comes to you , this is a sign that you 
are being cast out. But if you are wise, you can use that thought itself to 
bind yourself to God all the more. The thought consists of letters that 
are part of the Divine Presence 's body, but they fell as a result of the 
Breaking [of Vessels]. The combination of these letters therefore 
becomes bad, intermingled with the Husks . 

This is like sweetmeats intermingled with other things. Each thing 
is good by itself, but mixed together they are vile and disgusting. This 
likewise becomes evil. 

But when you understand the idea of the thought [that falls into 
your mind, you can then elevate it]. If it involves desire and lust , it has 
fallen from the Universe of Love, if it is a debilitating phobia, it is from 
the Universe of Fear, and if it involves pride, it is from the Universe of 
Beauty. The same is true of all other such thoughts, since [the attributes 
paralleling] all seven days of creation have fallen. 

When you bind these thoughts to God through love and fear of the 
Creator, you then return them to their Root. The same is true of other 
attributes, and each thought can be elevated to the Attribute from 
which it fell. You can once again bind it to that Attribute, and 
transform the Husks that fell from it into a good combination . .. . 

God has great delight when you do this . It is like a royal prince 
who is kidnapped. The king has great delight when he is returned , even 
more than from a son who has never left his side.48 
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It is actually very surprising that a mortal human being should be 
able to attach himself to God . Besides his physical body, many Husks 
separate him from God . Even though , " the whole earth is filled with 
His glory," God is still hidden behind many barriers. 

But all the barriers that separate and restrain can be torn down by 
the word that you utter. Your words should therefore be attached to 
God. This means that you must intimately feel that you are actually 
speaking to God. 

If we could speak just one line, or even two or three words , to God 
in each service, in the above-mentioned manner, it would be 
sufficien t. 49 

The reason why both love and fear are required is this . If a person 
only had love for God, he would grow accustomed to be with God, and 
this would become part of his nature. But as a result of his fear, he does 
not dare to come too close. 5o 

The Talmud speaks of " things that stand in the highest places of 
the universe, and are taken lightly by people. " 51 

The Baal Shem Tov explained that the results of prayer are often 
manifest in the "highest places of the universe," and not in the physical 
world. It is for this reason that prayer is " taken lightly by people, " 
since they think that their prayer is in vain. 

The truth, however, is that all prayer has an effect. 52 

Our main link to God is through words - words of Torah and 
prayer. 

Every single letter [in these words] has an inner spiritual essence. 
You must attach your thought and innermost being to this essence. 

This is the mystery of, "Let Him kiss me with the kisses of His 
mouth" (Song of Songs 1 :2) - the attachment of spirit to spirit.53 It is 
also the mystery of, "If you lie between the lips" (Psalms 68:14}54 

When you draw out a word, and do not want to let it go, then you 
are in such a state of attachment. 55 

Every word is a complete concept, and you must place all of your 
strength into it. If you do not, then it remains incomplete. 56 
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You can sometimes pray very fast. This is because the love o f God 
is burning in your heart very s trongly. The words th en leave your 
mouth of their own accord when you pray s ilen tly . 

When you attach yourself on high, you ca n be wo rthy of being 

lifted s till further by the very sa me praye r. Our sages thu s teach us, 
" When one comes to purify himself , he is helped from on hig h." 57 

Through prayer, you can a tt ac h your though ts on hig h. From the 
power of such praye r, you ca n th en reach even higher leve ls . Th en , 

even when you are no t pray ing, you ca n be a tt ac hed to th e spiritual 58 

Sometimes you must wo rship in tho ug ht , with yo ur so ul alo ne. 
Sometimes you can pray with love and awe and with g rea t 

intensity without mo ving at all. Another person look ing on ca n think 
that you are merely reciting the words witho ut any feeling . For when 
you are very closely bound to God , you ca n se rve Him with grea t love, 
with the soul alone. 

This is the bes t type o f worship. It moves quickly , and ca n bring 
you closer [to God] th an prayer whose intens ity is visible outs ide 
thro ugh your body . Such prayer is all ins id e, and therefore, the Husks 
cannot grasp on to it .59 

Rabbi Israel Baa l Shem Tov sa id th a t a person ca n read th e T o rah 
and see lights on the letters, even thoug h he does no t unders tand it 
fully . Since he is reading with g rea t love and enthu s iasm, God does no t 
pay attention to the fact that he may no t be reading correc tly . 

This is very mu ch like a child who is very mu ch loved by hi s 
parents. Even though it canno t speak well, its pa rents have g rea t 
enjoyment when it asks for something. 

The same is true when a person rec i tes words of T ora h wi th love 
[and devotion] . God has great delig ht, and does no t pay a ttentio n to the 
fact th a t he does not read it correct ly 60 

When you want to pray to God for so mething , think of your soul 
as part of the Divine Presence, like a ra indro p in the sea. Then pray for 
the needs of the Divine Presence. 

You can have faith that your prayer will benefit the Divine 
Presence. Then, if you are properly a ttac hed to the Divine Presence, 
this influence will also be transmitted to you . 
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Wh en a person is happy , he unconsc iously claps his hands . This is 
beca use hi s joy spreads through his entire body . 

The same is tru e o f the Divine Presence. Each influence is 
transmitted to each o f its parts .61 

There are times wh en you fee l th a t yo u cannot pray. D o not give 

up even try ing th at day. Ins tead , s treng th en yourself a ll the more , and 
arouse your awe of God . 

This is v ery much like a king in battle, who mu s t disguise himself 
[so as no t to be recogni zed by the enemy] . Those who are wise are able 
to recognize the king by his motio ns . Those who are less wise can s till 
recognize the king, s ince he is always surrounded by extra guards. 

The same is tru e wh en you ca nno t pray with dev o tion . You should 
kno w tha t the King is there and yo u are encountering his additional 
G uards. The o nly reason why you ca nno t come close to the King is 
because o f thi s g rea t pro tec tion surrounding Him. 

You mu s t therefore fo rtify yo urself with reverence, great streng th , 
and additio nal intens ity in order [to break throug h thi s barrier] and 
come close to God. If yo u are successful , you will then be able to pray 
with the g rea tes t poss ible feeling. 62 

I t is found in the writings of the Ari that th e concept of one day 's 
praye rs is no t the same as that o f the nex t day . [The concept of our 
dail y se rvice therefo re changes ev ery day] until the arrival of the 
M ess ianic Age. Our sages therefore say , " If one's prayers are fixed , this 
is no t a supplica tio n ." 63 

I hea rd from my mas ter [the Baa l Sh em Tov] tha t this can be 
p ro ven th ro ug h the ex tra neous thoug hts that enter one's mind during 
wo rship . These tho ug hts come from the Broken Vessels, and the 288 

Sparks th at o ne mu s t separa te each day .64 
[These ex traneous tho ughts enter one's mind during prayer in 

o rder that] he rec tify and elev ate th em. 
The ex traneo us thoughts o f one day , however , are not at all the 

sa me as those o f the nex t. This evidence should be obvious to one who 
cons iders i t65 

Wh en ex traneous tho ughts come to you during s tudy or prayer , 
you should brea k these thoughts down and attach yourself to God . In 
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this manner, you can rectify the Holy Spark that is in each particular 
thought. 

This is like a person who is counting money while his children are 
being held for ransom. They come to him and say, " You have money! 
Ransom US!"66 

We are taught, " When one comes to purify himself, he is helped 
from on high ." 67 

This is somewhat difficult to understand, for it does not seem to 
apply to all who want to purify themselves. 

Sometimes you may want to pray with great enthusiasm before 
God. You make many preparations [so your prayers should be just 
right] . Still, when you are in the depths of prayer, you are disturbed by 
extraneous thoughts. 

You may then wonder, where is this help from on high? You have 
made every possible preparation, cleansing your thoughts so that you 
should pray in purity. [Why then are you disturbed by these extraneous 
thoughts?] 

Actually, however, this itself is God 's help .. . . God sends you 
these thoughts in order that you should elevate them .. .. These 
thoughts do not come by chance, but in order that you should elevate 
them to their Root. 

Thus, for example, you may have an extraneous thought involving 
some evil love or fear. You must then push aside this thought and 
attach yourself to the love and fear of God, completing your prayers 
with great enthusiasm. You can then elevate the Spark [of holiness] out 
of the Husk [of evil in that thought]. 

This itself is the help that is given to you from on high. 68 

I heard from my master [the BaalShem Tov] that even after Rabbi 
Nehunia ben HaKaneh knew all the [Kabbalistic] meditations 
associated with prayer, he would still pray like a small child,69 

Accustom yourself to pray and recite the Psalms in a very low 
voice . Scream quietly, saying the words with all your strength. This is 
the meaning of the verse, " All my bones shall say [God, who is like 
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You]" (Psalms 35:10). A scream that results from complete attachment 
[to God] is absolu tely silen t.70 

There is a " burning sword that rotates , to guard the way of the 
Tree of Life" (Genesis 3:24). 

When you wish to attach your thoughts to the Creator in the 
supernal worlds , the [Evil] Husks (K'/ipot) do not allow you. But even 
though you are not able, you must exert yourself with all your strength 
over and over again, even during a single prayer. Eventually you will 
bind yourself to God and enter the supernal Universes . 

The faith with which you should strengthen yourself is the fact 
that " The whole earth is filled with His glory" (isaiah 6 :3). One must 
have perfect faith, as it is written, " The righteous man lives by his 
faith" (Habakkuk 2:4). 

Even if you fall from a high level during a prayer, continue to 
recite the words with concentration to the best of your ability. Then 
strengthen yourself to return to your level. You may do this many times 
during a single prayer. 

First pronounce the word itself. This is the body. Then place a soul 
in the word .71 

At first, you should arouse your body with all your might. Only 
then will the power of your soul shine for you . 

The Zohar thus teaches, " If fire does not burn brightly, tap the 
wood, and it blazes forth. If the light of the soul does not burn brightly, 
tap the body, so that the light of the soul should blaze forth. " 72 

When a person does this successfully, he can worship in thought 
alone, without any motion on the part of his body. 

When a person is attached to God in a Supernal Universe, he must 
be careful not to allow his body to move, since this will destroy his 
attachment. 73 

Sometimes you may be praying in a state of Constricted 
Consciousness . Then in an instant, the light of your soul blazes forth, 
and you ascend to one of the upper Universes . It is very much like 
climbin g a ladder . 
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The supernal Light is alluded to in the verse, "Se nd forth Your light 
and truth , they will lead me" (Psalms 43:3). 7.' 

In silent prayer, you can attach yourself on high. Then , if you are 
worthy, you can be elevated still highe r in th dt sa me prayer. This is 
the meaning of the teaching, " When one comes to purify himself, he is 
helped." 75 

Through d prayer, you Cdn be worthy of dttaching yourself o n 
high. Then, from this power, you Cdn rise to c1 still higher leve l. When 
you reach this higher level, you can be attached on high eve n when 
you are not praying. 70 



6. SPIRITUAL ASCENT 

Although prayer was the primary vehicle for spiritual ascent, the 
Hasidic masters often discussed the concept in more general terms. One 
could climb the spiritual ladder , from one chamber to the next, from 
one Universe to the one above it. One would thus go through the four 
universes , Asiyah, Yetzirah, Beriyah and finally to Atzilut, the 
Universe of the Sefirot. 

Using these universes for spiritual ascent and attaching one 's mind 
on high plays an important role in the Baal Shem's system. The general 
level which one attains through such ascent is called Devekut (mi'~n) , 

which Ii terally means "a ttachmen t. " Here it refers to a particular 

attachment to the spiritual. 

SOURCES 

I heard from my master [the Baal Shem Tov] that a person is like 
the " ladder standing on the ground, with its top in the heavens " 
(Genesis 28:12) . He ca n do worldly, physical things here on earth, but 
"i ts top is in heaven," since he meditates on lofty concepts . The person 
then binds the deed to his thought , and this in itself is a Yichud 
(U nification). 77 

My master [the Baal Shem Tov] once explained this in more detail. 
He said that a person must place his mind on each physical thing, 
elevating it and binding it on high ... . 

He also taught that when a person studies a difficult subject and 
does not understand it, then he is on the level of Malkhut-Kingship. 
But when he places his mind on it, understanding it and probing its 
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depths, he then binds Malkhut-Kingship to Binah-Understanding, and 
a ttaches the two together. 78 

My master [the BaalShem Tov] revealed to me that when a person 
has pain, whether physical or spiritual, he should meditate that even in 
this pain, God can be found. He is only concealed in a garment in this 
pain. When a person realizes this, then he can remove the garment. The 
pain and all evil decrees can then be nullified.79 

Rabbi Israel Baal Shem Tov said that when he is attached to God 
and a thought falls into his mind, this is a minor level of Ruach 
HaKodesh .80 

Think of yourself as a resident of the Supernal Universes , and you 
will not consider the people of this world important. For the physical 
world is like a mustard seed compared to the Supernal Universes . 
Meditate on this and it will make no difference to you whether people 
love you or hate you. Their love and hate will be nothing to yoU .81 

When you are attached to one of the Supernal Universes with no 
extraneous thoughts , you can then receive a thought very much like 
prophecy. This thought comes because of an announcement on high 
regarding the same subject. 

Sometimes you hear a voice speaking . This is because the Supernal 
Voice is attached to the voice of your prayer and Torah study. You then 
hear the likeness of a voice speaking, and it can reveal future events .82 

If you wish to ascend on high, you must go from one step to the 
next. 

First, you should have in mind that you are ascending only to the 
first Firmament, which is a journey of 500 years. In your mind, 
expand this firmament on all sides . It should not appear small and 
narrow in your mind, but broad , filling the entire mind. 

Once you stand there, you must strengthen your mind to go 
higher, and then still higher. You must go step by step, however, since 
you cannot ascend through all Seven Firmaments [at once]. 
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The only time that it is possible to do this is in the middle of 
prayer. If yo u ,lttach yourself Io n highl properly at the very beginning, 
then yo u ca n ascpnd to all Seven Firmaments at once,s3 

When you come to the First Firmament in your ascent from level 
to leve l, you must see to two things. Fi rs t, you must see to it that you do 
not fall down again, and second, you must see to it that you should 
ascend st ill higher. 

Since in your mind you are literally in the First Firmament, you 
can th en ascend to the next Firmament. [You can climb from one 
Firmament to the nex t] until you reach [Yetzirah], the world of Angels. 
You th en climb to [Beriyah], the world of the Throne. 

Finally all that remains is th e Universe of Atzilut. When you reach 
thi s leve l, you can bind your thoughts to God. 84 

When you des ire to ascend, you will first see the form of a man 
and an image of dogs. These are the [Evil] Husks (Klipot), which are in 
the Universe of Asiyah. You must strengthen yourself and not be 
afraid. 

Sometimes you can speak on high with your soul alone, without 

your body. This is when you separate yourself from your body, and it 
is called " divestment of the physical" (Hit-pashtut HaGashmiut) . In 
such a state you feel no bodily sensation and are totally unaware of the 
physica l world. Your entire mind depicts only the Supernal Universes , 
with their angels and archangels. 

When you reach the Universe of Atzilut, you are devoid of all 
sensation. All tha t you experience is the most etherial feeling, which is 
nothing other than God's closeness. 

On this leveL you ca n know future events. Occasionally, you can 
also beco me aware of future events in the lower [three] Universes , since 
it is there that they are announced. 

Sometimes you will have to make many attempts, just to ascend 
from one Firmament to the next. This interval is a journey of 500 years, 
and sometimes you ca n fall in the middle. 85 

Regard ing this , Rabbi Israel Baal Shem Tov said, " When I bind 
my thoughts to God, I let my mouth say anything that it desires. I have 
bound my speech to its highes t Root in the Divine, and every word has 
a Root o n high in the Sefirot. " 

He also said, "Sometimes I sit among people engaged in idle talk . I 
attach myself to God properly, and I can bind all their words on 
high ."86 
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When you are properly attached to God, you can engage in any 
activity that you wish . It appears that you are gazing at the subject of 
your activity, but actually, you are gazing at nothing other than God .8 7 

When your thoughts ascend on high to the Supernal Universes, 
you must strengthen your mind . You will then be able to stroll through 
these Universes just like a person strolls from one room to the next. 88 

I heard this from my master [The Baal Shem Tov]. Wherever a 
person places his thoughts, that is where all of him is .89 

It is written, "Send Your light and Your truth , they will direct me" 
(Psalms 43:3) . The whole earth is filled with the glory of the Divine 
Presence, and this is what brings your thought from the lower world to 
the transcendental. With that great power, your soul ascends and with 
your thoughts, you break through the Firmaments . I t is as if they are 
opened before you . 

You are thus brought to the Universe of Yetzirah , then to the 
Universe of Beriyah , and finally to the Universe of Atzilut. 

You must first bring your thoughts down below, and then you can 
ascend on high. In your thoughts , you must descend and ascend many 
times . This is because you must come down before you can go up. 

When you descend, that is when you gain power. When you go up 
once again, you are then able to ascend to a still higher level. This is like 
a person throwing a rock [where he must lower his hand before he 
throws it]. 

When you ascend mentally to the Universe of Asiyah or Yetzirah , 
you should have in mind [the entities] in that world are speaking, and 
that their speech is being expressed by your mouth in that Universe . 
You should also meditate that God is in front of you in the T en Sefirot 
of that Universe, and that His greatness is infinite. 

Wherever you ascend on high, keep in mind th at you are bringing 
yourself closer to God, and binding yourself to Him on a higher level. 
The Zohar thus says, " The King 's feet are not the same as the King 's 
head. " 90 

At all times during the day, even when you are not praying, you 
should mentally elevate your thoughts on high . This takes great effort. 
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Strengthen yourself with all your power of concentration, even if at 
first you do not ascend very high. 

Do not attempt to ascend too quickly. First attempt the Universe 
of Asiyah, then Yetzirah, then Beriyah, and finally A tzilu t. 91 

The supernal universes are really very great, but because the soul 
is clothed in the body, they seem very small. But when a person divests 
himself of his physical bodily nature, then with his mind he can see that 
these universes are very great.92 

When you bind yourself to God, then through you, all the worlds 
under your hand are bound to God. 

Through eating and wearing clothing, you have the power to 
include in yourself the concepts of anima\, vegetable and mineral in all 
universes, and through you, they can all be bound to God. But this is 
possible only when you attach yourself to God. 

When a person does not believe with absolute faith that through 
his words and attachment to God he can accomplish such things, then 
nothing at all is actually accomplished on high. 

It is therefore written [that the angel who wrestled with Jacob] 
" touched the hollow of his thigh " (Genesis 32:26) This means that [the 
angel] took away his faith.93 

Faith is all-important. Many people love and fear God, but still, 
they accomplish nothing on high because they lack absolute faith. 94 

It is written, " The Living Angels ran and returned " (Ezekiel 1 :14). 

heard the following explanation of this from my master [the Baal 
Shem Tov] . 

Every thing has a burning desire and longing to return and attach 
itself to its root. The soul therefore also constantly desires to attach 
itself to its Root on high. 

[The soul would thus want to constantly satisfy] this longing 
through worship and Torah study. 

If the soul were to constantly experience this ardor, it would totally 
nullify itself. [Totally swallowed up in God, it would revert to the state 
that existed] before the World of Rectification came into being. 

This is the mystery of the "Graves of Desire" [where out of 
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longing and desire, the people were totally nullified in the Infinite 
Essence, and thus ceased to exist] as discussed in B'rit Menucha . ... 95 

God therefore arranged that man should have to occasionally 
engage in his worldly needs. He must eat, drink , and earn a livelihood 
to some degree , even though he is willing to make do with little. At 
these times , he is prevented from worshipping God, and the soul can 
rest. 

The individual's mental faculties are then [renewed and] 
strengthened, so that he can once again engage in worship . 

This is the mystery of, " The Living Angels ran and returned ." 96 



7. NOTHINGNESS 

In classical meditation, the mos t difficult path is undirected 
meditation . This is a path where one must totally clear one's mind of all 
thought and sensation , whether physical or spiritual. All that one 
experiences on this level is abso lute nothingness. 

It is significant to note that in classical Kabbalah, the highest 
spiritual levels are also referred to an Ayin (T?tt) - literally, 
" nothingness." Thus, the Universe of Beriyah literally refers to the 
level that is called "crea tion." Creation, however, is defined as bringing 
forth "Something from No thing. " The level above Beriyah, from which 
it emanates, must therefore be considered " Nothing." It is in this 
context that the universe of Atzilut is often referred to as 
" Nothingness. " 

This term is also used to denote Keter-Crown, the highest of the 
Sefirot in Atzilut. With regard to Chokhmah-Wisdom, the second 
highest Sefirah , it is written, " Wisdom comes into being from Nothing 
(Ayin)" (Job 28:12). Thus, Keter-Crown , the level from which 
Chokhmah-Wisdom emanates is also called " Nothingness ." While 
Atzilut in general is nothingness in a conceptual sense, Keter-Crown is 
nothingness in even a spiritual sense97 

This is also suggested by the term Ain Sot (~io nn, an appelation 
often assigned to God in the Kabbalah . Literally, Ain (r~) means 
" without" and Sot (~io) means " end ." Ain Sot is therefore usually 
translated to mean " The Endless One," the " Infinite Being," or simply, 
"The Infinite."98 The term "Ain Sof, " however, also has the 
connotation as "The Nothingness End" or "The Ultimate Nothing
ness." In this context, it refers to the ultimate level in Nothingness to 
which one ascends. 

Undirected meditation on Nothingness is one of the most 
dangerous methods in classical meditation, and should not be 
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attempted except under the guidance of a master. Prior to the Hasidic 
masters, there is virtually no mention whatsoever of this method. 
Even in the Hasidic writings, it is only mentioned occasionally and 
obliquely, but the few references are highly significant. It is discussed 
most often by the Mezricher Maggid, and by his most illustrious 
disciple, Rabbi Levi Yitzchak of Berdichov (1740 - 1809). 

SOURCES 

The many levels of the mind include the thinker, thought and 
speech . One is influenced by the other. 

Speech exists in time. Thought is also in time, since a person has 
different thoughts at different times . 

There is also an essence that binds the thinker to thought. This is 
an essence that cannot be grasped. It is the attribute of Nothingness. It 
is often referred to as the Hyle [the state between potential and 
realiza tion]. 

An egg becomes a chicken. There is , however, an instant when it is 
neither chicken nor egg. No person can determine that instant, for in 
that instant, it is a state of Nothingness. 

The same is true of the transition of thinker to thought , or of 
thought to speech . It is impossible to grasp the essence that unites them . 

In order to bind them all together , one mus t reach the level of 
Nothingness. 

Moses thus said, " If Nothingness , erase me " (Exodus 32:32). [The 
Israelites had bowed down to the Golden Calf and] had been blemished 
by idolatry. What Moses wanted to do was elevate them back to their 
original level. He therefore brought himself to the level of Nothingness , 
and [wishing to go still higher ,] he prayed, " erase me. " 99 When he 
reached the highest level, he was able to bind all things on highIOO 

Think of yourself as nothing , and totally forget yourself when you 
pray . Only have in mind that you are praying for the Divine Presence. 

You can then enter the Universe of Thought, a state that is beyond 
time. Everything in this realm is the same, life and dea th , land and sea. 



Universe 

Atzilut 
Beriyah 
Yetzirah 
Asiyah 

Levels of Existence 

Manifestation 

N o thingness 
Thought 
Speech 
Action 
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Sefirah 

Chokhmah 
Binah 
The next six 
M alkhut 

... But in order to enter the Universe of Thought wh ere all is the same, 
you must relinquish your ego, and forget all your troubles. 

You cannot reach this level if you a ttach yourself to physical 
worldly things . For then , you are attached to the divis ion between good 
and evil, which is included in the seven days of creation. How then can 
you approach a level above time, where absolute unity reigns . 

I=lIrthermore, if you consider yourself as " something, " and ask for 
your own needs , then God cannot clothe Himself in you. God is 
infinite, and no vesse l can hold Him at all, exce pt wh en a person makes 
himself like Nothing .10 1 

In prayer , you must place all your strength in the words , going 
from le tter to lett e r until you totally forget your bod y. Thinking how 
th e le tters permute and co mbin e with each o ther, yo u will have great 
delight. If this is a great ph ys ica l delig ht , it is certainly a great spiritual 
delight. 

This is the Universe of Yetzirah , [the world of Speech] . 
The letters then enter your thoughts , and you do not even hear the 

words that you pronounce. This is the Universe of Beriyah , [the world 
of Thought] . 

You then come to the level o f Nothingness, where all your [senses 
and] physical faculti es are nullified . This is the Universe of Atzilut , 
[which parallels] the Attribute of Chokhmah-Wisdom. 1oz 

Nothing can change from one thing to another [without first 
losing its original identity] . Thus, for example, before an egg can grow 
into a' chicken, it must first cease totally to be an egg. Each thing must 
lose its original identity before it can be something else. 
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Therefore, b efo re a thing is tr ans fo rmed into something else, it 

mu s t come to th e level o f N o th ing ness. 
This is ho w a miracle comes abo ut , ch ang ing th e laws o f na ture. 

Firs t the thing mus t be eleva ted to the Eman a ti on o f N o thing ness. 

Influence then com es from tha t Eman a tio n to produce the mi racle. 103 

When a p erson gazes at an objec t, he eleva tes it into hi s tho ug ht. If 
his tho ug ht is then a ttach ed to the supern al Thoug ht , he ca n elevate it 
to the supernal Thought. From there it ca n be eleva ted to the level of 

N o thing n ess, where the objec t itse lf becomes absolute no thing ness . 
This p erson can then lo wer it o nce aga in to the level o f Thought , 

which is so methingn ess. At the end of all leve ls, he ca n tr ansfo rm it into 

gold .103 

God is boundless. This mea ns tha t there is no thing ph ys ica l tha t 

can hinder His presence. H e fill s every elemen t of space in all uni ve rses 
th a t H e crea ted , on all levels, and th ere is no p lace devoid o f H im.l04 

When a perso n ascends f ro m o ne leve l to th e nex t, but st ill wants 
to a ttain mo re, then he has no limits and is litera ll y like th e In finite . 

This person then h as the a ttr ibute with w hich to g ras p the seed 

transmitted fr om the Inf inite Being. 
But wh en a person says, " Tha t which I ca n g rasp is sufficient for 

me, " he then o nly as pires to the s traw and chaff , which are the 
Hus ks1 05 

Man is primarily his mind . It wo uld be na tura l fo r something 

which is mind to o nly bind itself to mental co ncepts. 
One s hould therefo re keep in mind thi s thoug ht : " Wh y should I 

u se my mind to th ink about phys ica l things l When I do thi s I lower my 
mind by binding it to a lower leve l. It wo uld be b etter fo r me to eleva te 

m y mind to the hig h es t leve l, by b inding m y thoug hts to the Infinite. " 
Eve n phys ica l things mu s t serve the C rea tor in a s piritu al manner. 

It is thus taug ht , " They a re M y slaves, and no t s laves of s laves." 106 

l o ve is no t res tri c ted by limita tio ns . Fo r love does no t have any 

bounds , being an as pect o f th e Infinite l ove. 
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If one has love for something physical, then this physical thing 
becomes a vessel [that limits] his love. 

But when one has love for the Infinite Being, then his love is 
clothed in the Infinite. Both the love and its vessel are then boundless. 
The same is true of all other attributes .lo7 

When a person repents and directs his love toward God , his 
though tis , " Why did I expend my love for physical things? I t is better 
for me to love the Root of all Roots. " His love is then rectified, and he 
draws the Sparks of Holiness ou t from the H usks. 108 

[God is called] the Endless One (Ain 50/), and not the 
Beginningless One. 

If He were called the Beginningless One, it would be impossible to 
even begin to speak about Him. But to some extent, it is possible to 
comprehend Him through His creation. This is a beginning, but it has 
no end. lo9 

Rabbi Levi Yilzchak: 

The most important thing to realize is that God created all and that 
He is all. 

God 's influence never ceases. At every instant, He gives existence 
to His creation, to all the universes, to the heavenly chambers, and to 
all the angels .... 

We therefore say [in the prayer before the 5h'ma), " He forms light 
and creates darkness" [in the present tense), and not " He formed light 
and created darkness " [in the past tense]. We say that God " creates" in 
the present tense because every 'second he creates and gives existence to 
all tha tis. 

Everything comes from God. He is perfect and He includes all 
things. 

When a person attains the attribute of Nothingness, he realizes 
that he is nothing, and that God is giving him existence. He can then 
say that God " creates" - in the present tense. This means that God is 
creating, even at this very moment. 

When a person looks at himself and not at Nothingness, then he is 
on a level of " somethingness" [and independent existence]. He then 
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says th a t God " crea ted " - in the past tense. This mea ns that God 

crea ted him earlier [but tha t he now has independent ex is tence]. 
We therefo re say the bless ing, " [Blessed are You , 0 Cod ... ] who 

created man with wisdom. " [We use th e past tense, ] s ince Wisdom is on 
a level of " somethingness. " 

We th erefo re find in the writings o f the Ari that th e ex press ion , 
" Cod is King," is an aspec t of N o thing ness . Fo r when we say th a t " Cod 

is King " [in th e present tense] it mea ns th at He is presently g iving us 

ex is tence. This is the aspect of N o thing ness - we are no thing , and it is 

Cod who is giving us the power [to exist. ]. 
On the level of Nothingness, everything is above the laws of 

nature. On th e leve l of " somethingness, " on the o th er hand , all things 

are bound by natu re. 
Th e way in which we b ind " somethingness " to N o thingness is 

thro ug h the T ora h and commandments. This is th e mea ning of the 

verse, " The Living Angels ran and re turned " (Ezekiell:1 4) - (th a t is, 
from a level of Nothingness to one of " somethingness. " J 

The Zohar teach es tha t th e commandments and T orah are both 

hidden and revea led .llo " Hidden " a lludes to Nothing ness, while 

" revealed " app lies to " something ness. " They thus bind something to 
N othingness, and N o thing ness to som ething ness. 

This is the meaning of th e word Mitzvah (;'~~7;l), mea ning 
" commandment. " Wh en we reve rse th e H eb rew alph abe t through the 
A tbash (I,I)" Jn!() c ipher, then A lef (!() becomes Tav (n) , Bet (J) becomes 

Shin (1,1) ), and so on. IThro ug h this c ip her, the M em (/-') of Mitzvah 
(;,m~) becomes a Yod (') , while the T zad i (~) beco mes a Heh (;,) . 

[The firs t two let ters of Mif~l'fl 'l therefo re] are Yod H eh (;"), th e 
fir s t two let ters of the Tetragr,lmm,lton,YHVH (;'1;,,).111 

This is an ,ls pect of Nothingness. 

The las t two le tt e rs of th e word Mjf ~ l'flh are Vav Heh (;'1) , (the last 

two le tters of the T e tragr,lmm ,l ton I. 

This is an aspec t o f so m e thin gness. 

Th e letters Yod H e h ( ;,, ) lin th e word Mjf~l'f1 hl Me hidde n, just 
like th e co ncept of No thingn ess. IThe le tt e r s Vav H e h ( ;'1 ), on th e 
other h a nd , Me w r itte n direc tl y, a nd are reve ,l led, ju s t like som e thin g

ness.1 
Th e comm ,l ndm e nt s thu s h ,lVe cl hidd e n p,lrt ,1n d a rev ealed part. 

The hidd e n par t is o ur bringing pl e ,lsure to Cod thro ug h our 
o bse rvance of the commandm e nt s, since we h,lVe no W,ly o f de tec t

ing th is. IT he reveal ed par t is l w he n we be nef it o urse lves, s in ce thi s is 
v is ibl e. 
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This is the meaning of th e verse , " Hidden things belong to the 

Lord our God, [but revealed things belong to us and to our children 
for ever] " (Deu tero nomy 34 :22 ). 

" Hidden things " a llude to th e hidden part of the commandment, 
and these " belong to the Lord o ur God. " Wha t we acco mplish with 

relation to God is hidd en from us. 
" Revea led things belong to us and to our children, " h owever , since 

th e divine influ ence that we bring about is revealed to us .1I2 

A t every ins tant , all universes receive sustenance and Life Force 

from God. M an , however, is the one who m o tiv ates thi s sustenance and 
transm its it to all worlds. 

When a person wants to bring new s u s te nance toa ll universes , h e 

must at tac h himself to the level of N o thingness . This is the leve l in a ll 

universes th a t were no t cons tri c ted . 
When man nullifi es himself completely and attaches his thoughts 

to N o thing ness, then a new sus tenance flows to all universes . This is a 

sus tena nce tha t did no t exis t prev io us ly . 
A person mu s t fear God so mu ch that his ego is to tally nullified . 

Only then ca n he attach himself to N o thing ness . Sustenance, filled with 

all good, then flows to a ll universes .... 

The individu al thus a ttac hes the Life Force of all universes to 
N othing ness, which is hig her than all worlds . .. . On the level where 

this [Life Fo rce] had no t ye t been cons tric ted into the universes, it is 
a ttached to the N o thingness, which is ca lled the Hyle . ... 113 



8. RABBI NACHMAN'S WAY 

The classical word for meditation is Hitbodedut, which literally 
means mental self-seclusion . Although this term has been used in this 
context for a thousand years, the name with which it is most often 
associated is Rabbi Nachman of Breslov (1772-1810). Where other 
masters speak of Hitbodedut only occasionally, Rabbi Nachman has 
provided us wi th an en tire Ii ter a tu re . 

The Hitbodedut meditation taught by Rabbi Nachman would be 
called inner directed meditation in classical terminology. That is , rather 
than concentrating on some external thing, such as a name or a mantra , 
one concentrates on the thoughts that arise in his mind . In Rabbi 
Nachman's system, one does so in the context of prayer, expressing, 
these spontaneous thoughts as prayers before God . Although it is often 
referred to as spontaneous prayer, Rabbi Nachman's Hitbodedut is 
actually one of the classical methods of meditation. 

Rabbi Nachman was the last master of Kabbalah meditation, and it 
is with him that we conclude this discussion . Looking at the entire field 
of meditation from a historical viewpoint , we find that the closer one 
gets to the present, the less dangerous and more universal the methods 
become. The techniques of the Hekhalot and Abulafia are highly 
advanced and dangerous, and should be used only after many, many 
years of preparation . The Ari 's Yichudim and Kavanot, on the other 
hand, involve only thought and are much gentler in their effect. The 
Baal Shem Tov made use of ~he prayer service almost as a mantra, 
making the method accessible to all who could recite the service. But 
still, Rabbi Nachman's method was the most universaL and could be 
used by literally everybody. 

Besides being a great master of a major meditative school, Rabbi 
Nachman has attained great fame as a story teller, and his tales have 
taken their place among the classics of world literature. He was also a 
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major Kabbalist, according to some, on a level as great as that of the Ari 
and the Baal Shem Tov . 

A great-grandson of the Baal Shem Tov, Rabbi Nachman was 
born in the founder 's house in Medzeboz on Rosh Chodesh Nissan, 
5532 (April 4 , 1772). His father , Reb Simcha , was the son of Rabbi 
Nachman Horodenker , a leading disciple of the Baal Shem Tov . Feiga, 
his mother, was the daughter of Udel, who in turn was the only 
daughter of the Baal Shem. Rabbi Nachman 's birth occurred at a time 
when Hassidism was in deep trouble, and it was on the day of his 
circumcision that the dread Ch erem or ban was pronounced against the 
entire Hassidic movemnt. 

In many ways, Rabbi Nachman 's childhood resembled that of his 
illustrious great-grandfather, and he also spent hours meditating in the 
fields and mountains, hiding his brilliance and piety from those around 
him. He married at an early age , and settled with his father-in-law in 
Ossa tin , in the Western Ukraine. When his mother-in-law died and his 
father-in-l aw remarried, the new mistress of the house made things 
difficult for the young Tzaddik, and he moved away to take a post in 
Medvedevka, several miles away. Renowned as a direct descendent of 
the Baal Shem Tov, Rabbi Nachman had no difficulty in attracting a 
following, but as he matured, he became a brilliant leader in his own 
right. 

It was from Medvedevka that Rabbi Nachman set out on his 
pilgrimage to the Holy Land in the spring of 1798. After a long delay in 
Istanbul due to Napolean 's Egyptian Campaign, he finally set foot on 
the Holy Land a day before Rosh HaShanah (September 10, 1798). 
There he met Rabbi A vraham Kalisker, leader of the Holy Land 
Hassidim, and a strong bond of friendship developed between the two. 
Upon his return , he made a valiant attempt to subdue the dispute which 
had been raging between Rabbi Avraham and Rabbi Schneur Zalman 
of Liadi , even making a 700-mile trip to see the latter. 

In the fall of 1800, Rabbi Nachman moved from Medvedevka to 
Zlatipolia, just a few miles from Shpola . Rabbi Leib, the Shpola Zeida 
(Grandfather), was obviously annoyed at the intrusion of this young 
" upstart, " and after a number of false accusations on the part of his 
followers, began a heated controversy against Rabbi Nachman. Things 
became so bad that Zeida tried to enact a ban of Cherem against the 
Young Rebbe, and it was only the intervention of Rabbi Levi Yitzchok 
of Berdichov and his uncle, Rabbi Baruch of Medzeboz, that prevented 
it. This controversy, however, was not to abate, and it led to great 
persecutions of the Breslover Hassidim after Rabbi Nachman's death . 
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Not being able to bear the pressure of this controversy , Rabbi 
Nachman moved to Breslov in the central Ukraine, arriving there o n 10 

Elul, 5562 (September 7 , 1802) . [t was here th at he a ttrac ted his major 
disciple and Boswell , Rabbi N a than o f N emerov . M os t o f the teachings 
o f Rabbi Nachman that have survived were written down by Rabbi 
N athan , and the master himself sa id, " If no t fo r my N athan , no 
memory of my teachings wo uld have remained. " 

Early in 1805 , Rabbi Nachman ins tructed Rabbi N ath an to begin 
arranging his teachings in o rder, compiling wh at was to become his 
magnum opus, th e Likutey Moharan (Antho logy o f Our M as ter, Rabbi 
N achman) . A little over a yea r la ter , Rabbi N achman 's infant so n, 
Sh 'lomo Ephriam, died . Stricken by grief- and perh aps o ut of a need to 
rec tify his son 's dea th-Rabbi N achman se t o ut on a long mys ter ious 
journey in the winter of 1807. [t was during thi s journey that hi s wife 
died , and he contracted the tuberculosis th a t was to take his life. 

Suffering from consumption, Rabbi N achman journeyed to 
Lemberg (Lvov) where he sought medica l trea tment. [t was during this 
period that he sent Likutey Moharan to be printed , and it was 
completed in the la te summer o f 1808. 

After a fire burned Rabbi N achman 's house in the spring of 1810, 

he relocated in U man (a city half way between Kiev and Odessa), scene 
of the great massac re of 1768, where tens of thousands o f Jews had 
bee n s la ughte red by the H aidm acks. Ra bbi Nachm a n sa id that he now 
had the task of rec tifying these souls with his o wn dea th . [t was also his 
des ire to be buri ed in Um c1ll 's mart y r-fill ed ce me te ry. 

While in Uman , Rabbi N achman beca me quite fri endly with a 
number of secularized Jewish intellec tuals who lived there. He declared 
that it was an important task to bring these " los t souls" back to the 
tru th o One of the leaders of the anti-relig ious " enlig h ten men t" of 
Uman declared that if Rabbi N achman had no t died prematurely , he 
would have made him into a relig ious Jew . 

With tuberculos is sapping away his s treng th , Rabbi Nachman 
barely made it through the Hig h Ho ly D ays. He passed away during 
Sukko t, on 18 Tishrei , 557l (October 16, 1810) . Earl y the nex t day, he 
was laid to rest in the old cemetery in Uman , and his g rave remains a 
shrine to Breslover Hassidim to this very day. 

Aft e r hi s ma s te r 's death , Ra bbi N cl th a n wo r ked dilige ntl y to keep 
the group together. Gathering penny by penny, he printed the second 
part of Likutey Moharan , as well as the Sichot HaRan and Sichot 
Moharan , compilations of Rabbi Nachman 's say ings . M erciless ly 
hounded by Rabbi Moshe of Savran because o f false accusa tio ns, the 
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group barely survived the next few decades. I t was only Rabbi 
Nathan 's tremendous dedication and strength of character that kept the 
Breslover Hassidim alive as a group. Despite the persecutions, a 
synagogue was built in Uman, numerous books published, and the 
group eventually grew to number in the thousands. 

Although Rabbi Nachman 's teachings comprise a good number of 
volumes, his ideas regarding meditation are collected in a remarkable 
book called Hishtapchut HaNefesh (Outpouring of Soul) . 

SOURCES 

You must include yourself in God 's unity, which is the imperative 
Existence. You cannot be worthy of this, however, unless you first 
nullify yourself . It is impossible to nullify yourself, however, without 
Hitbodedu t-medi tation. 

When you meditate and express your spontaneous thoughts 
before God, you can be worthy of nullifying all desires and all evil 
traits . You will then be able to nullify your entire physical being, and 
become included in your Root. 

The main time to meditate is at night. This is a time when the 
world is free from mundane concerns. Since people are involved in the 
mundane by day, you will be held back and confused, so that you will 
not be able to attach yourself to God and include yourself in Him. Even 
if you yourself are not so involved , since the world is concerned with 
worldly vanities , it is difficult for you to nullify yourself. 

I t is also necessary that you meditate in an isolated place. It should 
be outside the city, or on a lonely street, or some other place where 
other people are not found. For wherever people are found , they are 
involved in the mundane world. Even though they may not be in this 
place at that time, the very fact that they are usually there can confuse 
one's meditation, and then one cannot nullify himself and include 
himself in God. 

You must therefore be alone, at night , on an isolated path, where 
people are not usually found . Go there and meditate, cleansing your 
heart and mind of all worldly affairs . You will then be worthy of a true 
aspect of self-nullification. 

Meditating at night in an isolated place, you should make use of 
many prayers and thoughts, until you nullify one trait or desire. Then 
make use of much meditation to nullify another trait or desire. 
Continue in such a time and place, proceeding in this manner, until you 
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have nullified all. If some ego remains, work to nullify that. Continue 
until nothing remains. 

If you are truly worthy of such nullification , then your soul will be 
included in its Root, which is God, the Necessary Existence. All the 
world will then be included in this Root along with your soul. 1l4 

Hitbodedut-meditation is the best and the highest level of worship. 
Set aside an hour or more each day to meditate, in the fields or in a 

room, pouring out your thoughts to God. Make use of arguments and 
persuasion, with words of grace, longing and petition, supplicating 
God and asking that He bring you to serve Him in truth . 

Such meditation should be in the language that you normally 
speak. It is difficult to express your thoughts in Hebrew, and the heart 
is therefore not drawn after the words . We do not normally speak 
Hebrew, and are not accustomed to expressing ourself in this language . 
I t is therefore much easier to ex press yourself in your f'.il tive language. 

In your everyday native language, exp ress a ll your thoughts to 
God , speaking of everything that is in your hea rt. This ca n involve 
regret and repentance for the past, or req uests and supplications asking 
that you should truly come close to God in the future. Every person can 
express his own thoughts , each according to hi s level. 

You should be very careful with thi s practice, accustoming 
yourself to do it at a set time each day . The rest of the day can then be 
joyous . 

This is a very great practice. It is the best possible advice, including 
all things. It is good for everything that may be lacking in your 
relationship with God . Even if you are completely removed from God, 
you should still express your thoughts to Him , and ask [that He bring 
you back] . 

Even if your words are blocked , and you cannot open your mouth 
to God , you can still prepare yourself to do so. Even getting ready to 
speak to God is in itself very good. Even though you cannot speak to 
Him, you long and yearn to do so - and this itself is very good. 

You can even make a prayer out of this itself. You can cry out to 
God that you are so far from Him that you cannot even speak. You ca n 
ask Him to have mercy on you and open your mouth so that you should 
be able to express your thoughts to Him. 
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You should know that many great, famous saints (Tzaddikim) said 

that they only reached their high level through this practice of 
Hidbodedut-medita tion. If you have wisdom , you will understand the 

importance of thi s practice, and how it brings one higher and higher. 
Yet, it is something that can be done equally by every individual, great 
and small alike. Everyone can observe this practice and reach the 
highest leve ls. Happy is he who does SO.IIS 

You should be consi s tent in your meditation , expressing your 

thoughts before Cod each day. 
Even if you ca nnot speak at all, you should simply repeat a single 

word, and this, too , is very good. If you can say nothing else, remain 
firm, and repeat this word over and over again, countless times. You 
can spend many d ays with this one word alone, and this will be very 
beneficial. Remain firm, repea ting your word or phrase countless times . 
Cod will eventually have mercy on you and open your heart so that you 
will be able to express all your thoughts. 

Speech has great power. It is even possible to prevent a gun from 
firing. Understand this .II O 

You must be worthy to be able to meditate for a given time each 
day, [thinking about your life] and regretting what you must. Not 
everyone ca n have such mental tranquility each day. The days pass and 
are gone, and you find that you never once had time to really think . 

You must therefore make sure to set aside a specific time each day 

to calmly review your life. Consider what you are doing , and ponder 
whether it is worthwhile for you to devote your life to it. 

A person who does not meditate cannot have wisdom. He may 
occasionally be able to co ncentrate, but not for any length of time. His 

power of concentration remains weak and cannot be maintained . 
If a person does not meditate , he also does not realize the 

foolishn ess of th e wC)rld. But when an individual has a relaxed and 

penetrating mind , he can see that it is all meaningless II 7 

It is best to med itate in the meadows outside the city. Co to a 

grassy field, and the grass will awaken your heart. 11 8 
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Know that when you pray in the fields, all the grasses come into 

your prayers . They help you and give you s treng th to pray. 
It is for thi s reason tha t prayer is ca ll ed Sichah. This shares a roo t 

with the word for grass, as in, " All th e grass (Si 'ach) o f the field 
(Genes is 2:5). 

It is thus written , " And Isaac went out to medita te (Suach) in th e 
field " (Genesis 24:63). His praye r was helped and s treng th ened by the 
field , since all the grasses fortified and a ided hi s prayer. 119 

Rabbi N achman said that the mai n time th a t King David would 
meditate upon God was at night , under the covers in bed . Hidden from 
the s ig ht of all o thers , he would pour o ut his hea rt before God. He 
therefore said, " I meditate every night o n my bed in tears " (Psa lms 
6:7)I20 

It is very good to have a spec ial roo m, se t as ide for T ora h s tudy 

and prayer. Such a room is especially benefic ia l for secl ud ed med ita ti on 
and conversation with God . 

Rabbi Nachman sa id th a t it is very good even to sit in such a 
special room. The atmosphere itself is beneficial, even if you sit th ere 
and do nothing. 

Even if you do not have a spec ial room, you can s till meditate and 
express your thoughts to God. 

Rabbi Nachman said tha t yo u ca n create your own " special room " 
under your Tallit. Just drape your Tallit over your eyes and express 
your thoughts to God as you desire . 

You can also meditate with God in bed under the covers . This was 
King David 's custom, as he said , " I medi ta te eve ry nigh t on my bed in 
tears" (Psalms 6:7). 

You can also converse with God while sitting before an o pen book . 
Let o thers think that you are merely [reading o r] s tudying. 

There are many other ways in which you ca n accomplish this if 
you truly want to meditate and ex press your tho ughts to God. Above 
all else, this is the root and found ation of holiness and repentance.12J 

Elijah was an ordinary human being, living in this world. But 
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through secluded meditation , he reached such a high level that he never 
tasted death. 

From Rabbi Nachman 's words, it was obvious that Elijah reached 
his high level only through this practice. The same is true of all the 
other great saintsI22 

There are many prayers, supplications and petitIOns that have 
already been composed. The Destroyers and Denouncers know of them 
and therefore lay in the way to ambush these prayers . 

You can travel on a path that is well-trod , known and publicized to 
all. Bu t murderers and robbers also know of this road , and lay in wait 
there . But when you travel on a byway, taking a route that is as yet 
unknown, robbers are also ignorant of it. 

The same is true here. Your personal prayers before God are like a 
new rou teo They are prayers that have been composed in your heart, 
and are not being expressed for the first time. Therefore, no 
Denouncers lie in wait for these prayers. 

Nevertheless, [your own prayers are not enough]. You should also 
be very careful to say the other [standard] supplications and prayers. 123 

'''17N7' 1"7J:J 
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Notes 

Chapter One: Meditation 

1. This is discussed at length in the companion volume, Medilnlioll nlld Ihe 
Bihle. 

2. This method is me ntioned by Maimonides in Ynd, IIvodnl Kokhnvim 11:6. 
3. Be'er Heliv, Ornch ( haim 1 :3. See below, Chapter Six , no te 83. Also see 

Chapter Four, no te 76. 
4. This is described at length by Rabbi Dov Baer of Lubavitch in his 

Kunin's HnHilpn 'llllll. This has bee n published in English as II Trncl 011 Ecslnsy. 
5. Ynd, Yesodey HnTnrn h 2:1 See also Yad, Tshuvah 10:3. 
6. Moreh Nevuchim 3:51. This "kiss" is mentioned in the Talmud, Bernkhol 

8a, Moed Kalall 28a, Bava Balra 17a; Oevarim I~ahhah 11: 10. See Commentaries on 
Psalm 91: 14 . 

7. MiS/lilah , Sucra h 5:4. 
8. Yerushalmi, Sucrah 5:1 (22b). 
9. Taallill:30; YerJJ shalmi, Megillah 2:4 (20b), Moed Kalall 3:7 (17b). See also 

Tallchuma, SlleInilli 11. 
10. There are many places where the word Hilliodedul is used unam

biguously to denote meditation . See Hai Gaon, quoted in commentary of R. 
Moshe Botril on Sefer Yelzirnh 4:2; Ibn Ezra, commentary on Exodus 20:8, 
Isaiah 44:25, Micah 2:1, Psalms 92:5, Yesod Moreh 8; Maimonides, Yad, Yesodey 
HnTora h 7:4, Moreh Nevuchim 1:8, 3:51, Iggerel HaMussar (in Iggerol HaRnmlmm , 
Warsaw, 1927) p. 7; Perush Hallgndol of Ra bbi Azariah of Goronda (in Scholem, 
Kilvey Yad BaKahlmlah, Jerusalem, 1930), p. 197, quoted in Recanti on VnYechi 
(Lvov, 1880) p. 37d, quoted in Mil/chnl Yehudnh (Chayit) on Manrekhel Elokull0 
(Mantua, 1558) p. 143b; Ramban on Deuteronomy 13:2, Tur, Ornch (hnim 98 , 
Sefer Ha(hillu ch 510; Rabbi Shem Tov ibn Shaprut, Pnrdes Rimonim (Sabbioneta, 
1554) p. 4a; Ralbag on Exodus 4:10, 24:11 , 1 Samuel 28:8, 2 Kings 9:1, Or 
HaShem 2:4:4 (Vienna, 1860) p. 16a, Sefer Hnlkkarim 2:25 (Warsaw, 1871) p. 90b; 
R. Simon ben Tzemach Duran, Mngm IIvo12:2 (Livorno, 1785) p. 16a, Sforno 
on Exodus 3:1, R. Meir ibn Gabbai, IIvodal HaKodesh, Silrey Torah 27 (Warsaw, 
1894) p. 135c,d; Abarbanel, commentary on Exodus 19:3, 24 :11,1 Samuel 3:3, 
10:5,19:10,19:18,28:7,1 Kings 18:42, 2 Kings 9:11, Nachalal IIvol on II vol 1:1, 
3:4; She'elol U'Tshuvol haRadbaz 3:532; R. Moshe Cordevero, PardI's Rimonim 21:1, 
30:3, Shiur Komah 13 (Warsaw 1883) p. 9d, 15a, 16, p . 30d; Sefer (heredilll, 
Tshuvah 3 (Jerusalem, 1958) p. 214, 215; Kav HaYashar 12; R. Chaim Yosef 
David Azzulai (Chid a), IIvodal HaKodesh, Tziporen Shamir 51, Midbar Kadmul, Heh 
13; Yaakov Emdin, Migdal Oz, Bel Midol 9 (Warsaw, 1886) p. 63a, Malbim on 
Genesis 24:63. Shalshelel HaKabhnlah p. 51. 

315 
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11. In its earliest use, it has this sense, see Eklzalz Rahhah, introduction 20. 
See also Chollol HaLeuavol, Shaar Cheshhvll HaNefesh 3, #17 (53a), Shaar HaB ech illah 
6, Sililar Ha Yichud 8; Radak, Sefer Shereshim , Ya/~aD, EChaD; Olwr Nl'Chelllad, on 
Kuwri 3:1 (3a) . It is also apparently used in this sense in Mcsilal Yesharilll 15,26. 
See also Cho pol HaLeual'ol, Shaar HaPerishul 2. 

IZ . Shaarey Kedushah, Part Fo ur (British Museum, Ms. #749) p. 15b. A 
similar expression is found in Shaarey Kedushah 3:8; Likutilll Yekar illl (J e rusalem, 
1974) #29, 38. 

13. Milchelllal HaShelll 2:6 (Riva di Trento, 1506) p. 19a. 
14. Olwr Chaim (Guenzburg, Ms . 775) p. 7a . 
IS. Sefer HaMaspik LeOvdey HaShelll (Jerusalem, 1965) p. 177 ff . This is a 

translation from the Arabic Kefayah AI-e'ahdill , done by Yosef be n Tzalach 
Dori. 

Chapter Two: Talmudic Mystics 

1. Clragigah 14b, Tosefla 2:1. See Mis/Illah 2:1 (lIb). See note 16. 
2. Ezekiel 10:5, Chagigah 13b; Ibn Ezra, Radak, on 1 C hronicles 28:18, 

Ramban, Recanti, Tzioni, on Exod~s 25:21. For an extensive discussion, see 
Meditalioll alll/ the Bihle 2:2,3 . 

3. Shaar RlIa(h HaKodesh (Ashlag ed, T e l Aviv, 1963) p. 41. The text is 
reproduced below, pp. 231, 232. 

4. Hekhalol Rabalai 21. See below, p. 49. 
5. Clragigah 13a. 
6. Nedarilll lOa, Bava Kallla 30a, Niddah 38a, Sillla( /rol 3: 10, Bereshil Rabbah 

62:2. 
7. Shaarey Kedushah, Introduction. Quoted in Medilalioll alll/ Ihe Bihle. 2:8. 
8. Berakhol 5:1 (30b), 32b. 
9. See especially Shaar HaKa pa llah LeMekuha/i1ll HaRisholl illl , reproduced 

below, p. 122. See also Sefer Cheredim, Tshullah 3 (Jerusal e m, 1958) p. 215. 
10. AlIol 1:13. 

11. Avol Rahhi Nalhall 12: 13, Shulrhmr A rukh , Yorelz Dealz 146:21 in Hagah . 
12. Chagigah 14b.ln Bril Mellu chah (Warsaw, 1884) p. 2b, however, we find 

that Rabbi Akiba received this tradition from Rabbi Eliezer. 
13. Mekhilla ad 10(, 

14 . Su((ah 28a, Bava Balra 134a. 
IS. Megillah 3a. 
16. Chagigah 14b, Tosefla 2. See note 1. 
17. Ibid. See Shoshall 50.101 57b. Cf, note 51. 
18. See Chagigah 12b.' cr. Chapter 5, note 55. 
19. Hekhalol Rabbatai 26:2, quoted below, page 53. In our editions, the 

wording is somewhat different. This is also cited in the next two quota tions 
with some differences. 

20 . This is the lspaklaria, the "glass" or " mirro r" into which one gazes to 
see a spiritual revelation. The Talmud thus teaches, "All other prophets saw 
through a duillspakiaria , while Moses saw through a clear lspaklaria. " YelJi7l11ol 
49b, Rashi, Ramban, ad loc, Sallhedrill 97b, VaYikra I~a llllllh 1:14, Zohar 1:171a, 
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Rashi, Sforno to Numbers 12:6, Ramban on Genesis 18:2, Ynd, Yesvdey HnTornh 
7:6, lkknrilll 3:17. The Midrash states," All other prophets looked through nine 
lspnklnriol, while Moses looked through only one," VnYikrn Rllhhnh 10[, cil. Tosefol 
YOIll To!' on Kelilll 30:2 interpre ts lspnklnrin as a lens. Rashi, Succllh 45b likewise 
writes that it is a barrie r between man and the Divine Presence. Also see 
Rashi, Snllhedrill 97b. We likewise find that Zekhukhil (glass) is rendered 
ISl'lIklllria in the Tnrgulll to Job 28:17. Bertenoro and Tiferel Yisrnel on Kelill1, 
however, interpret lspllkillrill to mean a mirror. See Tnrgull1 YO/llllhlln on Exodus 
38:8. The Ari relates the term to various Sefirot, see Shllnr Ruach HnKodesh, p. 
12, Elz Chnilll, Shllllr Ha Yllrench 2. In Adir BnMnrom (Warsaw, 1886) p. 78a, Rabbi 
Moshe Chaim Luz za tto states that a "shining lspllkleria" is a lens, while a "dull 
lspaklarin" is a mirror. See also below, p. 123. 

21. See notes 10, 11. 
22. Arukh, s.v. AVlley Shllyish Tahor. 
23. See Shahlllli 15b, Yerushlllmi, Shllhhnl 6:2, Erul'ill 10:11, BIIMidhllr /\lIhhnh 

12:3, TIIIlChulIllI, Nnsll 27, Midrllsh Tehillim 91:1. cr. Shllllrey Orllh 1 (3b) . 
24. This belief is part of the Zoroasteran religion, prevalent in Babylon 

at the time. 
25. See Bnnkhol 5:5 (34b). 
26. As quoted in HIIKole!' on Eyi/l Yllnko!' #11. See also Ollllr HnGnollilll , 

Chllgignh 14 b, Chelek Hn Tshu!'ol p. 14; She'elol U'Tshul'ol HIIGllonim (Lyck, 1864) 
#99. See Ollllr Chllim, p. 165a. 

27. Chllgigllh 14b. 
28. The Chllhurn Kndmllnh, mentioned in Zohar 3:219b. See Kisey Melekh on 

Tikulley Zohllr (Jerusalem, 5723) #7, "BeAgndn" p. 7b; Sichol HIIRnll 278. The final 
edition of the Zohar was apparently written by Rabbi Abba, see Rabbi David 
Luria, Kn.illlul Sefer HnZohllr 5:2. 

29. This is the angel Metatron . 
30. The Doe is the Divine Presence (Shekhinnhl. 
31. The number 613 is the number of Commandments in the Torah. It is 

also the number of par ts in the body, consisting of 248 limbs, and 365 veins. 
See Mnkkol24a. Tllrgum j . on Genesis 1:27. The Ari discussed the 370 lights in 
detail, see Shllnr HIIHllkdnlllos (Ash lag Ed., Tel Aviv, 1961) p. 235, Elz Chllill1, 
Shllnr Klipnl Nogllh 4. In general, the numerical value of the word Chllshll1l1l is 
378, and this is closely associated with the 370 Lights. 

32. Ahiyah the Shilonite is mentioned in 1 Kings 11:29,14:2. He was said 
to be from the generation of the Exodus, and was the teacher of Elijah, see 
Bnhn Bnlrn 121b, Introduction to Ynel, Zohllr 3:309a, Zohllr Chlldnsh 19a. Ahiyah 
was said to be the master of the Baal Shem Tov, see Chapter 7, note 15. 

33. The verse continues, "and he sent them to the East ." See SlInhedrin 
91 b, Be'er Shevllnd 10[" R. Yehudah of Barcelona on Sefer Yelzirnh (Berlin, 1885) p. 
159; Zo hllr 1:133b, 1:233a. 

34. The Sefirol are the Divine Eminations which God created so as to 
direct the universe. They all come together in the lowest one which is 
Malkhu t~Kingship, which is associated with the Divine Presence (Shekhinnh). 

35. See Zohnr 3:25a. Also see Toledol Yllnko!' Yosef, SJ1lnch (Koretz, 1780), p. 
138c. 

36. See Shllarey Ornh 3, 4 (Warsaw, 1883) p. 37b. This is quoted below, pp. 
131, 132. 
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37 . Bnvn Bnlrn lob. 
38 . Bnhir (Margolies Ed., Jerusalem, 1951) #150. Cf. Clztlgignh 14a. 
39. Bnhir #88. 
40. Shevuol 26a. See Bnhir #32. 
41. See She'elol U'Tshu vol Hn GncHl illl (Lyck, 1864) #116, Or Zewn , Kerinl 

Sh'lIIn 8 (Zitomer, 1862), p. llb; Rabbi Yehudah o f Barcelona on Sefer Yelzirnh 
(Berlin, 1885), p. 20, 22, 257; Pardes Rimo nim 6, Mnlnkh"y Elyoll , Akalriel. 

42. See Ibn Ezra o n Exodus 3:4. 
43. Snll hedrill 38b. 
44. BerakllOl 51a. 
45 . It is thus stated that a disciple o f Rabbi !Judah th e Princel expounded 

o n the Merkava . YerIl slllllmi, Chngign h 2:1 (9a to p). 
46 . See Chngignh 13a. 
47 . BernklIOI 7a. See Shoshnll 50.101 52b. 
48 . Sefer HnPnrdes, quoted in Shn lshdel HnKnbbnlah (J e rusa le m, 1962) p. 64, 

Seder HnOorol 5 (Munkatch, 1896) p. 118a. Cf. Bd HnMidrnsh , Volume 3, p. 
XL VII. 

49. In Merknl'n Shlemnh (Jerusalem, 1922) p. 2b. 
50. YOllln 9b. 
51. Chngignh 14b. This has been discussed ea rlier. See no te 17 ff . 
52. Cf. Chngignh 25a. Also see Chapter 6, no te 66. 
53. Paraphrase of Proverbs 22:5 . 
54 . Shnn rey Kedushnh 3:6 . 
55 . See Elz Chnilll, Shnnr Hn Tzelem 3 (Ashlag Ed., Tel Aviv, 1960) p. 51, 

Shnnr Hn Chnshmnl 1, p. 291 , Shnnr Kil zur ABY A 6, p. 401 ; Mnvo Shnnri lll 6:2:3; 
Shnnr HnKnv<lIwl, 1,lyn ll Levishnl Begnll/lilll (Tel Aviv, 1962) pp . 12, 13; Pri Elz Chnilll , 
Shnn r Hn Tefillnh 3 (Tel Aviv, 1966), p. 19. Cf. SI/lwrey Kedushnh 3:6. 

56. We have primarily used the Hekhalot text in Wertheimer, Baley 
Midrashol (Jerusalum, 1968) Volume 1, p. 67 ff. This has been corrected 
according to other versions, most notably, that in A. Jellinek, Bel HaMidrash 
(Leipzig, 1856), Volume 3, page 83 ff. This is also in Olzar Midrashim (New 
York 1915), Volume 1, page 107 ff. Also see Pirkey Heklwlol, Shklav, 1785, 
Berdichov, 1817, Zalkiev, 1837, Lvov, 1824. Also in Chayay Nefesh (with 
commentary, Olzar HaChakhlllah), Jerusalem 1891; Arzey Leva 110 II (Venice, 1601) 
#6, Amudey Shesh (Lvov, 1785) #5. 

57. A similar formula is repea ted 120 times in Rnw Shel Salldelfoll, Merknl'n 
Shlemah 4b. 

58. For a further description of these seals, see SllOshn ll Yesod Olam 
(Sasoon, Ms . 290) #1010 (p. 384b). 

59. Wertheimer reads Yiluk (pm'), and states that he does not know the 
meaning of the word . Although it is not definite that platinum was known at 
the time this was written, the word was chosen because it fits the sense of the 
text. Jellinek has the reading Lilik (p'n") . At the end of Olzar Midrashim, Dr. 
Solomon Horowitz identifies this with the Greek Lilhios, meaning stone. 

60. This is Jellinek's reading . Wertheimer has ADST AN and A YRN 
ADST AR and KhPYNO ShMNUSh EKhShNH . In the Jerusalem edition, it is 
"ARSTAN, and some say ARSTAD and KhNPYShT T zMNShERGH." 
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61. This is Wertheimer's reading. Jellinek has "TARS and bar -
MShGYYH ." In the Jerusalem edition, it is, "T ADM and BRMNYGYYH and 
KhEShPTYSh ." 

62. These are taken from Jellinek. Other editions appear confused. 
Wertheimer has, "Churpaniel Zehpataryay, Abirzehyay Cabapel, Atagiel, 
Chatrogiel, Banagel, Hash, Sastitiel, Anafiel. " The Jerusalem edition has, 
"Haypanyarav, Abarazyay, Ataringel, Narudiel, Sas tatiel, Anpiel. " 

63. This is Jellinek's reading . Wertheimer has, " ATRTS, the Grea t 
Master, APYMY AL ShMCh BRTzE." The Jerusalem edition has, "A TNKh 
SRBZHG KhOPY LShKhTh KhHTzE ." 

64. This is also taken from Jellinek . 
65. The T almud says the same about Metatron, see note 43. See Megn lnh 

Amukim #217, Avodnl HnK odes h, Yi[hud 16. 
66. See Targum J., Rashi, on Ezekiel 1:6. 
67. Alternatively, " A large sieve of branches." See Bikurim 3:8, Kelim 20:2 . 
68. This is the chant, "Melekh nbir, Melekh Adir, Melekh Adon," etc. This is 

an alphabetical chant, where each letter is repeated three times . In M erknl'n 
5hlemah, p. 34b, a similar chant is found where each letter is repeated six times . 

69. An allusion to Ezekiel 1:25 . 
70. A number of chants are presented here. Among them is the song, 

"HnAderel VeHeEmullnh ," which is sa id in Yom Kippur by the Ashkenazim, and 
on Sabbath (or daily) by the Seferdim. 

Chapter Three: Rabbi Abraham Abulafia 

1. Chnyay Olam HaBah Oewish Theological Seminary, Ms. 2158) p. 4b, 
quoted in Scholem, Kil vey Yad BaKabbalah (Jerusalem, 1930) p. 25; Olzar Eden 
HaGanuz, see below note 102. Also see 5haarey Tzedek (Jerusalem, Ms . 8° 148) p. 
66b, 67a, quoted in Kiryal5efer 1:135; 5ulam HaAliyah 10 (Jerusalem, Ms. 8° 334) 
p. 98a, quoted in Kilvey Y ad BaKnbbalah, p. 228. C/. Psalms 23:5, 45 :8, 109:18, 
133:2. 

2. Tshuvol Rashbas h 189. See also Tshuvol Rivash 157. Compare this to 
Abulafia 's statement in VeZol LeYehudah, in Jellinek, Ginzey Chakhmal HaKab
balah (Jerusalem, 1969) p. 19. 

3. Melzaref LeChakhmah 12. 
4. This is reproduced below, see notes 105, 112. See chapter 5, notes 2 

and 3. The Ramak's master in Kabbalah, Rabbi Shlomo AIKabatz also 
mentions Abulafia's teachings, see Bril HaLevi (Lvov, 1863)p. 13c. 

5. Magen David, Vav (Munkatch, 1912) p. 13c. See Chapter 5, note 7. 
6. Tshu vol Rashba 548. See VeZol LeYehudah, p. 18. 
7. Bava Balra 12b. 
8. In one manuscript of Chayay Olam HaBah , the text is actually written 

within a series of circles . Jewish Theological Seminary, Ms. 2165. 
9. Minchal Yehudah on Maarekhel Elokul, end of Introduction (Mantua, 

1558) p. 3b. This is quoted in full in Melzaref LeChakhmah 10[, [ il. Chayit also 
quotes the Tshuvol HaRashba . 
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10. Shelll Hn Gedo/illl , Sefnrilll , Chnyay Olalll HaB nh (Chel 76). In Dcpnsh LePhi, 
Alef L the Chidah writes that the final letters of the patriarch 's names, when 
transformed by the AtBash code, spell out the divine name Shaddai. The 
source of this is obviously Abulafia's Chnyny Olnlll HnBnh (Jewish Theological 
Seminary, Ms. 2158) p. 7a. 

11. See Bel HnMidrnsh, Volume III. p. XL, note 6.ln the beginning of C illnl 
Egoz . Gikatalia appears to indicate that he was initiated into the mysteries in 
the year Keler Tornh (i1,m ,n:l) of his life . In its "minor numerical value" IMispnr 
Knl nll ), Keler Tornh has a value of 25, indicating that this is the age when he 
began. It is also significant to note that the same expression, Keler Tornh. in a 
similar context can be found at the beginning of Sefer HnTzemf, which is 
usually attributed to Abulafia. However, this begins to raise the possibility 
that this was also written by Gikatalia. Further evidence is from the 
expression "Know my brother, may God watch you, " which is found in the 
same manner in Sefer Hn Tzeruf and in Gillal Egoz. It is very possible that Sefer 
HnTzeruf was written by Gikatalia while under the influence of Abulafia. In 
many manuscripts, Sefer HnTzeruf is followed by Perush HnNikkud (cf Paris, Ms. 
774, p. 38b), and the system of the latter is not that of Abulafia at all. 
Regarding the expression Kell'Y Tornh , see also Gd Hn Shl' II/01 (Oxford, Ms. 
1658) o. lOla. 

12. Velol LeYehudnh, p. 12. 
13 . Sefer HnCheshek (Jewish Theological Seminary, Ms. 1801) p. 12b. 
14 . See Shel'lI Nelipol HIIChnkhlllnh (in Jellinek, Philosophie ul/Il Knf,/,nlnh , 

Leipzig, 1854) p. 22. He also mentions having mastered E III 111101 VeDeyol by 
Rabbi Saadia Gaon, Chopol HnLwllvol by R. Bachya ibn Pakuda, and the works 
of R. Abraham Ibn Ezra. See Velol Le Yehudnh p. 18. He was also familiar with 
Tikkull HnMiddol, by R. Solomon ibn Gabriel. See Olznr Edl'll Hn Gnlluz (Oxford, 
Ms. Or. 606) p. 44b. 

15. This was published in Lyck, 1874. 
16. Olzer Edm Hn Gnlluz p. 131a. He also mentions Oliol Rnhhi Akihl1 there. 

Among other kabbalah texts that he mastered were Shilllushey Tornh and 
Shimu shey Tehi!iill1 , Ibid. p. 48b. These two books are mentioned by the Ramban 
in Tornl HnShem Temimllh (in Kilvey Rnmhnll , Jerusalem, 1964) p. 168. Sefer 
HnTeml<llnh is mentioned in Chnyny Olnm HnBnh p. 6b. In Shevn Nelipol 
HnChnkhmnh, p. 21, he mentions having mastered Pirkey Rnhhi ishmnel (the 
Hekhelotl, Oliol Rnbbi Akibn, Sefer HnRnzilll , Sefer Rnziel, and Mishmerol HnElyollim 
VeHn T nehlorlim. 

17. In Velol LeYehudllh , p. 17, he uses the term Avir Kadllloll. This is a 
Zoharic term, see idrn Rabbnh , Zohnr 2:135b. cr. Elz Chnim , Shnnr HnNesirnh 7 (p. 
81). 

18. VeZol LaYehudnh, p. 15. 
19. Velol La Yehudah , p. IS. These are listed in Olznr Edm HaGunlluz , p. 16a, 

and the list is published in Bel HnSefer, Volume III , p. XLII. 
20. Ibid. This book is existant in manuscript, Paris, Ms. 771, Jewish 

Theological Seminary, Ms. 835. The entire text is published in G. Scholem, 
HnKllbbnlnh shel Sefer HnTemunah VeShel Abrnhnm Abulnfin (Jerusalem, 1965) p. 
229ff. He is mentioned in commentary of Moshe Botril on Sefer Yelzirnh 4:2, 
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4:4. See Ben Yaakov, Olwr Sefa ri 111, "Choshfll Mishpal " (Chet 861). Also see 
below, Chapter 3, notes 53,54. Abulafia also mentions another of his masters, 
a certain Rabbi Joseph, see Mafleach HaRayyo/1 (Vatican, Ms. 291) p. 31b. 

21. Or HaSekhd 4:4 (Vatican, Ms. 233) p. 53a, Chayay Olalll HaBah , p. 21b, 
Olwr Edt'll Ha Ca/ll/ z, p. BIb. The expression, "The Satan was on my right 
hand, " alludes to Zechariah 3:1. 

22. Or HaS/'kheI4:1, p. 41b. On p. 53b, he also states that Salall (1U1V) has 
the same numerical value as Diaholos (1V'~'J~", Devils), and that this word 
has the connontation of Dio Bolos (Two Balls). This piece is deleted from 
many manuscripts of Or HaSekhel . 

23. This introductory poem is in C illuy Chakhlllal HaKahhalah, after Sefer 
HaOI, p. 23 . 

24. Genesis 38:9, Niddah 13a. 
25. See Zo /lllr 1:19a, 1:57a, 1:69a, 1:219b. 
26. Sichol Hal\all 141. 
27. Cf. Or HaSekh/'1 4:4 (53b). He also makes several gematriot with the 

word " Demons," see Chayay Olalll HaBah, p. lob (in Kill'fY Yad BaKahhalah, p. 
26) ; Olwr £,1m Ha Ca l/l./z, pp. 20b, 153a. 

28. Olwr Edell HaCalluz, pp. 21a. 
29 . Mllflmch HaChakhlllol (Jewish Theological Seminary, Ms. 1686) p. 

107b. Here it states explicitly that he is speaking of the Christians. In Ms. 
Parma De Rossi 141 , p. 16b, quoted in Scholem, Major Trends ill Jewish Myslicism 
(New York, 1941) p. 379, note 33, this reference is missing. 

30. Sefer HIlCht'shek, p. 26b. This is discussed in HaKahblllah shel Sefer 
HIlTelllll/wh Ve5helllhmhlllll III/ulafill, p. 185. 

31. See note 42. 
32. Or H,l5ekhel 7:3, p. 92.1. Cf. Chayay Olalll HaBah 7b. 
33. VeZol LeYehudah , p. 19. See Mafleach HaChakhlllol la, and Mafleach 

HaShelllol (Jewish Theological Seminary, Ms. 1897) p. 79a, where this Achitov 
is counted among Abulafia 's closest disciples. 

34. The Sambation is a mystical river, beyond which the Ten Lost Tribes 
were exiled. I t is reputed to boil and toss up stones every day but the Sabbath. 
See Salllll'drill 65a, Targum J. on Exodus 34:10, Yerushalll1i 10:5 (53b), Bereshil 
l\ah[,ah 73:6. 

35. It is to him that VeZol LeYehudah was written. Since he lived in 
Barcelona, the place of the Rashba, it is possible that Abulafia meant him to be 
an adovcate. 

36. He is the author of a commentary on IIsara Sefirol HaOll1er, Leipzig, 
Ms. 12. 

37. In Maflea ch HaChokhlllol, Abulafia ennumerates his disciples in 
Mesina: Saadia ben Yitzchak Segalmaas, Abraham ben Shalom Komti, and 
Nathan ben Saadia Charar. In Palermo (Paldes?) his disicples were Achitov, 
son of Yitzchak the physician, his brother, David the physician, Sholomo 
Chazan, son of Yachin, and Shlomo the physician, son of David Yitzchak. See 
note 33: Or HaSeklzel was dedicated to Nathan and Abraham, while Sefer 
HaCheshek was written for Saadia and Yaakov, son of Abraham. 

38. Paraphrase of Deuteronomy 28:34. 
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39. The word Mikreh used here also often refers to a noctural emmission. 
40. Olzer Edell Ha Ganuz, p. 164a. This is published in full in Bel HaMidrash , 

Volume III, page XL, and in HaKabbalah She/Sefer HaTl'lIIullah VeShel Abraham 
Almlfaia, p. 193. 

41. The Hebrew word for "these," Eleh , has a numerical value of41. This 
might be an allusion to the year 5041 , or 1280. 

42. Munich, Ms. 285, published in MGWJ 36:558, and in HaKabbalah Shel 
Sefer HaTellluliah VeShel Abraham Abulafia, p. 197. He writes that he was 
captured on the Fast of Gedalia, which is the day after the New Year. 

43. Paraphrase of Deuteronomy 28:61. 
44. An allusion to Exodus 3:15. 
45 . Published in Jellinek, Ginzey Chakhlllal HaKablm/ah, pp. 12-14. 
46. VeZol LeYehudah , p. 17. 
47 . Imrey Shefer, quoted in HaKabbalah She/Sefer HaTelllullah VeShel Abrahalll 

Abulafia, p. 126. 
48. Seier HaCheshek, p. 13b. 
49 . Olwr Edm HaGanuz, pp. 96b, lOla, 125a, Sefer HaCheshek, p. 34b, Chayay 

Olalll HaBah, p. lob. 
50. Mafleach HaChakhmol , p. 1a 
51. Olwr Eden HaGanuz, p. 25a. 
52. Shwa Nelivol Ha Torah, in Philosophie ulld Kabbalah , p. 23 . This was 

written to Abraham ben Shalom Comti, one of his disciples in Messina, to 
whom Or HaSekhel was also dedicated. 

53. See above, pp. 68-69. 
54. Sefer HaCheshek, p. 31a, VeZol LeYehudah, p. 15. 
55 . Mafleach HaShemol , p. 58b. C{. Recanti, Bachya, ad loe. 
56. Sefer Yelzirah 6:4. See Olwr Eden Ha Galluz, p. 81a. cr. Sefer Yelzirah 2:2. 
57. Rabbi Yehudah ben Barzilai, Commentary on Sefer Yelzirah (Berlin 

1885), p. 226. Abulafia virtually quotes this verbatim in Gel HaShelllol (Oxford, 
Ms. 1658), p. 90a . See also Olwr Eden HaGallu z, pp. 16a, 17a. A very similar idea 
is found in Baruch Targomi's Maflechol HaKabbalah , in HaKa/Jimlah shel Sefer 
HaTemulwh VeShel Abraham Abulafia, p. 234. 

58. VeZol LeYehudah, p. 14, 15. 
59 . Berakhol 55a. Betzalel was the one who constructed the Tabernacle 

under Moses' authority (Exodus 35:30) . See Raavad on Sefer Y elzirah 6:4. cr. 
Olzar Ede'l HaGanuz 26b, Sefer HaCheshek 31b. Abulafia discusses the concept of 
Tzeruf in detail in Or HaSekhel 7 (p. 89a ff). 

60 . See Likuley Amarim (Tanya), Shaar HaYichud VeEmu,wh 1, Chesed 
LeA vraham 2:11. 

61. Sefer HaCheshek, 10[, cil. See Psalms 12:7, 119: 140, Proverbs 30:5. 
62. See Medilalion and Ihe Bible 3:7. 
63. Olwr Eden HaGarlU z, p. 161a. Text is below, p. 84. 
64. Shaarey Tzedek (jerusalem, Ms . 8° 148), p. 64b. See Chayay Olam HaBa h, 

quoted below, p. 96. 
65 . These include Sefer Ha Tzeruf, Shaarey Tzedek, and Sulam HaAliyah. 

Regarding the authorship of Sefer HaTzeruf, see note 11. 
66. Hekhelol Rabalai 1:1. Bahir 88; Olwr Eden Ha Ganuz 8a, Sefer HaCheshek 

31b, Sheva Nelivol HaTorah (in Philosophie u,ld Kabbalah) p. 11. 
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67. Olzar Ederl Ha Garluz, lac. (it. Regarding seeing one's own face, see 
Shoshall Soda/, quoted below, p. 109. See note 42. 

68. Olzar Edf>1 Ha Ga nuz, loc cit. 
69 . Sefer Yelzirah 1:6. Olzar Eden HaG anuz, lor (it. 
70 . Olzar Eden Ha Ganuz, p. 7a, Gan Na'ul (Munich, Ms . 58) p. 322b, quoted 

in HaKabbalah ShelSefer HaTemunah Ve5helAbraham Abulafia, p. 153. See below, 
pages 105, 106, 132. 

71. VeZol LeYehudah 19a. See note 2. 
72. Bril Mellu(hah 2a. Cf, Malbim on Genesis 4:26. 
73. Mina(hol 43b, Bahir 96. 
74. Sefer HaCheshek 35a. 
75. Maflea(h HaChakhmol 90a. 
76. Sefer HaTzeruf (Paris, Ms. 774), p. la. 
77. Ibid. cr. Mafle(hol HaKabbalah , p. 230. See Chapter 4, note 124. 
78. Sefer Ha Tzeruf, p. 1 b. 
79. See Chapter 2, note 18. 
80. Sefer Ha Tzeruf, p. 2b. 
81. See Sefer Yelzirah 4:3, Bahir 70, 117, 154, Tikuney Zohar 18 (32a). 
82. Sefer HaTzeruf, p. 2b. 
83. Ibid. 3a. Cf. Bahir 1. 
84. Ibid. 4a. 
85. Ibid. 4b, Chayay Olam HaBah , p. 5b. See above, Chapter 1, note 6. Also 

see Perush HaAgadol of Rabbi Azariah of Goronda, Recanti, quoted in Chapter 
1, note 10. 

86. Sulam HaA/iyah 10 (Jerusalem, Ms. 8° 334), p. 98a, in Kilvey Yad 
BaKabbalah, p. 228. 

87. Sefer Yelzirah 1:8. See Olzar Eden HaGanuz, p. 9a. See notes 68, 111. 
88. Or HaSekhel 10:4, p. usb, Chayay Olam HaBah, p. 21a f. 
89. Olzar Eden HaGanuz, p. 147a. See HaKabbalah shelSefer Ha Temunah Ve5hel 

Abraham Abulafia, p. 179. 
90. Olzar Eden HaGanuz, p. 61a, Or HaSekhel 1:4 (p. 20a). 
91. Kiddushin 71a . 

92. Mekhilta on Exodus 12:1, Sifri on Deuteronomy 18:15, Tanchuma , Bo 5, 
Midrash Tehillim 132.3, Rashi, Radak, on Jonah 1:3, Ramban on Deuteronomy 
18:15, Zohar 1:85a, 1:121a, 2:170b, EmurlOl VeDeyoI3:5, Kuzari 2:14, Ibn Ezra on 
Joel 3:1, Tshuvol Radbaz 2:842 . 

93. Sefer HaCheshek, p. 32a. 
94. Sefer Yelzirah 4:12. One multiplies all numbers up to and including the 

number in question to attain the result. In mathematics, this is called a 
factorial. 

95. Or HaSekhel 7:1, p. 90a, Sulam HaAliyah 1. See Pardes Rimonim, Shaar 
Ha Tzeruf 1. 

96. Sefer HaCheshek, p. 20b; Or HaSekhel 6:1, p. 79a. 
97. Olzar Eden HaGanuz, Bodleian Library, Oxford, Ms. Or. 606, pp. 160-

162. I would like to acknowledge the Curators of the Bodleian Library for 
permission to reproduce this portion of their manuscript. 

98. See Ibid. p. 30b, where this is discussed at length. 
99. The word luruf usually means to purify. Here Abulafia uses it in the 

same sense as the Talmud uses it with regard to Betzalel. See notes 59, 61. 
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100. See Moreh Nevuchim 2:30, Ramban on Genesis 1:2.ln many places the 
Zohar speaks of a Bulzina DeKarden ila, and according to many commentaries, 
this means " the Lamp of Darkness," Cf. HaGra on TikuYley Zohar 5 (Vilna, 1867) 
p. 20c. Also see Shaarey Kedushah 3:2, where the au thor speaks of a " Light of 
Darkness ." 

101. The word Oliol here is normally translated as " things to come," 
from the root Ala (KnK), meaning to "come." Usually, however, the word 
means letters , although it is never found to have this meaning in the Bible. 

102. See note 1. 
103. See Rosh HaShanah 21b, Zohar 2:115a, 3:216a. 
104. See Bahir 139, 140, 142. 
105. Or HaSekhe/ 8:3, p. 108b f. , qu o ted in Pardes Rimol/im 21:1. It is also 

quoted in Sulam HaA/iyah 9, p. 95a ff, quoted in Kiryal Sefer 22:167 ff. The 
Ramak writes regarding Abulafia's teaching, "This is either a direct tradition, 
given over from mouth to mouth, or else it was revea led by a Maggid (Angelic 
Spokesman) ." 

106. This Sefer HaNikkud is mentioned in the commentary of Moshe Botril 
on Sefer Yelzirah 1:1 (14b). He is also cited as the author of a boo k ca lled 
HaPardes. 

107. See O r Yakar on Zohar, Shir HaShirim (J e rusa le m, Ms. 4° 74) , quoted 
in Kilvey Yad BaKabba/ah, p. 232. Here, the Ramak states, "The method of 
pronouncing the Name is found in the book Or HaSekhe/ by Abraham Abulafia, 
and this method is the secret of Sefer Yelzirah. " See note 109. 

108. See Minchal Y ehudah on Maarekhel E/okul 14, p. 197b. Cf Parties Rimonim 
21 :2. 

109. See Emek HaMe/ekh (Amsterdam, 1653) p. 9c. See note 107, C hapter 
7, note 1. 

110. Cf. Genesis 17:3, Joshua 5:14 . 
111. See note 87. 
112. See note 105. See Shoshall Soda I, p. nb. 
113. Bahir 110, Zohar 2:270. Cf. Sefer Hakanah (Cracow, 1894) p. 88a, Pardes 

Rimo,lim 21:5 . 
114. Pesikla Zulrala on Exodus 14:21, Rashi, Succah 45a, "A lii." 
115. The same system is found in Shaar HaKal'a'lOl (Lvov, 1856). p. 18a . 

Also see Shaa r HaKa l'allo/, p. 89 Adam Yashar (Lvov, 5616) p. 5b, Slzmiro/ 
U'Segu/ol Nif/ao/ (New York, 1968) 4b. Also see Shemirah LeCizaim (Bagdad, 
1898), Seder Pilum HaKelores (Prague, 1615) . Cf. Shrzei Luchol HaBril (Jerusalem, 
1960), Volume 2, page 141b. 

116. Paraphrase of Amos 4:12. 
117. Paraphrase of Isaiah 48:17, Psalms 94:10. 
118. Metatron adds up to 314, and adding six for the six letters of the 

word, this yields 320. 
119. This two together add up to 314, like Metatron. 
120. This verse refers to Metatron, Sanhedrill 38b. 
121. See Rashi on Exodus 23:21. 
122. See Or HaSekhel , quoted above, page 91. 
123. See Sefer HaCheshek, p. 4b, where the author writes that the name 

does not contain Gimel, since the numerical value of this letter is three, and 
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the essence of this name is threefold . It is therefore not necessary to also 
include the letter itself. Cf. Maga/ah Amukot 179. 

124. Eduyot 2:10, Shabbat 152b, Rosh HaShanah 17a. 
125. Cf. Exodus 25:18. 
126. These are the only places in the Torah where the verse "Lo 

TeChayah"-" Do not let li ve," is found. 
127. Paraphrase of Yerusha/mi, Penh 1:1, from Deuteronomy 32:47. 
128. This is taken from Jewish Theological Seminary, Ms. 2158, pp. 19a 

ff . I would like to acknowledge the Jewish Seminary of America for 
permission to publish portions of their manuscript in translation . Parts of this 
section have already been published in the original in Jellinek, Phi/osophie ur,d 
Kabba/ah, pp. 44, 45; Kitvey Yad BaKabha/ah, p. 27; HaKabba/ah she/Seier Ha Temunah 
VeShe/ Abraham Abu/afia, p. 210 ff. A small part is translated in Scholem, Major 
Trmds in Jewish Mysticislll, p. 136 ff. 

129. Fo ur manuscripts of this are known , Jerusalem, Ms. 80 148, 
Columbia University, Ms. X 893 - Sh. 43, Leiden, Ms. Warner 24, 2; British 
Museum, Ms. Gaster 954. Only the first two manuscripts contain the 
autobiographical sketch. See Kilt>ey Yad BaKabha/ah, p. 34, KiryatSeier 1:127 ff . 

130. It should be compared with Or HaSekhei and Seier HaTzeruf. 
131. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism , p. 147 ff. 
132. Shaarey Tzedek (Jerusalem, Ms. 8 0 148), p. 59b; quoted in KiryatSefer. 

See Chapter 7, note 99. 
133. Rabbi Abraham Maimonides also speaks about the Moslem Sufis, 

see Sefer HaMaspik LeOvdey HaSh em, p. 185. 
134. Shaarey Tzedek, pp. 60a, 60b. 
135. See Chapter 4, note 61. 
136. Shaarey Tzdek, p. 62b, 63a. 
137. See Chapter 5, note 56. 
138. See note 1. 
139. Shoshan Sodol (Koretz, 1784) p. 69b. A manuscript version has been 

published by G. Scholem, MGWJ 77:287. The author of Shoshal1 Sodol is R. 
Moshe ben Yaakov of Kiev (1449-1518). 

140. Most probably Nathan ben Saadia Charar of Mesina, to whom Or 
HaSekhe/ was dedicated. See note 37. 

141. Bereshil Rabbah 27:1. 
142. Ibn Ezra on Daniel 10:21. The Talmud likewise says that God spoke 

"with the voice of Moses," See Berakhol 45a, Midrash Tehillim 18:29, 24:11, 
BaMidbar Rabbah 14:21, Tanchuma, Ki Tisa 15. This is discussed in Chayay O /am 
HaBah , p. lb. This is also discussed by R.lsaac of Acco, see Olzar Chaim, p. 163a. 
See Chapter 6, note 44. 

143. See Recanti, beginning of VaYera . 
144. R. Moshe of Narbonne, Commenlary on Moreh Nevuchim 1:46 (Vienna, 

1852) p. 5a . 
145. He is the author of the Ma/echel Sh/emah on the Mishnah. This is 

found in the Vilna, Rom, edition of the Mishnah, at the beginning of Taharos 
(with Yachin U'Boazi. 

146. The name of this commentary is Yesod Mishnah Torah , British 
Museum, Ms. Add . 19.783, Jewish Theological Seminary, Ms. Deinard 398. 
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147. See Shemen Snson (Jerusalem, 1869) Volume I, p. 6a. Also see Kill'ey 
Ynd BnKnbbnlnh, p. 33, Kirynl Serer 2:272. 

148. The important library manuscript s are Je ru sa le m, Ms. 8° 334, 
discussed in Kilvey Ynd BnKnbbnlnh, p. 32 . Another manu sc ript is) e ru sa le m, Ms. 
8 ° 1302, and Jewish Theological Se minary, M s. 1816, which are ac tually two 
halves of the same manuscript. See Marx, PAA)R 4:161 . The introd uctio n and 
table of contents were published in Kirynl Serer 2:138-141; chapt e rs 7 to 9, in 
Kirynl Serer 22 :161 ff. , and chapter 10 in Kill'ey Ynd BnKahbnlnlz, pp. 79a-100b. 

149. Su lnm HnAliyn h 9 (Jerusale m, Ms. 8° 1302) p. 13b. See C hapter 4, 
not e 69. 

150. Sulnm HnAliynh 3 (Jewish Theologica l Seminary, Ms. 1816) p. lob. 
151. Sulnm HnAliynh 10 (Jerusalem, M s. 8° 334), in Kill'ey Ynd BnKnbbnlnh, 

pp. 229, 230. 
152. Pnrdes RimOllim 30. 
153. See Clznyny Olnm HnBnh, p. 9b, begg ining o f Serer HnTzeruf. 
154. Sulnln HnAliynh 8 (Jerusalem, Ms . 8° 1302) p. 8b. 
ISS. Ibid . Chapter 10, in Kilvey Y nd BnKnbbnlnh, p. 226 . 
156. Serer HnClzeshek, p. 38a. 
157. Sulnm HnAliynh 7 (Jerusalem, Ms. 8° 1302), p. 8a. Cf. Serer HnClzes lzek, 

p. 22a. Also see Shnnrey Tzedek , p. 73b, with rega rd s to th e Urim a nd Thumim . 
159. Sulnln HnAliyn h 9, p . 16a . 
160. Kelubol lIla. The entire first section o f V n Yoel Mo;lze discusses this . 
161. Su lnm HnAliynh 9, p. 16b. 
162 . Ibid. See Chapter 4, no te 28. 

Chapter Four: Other Early Schools 

1. Commentary to Ynd, Lulnl' 8:5, Bel Hn Bech irnh 6:14, Introd uction to 
commentary on Edu yyol. Also see introduction to Se!n Hn Eshkol (Ha lbe rs tadt , 
1868) p. xv. Cf. Shein Hn Gedoli ln, Ale! 10. See below, C h ap te r 6, notes 13, 14 . 

2. Bnchyn on Gmesis 32:10. See A vodnl HnK odes lz 2:13 (33d), 3:18 (81b), 
Shomer Elnu niln (HnKndm ol/), Introduction 2, #2, Melznre! LeClznklzmnh 13, Min chnl 
Yehudnh on Mnnrekhel Elokul 14 (l98b). See Chapter 6, no te 12 . 

3. See note 6. 
4. The lights called Zohnr, Bnhir, and Tov are alluded to in th e Bnhir 147. 

See note 161 in my translation. 
5. Regarding the four colors o f the fire, see Zo hnr Clzadnslz 39b, Tikzmey 

Zohnr 31 (50a). Also see Zohnr 1:41b, 3:33b, Tikuney Zohnr 6 (22a), 19 (41a). 
6. This is taken from Jewish Theo logica l Semin a ry , Ms . 1822:9, p . 43a,b . 

I would like to acknowledge the Jewish Theological Seminary fo r granting me 
permission to publish portions of their manuscript in tra ns latio n. This is also 
found in Florence, Ms . 41, p. 222a, b; Vatica n, Ms. 31 , p. 37; Munich, Ms . 
240:8; British Museum, Ms . 777:4; Perm a, Ms. 86 :7. It is also qu o ted in the 
Fourth Part of Shnnrey Kedushnh , (British Mu seum, Ms. 749) p. 18b. The te xt 
has been published, together with a Ge rman tran slatio n by G. Scholem, 
MGW) 78:511 (1934). 
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7. Cf. Ezekiel 1 :4,27, Proverbs 4:18. See Hekhalol Ralmlai 21, quoted above, 
page (65) 

8. Cf. Genesis 1:4. This is spoken of as the light stored away for the 
righteous in the Future World. 

9. cr. Job 37:21; Bahir 1. 
10. See Ezekiel 8:2, Daniel 12:3. Cf. Kilt'ey Ynd BnKabbalnh, p. 209. 
11. The reading in Shanrey Kedu shnh is MeUkam (opum), meaning 

"crooked." Other manuscripts, however, have the reading Melknro (np17r.l), 

meaning, "from the principle path." 
12. These words are only in Shnnrey Kl'dushnh. 
13. This is an important concept discussed at length among later 

Kabbalists, see I\(Jodal HnKodesh, I\vodnh 10, To/dol Ynakov Yosef, Sh'lnch, p. 133b; 
Maggid Oevnrnt' Ll' Y nnkov (Jerusalem, 1971) #66, 159; Likulim Yeknrim (Jerusalem, 
1974) #224, Tznvnnl HnRivnsh (Kehot, New York, 1975) #73 . Cf. Midrnsh Tehillim 
20:1. 

14. Wisdom, Understanding and Knowledge (Chakhmah . Billnh , Onnti, are 
the upper three Sefirot. The word Hnvnyol (n1'1il) can mean "existences," 
but here it means Tetragrammatons, since the word Havnyn (il'1il) is often 
used for the Tetragrammaton. In the very next quotation in Shnnrey Kedl/shnh 
(p. 19b). a system is presented, where each of these "Lights" parallels the 
Tetragrammaton with different vowel points. The table of correspondence 
between the Lights and Sefirot is based on this. See p. 119. 

15. Mishllnh . Bernkhol 5:1 (30b). The discussion here is very similar to that 
found in Sefer Cheredim , Tshuvnh 3 (Jerusalem, 1958) p. 215. See above, Chapter 
2, note 9. 

16. Beraklzol 32b. 
17. Most manuscripts end here. Shaarey Kedushah includes an additional 

section regarding how to complete this. 
18. Paraphrase of Daniel 12:3. 
19. Cf. BIlMidhnr Rnbbnh 12:8, Zohnr 2:241a. See note 5. 
20. The term Mnrol Tznvnol occurs in Exodus 38:8. 
21. See Chapter 2, note 20. 
22. Thus, even though the prophets saw through a "dull glass," still 

what they saw was actually the Glory itself. See Oereklz HnShem 3:3:5. 
23. This is the "light that receives Zohar." 
24. Shekkel HaKodesh (London, 1911) pp. 123,124. 
25 . See Maflechol HnKnblm/ah (in HaKnblmlnh shel Sefer HnTemullnh VeShel 

I\brahnm I\lmlnfinl p. 230. 
26. Shnnrey Kedushah, Part Four, p. 20a. The two selections are from 

Shaarl'Y Orah . Chapter 3,4, p. 37b and Chapter 9, p. 96a. 
27. See above, pages 105, 106. 
28. See Chapter 3, note 162. 
29. Shaarey Orah. Introduction (Warsaw, 1883) p. 1a. In a number of 

places, I have ammended the text according to Oxford, Ms. 1658, p. 165 ff., 
where the reading clarifies numerous difficult passages. 

30. Both Adonoy ('J'~) and Hekhal ('~'il), meaning "palace" having the 
numerical value of 65. 
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31. Shaarey Orah 1, p. 4b. See above, Chapter 3, notes 113,114. 
32. Kelubol111b. 
33. Ibid. The allusion is to Deuteronomy 4:24. 
34. Shaarey Omh 1, p. 14b. 
35. This is the end of the prayer Yishlalmch in the morning service. 
36. Shaarey Orah 2, p. 18a. 
37. Moed Kalan 28a. Cf. Z ohar 1:181a, 2:5a, 3:25a, 216b, 292b. 
38. Tikulley Zohar 8b. A similar expression is found in Pesikla, end of 31 (p. 

201a); Oliol DeRabbi Akiba, Yud (Bet HaMidrash, volume 3, p. 32; Baley 
Midrashol, volume 2, p. 372. 

39. Shaarey Orah 3,4, p. 39b. This is quoted from Shaarey Kedu shah . 
40. Ibid. 5, p. 40b. 
41. Ibid. 42b. 
42. Ibid. 46a. 
43. Ihid . 67b. 
44 . Sefer Yelzirah 1:7. 
45 . Shaarey Orah 5, p. 68b. 
46. Ibid. 8, p. 84b. 
47. Ihid. 9, p. 93a. 
48 . Ihid. 96a. This is quoted in S/warey Kedu shah. See above, C hapte r 2, 

note 39. 
49. See Shem Ha Gedolim , Yud 353; Midbar Kadmul, Chakhmah #11. 
50. Meiral EYllayim (Jerusalem, 1979), p. 318. Also see Olzar YisraeI2:285a. 
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Beriyah (Universe), 39, 258 

in prayer, 301 
Berukhim, Rabbi Abraham HaLevi, 

228 

Bet Chadash, 266 
Bet Yosef, 175, 176, 202 
Betzalel, 322 

permuting letters, 77 
Binah, 133, 294 
Blood, 85 
Body, meditation, 14 

spiritual, 41 
Book of Secrets, 156 
Book of the Chaldees, 156 
Book of The Garment, 156 
Breaking of Vessels, 211, 289 
Breathing, methods, 89 
Breslov, 308 

See Rabbi Nachman 
Brisk, 266 
B'rit Menuchah (book), 298 
Broken Vessels, 289 
Butzina DeKardenita , 324 

Cairo, 159 
Calabria, 188 
Capua, 66 
Caro, Rabbi Joseph, 140, 158, 171ff, 

175, 18~ 19~ 201, 264, 284 
Castro, Abraham, 158, 172, 189, 203 
Catalonia, 151 
Chakak, 76, 113 
Chakham lvi, 265, 338 
Chakikah, 76, 113 
Chalatino the Magician, 159 
Chambers, Guardians, 51 

Merkava, 45ff 
Chananel ben Chushiel, Rabbi, 25 
Chananya ben Chanikai, Rabbi, 28, 

44 
Chanina ben Dosa, Rabbi, 27 
Chaos, Universe of, 211 
Charha DeMoshe (book), 156, 330 
Chariot, 41 

of Light, 20 
spiritual, 49 

Charity, 230 
kavanah, 231 

Charles V, King, 174 
Chasadim , 260 
Chashmal, 41, 53 

test, 42 
Chatzav, 76, 113 
Chayay Olam HaBah (book), 59, 60, 

93ff, 172, 191, 194 
Shabbatai lvi, 271 



Chayit, Rabbi Judah, 58, 87, 169, 
173, 191 

from Portugal, 111 
Chayot, 52 
Chelm, 265 
Cherubs, 102 
Cheshek, 13 
Chida, 59 
Chilazon, 79 
Chiromancers, 188 
Chiromancy, 160 

Ari, 205, 336 
Tzayach, 161 

Chiyah, Rabbi, 29 
Chmielnitsky, 267 
Clapping, 289 
Co lobo, Rabbi Peretz, 171 
Colors, meditation, 179f 
Columbus, discovery, 171 
Column, 272 
Comino,65 
Commandments, 195 

hidden and revealed, 304 
six hundred and thirteen, 317 

Confession, bedtime, 230 
Consciousness, constricted, 291 

expanded, 279f 
states of, 278 

Constantinople, 267 
Constriction, 281, 340 
Contemplation, 79, 293 
Cordevero, Rabbi Moshe, 59 

See Ramak 
Cosacks, 266 
Cracow, 264 
Creation, sayings of, 77 
Crown, using, 26 
Crystal, gazing, 188 

Damascus, 158, 166, 189 
Dancing, 14 
David, King, meditation, 312 
David Av Bet Din, Rabbi, 207 
David abu Zimra, Rabbi, 59 

see Radbaz 
David ben Isaac, Rabbi, 11 7 
David Moshe Abraham of Troys, 

Rabbi, 339 
David of Pancorbo, Rabbi, 151 
Da'fs of Week, meditations, 259 
De' Lattes, Rabbi Isaac, 188 
Delecreta, Rabbi Matathias, 264 
Della Reina, Joseph, 40, 155 

Denouncers, 313 
Dentals, 245 
Depression, 226 
Destroyers, 313 
Devekut, 143, 293 
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Diabolos, numerical value, 321 
Dilug, 112 
Di Modina, Rabbi Samuel, 173 
Dimyon, numerical value, 332 
Dinovitz, Rabbi Isaiah, 271 
Di Vidas, Rabbi Eliahu, 170, 173, 

191 , 231, 232 
Divine Name, repeating, 11, 41 

using, 36, 232 
Divrey HaYam im (book), 148, 150 
Doe, 30, 317 
Dogs, image, 295 
Dream request, 157 
Drugs, psychedelic, 156 
Dumiel, 48, 49 
Duties of the Heart (book), 140 

Eastern mysticism, 32 
Ecstasy, 85 
Eden, upper garden, 229 
Egg, transition to chicken, 300, 301 
Ehyeh, expansion, 217, 336 

triangulation, 253 
Eight Gates (book), 204 
Eighteen Blessings, 20 

See Amidah 
EI Chai, 130 
EI Shaddai, meditation, 258 
Elchanan Baal Shem, 338 
Eleazar ben Arakh, Rabbi, 21, 23 
Eleazar ben Dama, Rabbi, 44 
Eleh, numerical value, 322 
Eliahu Baal Shem, 156, 265, 267, 338 

of Worms, 338 
Eliahu of Chelm, 265, 338 
Eliezer, Rabbi, 21, 44, 316 
Eliezer ben Shamua, Rabbi, 44 
Elijah, 28, 34, 165 

meditation, 312 
revelation, 170, 196, 207, 328 

Elisha ben Abuya, 24 
Elohim, meditation, 252 

significance, 255 
Emotions, path of, 13 
Endless One, 303 
Enlightenment, 222 
Enoch, 98 
Ephraim of Brody, Rabbi, 270 
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Erasure, 107 
Ergas, Rabbi Joseph, 263 
Eshkol (book), 117 
Essence, inner and outer, 255 
Elz Chaim (book), 204 
Evven HaShoham (book), 158, 160f 
Existence, Imperative, 309 
Exorcism, 222 
Expression, Yichud for, 253 
Extraneous thoughts, 289ff 
Eyes, meditation, 258 
Ezra, 20 
Ezra of Gerona, Rabbi, 118, 207 

Factorial, 323 
Falling on Face (prayer ), 229, 337 
Fasting, 38, 39 
Father, Partzuf, 240 

and Mother, Union, 249 
Fear, Universe of, 286 
Feet, Net~ach and Hod, 341 
Feminine Waters, 229, 233, 235 
Festival of Drawing, 14 
Finger, significance, 160 
Fire, black on white, 194 

four types, 123 
Firmament, 500 year journey, 294 

seven, 294 
First Saints, 122 
Five Strengths, 254 
Food, blessings over, 227 
Frances, Mordecai, 202 
Frivolity, 227 
Future, knowledge of, 295 

Gabbai, Rabbi Meir, 169 
Gabriel, 49, 99 
Garden of Eden, 24 

lower, 272 
sword, 80 

Gale of Kavanah (book), 191 
Gates of Understanding, 85 
Gehinom of Snow, 85 
Gematria, 63 

square, 241 
Gentiles, enlightenment, 194, 208 
Geomancy, 188 
Gerondi, Rabbi Jonah, 62, 283 
Gershon of Kitov, 270 
Gersonides; see Ralbag 
Gerushin (meditation), 170, 192 
Gikatalia, Rabbi Joseph, 8, 61, 125ff, 

179, 194, 264, 320 

disciple of Abulafi a, 125 
opposition, 138 

Gimel, in Name of Seventy-Two, 
324 

Ginal, acronym, 125 
Ginal Egoz (book), 125 

opposition, 138 
Girdle of Venus, 160, 161 
Glory, 120, 123 

seeing, 327 
Goat, 333 

blood, 182 
God, calling from depths, 132 

constantly creating, 303 
longing for , 297 
Mountain, 229 
names, 76, 184 

See Divine Names 
no name, 184 
serving in gladness, 226 

Gold, making, 302 
Golden Calf, 300 
Golem, 87, 264, 265, 338 
Gombiner, Rabbi Abraham, 202 
Gossip, 227 
Grasses, 156 
Grave, pros tration on, 235 
Graves of Desire, 297 
Great Assembly, 20, 283 
Guadalhajara, 151 
Guide 10 Ih e Perplexed (book), 60, 62 

controversy, 137 
Gutteral sounds , 245 

HaAderel VeHaEmunah (chant ), 31 9 
Habad, 13 
Hadrian, 28 
Hagai, 39 
Hai Gaon, 27, 165 
Hairs, standing on end, 85 
Halakhah, study, 228 
Hamnuna, the Elder, Rav, 34, 234 
Happiness, 226 
Hasidic movement, foundation, 263 
Hasidim, 261ff 

First, 20, 195 
Head, between knees, 26 

motions, 88, 89, 104 
allusions, 105 

Heart, opening, 156 
Hekhalot Rabatai (book ), 7, 231 

Abulafia, 62 
school, 35ff 



Heller, Rabbi Yom Tov Lipman, 265 
Hevel, 246 
Hezekiah, King of Judah, 31 
High Priest, breastplate, 182 

vestments, 181 
Hillel, 21, 22, 66 
Hillel of Capua, Rabbi, 62 
Hillel of Verona, Rabbi, 62, 137 
Hishlavul , 112ff, 140, 143, 144ff 
Hishlapchul HaNefesh (book), 309 
Hilbodedul , 85, 143, 170 

definition, 15, 306 
internal and external, 16 
meditation, 315 
Rabbi Nachman, 306 

Hilbonenul, 13, 16 
Hilpashlul HaGashmiul, 13, 295 
Horowitz, Rabbi Isaiah, 162, 264 
Humbleness, 227 
Humility, 227 
Husks, 286, 302 

See Klipol 
Hyle, 300, 305 

Ibbur, 233 
Ibn Chabib, Rabbi Levi; See Ralbach. 
Idni, Rabbi Shlomo, 111 
Idolatrous rites, 182 
Idra (Zohar), 210 
Iggeret HaMussar (book), 191 
Incantations, 156 
Infinite Being, 34 

See Ain Sof 
Intellect, path of, 13 

pure, 80 
Isaac Nazir of Lunel, 117 
Isaac of Acco, Rabbi, 8, 16, 29, 108, 

113, 137ff, 14 7f, 191, 194, 266, 
271 

Isaac the Blind, 117f, 142, 207 
Ishmael, Rabbi, 27, 35, 231 

first experience, 38 
Israel, Elder, 33 
Israelis, Rabbi Moshe; See Rama 
Ispaklaria, 36, 123 

definition, 31M 

Jacob, 252 
and Leah, coupling, 229 

Jacob ben Asher, Rabbi, 284 
Jacob Joseph of Polonoye, Rabbi, 271 
Jacob Nazir of Lunel, 117 
Jacob of Triel, Rabbi, 111 
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Jaffe, Rabbi Mordecai, 264, 265 
Jerusalem, 158 
Joel of Zamoshtch, Rabbi, 265 
Jonah, Rabbi; See Gerondi 
Jonathan ben Uziel, Rabbi, 21, 22, 44, 

50 
Joseph, Rav, 36 
Joseph de Avila, 152 
Joseph HaLevi, Rabbi, 153 
Joshua, Rabbi, 21, 23 
Jospa, Rabbi Joseph, 265 
Judah the Prince, Rabbi, 36, 318 

Kabbalah, definition, 76 
emergence, 117 
magic, 187 
opposition, 58 
popularity, 264 
practical, 40, 155, 208, 231 
practices, writing, 72 
three areas, 1 

Kabbalists, Christian, 127 
meditative, 112 

Kalisker, Rabbi Abraham, 307 
Kametz, 242f 
Kaptziel, 49 
Karel , 80 
Kar/iner Hasidim, 271 
Karon, 41 
Katz, Rabbi Ephraim, 338 
Kav HaYashar (book), 270 
Kavanah, 118, 195, 227, 283 

meditation, 13, 118 
Kavanot, 214ff, 284 
Kavod, 120 
Kefilzah , 112 
Keler, 80 

karel, 159 
Nothingness, 299 

Kheybar, 173 
King, disguising self, 289 
King John III, 173 
Kiss of God, 14, 315 
Klipot, 33, 40, 227, 291, 295 

See husks 
KNA (divine name), 276 
Koslowitz, 271 

Labials, 245 
Ladder, 291, 293 
Lecha Dodi (prayer), 173 
Letters, Ashurit Script, 193 

lights on, 388 
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meditation, 85 
permuting, 77, 135 

Leviathan, 31 
Levi ben Gershon; see Ralbag 
Levi Yitzchak of Berdichov, Rabbi, 

12, 300 
Levush, 264 
Light, meditation, 119ff 

of Darkness, 324 
vessel, 210 

Likuley Moharan (book) , 308 
Lines on hand, 161 

meditation, 162 
see Chiromancy 

Liva, Rabbi Judah, 264 
Love, and fear, 287 

infinite, 302 
potions, 156 
universe of, 286 
unrestricted, 302 

Lubavitch, tradition, 265 
Lublin, 264 
Luria, Rabbi Isaac; see Ari 
Luria, Rabbi Sh 'lomo, 264 
Luzzatto, Rabbi Moshe Chaim, 13, 

263 

Maaseh Merkava, 19 
Magen Avraham (work), 202 
Maggid, 174ff, 188, 191, 195, 222, 

223f, 324 
limitations, 209 

Magid Mesharim (book), 176 
Magic, and meditation, 155 
Magic squares, 158ft, 162ff 
Magii,26 
Mah (divine name), 237, 238 
Maharal of Prague, 264 
Maharshal, 264 
Maimonides, Rabbi Abraham, 16 
Maimonides, Rabbi Moshe, 13, 169 

controversy, 137 
Malachi, 39 
Malkhut, 293, 317 
Man, image, 295 

in God's image, 255 
Mantra, 11, 41, 170, 192, 306 

Rabbi Nachman's, 311 
Mantua, 188 
Manuscripts, 57 
Mazla , 237 
Marble, door, 25 

pure, 24 

Master of the Sea, 31 
Master of Wings, 30 
Mazal, 131 
Mechikah, 107 
Meditation, 183, 192, 197 

Baal Shem Tov, 274 
bed, 275, 312 
companion, 165, 275 
daily, 311 
dangers, 81, 198 
Eastern, 3 
enlightenment, 252 
fields, 311 
internally directed, 12 
isolated place, 309 
light, 119ff 
magic, 155 
methods, 96 
non-directed, 12 
old age, 82 
parts of body, 257 
prayer, 283 

personal, 310 
prerequisites, 144 
room, 274, 312 
saints, 311 
sefirot, 124, 183 
ship, 145 
single word, 311 
subject of, 113 
Tetragrammaton, 195, 255 
time, 309 
Torah study, 235 
various schools, 3 
with writing, 77f 
Zohar, 203, 229 

Meditaton and the Bible (book), 315 
Meditators, 141 
Medvedevka, 307 
Medzyboz, 271f, 307 
Meirat Eynayim (book), 141, 191 
Merkava, 19ft, 35, 41, 135, 164 

definition, 78 
descent, 136 
hymns, 42 
meaning, 19 
palace, conferring, 42f 

Mesilat Yesharim (book), 13 
Messiah, 31 

teaching Torah, 272 
Messianic Age, 243 
Messina, 65 
Metatron, 25, 36,98, 139,317,319 



numerical value, 324 
meditation, 254 

Method, 197 
Me/zarer LeChokhmah (book), 60 
Mezricher Maggid, 12, 271, 300 
Midnight Prayer, 228 
Mikvah, 25, 197, 276 

immersion, 192, 228 
meditation, 214, 276ff 
numerical value, 215, 276 

Mind, essence of man, 302 
Miracles, nothingness, 302 
Miriam, well, 206 
Mirror, 25 
Mishnah, 192 

meditation, 191ff, 333 
Mispar Kalan , 320 
Mitbodedim, 141, 143 
Mitnagdim, 9 
MNTzPKh , 227, 254 
Mochin, 278f 

inner essence, 255 
Mochin DeGadlut, 278 
Molcho, Rabbi Shlomo, 40, 173, 178 
Morning Service, 338 
Moses, meditation, 113 
Moshe, disciple of Gikatalia, 144 
Moshe ben Nachman, Rabbi; see 

Ramban 
Moshe de Leon, Rabbi, 28, 118f, 

122f, 138, 147ff 
Moshe of Narbone, Rabbi, 109 
Moshe of Savran, Rabbi, 308 
Moshe of Trani, Rabbi, 176 
Mostarabian community, 158 
Mouth, essence, 241 

meditation, 258 
Music, 50 

prophecy, 226 
Mussar Movement, 13 
Mysticism, purity, 37 
Mystics, Christian, 64 

Nachman of Breslov, Rabbi, 3, 12, 
64, 306ff 

birth, 307 
Nachmanides; see Ramban. 
Name, knowledge of, 114 
Name of 42 letters, 128, 259 

meditation on, 258 
yetzirah, 259 

Name of 72 triplets, 93, 128, 129 
Name of 12 letters, 128 
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Name of Writing, 148, 151 
Names, Divine, 128 

erronious, 232 
meditation, 113, 128 
pronouncing, 114 
repeating, 11, 41 
using, 36, 232 

Names, God, knowledge of, 114 
Nathan be Yechiel, Rabbi, 26 
Nathan of Nemerov, Rabbi, 308 
Navarra, 150 
Nebuchadnezzar, 227 
Nefesh (soul), 182, 225 

in grave, 240 
Nefilat Apayim (prayer), 337 
Nehuniah ben Hakana, Rabbi, 27, 35, 

38, 140, 232, 290 
teaching, 44 

Netzach, Hod, feet, 341 
Neshamah (soul), 182 

Throne of Glory, 240 
Nistarim, society, 265 
Noah, name, 339 
Nocturnal em mission, 322 
Nogah, 42, 49 
Nohaniel Gaon, 138 
Nose, 257 

Atika Kadisha, 241 
Nostrils, 243 
Nothingness, 303 

Keter, 136 
meditation, 12, 299f 
life force of universe, 305 
transition, 300 

nullifying, 177 

Oaths, three, 113 
Observance, 195 
Oil, feeling of annointing, 85 
Oil drop readers, 188 
Okop, 269 
Orchard, 39 

entering, 24 
Ordination, 189 

re-establishment, 176 
Or HaSekhel (book), 59, 159, 170 
Ormuzd,26 
Or Yalcar (book), 177 
Ossa tin, 307 
Other; see Elisha ben Abuya 
Other Side, 198 
Oliol, 159, 324 
Oliol deRabbi Abba (book), 22 
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Olzar Chaim (book), 139, 141, 149, 
194 

Olzar Eden HaGanuz (book), 68, 83 
Outside forces, banishing, 252 

Pain, finding God in, 294 
Palatal sounds, 245 
Palmyra, Abulafia in, 65 
Palm reading, see Chiromancy 
Parallels, 139 
Pardes, 24, 39, 177, 232 
Pardes Rimonim (book), 87, 177 
Partzuf, 234, 235ff 

feminine, 238 
Partzufim, 210 

table of, 212 
Patriarchs, gematria Shaddai, 320 
Permutations, 112, 193 

meditation, 83, 84 
Petit, Rabbi Shlomo, 137 
Pharisees, 195 
Philosophy, limitations, 170 
Phonetic groups, 241, 245 
Physical, devestment of, 295 
Plantings, cutting, 26 
Platinum, 49, 318 
Pope, conversion of, 68 
Pope Clement VII, 173 
Pope Leo X, 127 
Pope Nicholas Ill , 64 
Portugal, kabbalists, 173 
Practical Kabbalah, 40, 155, 208, 231 
Prague, 264 
Prayer, ability, 289 

grass, 312 
hour before, 122 
language, 310 
levels, table, 285 
own needs, 285 
personal, 310 
rapid, 288 
sefirot, 183 
simplicity, 290 
thought, 288 
way of, 283 

Prayers, different every day, 289 
original, 313 
personal and standard, 313 

Precious stones, 182 
Presiado, Rabbi Sasoon, 112 
Pride, 227 
Pri Elz Chaim (book), 204, 214 
Printing, invention, 170 

Prophecy, Holy Land, 82 
male aspect, 225 
restoration, 72 
voice, 224 

Prophet, sees own face, 109, 323 
Prophetic position, 165, 322 · 

prayer, 165 
Prophets, meditation, 7 

tradition of, 76 
Psalms, 227 
Psychedelic drugs, 156 
Purification, 197 

help from on high, 290 

Raavad, 117, 142, 207 
Rabbi; see individual name 
Rabbis, gathering, 44 
Radbaz, 59, 159, 172, 189, 202 

Ari's master, 335 
Ralbach, 176 
Ralbag, 16 
Rama, 264 
Ramak, 59, 87, 169, 175, 194, 263 

meditation, 170 
Rambam, 169 

See Maimonides 
Ramban, 118, 138, 147, 169, 191,207 

Epistle, 191 , 334 
Rashba, 58, 60, 65, 169, 191, 321 
Rashbash, 58 
Rava, 22, 226 
Recanti , Rabbi Menachem, 191, 207 

commentary on, 264 
Red, significance, 180 
Red Heifer, 36, 231 

ashes, 37 
purification, 39 

Redemption, hastening, 114 
Reshil Chokhmah (book), 173, 191 
Reuchlin, Johann, 127 
Reuveni, David, 173f 
Rishonim, 171 
Ruach, 182 

Garden of Eden, 240 
Ruach HaKodesh, 11, 14, 26, 294 

attaining, 191, 194, 195 
available to all, 194, 208 
female aspect, 225 
methods, 222ff 
minor level, 294 
universality, 194, 208 

Running and returning, 81 



Sa'arah (wind), 42, 49 
Sabbatai Zvi, 267f 
Sabbath, keeping, 227 

mikvah, 216 
numerical value, 217 

Sabbatical cycles, 209, 336 
Safed, 167ff 

emergence, 171f 
kabbalistic center, 170 

Sag (Tetragrammaton), 238, 257 
Sagis, Rabbi Jonathan, 228 
Sagis, Rabbi Joseph, 176 
Saint, attaching self to, 222, 233 

voice, 225 
Samael, 178 
Sambation, 66, 321 
Samuel Gaon, Mar Rav, 27 
Sanalmapi, Rabbi Saadia, 67 
Sar HaPanim, 38 
Saragossi, Rabbi Joseph, 171f 
Saragosta, 58 
Satan, Angel of Death, 337 

equals year, 101 
equals diab% s, 321 

Scream, silent, 290 
Scribe, 188 
Seals, seven, 138, 266 
Seclusion, 197 
Secret societies, 19 
Sefer Cheredim (book), 172 
Sefer Gerushin (book), 170 
Sefer HaCasdim (book), 156 
Sefer HaCheshek (book), 59, 191 
Sefer HaEdot (book), 68 
Sefer HaMa/bush (book), 156 
Sefer HaNikud (book), 87 
Sefer HaRazim (book), 156 
Sefer HaTzeruf (book), 83 

authorship, 320 
Sefer Ha Tzoref (book), 270 
Sefer HaYuchasin (book), 148 
Sefer Yetzirah (book), 7, 22, 81, 135, 

160, 264 
Abraham, 76 
Abulafia, 63 

Sefirah, 33 
Sefirot, 13, 35 

body, 256 
chant, 166 
colors, 179, 333 
definition, 317 
meditation, 125, 183 
method of, 78 

not spatial, 180 
purpose, 179 
ten, 210 
worshipping, 333 

Selim I, 158 
Semen, 63 
Semichah, 176, 189 
Serpent, 178 
Seter, acronym, 139 
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Seven Seals, 138, 266 
Seven Shepherds, 272, 339 
Sexual temptation, 63 
Shaa/at Cha/om , 157 
Shaar HaKavanot (book). 214 
Shaar Ruach HaKodesh (book), 3, 222ff 
Shaarey Kedushah , 2, 59, 187f, 190ff 

fourth section, 2, 118, 127, 140, 
190ff 

Shaarey Orah (book), 61 , 125ff, 179 
commentary on, 264 

Shaarey Tzedek (book), 109, 111, 139 
Shaarey Tzion (book), 107 
Shabbat, numerical value, 217 
Shaddai, 98 

Patriarchs, 320 
Shakhav, 340 
Sharabi, Rabbi Shalom, 12, 284 

kava not, 282 
Sheik, numerical value, 98, 139 
Sheirit Yosef (book), 158, 160, 177 
Shekel HaKodesh (book), 119 
Shem Tov of Burgos, 61 , 107 
Shemitah, 209 
Shemonah Esreh , 283 
Shefa, 96 
Shimon bar Yochai, Rabbi, 28 

author of Zohar, 149 
Shimon ben Gamaliel, Rabbi, 44 
Shitah Mekubetzet (book), 172, 202 
Shlomo ben Adret, Rabbi; see Rashba 
Shlomo ben Shimon Duran; see 

Rashbash 
Sh'ma, 33 
Sh 'nei Luchot HaB 'rit (book), 162, 264 
Shoshar. Sodot (book), 107 
Shoshan Yesod O/am (book), 157, 159, 

266 
Shabbatai Tzvi, 271 

Shpola Zeida, 307 
Shu/chan Arukh (work), 175, 264 
Sibilants, 245 
Sichot HaRan (book), 308 
Sic hot Moharan (book), 308 
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Sicily, 58, 172 
Sifno, Rabbi Moshe, 67 
Sifra DeTzeniula (work), 210 
Sin, preventing, 230 
Sirkes, Rabbi Joel, 266 
Skull, 255 
Sleep, 182 
Solomon Samuel of Polotzk, 268 · 
Solonika, 173 
Soul, attaching to God, 281 

divestment from body, 239 
elevating, meditation, 259f 
entrusting, 229 
five levels, 210 

table, 236 
parts, 182 
roots, 233 

in Adam, 235 
separating from body, 286 

Sounds, effects, 223 
Spanish Inquisition, 17l 
Sparks, two hundred eighty-eight, 

231, 288 
Speaking, while bound to God, 295 
Speech, 300 
Spiritual ascent, 293ff 
Square, gematria, 241 
Squares, magic, 158ff, 162ff 
Stoicism, 112, 140, 143, 144ff 

see Hishlavul 
Study, daily, 227 
Sufis, 107f, 325 
Sukkot, 14 
Sulam HaAliyah (book), IlIff, 140, 

159, 172 
Sultan Mahomet IV, 267 
Supernal beings, coercion, 196 
Supernal universes, residing in, 294 
Surayah, 44 
Suriel, 36 
Sword, Garden of Eden, 80 

rotating, 291 
Sword of Moses (book), 156 
Synagogue, reverence, 227 

windows, 337 

Tagin, 213 
Taitatzak, Rabbi Joseph, 17lf, 173, 

175, 188 
Talavera, 153 
Tallit, 312 
Talmudists, meditation, 7 
Talust, 27l 

Targomi, Rabbi Barukh, 63, 125, 138 
Targum, 21 
TATzSh, 44 
Tefillin, 227 

all day, 230 
Temper, 227 
Ten Martyrs, 113 
Tetragrammaton, 34, 129 

Adonoy, l33 
combining letters, 230 
contemplating, 11 
expansions, 213, 217, 237 
four spellings, 212 
letters, 185 
meditation, 11, 87, 179, 230, 238, 

255 
tables, 90f 

mitzvah, 304 
permutations, 129 
pronouncing, 114, 134 
read Elohim, 133 
source of all sources, 143 
tree trunk, 132 
vowels, 179f, 185 

"The," before name, 169 
Thriteen Attributes, 226 

Tetragrammaton, 337 
Thought, elevating object to, 302 

rising in, 237 
sudden, 294 
Universe of, 300 

Thoughts, extraneous, 286, 289ff 
where a person is, 296 

Throat and palate, union, 241 
Tiberias, synagogue, 206 
Tikun HaKe/ali (work), 64 
Tirshom, Rabbi Joseph, 157 
Todros, Rabbi, 153 
Tohu, Universe of, 211 
Toledo, 153 
Toledol Adam (book), 156, 162, 266 
Torah study, 195, 226 

and yichudim, 235 
Tosefol Yom Tov (work), 265 
Transmutation, 302 
Trithemius, Abbot John, 332 
Tuberculosis, 308 
Tur (work), 284 
TUTRUSYA y , 44 
Tzachlzachim, 213 
T zadik, revela tion, 196 

See Saint 
Tzafanal Paneach (work), 158 



Tzayach, Rabbi Joseph, 112, 155, 
158ff, 177, 179, 189, 266, 331 

and Ari, 203 
Tzelem , 255 
Tzeror HaCha im (book), 158 
Tzeruf, 112, 141, 160, 193, 271, 323 
Tzevaol , 253 
Tzimlzum , 281 
Tzitzit, 79 
Tzoref, Rabbi Hershel, 270 

Uceda, Rabbi Samuel, 229 
Uman, 308 

massacre, 308 
Understanding, God, 303 
Unification, 33 

See Yichud 
Baal Shem Tov, 273 

Unity, 178 
Universe, of Love, 286 

fifth , 213 
Universes, Four, 39, 210, 293, 296, 

338 
climbing, 294, 297 
table, 209, 212, 301 
Tetragrammaton, 213 

great, 297 
supernal, 209 

Valladodid, 151 
Vessel, 210 
Vessels, breaking, 
Vestments, colors, 181 
VeZol LiYehudah (book), 58 
Vision, 30 
Vital, Rabbi Chaim, 15, 155, 187ff 

death , 265 
Voice, prophecy, 224 

supernal, 294 
Vowels, 88, 99, 213, 246 

natural, 95, 104 
Tetragrammaton, 185 

Water, waves, 54 
White, bile, 182 

mercy, 180 
water, 182 

Wind, stormy; see Saarah 
Windows, 227, 337 
Wings, mystery, 260 
Wisdom, Somethingness, 304 
Women, education, 266 

status, 266 
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Word, complete concept, 287 
link to God, 287 

Workings of the Merkava, 19, 20 
Worldly needs, 298 
Writing, four levels, 213 

meditation, 84 

Yashar of Candia, 59, 191 
YBK (divine name), 231 
Yebi the Elder, Rabbi, 234 
Yehudah ben Bava, Rabbi, 44 
Yehudah ben Barzilai, Rabbi, 76 
Yesod Olam (book) , 159 
Yetzirah, 39, 258 

elevation to, 259f 
in prayer, 301 
name, 259 

YHVH, 129, 134 
see Tetragrammaton 

Yichud, 33, 198, 293 
Baal Shem Tov, 276 

Yechudim, 12, 39, 41 , 145, 190, 192f, 
222, 338 

methods, 193, 233ff 
Yishlabach (prayer), 328 
Yisrael Sabba, 33 
Yiluk, 318 
Yochanan, Rabbi, 36 
Yochanan ben Dahavai, Rabbi, 44 
Yochanan ben Zakkai, Rabban, 19, 

21 , 22, 35 
Yod Tetragrammaton, 131 
Yoel Baal Shem, Rabbi, 338 
Yoel Halprin of Zamoshtch, Rabbi, 

338 
Yofiel, 38 
Yom Kippur, vestments, 181 
Yosef Shlomo Delmedigo; see Yashar 

of Candia 
Yosi the Priest, Rabbi, 23 

Zacuto, Rabbi Avraham, 148 
Zagaka, 266 
Zamoshtch, 266 
Zeira, Rav, 20, 36 
Zer Anpin, 234, 238, 278 

essence, 255 
in female, 243 

Zerweiker, Adam, 339 
Zionism, 113 
Ziatipolia, 307 
Zodiac, 182 
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Zohar, 28, 118, 159 
Aramaic, 150 
commentary, 177 
first printing, 188 
meditation, 203, 229 
meditative kabbalah, 159 

publication, 8, 29, 147ff 
systemization of, 169 
written by Rabbi Abba, 317 

Zohar Light, 120, 122, 123, 326 
Zoroasteran religion, 317 
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